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Preface .

4'

It was during World War II that ny interest in compensatory early edu-
cation for children from low-income -families began. The British Govern-
ment had-invited W. E. Blatz, then the Director of the Institute of Child
Study at the University of Toninto, to recruit a team'that would go to
-England to help with the training of staff for Britain's wartime day nurs-
eries. I was selected as the junior membere that team. On Deminion
Day, joly 1. 1942, in a partially bomhecout school in the core area of
Bismingham, our training school (Garrison lane Nursev Training
School), with its demonstration day nursery, opened its doors.

As early as the late 1930s there was sometwidence which sug..
gestethtiaulie nursery school could have an important impact on.the
intellectual development of the undeiprivileged child. The initial find
inssof Beth Wellman (Wellman & Pegram, 1944) had been reported,
Ad her claim that intelligence was environmentally determined was
being hotly debated..Since working class families were served by the
Garrison lane Day Iskrs'ery, it was decided that the opportunity to
measure the ellects of the Canadian Institute of Child Study early
education progranvwhich was replicated at Garrison lane, on the
intellectual development of these children should be seized.
Accordingly, the youngsters were given the Stanford-Binet Intelligence
Scitle every six months and I was assigned the task of administering the
tests. The results obtained were similar to those reported by Wellman.
The IQs of most of the children increased, in some cases as many as 20
IQ points-(Blatz, 1944, p. 24): The burning questiolk was, however,
"why?" Unlike Wellman, the Garrison lane group assumed that the intel-
lectual potential had alwayspeen there and proposed that what the
nursery school experience did.was create the motivation to learn and
encourage the development of habits (exploration, persistence, re-e °

sourcefulness) which insured greater achievement. Hence, although the
causes of the changes in the children were-debatable, it seemed clear to
Me that something in their nursery school environment was making up
for something which was4acIdng In their 'non-nursery school environ-
ment, and that this."something" was needed to support their develop-
ment toward the realization of their full potential. My faith in the poten-
tial of preschool education for producing miracles in.disadvantaged chil-
dren was firmly established.

3. r
41.
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. After the war I completed my doctorate in vs-ychology and joined
the taculty at Westefn Ontario as a child psychologist. However, I never
last interest in early childhood education. I worked with..and supported
the efforts of the Early Childhood Education Association of Ontario to
improve the quality of our preschools by promoting the development of
high quality training programs in early childhood education, and by
establishing a systern.for eredentialing early childhood educators. Also,
in the late 19s, while still a young Assistant Professor, 1 made my.first
attempt to persuade our university to establish a demonstration pre
schtiol and child-study center. I even obtained approval for a grant from .

federal sources to support 4uth a center. The gtight was, however, for
only five years, and was c9nditionakon the awarding of a matching grant

'`by the province. As a result the federal money was blocked, either at the
provincial or university level (I never found out which), presumably
because the danger of being left with funding responsibilities after thZ.
.five.year period was a risk that one or (;ther of these ainhorities was
unwilling to take. .

My second and successful attempt to establish a university I
oratory preschool was made at a niore auspicious timein the sec d
half of the 1%0s when universities were expanding rapidly and when
funds were relatively plentiful. Furthermore, I was then in a more influ-
ential p()sition as a Professor and the Chairman of the Department of
PsycholOgy. At this time we were engaged in planning new and greatly .
exyanded laboratory facilities for what had become a very large
department and I was able to persuade my colleagues and the uni-
versity's administrators that the need in Ontario for training at the
graduate level in early childhood education was acute. The Institute for
Child Study at the I iniversity of Toronto, which had formerly provided .

such training had ceased to do so and the supply of highly qualified
persons in the field was rapidly diminishing. In addition, competent in-
structors were desperately needed for the many community colleges
which had established training programs in early childhood education in
the late sixties. 'Finis plans were made for including a laboratory pre-
school in our new building. We moved into this building in the fall Of
1972 and during the academic year 1972.73 made the preparations
necessary for opening the preschool in the fall of 1973.4A senior honors
course in early childhood education was offered by the Department for
the first time in 1%72-73 and training at the graduate level began in the

t
following year. (The latter was offert.d as.an option in the Master's or
doctoral graduate programs in developmental psychology.)

The University of Western Ontario (UWO) Preschool Project was
launched in 1973 at a timeawhen compensatory early education at the
preschool level was under attack. In the United States, the controversial
but so-called disappointing results of the National Impact Study of Head

14
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.tart had been repoirted and were being discussed widely in Canada as
elsewhere. It was also a time when Canadians were just beginning to
launch, lin a large scale, pre-kindergarten classes to aid the disadvan
taged child. It seemed that the danger was real that the baby might be
thrown out with the bath grater."

li&ause of my wartime expeciences, the apparent outcome of
I lead Start was difficult to accept. What had gone wrong? Were the eval-
uation procedures inadequate or were The programs inappropriate? Thus,
when the Department of Psychology at Western Ontario opened its lab-
oratory preschool I wasted no time in initiatiug the project in comptn
slum), education ,desctibed here. "It was a project of considerable snag
nitride which spanned as many as seven years. First, the program had to
be started and pupils, including ones from low income families, had to
be recruited and studied. Then the program had to be modified on the
basis of the results of those **dies and evaluated. Tlie first part of this
report deals with the develcOnent of the prograin and its operation; the
second part. with its evaluation. The evaluation proceeded through two
phases. First, the immediate impact of the program was assessed, while
the children were still in the preschool. Later, in a follow:up study, its-

. long term impact was measured. The focus throughout was on evidence
of compensatory effects for the lowincomeschildren.

, A project of such scope was not accomplished without an army of
helpers. These included the preschool staff, the research staff, university
colleagues, many professionals,in the community, and of course the
children who were subjects and their parents. Four of the preschool
teachers who were involved in the project during most or all of its
duration deserve special mention. These were .Norm Greenberg, the
supervisor of the program for the first four years, Carol Wagg, Sandra
Gatt and Karen V/histlectaft. They read and criticized myfirst attempts to
write a description of the program and each of the three women col..
laborated with me in writing one of a set of three chapters which
describe our Assessment and Cunidilum Guides. AU four helped
develop a set of rating scales which-were used in theevaluatkm of the
program and, in many other,ays, assisted in the research effort.
However, their greatest contributions were made as co-designers and
implementers of the program. Two other teachers should also be
mentioned. These were Joy Elder who supervised the program in the
fifth project year and Kathryn Anderson who joined the staff in the
fourth project yrar.

On the research staff, there were three persons who worked on
the project throughout its duration. These were Ada Meecham, Merle
Thurlow and Bernice !fill Their devotion and expertise were invaluable.
The statistical consultant was my colleague R. G. Gardner who always
found time to advise me and my assistants, Jacqueline Tetrue, Mark
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Mar shark and later flan* Breiter and Mary Finlayso n on hi-ow to manage
our masses of data. Others who were also important assistants on the
project were Brian Wilson, Malcolm Shantz and Nina llowe MC-Cann.

To locate and recruit low income children for the projeCt was not
Ian easy task. We were aided in this especially by the London Family and
Children's Services Agency, which coordinated our efforts during the First
two project years under the able direction of Phyllis Barnes. Medical
officeis and many public health nurses also helped with this task

The tbllow-up study in the primary grades could not have been
done without the gracious support provided by the London !Ontario)
Board of Education, the London and Middlesex ( County Separai4 School
Board and the Middlesex County Board of Education, and without the
help and umperation of their directQrs, some fifty school principals and
many more primary grade teachers. The efforts of the teachers who

`prepared lengthy repbrts on the children each year were deeply appre-
(tiled. Special thanks are also due to the many children who panic.
ipated in the various phases'of the prilect and to their parents who per-
titted them to do so.

Finally, there were many others without whase,extraordinary
efforts this project could not have been concluded successfully. These
included George La hive who transported the,low-income; children to .

and from the preschool and provided them with a warm but firm grand-
father figure, and the housekeeping staff in the preschool who never
complained about their many clean-up chores. Also there were the
secretaries who typed the manuscripttwo of the most devoted of these
were Lesley Van Mien and Linda Tupholme.

Mary Wright
1983
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1

Prologue

The project described in this monograph was initiated almost a decade
ago. \Illicit preparing the final report we ;were tempted to write the
introduction with reference to current thought, but we resisted this
temptation iri order to preserve the historical perspective of the work.
Ingtad, an Epilogue was added in which the issues we struggled yvlth in
the early 1970s are re considered with reference to more recentV
knowledge and to the views of developmental psyChologists and early
childhood advocates in the 1980s. Ihe implications of the insights
pitied in ttr` last decade fol social policyare also discussed and
summarized in the Epilogue.

In writing this monograph we attempted to achieve two objectives:
first, to describe our research and report our findings and, second, to
describe the 11niversity of Western Ontario (1.1W0) Preschool Program in
sufficient detail to permit its replication. To US, the second objective was
as important as the first. Since the teacher's role is of paramount impor-
tance in our program, n preparing the chapters on the grogram, the
needs of the teacher were kept very much in mind. Consequently,

. tpstnktion and actual program materials are offered in the three
chapters which deal with the more controversial areas of our curriculum,
specifically number, classification and spatial relations (Chapters 3-5).
There are some educators who continue 4o argue that "nuMber," for
example, has no place in the preschool curriculum. Therefore, infor-
mation about child development is offered both to justify the selection
of these curriculum areas and to clarify our goals. These three chapters
and their appendices were written in collaboration with thrkteachers in
the preschool in the way that they thought would bermstlelpful to
other teachers. The teachers were deeply concerned about tljt expli-
cation of their methods in the cognitive areas, because it wasoin these
that their greatest efforts to advance knowledge and to be creative as
teachers were made. They trieckto do two things: first, to find practical

3
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whys of assessing the cognitive levels op.thk. chiklrei1 which would
(table them to solve, more successfully, the problem of how to match

intellectuaKhallenges to the developing abilities of individual children
and, second, to distverstrategies which were effective in involving chil
dren in problem solving thought. The first goal was achieved by devel

oiling a set of Assessment and Curriculum Guilds, the second by devel
oping,an inquiry appn xkh in which the challenge was addressed more

to the teacher than the child. The Gullies are presented in juxtapositio
with the teat ?as appendices) to facilitate understanding, and exunpl
are provided to illustrate the type of teacher child interactions which
werepromoted in the MO Preschool.

The research done in the project was of three types. The mono.
graph is organized at:wind the first type, which is the summative twat
uation of the progrann short and long-term effects on a wide range of
competencies. The sectbnd type,consisteel of format?ve or process eval
uat.pns of the program. In these, attempts were made to monitor exactly

what went on in the preschciol and to detemline how frequently the
children were actually exposed to interventions which were considered
potentially critical. Some studies of how manipulations of specific pro-
gram variables affected immediate behavior were also done. The third

'type of research was aimed at developing -new criterion measures when

no acceptable ones were available. Our primary effort in this area
focused on finding an objective way to measure children's §ocial com-
petence. This work was done in four phases during the first five years of
the project. The results indicated that social competence is best reflected

in the effectiveness of a child's attempts to influence his or her peprs. -
The measure of social competence used to assess the immediate impact
of the program on the children's social abilities was based on these

findings and a report on this work has been published elsewhere. For
the convenience of the reader, however, thL4'material Is presented 'in

Chapter 7.
The monograph was, therefore, written for a wide variety of audi-

ences: students at both the college and ffieuniversity level, early child-
hood educators already at work in preschools and day nurseries or
teaching in the kindergartens or special education classes of our schools,
researchers, both developmental psychologists and educators, child
advocates concerned with protection and prevention, policy and
decigiost makers in the educational and welfare fields, and parents.

'For the college student there is, in the description of the program,
much practical information about how to set up a preschool, organize its

staff, plan its curriculum, administer its. program and sticiplate and inter-

act with the children. For the university student and research community
there are research findings. Of particular interest to these groups will be
the theoretical underpinnings of the program as well as the problems
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which 411;cre faced in evaluating it. Early childhood edtkwors, kinder.
Karim and speeial education teachers will, we believe, find the Assess
meat and curriculum Guides Of special practical assistance in coping
with the problem of. individual differences in their classes and in
planning educational challenges for their pupils which are appropriate
in difficulty. Research psychologists and educatorsiMth an interest in
si)cial- and cognitive develirment and how these are interrelated should
find the research on the development of social competence of great
interest They may also find the measure of social competence, which
was developed for the project, a usefirl instntmnt for their own research.
Child advocates will find the evidence presented hew that early inter
vent ion can have a long term beneficial impact on the compettkv.of
children both gratifying and useful. For policy makers there arc several
recommendations. These-go beyond die suggestion that more early
edueation4hould 1w provided for 'mire children, but point out him the
early education that is offered can be made effective and worth its cost.
Finally, this monograph provides itvights for parents into what lies

,behind an early education program of high quality, insights which should
assist them greatly in choosing a preschool for their own children.
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1

Introduction

The Need for Canadian Research

In 19-x3. when this project started, there was little informition about4he
characteristics and needs of Canadian disadvantaged preschooraged chil-
dren and only a very tew Canadian studies on the effects of preschool
education on such children had been done (Ryan, 1972). Thus, in
Canada, where pre kindergarten programs to aid the disadvantaged child
were springing up everywhere, Canadian educatorswere forced to rely
on research done in other countries to guide their efforts. Most of them
utilized thellead Stan literature coining out of the t Inited States, but

there were mapy reasons for questioning the wisdom of this. Not only
were the longterm results of !lead Start discouraging. but many were
arguing thift in Head Start the needs of the disadvantaged had been

5 wrongly identified (Karatz & Baratz,11970) and that many of the
prograrris designed for them had, therefore, been inappropriate
(Ginsberg, 1972). Furthermore, there was reason to believe that dis-
advantaged children in Canada might be different from their American

. counterparts. Tulidn (1972) had pointed out that in many American
studies, cultural' and. economic disadvantage had not been adequateV
-distinguished, and that the long lists of deficits which were said-to (Tiar.
acterize the children of the 'XXX' might be reflecting the biases of the
Culture of the majority rather than the results of poverty. Speaking in
Detroitat the 1971 Merrill-Palmer Conference, Professor William Fowler
of the Ontario Instituterfor Studies in Education, who had Wide expe-
rience working with d(advantagedieshildren in the United States, COM-
mented that in Toronto he had not encountered the abject poverty
which was common in large American cities. Also, an American DISTAR
instructor speaking in London. Ontario, at about the same time; said that
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she had not encountered, even in lbronto's "cabbage town" (that city's
most deteriorated section 1, the severe language handicaps or dialects
that were common in disadvantaged children in the United States. Thus,
Can:khan research in this area WAS de sperat5ly needed.

The Concept of Disadvantage i
The concept of disadvantage is a global one Ind the term is dtfficult to
delineTh has been sued to ciwer a wide range of different types and
degrees of economic and emotional disadvantage, as well as social cis
elimination. In this study, an attempt was made to avoid the ambiguities
associated with this term by describing the iaibtects studied in terms of
the incomes of their families. An attempt was also made to study, pri-
maiily, children of the cultural majority so that any effects of social dis-
crimination would be minimized. The study focused, therefore, on
ecoimmic'disadvantage. However, the concept of economic disadvantage
is also a global one which masks a wide range of conditions which may s

affect children in different ways. .

Poverty, in itself, may not be harmful to children whose parentS
arc stable, are concerned about their children's welfare and are reason-
ahl competent as individuals. In fitct, poverty may provide healthy chal
lenges tier the growth of children, as many of those who grew up during
the Great Depressiim of the 1939s have pointed out. The damage to
children appears to result more from the effects of poverty on the
parents, which cause marital conflict, marriage breakdown, alcoholism
and violence, than from poverty itself. Single parents with limited
incomes face special difficulties in coping with the demands of everyday
living and in meeting the emotional needs of their children, but single
parents, as well as intact families, vary wicrely. The problems of the
unmarried mother, especially if she is very young, differ from those of
the more mature mother who is separated, divorced or widowed. The
number of children she has makes a difference as does the extent to
which the unmarried mother is alone, or is supported or handicapped in .. .

meeting the demands of parenthood by an eictended family. There are
many degrees of pmerty and these are not always related to the size of
the family's income, and being in poverty may he either chronic or
intermittent. Some parents are poor because they start families as teen-
agers before they have developed any marketable skills; some because
of chronic illness or depression which deprives the of the motivatkm

Into work. Others are . tply unable to find regular effiployment or have.
difficulty, for a varie of reasons, keeping a job. +41.

Children in 'the samples studied in this project were from families
that differed in all of the above respects and more. Some of the children
were abused by their parents and others were neglected. Some, because
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of family breakdown, became wards of the Children's Aid during the
project and experienced several different foster home placements. Most
were at least mildly disturbed emotionally. However, a few were from
relatively stable homes and appeared to receiving adequate care.
'11,tus, the individual needs of these children varied Widely.

The Cause of Concern
The concern for childien from low-income families derives from the faCt
that they fail in school more frequently than do children from more
affluent homes. This has tklen knbwii for a long time (Anactasi, 1968)
and is well d(xtunented. There is, howeVer, little agreement about why.
Some have attributed their failures to a lack of ability, but more have re-,
jected this hypothesis at .f have suggested a variety of c *her possible
Ca MO+.

Some say that low income children lack the motivation to leani
& Butterfield, 1968). Since it has been found that the curiasit9"1"11_

and exploratory drives of riling children can be enhanced or reduced'
by the quality, amount and variety of the play materials available to therri:.
Ilarrow. Rubenstein, Pederson & Jakowski, 1972) then, if low income
children are not offered a stimulating array of responsive materials in
their homes, their efforts to affect their environments may not be rein-
forced. As a, result, their natural impulse to explore and learn may be
diminished: The need for achievement has been .found to be positively I.
related to socio-economii.- status (Douvan, 1966; 'Atkinson & Feather,
1966; Veroff, 1969) and it has been suggested that ktwerclas.s paients
are less likely to provide the role models needed to develop in their
children the desire to achiev . However, others have found that the
majority of lower class parch are ambitious for their children and want
them to advance in scltool 7.igler and Delavty (1962)
found that the children of the poky put forth more effort in learning lab-
oratory tasks for tangible rewards, such as candy, than for intangible
rewards such as commendation, and that the children of the more afflu-
ent put forth morn effort for praise or for being told they were right.
i lowever, these findings may have reflected only differences in the
amount of value attached to the material rewards (Tajfel, 1957) rather
than to differences in the desire to matsekhe skill.

Others have argued that the problems of low-income children lie
in thei,fik-k of self-esteem. Children in poverty have been found to have
low sellTheem (Dreger & Miller, 1960; Hawk, 1967) or little self
confidence, a characteristic attributed to conditions such as dis-
crimination, repeated failures and autocratic parental management styles. .
They have been found to have little feeling of responsibility for what
happens to them (Battle & Rutter, 1963; Crandall, Katkowsky &
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1965) believing that the locus of control is outside, rather than inside
themselves and that personal efforts to change their lot would be
fruitless.

Maladaptive social behavior has also been suggested as a reason
for low kwels of achievement in school. Lower-class children have been
found to be more liked tan middle-class children to reject 'authority
and to lack self-control, a tendency which is attributed to the more
powerimsertive, harsh and inconsistent disciplinary measures used by '
their parents (Bronfenbrenner, 1958; Becker, 1964). Lower-class children
have also been found to be more aggressive than middle -class children
(McKee & Leader, 1955) perhaps because this c (-tensile is rewarded
in urban slums (Lesser, 1959) or because lower. (la. parents provide
aggtssive role models for their children and enco ge and reward
aggression (Davis & Ilavighurst, 1947). Davis (1972) reported that low -
income boys without a consistent father,fignre before the age of four ,
years tended to be overdependent on adults and that this adversely
affected the dcvlopment of satisfactory peer relations, sex-appropriate
behavior and competitiveness. Ilowever, Ilaitup (1963) and Bandura
and Walters (1963) pointed out that extreme- neglect and autocratic dis
ciplinary techniques can eliminate dependency responses, and some
linvercla.ss children have.been _found to exhibit more independence
than their middle class counterparts (Foster, 1966).

More recently, however, evidence has been accumulating which
suggests that the cause of the school failures of to W income children lies
not in their personal and social charade 'sties, but in their cognitive
styles and strategies which prevent them om dtilizing their intellectual
potential effectively. It has been found that t y Ikave difficulty
processing information in representational or s Wit- form (Sigel,
1971; 1lunt, 1972) and tbatialthough their conerete telligence is ade-
quate, their abstract and conceptual intelligence is not (Jensen, 1969).

Their difficultibs in this area are thought to be due to the cir
cumstances under which these children are raised from conception until
they enter school (11unt, 1972). nese include a lack of order in the le
home, such as regular. mealtimes, which deprives children of the con .
ditions under which they can develop ruditpentary concepts of time,
and, as well, overc-rowdins, noise and confusion (Deutsch, 1964) which
may discourage discrimiftion of sensory stimuli and attentiveness to
human vocalizatkm (Clark & Richards, 1966). Parents in poverty have
been found to spend less time in verbal interactions with their children
than do middle class parents (Keller, 1963) and to communicate with
them in shorter sentences (Deutsch, .1964). Thus, they are less likely
than middle-class parents to have conversations with their children that
encourage thinking and the manipulation of ideas. Furthermore, they are
likely to discourage and even punish their children's efforts at inquiry
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fin. the4 are viewed as a threat to authority. (Bernstein, 1967). hunt
(1972) concludes that the talk of the lowerclass parent tends to concern
"what is present in limited'-space and known to-all and is highly lacking
in what calls uptin the child to abstract and leant the names for such
aspects of objects as their color, theirkshape, their size in relation to
other objects, their position with relation to other objects, causal expla-
nations, :iitd ci inceptions of such things as Vice and time '(p- 310).

Books, pictures and other representational materials are likely to
appear less frequently in the homes of the poor than the affluent: lower
class parents are less likely to read to theirchikfren, tell them Stones,
show them pictures, play "pretencrgameS with them -a.r.tp in many other
ways encourage imaginative symbolic activity than are middlelass
parents. These differences in stIntulatiOn may help to account for the i

. findings of Sigel (1971). He reported that school-age children in poverty
were able to classify cotirte objects in A way that resembled the classi-
fications of middle class children, but their classifications of pictures of
the objects or .names of the objects differed radically. It appeared the
experiences of the children in poverty had failed to make them able to
deal effectively with the objects when -they were in representational
form.

.

Other gnitive areas in.which social class differences have been
6 fluid include cc wane tempo or reflection impulsivity as defined by
Kagan (1965). The children of the poor show less "reflective" delay in
responding to a discrimination task and make more errors than middle
class children, suggesting. that they do less internal information pity
essing befrire making a response. The tendency to be "reflective" on
Kagan :s Matching Familiar Figures Test (MI+) has been found to be
p(xsitiVely correlated measures of intellectual ability and reading
achievement (Kagan,' 1966). The imaginative capacity of the eco
nomically disadtantaged child has also been found to be relatively low
(Ames & August, 1966). Weikart, Rogers. Adcock and McClelland (1971)
repiirted that some I lead Stan children did not role play and needed to
be led into this kind of activity by the teacher.

Intelligence testgaregenerally considered to he a measure of '4
learning ability, but it has been found that lower and middlelass
groups. who differ in their performance on such tests, do not differ
markedly in their ability to perfomi, on laboratory learning tasks such as
selective .tri41 and error learning and paired associate learning (Stodolsky
& Lesser, IW). While the correlation between tested intelligence and

% pc-trim:ince* these kinds of learning tasks was found to be high for
the upper status groups, it was negligible for the lower-status groups.
obese findings suggest that some s - of learning ability in lower-class
children are not adequately reflected in general intelligence tests. They
also suggest that the lower-class child's difficulty in performing on the
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intelligence tt.blts is due to an inability to meet the representational
demands of the - tests: to recognize relationships between past teaming
andffilsent problems and to apply knowledge effectively

In summary, many reasons have been offered for why children
from low income families are more likely to fail in school than are chil
dren from more prosperous families. It has been said that they are less
highly potirated to learn; less confident of their ability to affect their
destinies; le.4s well adjusted socially: less self-controlled and more
resistent to authority; and less' capable of utilizing their intellectual
potential because of their poorly developed representational skillS,and
their inetficient co %nit ive, styles. -

These suggestions determined the principal areas in which the .

income children were assessed in our project. They also determined
the bask- objectives of the preschool program which was tkvelopeci for
them

..
Needs of Low-Into e Children
Compoisatoty education mean.% by definition, that such education coin
pnsates or "makes tip- something that is tacking in a child :s envi
ronment.which is neeiiled to help that child realize his or her pptential.
The first step in our study, then, was to idliptY the Nture of that lack.
What did children horn impoverished Itoincs need that they were riot

t being given?
The initial attempt to answer this question was made not only

through the study of the literliture reviewed above but throhg6 obser..
Nations and assessments of the subjects in the project during the first
project year. The subjects intitidcx1 children from both low income and
high income families. Our fii-stimprmsions were that the low income

r children were just as motivated to learn and just about as competent
socially with their peers as were the high income children, but were less
self controlled. less confixnaing, less task orirted and more impulsive.
Als(1, the test results -suggested that the largest differences between the

and ale high income children were in the conceettlal cNnitive
areas. We .oncjuded, therefore, that-what these children needed was
help in.,IMpniviiig their self-managemen skills, their problent.solving
.111d cognitive styles and strategies, and, alxwe all, their representational
skills and conceptual abilities.

Basic Assumptions
me basic assumption on which the program was built wa,k that children
aged three to five years are at a critic-41 stage in their cognitive devel-
opment, during which they are making-the transition from the mani
inflation of the concrete to the abstract, and that, if adequate support tin-

.
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the develcvment of efficient symi-x)lic functioning is not provided
during these years, it will he extremely difficult-to activate it at a later
stage. It was assumed that in low-income families, in which the cog
nitive abilities and itiests of the parents are typically underdeveloped,
the children receive inadequate cognitive stimulation at this critical time
in their lives and that this is the basic Ca BSC of their later failures in
school.

One of the most striking indications that the acquisition of rep
resentatimal skills is an important developmental task for three and
finir year olds is the extent to which they Npontaneously ttgage in imag
illative or make believe play. In essence, such play reflects their efforts
to exercise their new capacities for thought or for the manipulation of
objects. relations and events. which are not immediately present, in a
symbolic or representational form. It is during these years that children
begin to be able to make believe, to pretend that an object is something

ofiflerent from what it is and to act out ideas without the aid of props
(Elder Scc Pederson. 1978).

Implications for Program ilanning

The,conclusion that the program should attempt, in every way po ssible,
to activate "thinking" in all its various forms and provide a maximum
amount of stage related cognitive challenge had many important impli-
cations for its design. In brief, these were as follows: r

1. It was considered more important to have the children try to
"figure things out" than to give them the right answer. Hence
inquiry (what, how and why) was the teaching mode and ever-
imenting,the instructional method.

2. Experiencing the joy in discovery and the satisfaction in mastering
a challenging problem was considered more important than how
much "correct" knowledge was acquired. Therefore an actitv
discoorry. play-oriented type of piogram was"developed in which
self selecjed exploratory activities were induced through the mani
pulatim'of attention inducing and attention-maintaining variables
such as novelty, variety, discrepancyand ambiguity.

Most of the available time, although-not all of it, Was devoted to
chiki- selected activities. A sense of accomplishment was induced
in the children and their interest was maintained by commending
improvcmehts in their performance, rather than praising them or
rewarding them in tangible ways. Commendation points out what
the.child has accomplished, it, attributes success to the child's -own
efforts, and it attributes the child's efforts to the pursuit Of his or
her own goals rather than to the goals of others, such as teachers.
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3. Helping the children develop an **inner" kKus of (ohm)/ (i.e.,
helping them discover that they could determine their own
destitiies by using reason, foresight and good judgment) was
considered more impOrtant than shaping their behavior by
external control and manipulation. Since it is passible to c(xurol
outcomes only if they are predictable, care was taken to develop
an objective, non-authoritarian, instructional, reasoned approach to
the managment of behavior and to establish a consistent set of
requirements and consequences which were logical and easily
underskxxl by the children. Adapting to the requirements of the
'west-110()l was thus turned into an exercise in cognitive
functioning. The children were helped to think ahead, to make
predictions and to choose between behavioral options in terms of
those predictions.

1. Helping the children discover the joy in socializing was con
sidered important, not just for its own sake, but because of the
cognitive challenges which participation in social activities
provide. Playing with others presents many problems, the reso-
lution of which depends on the ability to communicate, or to
send and receive a language code, to interpret and understand the
thoughts and feelings of others and to take these thoughts and
feelings into account in resolving disputes or achieving social
goals. Playmates are intrinsically fascinating. They are unpredict-
able, their ,behavior is varied, surprising and novel and their . -

points.of view are often discrepant from one's own. In shon, they
are interesting and puzzling and, as such, create optimum condi
tions for generating yffohlem-solving thought. Among the spell
methods used to exploit the possibilities in social play for cogni-
tive development wasthe stimulation, in a systematic way, of
theme-oriented, socio-dramatic play. Some of the play was reality-
oriented (acting but episodes in play centers, such as a medical
center, which were well;e9ipped with props) and somejanta.sy-
oriented (acting out stories With a make-believe theme using no
props pr "pretend" props and sometimes puppets). Teacher guid-
anCe in small groups was used to help the children develop
themes and act them out, but the development of appropriate cen-
ters in the playroom set the stage for thetransfer of this type of
representational behaviorinto the chkIren's self-initiated play
activities, where more assimilation and real growth were expected
to occur.

5. Making plans and being resourceful and creative in using totte-
rials for constructive purposes to achieve self-seleeted goalAvas
considered more important than simply copying a model or
following,instruction.s. The goal was to encourage the child to.
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develop ideas and then fit implement those ideas in a purposeful
way.

6. Finally, developing Mai in adultsand the ability to relate to them
jti instnictional situations.was considered of major importance.
'Ibe children were there fore expi)sed to the more intimate type of
cognitive stimulation which mi)st middle class parents offer their
youngsters in one-to-one, face-to-face situations, or in small family
groups (e.g., playing games). To acc ,9mplish this, each teacher
assumed responsibility for working with specific children over
specified time periods, during which the focus was on the
achievement of particular cognitive goals. The teacher's task was to
assess the developmental level of each of her children and then
involve them in problem-solving activities either individually, or in
small groups, which would be challenging, but not so difficult as
to be discouraging. The activities varied. They included exper-
imenting, using recipes to prepare food and playing games of
various sorts, including some highly active gymnastic ones. The
curriculum aims of these sessions were to help the children
develop relational ideas pertaining to number, quantity, seriation,
location, direction, classification and transformation of substance.

A defailed description of the ohiectives and implementation of the
program is provided In the following chapters.

se
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The Preschool and I

the Program

The L Intversity of Wesiem ()ntario (I WO) Lab oratory Preschool is
located on (-alma in the Social Science Center. It is administered. y
the Department of Psychology and is located on the fifth floor of the
Deiyanment's nine-story laboratory tower. In addition to the preschool,
there is on this floor a bank of research rooms equipped for studies of
infants and young children. The preschool was established to provide
facilities for research and instruction in the fields of child development
and early childhood education. The preschool staff was expected to
develop a model program, based on current theory and research, which
could he used for demonstration purposes and training at.bodilhe
undergraduate and graduate levels.

The decision to include a preschool in the Department of
Psychology's new laboratories was made before the building in which
it was to be housed was bulk. Ilene there was time to design the
preschool with care and this was done with the help ofan architect,
experienced in the design of faOlities for young children, who was
retained by the Nurseries Branch of the Ontario Ministry of Community
and Social Services.

THE PRESCHOOL

Physical Facilities

The physical facilities include both indoor and outdoor areas. The over-
all design and dimensions of these areas are shown in Diagram 1. In-
doors there are a large main playroom with a fully equipped kitchen; a
smaller playroom which also serves, at the beginning of each session, as

19
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a reception area; a large combined cloakroom and washroom; and two
small4special project rooms. Observation rooms equipped with one -way
vision mirrors and microphones for auditory monitoring of the chil-
dren's activities provide facilities for observing all indoor areas of the
preschool. One of these observation rooms is also equipped as a gym-
nasium for use by the children during inclement weather. Outdoors
there is a roof garden, directly accessible from the preschool,- which is

equipped as an .adventure playground. Part of the playground is
canopied so that it can be used on rainy days. 401

The Children .
The preschool serves two groups of children., one in the morning from
9:00.11:30 a.m. and the other in the afternoon from 1:00-3:30 p.m., five
days a week (excluding holidays) from midSeptember to mid-June,
Each group is approximately balanced for sex and is heterogeneous for
age. At intake, the age range is 2 years, 10 months to 4 yesis, 8 months.

During the project the socio-economic status of the children in
each group was mixed. Most were from familie5 with middle to high
incomes who paid fees and of these, about' half were from the'uni
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11w Preschool and the Program 21

versify and the of half from the non university community. 11w num-
ber of low income children who were enrolled in each group varied
1E0111 Ve31 to year as described below.

In the first project year, the number of children in each group wai
2S. 'Ibis number was increased to 27 in the second year and to 28 in the
third war, and was then held constant. The ratio of low to high-income
children was increased from the first to the fourth project year and then
decreased in the 111111 war as t011ows: In the first project year there were

low income and 20 high income children in each group (ratio of 1:4);
in the second there vvre 8 low-income and 19 high-income children in
th morning group ( ratio 1:2.4) and -7 low-income and 20 high income
k4hildren in the afternoon group (ratio 1:2.9); in the third and fourth
years theie were 10 low income children and 18 high-inf.ome children
in each group (ratio 1:18); in the fifth year there were only S low.
Income children, but all were in the afternoon group with 23 high.
Inconne children (ratio 1:1.6).

The Teaching Staff
The staff of the presch(x)1 consisted of four full-time teachers, a supply
teacher and the director. One of the four teachers was the supervisor of
the sChool and another was the first assistant. The director was a mem-
ber of the academic staff in psychology (the writer). l'he teacher to-hild
ratios were, therefore. 1 to 6.3 in the first, 1 to 6.8 in the second and 1
to ' 0 in the third, fourth and fifth project years. .,

Thr(nightnit the duration of the project there watt little staff turn-
( AVE At the end of the first year the most junior member of the staff
resigned and was replaced. In the fourth year two of the original
teachers worked half time and a new teacher was added. In the fifth
yehr there was a new supervisor. Note, therefiie, that during the .first
tOur yeatk, when close to 90% of the subjects in the project attended the
presclux)1, the key members of the teaching staff were the same.

The teachers were selected carefully on the basis of their aca
demic achievements, their warmth with children, their spontaneity as

e teachers, their capacity to change in response to new ideas, and their
ability to function efficiently as a member of a team. They were all
young teachers with no more than a year of teaching experience. The
supervisor had an M.A. degree and was pursuing parttime dOctoral .

studies. The first assistant was doing some part-time study at the
graduate level and the other teachers had BA degrees. All had i*eived
professional training in early childhood education. Thtth theywere all
able to function as full participants on the program development team
which met weekly with the director to review scientific literature and
develop innovative ideas for teaching practice.
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Preliminary Planning

The director was appointed and the supervisor selected one year before
the preschool was opened. These tWo had. therefore. time to confer and
tea( h agreement on many issues regarding the type of program which
would be offered. They also worked together on the selection of the rest
01 the vati.

During the summer, prior to the opening of the school, pre.
liminaty meetings with the teaching staff were held. These meetings
enabled every me coircemed to make suggesti(ms about any additional
equipment needed and about how to utilize and organize the available
space 'he pro grant was also discussed and the teachers were given psy-
chological literature on cognitive development and educational literature
on cognitive developmental programs to study.

In September. during the first two weeks before the children were
enrolled, the teachers participated in a "crash" series of seminars and
discussions on they goals of the program and some of the ways in which
the gtxds might be achieved. The principles of child management were
also carefully reviewed and final de1sions were made about the uti
lization of time and space .and the ways in which the stalls would be
organized and deployed.

Continuous Planning,

During the first project year both informal and formal planning sesgions
were held almost daily. In subsequent years a routine for planning was
established. Full day Warming sessions were held three times a year, in
September. No and Man.-11, during which master plans were made
for the fall, winter and spring terms. Two kinds of after school planning
sessions were held weekly: one for program development and one to
deal with the details of the day-to-day implementation of the program.
.special meetings were scheduled to review the children's dellopmental
levels; major ones were held early in December.

The program which will rum be described was not fully imple-
mented until the third project year. However, this was the year when the
largest number of low income children were enrolled. How the program
differed in the first and second years is described in Chapter6 along with
the reasons for the changes. Theie were no changes in the philosophy
and general educational approach to the children during the project, but
some of the strategies for achieving the objectives were modified.
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THE PROGRAM

Theoref1ca1 Base

The program was based on cognitivdevelopmental theory (Kohlberg,
1968). We were influenced by the thought and work of earlier leaders in
this tradition: John Dewey (1943, 194S), \X'. I,. litati-(194-1, 1%6, Wright,
Prt), jean Piaget ( 1952, 1963), as well as its inure contemporary
pet )Ix mews.

In planning the practical details of the program, at least in the
early stages, we considered ideas drawn from the literature on mar in
format programs (Ninmicht, Meier, & McAfee, 1969; Weber, 1971, Moore

-.& Kj I nwr, 19-3), esjwcially Piagetian ones (Laratelli,1913; Weikart,
Rogers. Atk.t k-k, & McClelland, 1971; kamii, 19'21, but paid most ;atm
Lion to the work of Weikart and his group. 'Ibis was because there was
some evidence, although nuxlest, that their program for disadvantaged
children was producing enduring as well as immedir improvements in
cognitive and intellectual functioning.

11w theoretical position acpted.makes basic assumptions about
children as follows:

1. They are active, rather than passive They participate in trans
actions with their environment. They are influenced by experi
ewe, but they themselves play a part in shaping that experience.
'thus; they cannot he manipulated into a pre plann pattem.

2. 'Their behavior is determined by cognitive variables, h as per
ceptions and expectations about self, others and the physical
w4wIci, that influence and largely determine their motives and
emotions.

3. As their kntywledge of the nature of the universe of irople,
objects and events increases, and their ability to comprehend
causal and other kinds of relations improves, the accuracy of their
petteptions and predictions increases and their selection of goals
and p ul directed activities becomes more appropriate.

-I' If the universe in which they function is gable enough to he pit-
dictable, theirefficienty in controlling outcomes increases rapidly
and they develop confidence in theirability to achieve desired
louts.

S. They 1 rvceixf in their growth through developmental stages which
set limits to their carracity for understanding and change, but they
proceed through these levels at different rates and in unique ways.
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6. They are by nature problemsolvers. They are "intrinsically"
motivated to attend to, explore, experiment with, and produce
effects on their environment. Producing such effects is the most
powerful reinforcer of effort. They seek sensory stimulation and
are alerted and challenged by novelty (discrepancy and ambi-
guity), surprise (the unexpected), change and variety. These
conditions induce mild anxiety and striving for understanding.
Material "extrinsic" rewards are not required to induce exploratory
behavior, and may even discourage it, but a responsive environ.
ment in which children can prodtk-e effects is required to main,
tain the tendency to explore.

7. They can be helped to learn, but cannot be taught. They mast he
interested and involved in an experience if they are to be changed
by it. The teacher's task is to induce such involvement in activities
that are likely to produce growth.

8. They learn more by "doing" than by being told or shown what to
do, for in the "doing" they are actively involved.,

Program Model

The assumptions made above led us to develop an individualized,
active discovery type of program. The program was play-oriented, rather
than work oriented. The children were "drawn into" activities aimed at
attaining the objectives of the program. Their involvement was obtained
through the use of novelty, variety and change. The activities in which
the children engaged were self selected, but the activities available for
them to choose were all ones which were expected to be productive of
the desired types of growth. Everything was planned totgive the children
the maximum amount of freedom to be independent agents in a fa
miliar, predictable environment in which They could make plans, carry
them out, and discover their capacities for mastery and for producing
effects.

This type of model was chosen not just on theoretical but on
empirical grounds. As was stated earlier, there was some evidence which
suggested that an individualized, cognitively oriented program might.
produce enduring benefits for low-income children (Weikart, 1971) and
there was a substantial amount of evidence that a more formal program
might not. Highly structured programs, which utilised direct instruction,
were known to produce the most impressive immediate IQ and aca-
demic gains in the preschool (Englemann, 1970) but these gains were
quickly lost in the primary grades (Weil/art 1971; Bronfenbrenner,
1974). The formal teaching methods appeared to induce dependent)/ on
teacher direction and reinforcement, rather than a propensity in the
child for acquiring knowlege.
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Objectives of the Program
'nke obioctivcs of th pr(W.1111 were coMprehnsive. 'INT included goals .
!rimd witty personal. social and physical development of the children.
as well as goa& ',elated to their cognitive and intellectual development.
This was based on the as' umptions that children function as integrated
whCiles: that their perceptions of self and others and the fc.elings these
engender influence their ability to think and to leaht: and thAt their
leVels of thought and capacities ftw understavaing influenci. their .
minat and sticial tfewlc)pmnt.

The objectives were consideied in long. range as well as shun
tmi goals For example, the attainment of unthinking obedience to
authority in the preschool was not an immediate bjectkve, becausethis
was onsidored pcx preparation ti survival in a democratic sue in
Which there would be multiple authorities. 'thus, the immediate goal of
the plan used to manage behavior was to induce critical thinking, to
achieve conti wittily based on the child's condusitms about. the creed

of tl authority and his or her predictions about the outcomes of
behavioral alternatives. This put the locus of control squarely on the
child.

I The petsonal social and physic al goalv were as follows:

(a) to enhance the children's self respect. self esteem, sense of per
snal won't amid self.confidence. Children who fed likeable and
expect to be accepted are p(kSitiVe in their approach to others
and are likely to receive a positive response. Children who are
self confident expect to be successful if they expend suftitient
effort. Ilwrefore, they try and they persist.

(h) to develop in the children trust in knowledgeable. responstle
adult authority figures such as their teachers. Good feelings and
attitudes developed toward one's first teachers tend-to "carry
over" and influence, in a positive way, expectancies and relation
ships with future teachers. .

(c) to help the children develop selimanagement skills, selfcontrol
and a sense of responsibility; discover that what happens to them
is determined more by their town Oecisiot).s and actions than by
the actions of others; acquire the view that they are in charge of
their oiN destiny if they think ahead; developa sense of security
about their ability to cope with consequences so that they will
hate the courage to make decisions ind to take calculated risks.

(d) to help the children discover the lowo be found In compan-
ionship with peers and to acquire Qn awareness of, and sensitivity
to, the needs, perspectives and rights of others that will induce in'
them consideration of others and the ability to coorkerate.
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) to kelp the children discover the special sem( n. pleasures to be
enjoyed in artistic activities (music, painting, molding plastic
materials, expressive movement in dance), in athletic activities
(climbing, 'Owing, balancing), and in utilizing fine motor skills
(cutting. pasting, drawing, threading) and acquiring eye-hand
and large-muscle coorditiati(xl.

some of the,immediate behlivioral oNectivcs associated with these
,`g()als were as follows:.

is open. spontaneous, friendly with teachers and peers

is self-directed, makes choices among play options independently

makes plans, organizes materials to carry out plans independently
meets challenges by plating tbrth effort

seeks help from adults when needed,without anxiety
listenS to adults, but,may not follow their suggestions

u.sui%Ilf conforms to the limits of the school

occasionally teas limits, but a pts Consequences without
complaint

usually carries out small tasks when asked

shows interest in peers and seeks their attenticm-

uses positive approach in interacting with peers

is considerate of peers; listens to them, avoids interrupting then\

can obtain attention and help from peers and provides some
leadership

plays cooperatively with peers, can and will follow as well as lead

perforins motor skills involved in self-care (dressing, washing, etc.)

achieves eye-hand coordination in cutting, pasting, drawing,
pouring, threading, hammering% balancing objects, etc.

achieves large muscle coordination in climbing, maneuvering .
wagons and tricycles. balancing, running, skipping-
displays a realistic sense of physical capacities (i.e., is adventurbus,
but not foolhardy).

shows an awareness of the physical environment and makes
appropriate judgments (avoids accidents)

participates iii and enjoys music, dance, painting, making things
and using fine motor skills.

The awnitive and intellectual goals were as follows:

(a) to help the children develop the ability to use their _intelligence:
"learn how to Jean" develop an inquiring mind, mastery
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motivation, efficient cognitive styles and the ability to relate past
experience to new situations in a problem solving task.

(b) to help the children develop their cogpitive and intellectual abil-
ities: pri ices% information in remsentitional form using images,
words, ideas and concepts; Cleat with representations of objects;
develop some understanding of relational concepts and how to
use them in the organization of their knowledge; develop lan-
guage competence and the desire to read and write.

(c) to help the children expand their knowledge ofcause and effect
relationships in the non-social as well as the social world: how
plants.and animals live, grow and change; how substances are
transformed by, for example, the application of heat; why wagons
run oft down the hills the nature and functions of air; the behav-
io,of wales; the meaning of weight and so forth.

some of the immediate behavioral objectives associated with these
gig Is were as folkiws:

wonders aliciut, inquires about, explores to learn about people and
the roles they play, animal life and plants and how they grow,4the-
seasknis and why they change, the phpical world and the nature of
its properties,(i.e., asks how, what and Why-questions)

experiments: considers cause and effect relations, makes
predktions and tests them
observes carefully (reflectivx), identifies diStinguishing features of
objects and recognizes similarities and differences

tolerates ambiguity and is challenged by it
tackles problems, p s forth effort, shows persistence
purposeful in play kes plans and carries them out
maintains sustained attention to a task

imaginative: pretends,, makes believe, acts out events in
representational form and can plc play
creative: flexible and resourceful in aroach to problenA
has some ability-to classify objects-and representations of objects in
terms of their commonalities

has some ability to sedate, or order, objects in a series (e.g.; by size)
has some understanding of spatial relations and is able to use some
directional and locative terms appropriately s

has some simple notions about temporal-relations such as before
and after

counts, recognizes numerals and has grasped some simple number
concepts
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uses language as a reilresentati(mal skill, speaks freely and fluently
and is able to communicate wants and ideas
uses books in free play; shows interest in learning to read and
write; recognizes some words and some letters.

Strategies for Achieving the Objectives
An individualized, activediscovery, cognitively oriented program is not
without structure. Since the children function independently, all aspects
of the program must be carefully planned and organized. The physical
space must be designed so that it produces behavior that is conducive
to individual growth and development. The staff must be highly organ.
ized and their-khakis synchronized so that the flow of events runs
r-rxxythly. The use of time must be planned over the wholjyear in

terms of the major objectives; over broad blocks of time so that educa
.ti(xially related events (we& in the right sequence; over shorter feriods
as the curriculum content is introduced; and on a daily basis with
respect to the specific activities that will he pursued, especially in the
teacher-guided aspects of the pthgram. Time Must also be found for
giving the children individual 'attention, for assessing their cognitive
abilities and for providing them with experiences which are tailored to
their special needs.

Organization of Space
The play areas were designed to help produce a relaxed, tensionfrej
atmosphere in which the children could feel secure and unpressured
and in which they could function freely and spontaneously.

Both the indoor and outdoor areas were organized into play cen-
ters. Each center was equipped to encourage specific types of activities
and provide specific types of experience. Each center was spacious
enough to accommodate an appropriate number of children for the
activities that would be pursued, without overcrowding. These centers
had the effect of sorting the children out into small groups, which were
less oveq-xywering for the younger ones and not too stimulating' or
distracting for the older ones.

In the main playmom the center; were arranged along the wallspf,
the room and were all open and visible to the children. There was a
clear Rath through which the children could move freely from one
center to the other. Part of this path was large enough for group
activities. The overall organization of the main indoor playroom is
shown in Diagram 2.
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The children arrived in the playnxnn front the chktkroc)m throu gh
only one th)or and this' ushered theth into an area where the centers
directly to their tight and kit wore ones that were conducive to more
private. quiet. task oriented play (Shure, l963: Kritchvsky, Prescoa&
Walling. 1%9). center on their right provided units of equipment,
presented in boxes. on (41(11 shelw4Jhe children could select a box of
equipment anti play with it on tither the floor or a table. Somewof the

equipment in the boxes was structured, self correcting and self pacing.
This equipment was sorted by difficulty Equipment suitable for the
youngest child en was located at one end of the area, and more difficult
materials were hkated at the other end. I foWeVer, flu XSt of the materials
in the boxes r plastic and both younger and older chikiren could
use them successfully for both constrictive and creative platy.

The center on their left was the art and handicraft center where
the children could cut, paste, paint, draw and the like, and a teacher was
always located there. If the children passed on beyond these centers, the
next two tilcoinnered were the h(x)k center (a c )iy comer equipped
with floor cushions, many books and a tape recorder) and the science
center (equipped differently at diffilint times, but always with some fish
or animals and always with something novel). These four centers were
pennanent ones and were available throughout the whole academic
year

Centers that fpdtkd more social play were located on the side of
the room opposite the one which the children arrived. These in-
cluded twit permanent centers, one for housekeeping and the other for
block play. and a "change" center. The "change" center was an area in
which a variety of different kinds of novel centers were set up diming
the year. each (r two or three weeks. Novel dramatic play centers were
established there (e.g., a doctor's office, restaurant and the like) or a
puppet theater, but at other times it might become a "number" center.
Whatever went into this area was noted by the children and it was
therofi we used to draw their attention to new eqktipment and sometimes
to equipment which they infrequently,used.'

Note that the location of the centers, relative to where the children
arrived in the playroom. was deliberately planned to induce more pit
vote, -task oriented play rathethan more active social play. so that a
serene atmosphere would be induced at the beginning of the program
which would, hopefully. set the tone for the day.

11w smaller playroom doubled as a reception area and the wide
titling doors between it and the main playroom were not opened until
all of the children had arrived. This was a multipurpose room and was
not organized into centers. It was always used as a whole 1:1 only one- - - - ---

All ..lihes .mot thvidcrs were movable. As the pnigram klevelopeilthe permanent centers
uen temporarily ft-tinted to sue ft pit tier other special centers.

)
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type of activity. It contained a piano and was used for group activities. In
the cold winter months, when large block and board 'constnklion could
not be done outside, it was turned into a large block area. At other
times it became, for example, a nutsk room available for free play.

Ile outdottr adventure playground was divided into zones in- play
areas in which specific types of activities could be pursued. It provided
the following

I. A long, d xible lane miniature highway which went up a ramp and
then became a single.lane, onway road. Children going up the
ramp turned right and followed the road along a circular route
which led hack to the ramp where they went down again onto the
two way highway.

2. A large gymnastic area equipped with a custom built, high level,
'complex apparatus on which the children could' slide, walk over
bridges, climb on rope ladders, hang on bars and swing.

3. A large building area equipped with a frame house, boards, large
blitcks and pulleys.

.& A large step in sand box and an associated water tank, the latter
for use in warm weather.

s. A carpentry center, also-used in only the fall and spring.

In addition to the equipment mentioned above, there were
wagons and tricycles, a nxker lxv and teeter totter, a tumbling mat,
vehicle service equipment (e.g., gas pump), a round house, a tunnel,
planter boxes, small benches for intimate conversations,and a picnic
table. lit the winter, when there was snow, sleighs and toboggans
replaced the wagons and tricycles,and other "winter" equipment was
added. Tlw design of the playground is shown in Diagram 3.

Organization of Time
The whole preschixtl program year was preplanned in terms of the
major objectives, with the focus shifting at specific times to meet various
goals. During the first six weeks of program operation, fin- example, the
fixus was on the social and personal goals. During this period the envi
ronment was simplified; only the major permanent centers were pro-
vided and these were equipped modestly as compared with later on in
the year. There was enough novelty in this environment to interest and
challenge the children and not so much that it confused them and made
choices difficult. This was a time to just have fun; for the teachers and
children to get to know each other personally and feel cmfortable
together; and for the children to become familiar with the school and
feel at home there. During the fZr t four weeks, the prOgram day began
oiim the playground, and the °Winn- pl4y period was extended because
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there was more opportunity on the playground for active play and fewer
requirements. During the shortened indoor play period the children
were gradually taught the "limits." This adjustment period was also a
time when the teaching of selleare routines was an important clinic
alum area teaming about their cupboards and how to use them and
acquiring the ability to wash, toilet and dress were challenging tasks for
the younger children, and more teacher time than later had to be spent
with them in the washror rm. To facilitate rapid acquisition of these Skills,
the teachers instructed the children to tbilow a simple step by step
procedure which got the jobs done in the shorten possible titpe and
with the least frustration. The routine for washing is described in
Appendix A to this chapter (see Basic limits and Requirements).

1/iiring the last two weeks of this preliminaty..4djustment period
the daily timetable for the rest of tin:. Year was (...stabiNhed and by the
end of this two week period most of the children were well "settled in."
it was then about the first of November and time to individualize the
program in the cognitive areas. Consequently. the children in each class
(morning and aftrnoon 1 were divided into dour sub-groups of approx
Mutely seven children, and each of the tour teachers assumed respo
sibility for one of these sub-groups. 11w teacher's principal task was to
work with each of the children in his or her sub group individually,
assess their developmental levels and begin individualized cognitive
stimulation programs with them which were tailored to their needs. 11w
assessments were done in November and the stimulation programs
began in January. After the children were assessed they were sometimes
re grouped so that they could be worked with in.small groups of two or
three.

11w focus of the program in the cognitive areas was on "number--
in January, shifted to "classification" in mid February and shifted to
*spatial relations" in mid March. Of Course, functioning in all of these
areas is interrelated and many of the activities in whih the teachers
involved the youngsters provided experiences in all of them. This part of
the program was Milled at improving the children's language skills and
their cognitive style:s. as well as at increasing their representational and
conceptual abilities. it was also aimed at helping the children become
more comfortable with adults in a face to face problem solving situation.

The master schedule. During the full day planning sessions
held before the beginniTt3 of each term, a master plan was drawn up:
This schedule covered the following: field trips and visitors, the prep
aration of the children for these events and follow-up activities such as
special projects or special centers; the establishment of novel centers for

'dramatic play and other types of play related more specifically to the
cognitive goals; the introduction of equipment in the science and other
I-remanent centers; and the content to be stressed when the children
were engaged in large-group activities (the traditional citcle). Weekly
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planning was then done in conjunction with this master plan
The daily schedule. There was a regular sequential pattern to

the array of activities offered the children each day. A copy of the time
table is presented in Appendix B. This pattern was disrupted only for
special events such as field trips. Predictability in the normal day was
considered essential, not only to give the children a sense of security
but to help them develop mete mdimentaty notionsabout time.

During the first hart of the program the t-hildren were indocws.
They were on the playground lOr the last half to three quarters of an
hour of the school day. During the first half hour of the day, all of the
children were engaged in free play. During the second half hour of the
day soin of the children were involved in individual or small group
teacher guided sessions,. while the others continued in free play. The
small group sessions lasted tOr about lcr minutes. and were usually con
ducted nasid the main playroom in one of the school's small six-cial
project rotms One of the small groups organized at this time prepared
a snack which was offered at the beginning of the third half hour of the
day During snack time, the children joined one of the four teachers.
each of whom was seated on the floor in a different part of the room.
lout small informal snack groups were thus fOrmed. One or two
children in each group collected a tray of. food, a pitcher of milk or
juice. and cups. which had been put out on a low shelf. Snack time was
used for relaxed conversation and discussion about what the children
had been doing that day. As the children finished their snack they left
the group and resumed the activity in which they had been fOrmelly
engaged.

At the end of the third half hour. teacher-guided large group actin
ities began. For these the children were divided into three groups of
approximately nine children each, on the basis of their readiness for
nu we advanced or less advanced activities and challenges. One group
met first, in the smaller playroom, while the rest of the children
remained in the large playroom and continued in free play. When this
first group was finished, the children in it proceeded to the cloakroom
and on out to the playground. Then the second group convened in the
small playroom, an finally the third group was brought together in the
main playroom. The *ration of these group sessions was about
minutes for the older c 'Wren and a hit less for the younger ones. After
"group" the children pre ceded to the playground. The order in which
the three ,groups were o nized was rotated.so that all of the children
hacrover a block of time equal opportunities for outdoor play. (it

Organization' of JIe Stag

Zone placement to teachers was applickl throughout the whole
program. The teachers were schedided to be in specific places at
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specified times :Ibis gave the children a maximum amount of indepen
deuce. They fixint.1 their own way through the school and from one
activity to another, but if they needed help a teacher was always avail.
able. This was done not only to increase self continence and rod
indenc but to save the children time and to avoid 'frustration and
confusion 141.thrin and Risley ( 1972) (mind that when a teacher was
responsible tiw a group of children whom she led from one activity to
anothi, she not only wasted a good deal of sheir play time. but also
intefrupted their play. and the herding prcxhiced disruptive behavior.

Arrivals and changeovers from one part of the p gram to another.
"and into or out of group activities, were all carefully managed to avoid
herding and crowding. At arrival time there was a relaud teacher sitting
in an armchair in the reception ala waiting to welcome the children
and their parents. A second teacher was in the cloakroom and a third, in
the main plavrtxwm Although the children often arrived in -burns.- the
receiving teacher\ reNx msibility was to see that the children proceeded
into the clImkri)orn individually or two or three at a time. She did this
by chatting with them and having them help find their names and
record their attendance. 'Ibis smoothed out the flow of children through
the,cloalir(x)m and on into the playroom. The slow paced arrival in the
plavri)om gave the children an opportunity to decide what they wanted
to do t nuke plans) and to settle down without conflict or distraction.
This privdur, along with the design of the playnxwn described earlier.
also helped to set the stage fin- the pr(xluctioni`of a relaxed atmosphere
and concentrated task oriented play.

There were four teacher timetables and the teachers operated
within the framework of these timetables in rotation. Each teacher used

imetable tiw a full week and then changed over to a different one.
This made 41 possible to provide every. teacher with the same oppor
nullities to work with the children in all phases of the program. Further-
nil we, the teachers 6CW in advance exactly what their responsibilities
would be and could make plans accordingly. The schedules were
planned so that the duties which required most preparation time wive
spread over the four timetables. The fOrtr teacher timetables are shown
in NnIendix c.

Teacher's Role and Teaching Styles

Apart trinii the children themselves. the teachers were considered to lie
the most important elements in the program. They were much more
than designers and organizers of the environment. They were a highly
significant part of that environment. 'their approach to the children and
the. way they interacted with them were considered critical in attaining
both the personakocial and cognitive goals.
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It was not difficult to decide what kinds of teaching styles would
help the children develop self-esteem, trust in 'teachers, selicontrol, per
ceptual and motor skills, peer social competence and even more effec
tive cognitive and learning styles. Information of both a scientific and
practical sott was plentiful to guide decisions in these areas. Much less
was knOwn, however, about the kinds of teaching strategies Which
would activate cognitive information processing of the kind that pre
operational children are typically ableto do. Thus, our greatest
challenge was to discover such strategies and the search for them
occupied our attention continuously. We were highly motivated to be
successful in this search for the sake of the low-income children. We
thought that if we could get them thinking more and more, that their
cognitive structures would mature, their cognitive functioning would

. improve ;nd their real intellectual potential might be actualized.
The following will provide infomution about the way the teachers

worked with the children during free play, and a brief description of the
procedures they used to attain each of the major objectives. However,
the work that went into finding ways and means of working with the
children to achieve certain of the cognitive goals (number, classification,
spatial relations) was so extensive that it is dealt with separately in the
three chapters that follow this one.

Free play. During free play the teachers tried not to be too con.
swum's. They avoided haste and hustle. They located themselves where
they had a full view of their area of responsibility and sat down as much
as possible. When they moiled through the room they did so at a lei.
.surely pace and quietly. When they directed the children, they spoke to
each one individually, made sure they had their attention, gave them
time to comprehend what was said and did not "rush" them. They spoke
quietly and did not raise their voices in an attempt to direct a group of
children, or the whole class. In this way they avoided distracting children
who were playing productively, avoided raising the noise level in the room
and t'acilitated the maintenance of a tension free atmosphere.

'they were unobtrusive and tried not to interrupt the children's
play unless it was absolutely necessary for safety reasons, or because the
play was aimless and likely to be unproductive. In such cases inky
mation would be transmitted about the danger and the children helped
to reorganize, and the aimless child would be helped to find an inter.
esting activity. The teachers were no% however, passive. They were active
observers and highly responsive. When asked a question or for help,
they took advantage of these "teachable monients" to sharpen the chil-
dren's wits. When asked a question, for example, they might raise a
question, or several questions, to help the children find the needed
answer themselves. Or, when asked for help with a puzzle, they would
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help the children think about ways to find the piece that would tit. The
point here is that they dtd not show the children how to solve their
pnblems and did not save their problems for them. Rather, they tried
to help them find ways to solve their own problems independently. Of
course it it was a simple skill with which they needed-belp, such as
using scissors, the teacher would show them what to do, but even in
this type of situation the children were helped to understand how the
scissors worked and why it needed to be held in a certain way.

The children were not required to "finish" things like puzzles. If
they It mit interest before they had completed a puzzle they were en
Couraged to put. it away 311t try amither day. The effort put forth was
recognized and commendet and the difficulties they had encountered

1.

wre attributed to the task (i.e., "That is a tv..ty hard puzzle"). "Ilie real
thrill and real growth in self confidence comes when a task has been
difficult and is finally mastered. If the teacher shows the child how to
complete the puzzle shakes away the child's chance to have that
thrill someday. The teach&'s iob is to make sure the child does not
attribute the failure to himself. and to encourage the trying until there'is
success. Additional infiwmatiim about teaching styles in free play is
pct Aided in Appendix I). 1

Self-esteem. To help the children develop a sense of personal.
wurth the teachers were careful to take a perscinal interest in each one
of then' and to treat CaChNOUIC with warmth, respect and consideration.
When a child had something to say they took time to listen. They gave
each childindividtul attention and took pains to commend effit and
recognize accomplishment. They did not, however, attempt to play the
role of "mother." They did not "cuddle" the children, although they
held them when they were hurt or frightened. They respondied warmly
to affection and never rejected a child's advances, but -they did not
encourage dependency. Thc ly used no personal incentives or rein
forcements. They did not ask the children to "do it for me," or say that
they were "proud of them" or "ashamed of them." Rather they were
non judgmental in their role. as teachers. They were helping the children
leam many things; they knew mistakes were inevitable and were oh
jetive about tbent Their aim was to help the children deal with failures
and disappointments and turn them into learning experiences.

Trust in teachers. To instill trust the teachers we re trustworthy.
Thev were consistent in the requirements they made and were depend
able. If the plan for the day was to tx changed, the children were liwe.
warned. If an exciting forthcoming event was announced, that event
occurred. The teachers were as open and honest with the children as
possible and did their bust to coiivey the message that they were
genuinely interested in their well being.
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- Self-control. 'Ilse procedures used to manage the behavior of the
children were aimed at helping them learn how to manage themselves..
Therefore, an' instructional approach was used to inform them about the
liniits (Ind requiremeins. Stattllentswere employed, never commands
'except in rare emergencies 11w teacher would say, for example, "the
tricycles stay on the highway." "books are for reading," "we turn off the
tapk after we finish washin ," "your coat goes in your cuOoord." When
the ?hildren were first lc am the requirements, explanaAons were ,,

added. latei, simple 'remin0ers were usually enough, tOr example, "Did
you fiwget to turn ( AI the (ap when nu finished washing?" The state
nwnt is just' as definite as the command, but it conveys information
which is permanent and applicable whether or not a teacher is present.
'Ibt; on-tun:Hid depends on-the presentk of a commander and the child
who is always tilld what to do, or n(n to do, tends to remain dependent.
hirthennor, the ti roe implied by the command frequently produces
resistvce and defiance, which is avoided by the statement.

The teachers, as a group, determined the limits. lbus they were
applied consistently and could not be viewed by a child as only a whim
of a panicular staff tnember. The basic limits of the school are described
in App endix A

.Achieving self control is not, however, just a matter of knowing the
rules of the game. It also involves making decisions about whether it
is worthwhile to confOrm to these rules and this can be Ivarned only
through testing the limits and finding (nit. TherefOre, the children were
not coerced into conformity, but allowed to make choices and exp
limo. consequences. The cmsequenies were, however, never punish
merits that would inflict stress or threaten self estetu and they were
Awns administered in an objective. non judgmental way that would
avoid resentment. They were logicalconsequences which could be

J., understood by the children and they were aimed at teaching the reasons
tin. the. requirements. Ft u example, if a child in the sandbox was
thiowing sand ;melt after instruction about how sand was used, did not
stop, the c Uhl was told that being in the sandbox was conditional on
not throwin sand. If the child again threw sand, he or she was removed _

fn mu the box. Note that the child was first given positive instruction
about how to I -have, then informed about the consequences and then
allowed to em ience the consequences.. The teacher did not scold or
blame the chil or stAd the child in a corner, because this wouldhave
confused the real issue. 11w child was free to play anywhere else on the
playground, except in the sandbox.

'thus, an attempt was made to provide the children with a com-
pletely predictable ironment in which they had the opp(munity to
It-am that they could control outcomes by thinking ahead..lt also gave
them a chance to disckner that they could cope with coasequences; that ,
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j
consequences were not necessarily a disaster, but provided useful infor
!ation that couki be used to obtain more desirable outcomes in the
future Competent adults take many calculated risks and are enabled to
do so lx.-cause they have WI in their ability to cope' successfully with
consequences (Matz. W( ). Note that this was a cognitive approach to
the management of behavior which encouraged the children to consider
cause and effect relations, to make predictions and to test out those
predictions. ft also put the locus of control squarely in the child.

Social competence with peers. Since. experience is probably
the "best teacher" lot learning how to get, along with one's peers, the
teachers interfered-in the childtenecisocial play as little as ptviSible and
only when it became dangerous, destructive or so disruptive that it was
interfering with what other children were doing. 'then an explanation of
the reason for the interference was given,iand if appropriate, some social
ink intuition about the feelings and rights of other people and the need
to consider them was given If the children were engaged in complex
group play, such as dramatic play, the teacher would help them get hack
into the theme that "as being enacted and redefine their roles. She
would then leave them to resume their play. Note that attempts were
made to help the children acquire social knowledge and also that the
teachers did not just discitAin the dismptive group, but,tried to help
them re organise their play.

With new children who had had little or no experience with their
peers, the teacher's job Was to make sure that their first experiences of
this kind in the preschool were not stressful. The organization of the
environment,whicitminimized crowding, and the organization of the
teachrs,which elimbred herding. %vas especially.important for these

* children They.wre :ible to find some privacy and able to find inter
esting things do he themselves, until they became used to the other
children, became interested in their novel and unpredictable ways And
then took some experimental steps to produce effects on.them. The
small group tscacher guided sessions were especially helpful in assisting
children who were less confident with their peers to increase their
ctiitlidence

Perceptual and motor skins. The.environment was rich'in
opporttinitis for discovery learning in the sensory Jnd motor areas.
Through arts and ettlfis and Catpentty:lethitieS the children developed
tit desire to master many skills that required eye hand coordination,
34 gained sensory experience with colors, shapes, textures.and the like.
Olt the playground they were challenged by the equipment to perform a
wide range of strenuous athletic feats so that Ita'y would achieve large
nu* W coorthiution. They learned about musk' thrtiugh singing and
dancing, first in group activities with a teacher, and later through their
own exploratitms in the music room, or the "sound" center which was
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. 4 one of the krovel (enters introduced each year. Many shelf toys consisted
of equipment which presented problems which could be solved only by
making fine perceptual discriminations. The teacher's job was to involve
the children in tasks of these kinds which were approprike for their
dewlopmental levels.

Cognitive development. In any preschool program, but. espe
4.-ially in a cognitively oriented one, the curriculum must be i the

chers (Weikart et al., 1971). The more fully rey"minds" of the tea
understand what they are trying to accomplish the more skillful they
become at recognizing "teachable moments" and saying or doing
appropriate things.

. The goals in the problem-solving and cognitive Myles areas were
clarified in the minds of the teachers by having them participate in the
development of a set of six rating scales. These scales measured a
child% self-direction, mastery motivation, sellmanagement/responsibility,
curiosity /exploration, creativity and imagination. The scales were used in
the assessment of the immediate impact of the program, so copies of
them and a copy of the manual which clarifies exactly what behaviors
were rated are appended to Chapter H. .

The goals in three major cognitive ability areas were "built into"
the minds of the teachers by. having them work together to develop
what we have called Assessment and Curriculum Guides. The need for
these guides was great. The individual differences in the cognitive
abilities of the children in the preschool were wide and it waisex-
ceedirvgly difficult to know whereto start with them. The problem ofthe
"match" had to be solved. We focused on the processes which,
according to Piaget, underlie the development of logical thought. These
were the same processes which were the focus-of Weikart's program. As
noted earlier, 4hey were number, classification and spatial relations.

Each of three teachers took responsibility for reading the scientific
literature in one of these three areas to find out what was known about
the abilities of pre-operational children and the order in which theyi
developed. The amount of Ink tfon available was incredibly small.76-
However, we developed preli nary guides and then modified them on
the basis of our own experiente. They are described in the next three
.chapters. The teaching strategies employed in the cognitive areas are
also described in these chapters and so will not be discussed in any
detail here. The teachers worked with the children individually or in
small groups. They also arranged the preschool environment so that the
concepts acquired in the small groups could be transferred into free
.play activities, thus facilitating their assimilation, Efforts to stimulate
thinking were also made when the children were in larger teacher
guided grout*
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Perhaps the .only cimmientsthat should' be made here abiait
teaching styles in the cognitive areas are general ones, the most imp or
tart being that no direct instruction was employed. The stimulation
sessions were discovery semions. The teachers' goal was to produce
wondering and inquiry and they did this, not so dutch by asking the
(bikini/ what, why and how questions, but by asking themseh+es such
questions (e.g., "r wonder what will happen if . . .).

Finally:dramatic play was used extensively as a means of stint
ulating representational thinking. I lowever the way this was done
changed over time. Therefore, a description of this aspect of the
program is included in Chapter U.

language

Si)me readers may wonder why language development was not specified
as one of the program' primary objectives. Thyre were many reasons tier
this, but the fact that it was not so specified skioukl not he construed to
mean that language development was ignored. language was recognized
,;.an important representational system as well as a means of cont.
munication, and much attention was paid to its growth. In addition, an
attempt was nude to instill in the children a desire to both read and
write.

Language was not made a primary objective because, first, a
Piagetian perspective on language development was adopted, which
'holds that language reflects cognitive development, but does not
produce it. Second, the latest research findings.on language develop
ment at the time suggested that concepts are grasped first and arc then
labelled; that children's first concepts (and first words) arc of things,
they act lipon and can change; that children discover meaning and then
comprehlnd the words which express it (Macnamara, 1972; Nelson,
19'4). This suggested that the focus of the program should be on
conceptual development and that if the program was successful in
promoting conceptual development it wotild also be successful in
promoting language development. Third, exploratory work done in the
second project year, which is described more fully in Chapter 6, satisfied
us that if, for example, in small group work the focus was on conceptual
development, language development would also be facilitated. Fourth,
language development was not made a primary objective lest this would
lead to artificial bombardment of the children with language which was
meaningless to them as well as distracting and unproductive.

The final reason for not ibcusing on language was that our own
early research findings suggested that language, per se, was not the
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pra»ary problem of the low income children being served. The dif
terences between them and the high-income children on the language
tests were relatively modest as compared with the differences between
them in other areas 1 lowever, about one third of the low income
children did present special language prohleins,and in such cases,
extra preschool professional help was obtained, kw both diagnostic and
treatment purposes Their difficulties were primarily articulatory and in
about halt of the cases were associated with auditory and respiratory
pri >Hems. Medical attention was obtained kw those who needed it and
then, if they were three year olds, no further treatments were imme-
diatel arranged 1 lowever, if they were still difficult to understand at the
beginning of their second pre schixil year, extra preshiiol proti-ssional
help kw them was obtained. Also, children enrolled as fouryear-olds
who presented speech pr )blems were immediately referred for
diagnosis and treatment. Thy treatments were ifrranged through the mill-

versity's Ikporiment of Communicative Disorders. Speech therapists
were used, not only because of their special expertise, but because the
prescluiol was interested in promoting fluency. The teachers provided
language models, but did not correct the speech of the children, lest
such intervention wvukl inhibit their spontaneity of expression.

11w children were helped to develop language by increasing their
knowledge and by giving them meaningful and exciting experiences to
talk about and ask about;and they were listened to When they had
something to say. As the children acquired new ideas they were helped
to acquire theslanguage to express them. Illustrations of how this was
done are provided in the three chapters that follow this one.

llms an attempt was made to help the children develop a strong
language competence base and this was regarded as the best way to
facilitate the later acquisition of skills in reading and writing. Reading is .

an extension (i receptive language, that is, the child acquires the ability
to understand the spoken word (sound symbols) and later the written
wind (graphic symb(As). Writing is an extension of productive language,
that. is, the Mild acquires the ability to produce words (sound symtx)ls)
and later to write -them dinvn (use graphic sywt)ols).

An interest in reading was encouragedi)y helping the children dis-
cover the value of tx xks as a source of enjoyment and as a source of
infomution. 11w teachers read to them, the children enacted the stories

. and then they enjoyed the books on their own in the book-nook. Re-
source books were also used extensively in the science center. The chil-
dren learned to recognize (heir names and sometimes to print them.
Printed word labels were used extensivelyin the school (Stop and Go
signs on the highway, appropriate labels in dramatic. play centers and the
like) and some children did learn to read in the program. Letters were
also provided for use in free playsome were magnetic board letters
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and others, large wot den letters. A typewriter was also introduced for a
period of time each year.

\An interest in writing was encouraged by having the children dic
tate 'Thank you- kiwis to those who had providt.1 opportunities for
held trips and io others who were ill. A 11WSlettef was also produced
quarted. The children thought up things to say in it, about stht,lol
events, whit h the teachers Wrote tit MIL SOIlle of tilt' SIO(it'S Were illus
trued bV the children and they were "published- under their names.
One of the children learned to print and Was able to write his own story
but he was an exception. A luimber of the children did, however, learn
to }hint signs kw use in protects which were of interest to them.

Approach to Parents
No fonnal patent education program was offered by the preschool, but
an attempt was made to involve the ixtrents' in the pn)gram, to make
them feel at home in the prescht of and tree to discuss their children
with the teachers at any time.

Semi formal evening meetings were held with the parents fmr
times each academic. year. 11w first of these was used to explain the
t)INtThes o1 the presclw x and discuss the prt)gram. The rest were used
to discuss topic's 4)1 special interest to the parents, but each war one of
these meetings ft ictised on child management.

The parents wen encouraged to obsne from the observation
n Huns as often as possible. as a means of monitoring their child's
pnwess "q'.'t :mange:lie:us were made kw small groups of patents
to tbserve o t Spet (1:1s at the end of the tall term and again in the
ving term ( hi such days, a teacher was maile available to talk with
eat h parent akin iduallv about the progress of his or her child,

Patents were invited to particiNte in field trips and most of them
were quick to volunteer They were also invited to participate in.the pt
gram on other occasions it they had a special talent which could he
used A mother or father sometimes conducted a special project with
some of the children (e.g., made bread) or took a group fir dramatic
pl4y with, for example, puppets, or introduced a new instrument to the
children at grouip time. There were also, of wurse.Aome parties and
picnics in which the parents were involved.

The parents of the low income children were helped, when net'
CSS3ty, to participate in all parent events by providing them with trans
portation. They were also encouraged. as were the parents of the high.
income:. children, to discuss with the. staff any worries they had about
their children. Thus, all parents were treated alike, with respect and con.
sideratkm, and given help with their children according to their indhid
sal needs. Any agelitional support that was required by the families of
the children was provided by extra. preschool community resources.
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Appendix A

BASIC LIMITS AND REQUIRF.MBNIS IN THE
UNIVERSITY LABORATORY PRESCHOOL

1. General
The children must always be under the supervision of a teacher and
remain in the preschool until picked up by their parents. All areas
where a teacher is not present are out of bounds.
The children are encouraged to walk and not run inside the school.
Both shouting and running are outdoor activities. Climbing is done
outside or in the gym,and indoor furniture is not used for this
purpose.

Equipment (e.g., toys, sand, water) is used for appropriate activities
and is not thrown about.

Children are encouraged to be actively involved in. some activity
(this includes watching). If they are wandering aimlessly, the
teacher intervenes, helps them to make plans and to get started in
carrying them out.

.

After children have finished with equipment, they put it away unless
another child is using it or would like to do so.

2. indoor Free Play
(a) Constructive and creative play anym These are "think"

and "do- areas. Quiet talk and task-oriented behavior are
encouraged.

(h) Dramatic' play areas: The number of children in these areas
at any one time is limited to the number of necklaces or
hardhats left at the entrance to these centers by the staff.

Smocks are worn for painting, waterplay and other potentially messy
activities.

3. Snack
The teacher who is responsible for snack informs the other teachers
that snack is ready and sets out snack trays and juice. Teachers settle
children in four small _groups on the floor. One child from each
group is asked to get the snack tray and the juice for his/her own
grqpp. The snack is shared among the children while conversation
is encouraged by the teachers. When the children have finished
snack, they discard their empty cups in the wastebasket and return
to play.

ei"

4. Cloakroont-Wasbroom Routines
Now,"

(a) Arrival Cloakroom routine: Children take of their outer clothes
and hang th6n up in their own lockers. Each is asked by the

GO
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teacher whether he needs to have a try at the toilet (a kw
children ate required to have a try at the toilet at entrance
tine). If not, then'the child proceeds to the playroom. If yes,
then the child flushes the toilet and washes hiss'her hands
before going into the playroom..

(b) Washroom routine: 'Muse children who come to use the
washroom on their own and those sent by the staff are taught
the following routine:

use the toilet with the toilet scat appropriately raised or lowered

flat) the toilet after use
wash hands put in plug

till sink with water
use soap, wash hands
pull plug
rinse hands in fresh water
dry hands with the paper towel
discard paper towel in wastebasket

return to playroom

(c) After circle changeover to outdoor free play: The children
enter the washnx)m, are asked if they would like a try at the
toilet. If yes, they go through the routine described in (b)
alx)ve.

If no, they proceed to put on their outdvor clothes.

When dressed appropriately (if it is cold, the teacher makes
certain the children are zipped up, have hats and mittens, etc.),
they proceed independently to the playground.

S. Playground: Danger Rules
(a) Certain equipment is used in only specified areas:

Tricycks on bike track only (two-way traffic on cement and
one-way traffic on the deck)

Wagons on track, and in building area if caning building
materials

Sand in sand box
it in water tub, sand box or planters
Lame blocks in the large block area only
Small red cedar blocks' can be hauled anywhere except in the

climhingsliding area where they could be dangerous
(h) Climbing apparatus: Climbing up is done on the green

carpeted ramp that has fotholds, on the stairs or on the'
jungle gm (not on the slides).
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Climbing down is done on the slides, the stairs or the Jungle
gym (not on the green carpeted ramp). There are two slides.

the ohe which "(-omes right down to the deck, the children
may slide down sitting, on their tummies, on their hacks, etc.
The other slide tenninates about one foot above the deck. On
this slide, the childitn must sit only, otherwise they may hurt
themselves at the bottom. No standing is permitted cot either

(c) tf.w of tuts NO to of any kind except soft sponge halls are
used near or on the climbing apparat% eirtpt in the winter
when heavy snow makes it safe to use toboggans or sliding
saucers.

All equipment iniluding sand, water, paint, etc.) is used for
cmstructive or creative activities and not thrown or destroyed
(e.g.. tricycles charging or ramming into other tricycles,
wagons. walls or equipment). -

No tall structure or ladders and blocks which can be piled
high are placed anywhere beside the fence (to prevent any
child from attempting tq climb over).

Now- See Guidelines for Student Teachers tor additional information.'
(Appendix I)).

to
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Appendix B

UNIVERSITY LABORATORY PRESCHOOL
TIMETABLE

8T55 9:15 a.m. Arrives& ( in the reception area)
12:55 1:15 p.m. One teacher receives, greets the children

individually and records arrival (Attendance
Sheet). The children then proceed
independently into the ckraknx)m and the
parent or driver departs.

8:55 9:20 a.m. cloakroom ( and Toilet 1:
12:55 1:20 p.m. The children remove outer clothing and depasit

same in their' own cupboards. They are asked if
they need a try at the toilez. If so, they use the
toilet and then wash their hands before pro-
ceeding into the playroom. If not, they proceed
immediately into pe main playroom.

Indoor Free Play (main playnx)n)
The children select their invn activities. The
teacher may help them make plans or assist in
certain ways, functioning as a "stimulator." a
resource person and responsive agent.

9:25 MOO a m. Small Group Teacher-Guided Activities:
1:25 2:(X) p.m. (10- to 15 minute sessions whichare run con

currently with indoor free play, usually outside
main playroom)
Children are invited to these.group activities and
participation is voluntary. Activities may be
planned to meet individual development needs
(e.g., language or cognitive stimulation), to teach
new skills (e.g., carpentry), to enhance interest
(e.g., in dramatics), or to.prepare snack for the
entire group.

9:55 10:05 a.m. Toilet Routine:
1:55. 2:05 p.m. Required for some children, suggested for all

others. Children use the toilet and then wash
and dry their hands.

10:05 10:15 a.m. Snack Time:
2:05. 2:15 p.m. The teacher who is responsible for snack informs

the other teachers that snack is ready and sets
out snack trays and juice. Teachers settle chil-

9:(X) 10:10 a.m.
_ -1:00 2:10 p.m.

w.
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10:15 107.40 a.m.
2:1 2:40 RM.

10:30 10:55 a.m.
2:30 2:55 p.m.

10:45 11:30 a.m.
2:45 3:30 pp.

\ 11:20 11:30 a.m.
3:20 3:30 p.m.

The Preschool and the Program SI

siren in three small groups on the floor. One
child from each group is asked to gethe snack
tray and one the juice for his/her own grouri.
The snack is shared among the children while
conversation is encouraged by the teachers.
When the children have finished snack, they
discard their empty cups in the wastebasket and
return to play.

LarwGmup Teacher Guided Activities:
The year begins with two groups of about 1
children each. The two groups are convened at
approximately the same time.'4ne in the re
ception area and one in the playroom. The
reception area group begins first and the main
playroom group starts about 10 minutes later so
that the first group is through and into the cloak-
nxmi before the secOnd group moves in. Parti
cipation in these circles is voluntary. Activities
include music, stories; dramatics, games, conver-
sations (normally a variety of activities). Children
who do not choose to participate are busily
engaged in quiet activities in the playroom. later
in the year, the class is divided into three groups
of about nine children each. One group cons
vencs at 10:15 a.m. (or 2:15 in in the

reception area. When the first group is finished,
the children go to the cloakroom and then out-
side, and the next two groups convene. The
group in the reception area starts first, followed
shortly by the one inithe playnx)m.

Changeover Period. (from indoors to outdc)ors)
Children are dismissed from group activities a4
few at a time and go into the cloakroom to dress
for outside. (Toilet Routine is included for
specified children.)

Outdoor Free Play: (required for all children)
The children select their own activities. Outdoor
facilities are designed to stimulate, primarily;
physical and social development.

Vismks-sal Procedure:
Parents or drivers come through to the play-
ground to collect their children.

64
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Appendix C

UNIVERSITY LABORATORY. PRESCHOOL
TEACHER TIMETABLES

Teacher ATimetable

H.SS a.m
12:5S p.111.

Wait in the reception area for the children, and
as they arrive, attempt to speak to each one
(no tii if they have coughs. sniffles, fever, etc.)
and ti en check of their presence on the atten
dance beets. If they do have a health problem,
contact the parent abt)ut it (immediately if it
seems serious or after school if not serious).
Attempt to "dribble" the children into the clixik.
room to allow teacher there enough time to get
each child through the routine. Wait until all the
children have come. If a child is away for three
days and no phone call has been received,
phone the parent to see what the problem is.
Write parent :s response on attendance sheet and
inform other teachers. Putting away all the
"donations" left in the reception area will also
be your responsibility.

9: IS a.m. (approx.) Prepare for your special group or go into the
playroom to work with the children. For the
special group, you can select up to five children
and take them into a separate part of the school
or into a separate room for a particular activity
you would like to do with these children. When
finished, the children are sent hack to the play
room, and another group on he taken or just
resume work with children in the playroom.
During the winter you will be responsible fix-
opening, supervising and tidying the large block
room in the reception area.

9:55 10:0S a.m. Check with Teacher C that you are ready to do
I:SS 2:05 p.m. washroom routine. Proceed to the'washroom

and "oversee" the activities using reminders
where necessary. Keep track of any accidents on
attendance sheets posted there. When washroom
routine is finished, inform Teacher I) so she may
begin the snack routine.

4
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10:05 a.m. (approx.) When infomied that snack is ready, move to an
2:05 p.m. open area in the playroom and quietly gather the

children nearby into a stilt group. have one
child bring the snack tray and one child bring
the juice pitcher. In the winter you may be
'having snack in the block axxn area with the
children who are playing there.

10.15 a.m Tidy up. Ask the children (who are in the first
2.15 p.m. circle) who have beeniplaying in the house-

keeping center, block *a or other "messy"
areas to begin to tidy up. As the time nears,
these children should be finishing dean up and
other children (who may still be playing with
"quick clean up" things, puzzles, Plasticine, etc.)
can be told it's time to tidy up and to join the
circle taking place in the reception area.

10:30 a m Assume leadership of the senior circle and have
2:15 2:3042.m. activities aimed at providing fun for the children.

Design a final activity in circle so that you can
"dribble" the children into the washroom in
about a two.minute time period. Go into the
washroom and aid Teacher B (or D) until first
children are ready to go outside. As som as
some arc ready, open the door and go outside
yourself. This routine will vary slightly when a
three .circle program has been implemented.

11:20 11:30 a.m. At outdoor tidy up, ask those children With
3:20 3:30 p.m. blocks to put them away. As the parents arrive,,

send the children with trikes to the garage.

Teacher B=Timetable
8:55 9:00 a.m.

12:55 1:00 phi.

9:0() a.m.
1:(X) p.m.

Make sure the playroom is set up and ready,for
the children.

.

Supervise the playroom as a whole until second
teacher arrives in the playroom. Attempt to greet
each child as he/she entw the playroom and to
informally ask the child what he/she would like
to ptay with that day. If some specific an project
is planned, it may be started when "reacher D
enters the playroom. Youoinay concentrate your

t
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attention on the art area and work with'the chit
dren in that area.

10:05 am. (approx.) When inforgted that snack is ready, move to an
2:05 p.m. open area in the playroom and quietly gather the

children nearby Into a snack group. The teacher
on snack will provide the snack and one child
can be sent from the group to retrieve the juice
while another gets the tray. The planned art
activity can continue during this period if there
are children still interesled,but at 10:05/2:05
begin to end this planned activity, since circle
will begin soon.

10;15 am.
2:15 p.m.

10:30 10:45 a.m.
2:30 2:45 p.m.

10:44 11:30 a.m.
2:45 3:30 p.m.

Th

Tidy up. Ask those children.(who are in the first
circle) who have been playing in areas requiring
extensive clean up to begin tidy up. Leave
remaining children playing until just before
10:15/2:15 and then begin "dribbling" them to
reception area flit* circle. When there are two
circles, you will assist the senior or junky circle
and then alternate to assist in the othef circle in
the afternoon. This routine will vary slightly
when a threecircle program has been
implemented.

When the circle is over, the children are
"dribbled" (using a song or a game) to the
washroom. You move to the washroom with the
first children sent to the washroom. Ask them if
they would like a try at the toilet, and if nec-
essary, assist them in getting dressed. The circle
person will assist you until the first children are
ready to go outside. Then they will proceed
outdoors. You will continue to help the children
until they are all outside. Then you can return to
the playroom if there are two teachers already
outside. If there is only onetoutside, you go out
doors yourself until another teacher replaces you
so you can return to clean up indoors.

Tidy up the playroom for the next program.
This includes cleaning art area, fixing up puzzles,
straightening blocks an other shelf toys, setting
up housekeeping c er and straightening diairg
and tables.
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Teacher C-- Timetable
8:SS am..

..12:SS p.m.

9:10 a.m.
as HO pm

955 3.111
1!Sq. p.m.

10-0C a.tu
205 p.m.

10:1S a.m.
2.1S p.m.

111: IS 10:30 a.m.
2: IS s 2:30 p.m.

IP

10:30 11:20 a.m.
2:30 3:40 p.m.

11:20 11:30 am
2:2t) 2:30 p.m.

The Pres( 11001 .uttl the Progr.utt SS

Receive first children in the washroom area. Ask
the children to take off outer clothing helping
tht se in difficulty -.and then initially ask all of
them to have a try at the toilet. When most of
the children have gone into the playroom, pro
ceet1 there yourself and take over supension of

rom,as a`whole.

Sul ise the pla}lroom in entirety since only
tu t achers mill be present and Teacher ti will

involved in the an area. You may Jet involved
with one or a group of children but keep your
at tion foamed on the whole room as well.

After consulting with Teacher A. -dribble" small
numbt...is of children into the waslinxmi fior, toilet
and washroom routine, then remain in the play
room to. supervise the area.

1(lhen Informed that snack W ready, move to an
open area in the playnxn and quietly gather the
childreninearby into a snack group. Once the
snack has.been put out. !lave one child retrieve.
the tray and another the juice hitcher.

Tidy up. Wht1n it is time for circle, help the
children tic 4) up and then help -dribble.' the
children to circle.

Assume the leadership (if the junior circle and
have activities aimed at providing fun for the
children. Deign a final activity in circle so that
ou can -dribble- the children into the wash
nxwn in about a two minute time ivriod. Go
into*he washroom and aid Teacher Ii (or I))
until first children are ready to go outside... As
sex on as stmie arc ready, open the dot w and g9
outside y tnirself.

Remain outside with the children, taking your
break when the third teacher comes back out
side444,,y(nir'break begin and or cootie ue clean
up in the playnxmi..

At outdoor tidy up, ask cliildren with blocks to
tidy up. As the parents arrive, send the children
with trikeS to the garage.
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Teacher IDTimetable
8:55 9: IS a.m.

12:SS 1:15 p.m.

9:15 9:55 ant.
1,.15 1.55 p.m.

9:55 a.m
1:5i pm

Await the arrival of the children in the
cloakroom washroom area. Remain there assist
ing the children if necessary in the removal of
their clothes until all the children have arrived.

10-05 a.m. (approx.)
2:05 p.m.

10:1S a nrns

1015 10:30 a.m.
2; 15 2.30 p.M.

You can then move into the playroom to work
with one child or a group of children or you can
begin a special group or a group for snack prep
arationa For the special group you can select up
to five children and take them into a separate
part of the school or into a separate room for an
activity you would like to do with them. \Then,
you are finished, the children are brougEt back
to the playroom and ailother group can be taken
if time permits, or you can just begin work in the
playroom.

Bel( we snack, "dribble" small numbers of chip
dreg into the washnxmn for toilet and washroom
routine. then remain in the tilayroom working
with individual or small groups of children.

Inform the other teachers that snack is ready
and set the trays and juice out one the cupboard
near the pillar. When the block room is open,

'you may need to take a snack tray there prior to
informing the *other teachers that Snack is ready.
Join otk of the groups for snack or settle With a
wimp that has been fiirmed by the children.
under the direction of the other teachers.

Ask those children (who are in the first circle)
who are or who have been involved with doll
center, block areas or other areas requiring
extensive clean up to begin "tidy up time." As
the time nears (10:15 >:15 tell the other
seniors (or juniors) that it is tidy up time and
to move to the reception area for circle.

If seni(ws have gone to reception area fi)r.circle, 4

remain with Teacher C in playnx)m %xi

limie to work with juniors.

If juniors arc going to reception area forcircle,
go with them and aid Mater C with circle. After
the circle, move to cloakroom and assist children
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10: iO WAS a.m.
2 30 2.5 p.m.

10:45 11.20 a.rn
2.rS 3.20 pm.

11 20 11 4,0 a.m.

% :2() 3:30
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in getting dressed and going outside. Join
Teacher C outside as stem as all juniors are
outside. That iy if juniors go to ,reception area
first, folk iw timetable of Teacher B from
10:15:2:15.

Approximately ten minutes after senior circle
has started, gather the children for circle with
Teacher C. When circle is completed, move to
cloakmom as Teacher-C begins to "dribble- the
children to you. Ilelp them to dress if necessary
and then move outside.

Stay outside until you take your breakwhen
Teacher C retunts.

Aid tidy up outside and the sending of the
children to their parents who will be waiting
under the canopy.

At least once a week either before school starts or when it is over, check
the science area to nuke sure the activities have been changed or that
new ones have been added.

Note This timetable is written for a two-circle prograti. When a three-
.

circle program is being utilized, the above positions remain basically the
same,with changes occurring for all teachers as circle begins. A three
circle system is initiated when it is (kilned appropriate for the children
to he in smaller groups and or groups selected according to the ability
levels of the children. The kwation and movement of the teachers fin- a
three circle system varies depending on which teacher is assigned to
lead the extra circle.
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Appendix D
UNIVERSITY LABORATORY PRESCHOOL

GUIDELINES FOR- STUDENT
TEACHERS

1. General
Teachers are relaxed. They avoid haste and thus give the children
time to think. They direct children individually and quietly to avoid-
.distracting others. In this way, the teacher contributes to the serenity
of the room and avoids exciting or overstimulating the group.

Children are given as much independence as possible in choosing
materials, solving problems and moving from play center to play
center. For example, when directing children, verbal rather than
Physical direction is used as much as possible. Taking children by
the hand as a fOrm of direction is generally avoided. Teachers are
stationed at various centers or kx.ations, such as the cloakroom, and
the children mow through the sch()01 independently.

Every adulchild interaction is a learning experience for both. The
children are learning how adults in their environment respond to
their statements, questions and strategies, and the teacher is learning
how the children are reacting to the ithmediate situation.

2. Free Play (indoors and Outdoors) .

During free play teachers are unobtrusive, taking care not to inter
rapt children who are concentrating on a task. If a teacher thinks
he 'she can enhance or prolong the children's interest in what they
are doing or lead them to greater understanding, the teacher may
make inftirmational statements or offer suggestions related to the ,

children's ongoing activity. (Suggestions not related to the ongoing
activity tend to be disruptive.) If the childrin ignore or refuse a sug-
gestion, the teacher does not insist.
The teacher is active (not rassive). She is interested in what the
children are interested in and supports their efforts during free play
by acting as a manure person (i.e., by giving out information and
helping the children make and carry out their plans). The teacher
is highly respowite and pays close attention when children have
something to say. She/he uses every opportunity to reinforce the
children's efforts to communicate, to expand the children's ideas or
to encourage thinking (e.g., pondering some discrepancy, change or
relationship). Sometimes the teacher may participate in the chit
dren's play if she/he thinks this mayimprove the quality of the play,

.or help maintain it after she/he has lefit. She/he may read to the
children or work with themon puzzles, but care must be taken that
this does not make the children dependent on the teacher.
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a dispute arises over who has done something -wrong- and
the teacher does not know which child is responsible, she he does
-not ask who did it (so that lying is not reinforced). Rather, she he
tries to encourage the children to resoke the problem and resume
their play, or if this is unsuccessful, she he redirects both children
and does not place blame on either The redirection may involve
separation of the children. Whenever possible, social infOrmation is
given to the children in such sintaVons. That is, the reasons for
behavior which is acceptable are rahessed.

3. Supervision in 4be Playroom ( Indoors)
One teacher is assigned the task of being general supervisor ibis
teacher must he aware of what is going on in every part of the
room 'While she he may move around, she 'he must always he in a
l)cation from which till areas can be seen. This teacher will often
need to redirect children %V1i0Se behavior is not purposeful, anti
cipatt "flare ups- in groups (e.g., from overcrowding in an area)
and take steps to avoid them.

Teachers other than the general room supervisor settle down in an
area ( ie., sit in or near some learning center, on a chair or, more
often, min the floor) and are available as resource persons. When the
teachers feel that they have nothing to contribute that might im
Pti we the quality or the play. they move quietly to another area.
Teachers should avoid staying in any specific area for a very long
time except tinder exceptional circumstances- The teacher assigned
to the art center,"however, rcbmains in that center whenever there are
children present. Teachers do, not dash or wander about because
this makes them conspicuous, tends to distract the children and
induces tiillowttig behavitir.

sd'
The teacher in the arts and crafts area is responsible for keeping
supplies on hand, providing materials for special creative projects
and assisting the children in various ways..Shelie helps them plan
and execute special projects and learn motor skills such as cutting,
stringint.lx-ads, etc. She also introduces them to new materials
such as play dough, etc. She he puts the name of the children on
their products and sees that they are carefully stored.

When children are playing with -structured" toys (educational, self
pacing, self-correcting materials such as puzzles, form hoards, peg
Kurds, etc.), the teachers do not demonstrate. the "propel' use of
these materials. They do not complete a puzzle or form board for
the children, nor do they use extraordinary means to induce the
children to complete it. Teachers may offer information or sugges-
tions which the children may use in finding a solution to the

problem, but if the children have clearly lost interest they are
encouraged to put the materials away. The teachers reassure the
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children it they seem dice 011illged and suggest that they try again

another day.
The children are often invited to participate in leather gUided small
group a (trifles during the indoor tree play period. Normally one to
three children are included in these small groups Their activities
air usually canid out in a lokation outside the maiR playrom. The
purpose I these small group sessions varies.

( larger groups) provide an (xpiN munity for the children to
learn about interacting in a larger group of peers. Although`circles
are often de'signe'd to ifovide other types of learning experiences
fin- the children ( e.g , triscussing seasons. holidays, emotions, etc. ),

the min' °hie( tint of these activitiesifs to encourage the children
to have tun and enjoy the social experience. Circle activities are
teacher directed and may include singing, stories, discussion,

movement, instrumental music, etc. SoffietillIt's special
visitors are invited to participate in circles (e.g., doctor, dentist,
musician. policeman, puppeteer, etc.). The teacher assisting in the
circle also assumes an active role. She he participates along witl 'the
children in the musical activities and unobtrusively redirects th
children who are having difficulty attending to the circle activi
towever, if a child decides to leave circle, he `she is not required to

return rt. he she does not wish to. Children are dismissed gradually,
with children being sent to the cloakroom (or playroom)
individually or in small groups of two or three.

4. Cloakroom-Washroom
In the ckxikroom, the teacher tries to remain seated as much as
px xssible, letting the children come to herhim if necessary for aid.
This avoids confusion, helps the children develop independence
and enables the teachers to look after one specific child and, at the
sane time, keep track of the progress and needs of the other chit.
drn in the room.
The children. are encouraged to dress and undress themselves. !kip
is given when needed but the task is always the children's. Help is
()tiered in a form that will teach. The children's attention is kept on
the task (e.g., the teacher asks questions about what comes next and
just does enough to get them started, always letting the children see
what they are doing so that they can learn to do the task them-
selves). Winter dressing (snowsuits, etc.) is a complex task and the
chiklr61 may need some help or they will lose interest and begin to
"dawdle Again the adult may "give the children a hand" and do
quite a lot but she he never takes over the task. The teacher helps
the children, nor r the children help the teacher. It is the children's job.
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'11)e younger children are requited to go to the toilet at (1.n:tin
times and they are taught a,washroom routine. Care is taken not to
intrmpt their play and they are directed to the washroom at
-changeovet-.times in the prokram (e.g., before snack) The child is
told that "it is time to use the toilet Older children who know the ''
washroom routine and are responsible are not required to use the
k)ilt. but ate reminded at tegular times to consider using it. 'they
are asked -do you need to go to the toilet"
A tea( her super ices the (vashroom and teaches the washroom
routine She he also keeps records of imhimary urinating or bowel
mo(ements.

5. Changeovers
When the children are sent from the reception area to the wash

Hit, from the playroom to the washroom or from circle to the
washux mt, they go individually or in small groups ( two or three
children) rather than en masse. This procedure avoids crowding,
confusuur, excitement and frustration. Both teachers and children
are relaxed, the children can think about what they are doing
without distraction and the teachers can give them the help and
guidance they need.

6. Supervision Outdoors
Teachers are responsible for supervising specified zones on du.*
playground. 'they remain in these zones unless an emergency
K"C UN (SC(' the medical, accident and fire procedures in the

teachers' office 1. When all of the children are on-the playground
there must he at least two teachers outside at all times. See Basic
limits sheet for danger rules

7. Suggestions for Students.
If in doubt about how to handle a particular situation with 3 child
when no teacher is nearby, handle it as best .:as you can but speak to
3 teacher about it later. If a teacher is nearby, try to ask her him
what ought to be done and then carty through the recommen
dation!, yourself When one teacher is handling a situation you
should never interfere even if you think she he is completely
wrong. Discussion of the situation can take place later with the
teacher involved:

We probably haven't covered everything so when in doubt or if you
have more questions. ASK.

ti
when invoked in the pteschool prtiwatu, stiklents are expected curry out the role of
the teat het a. outlined m the Guidelines
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8. reacber Responsibilities (General)
The teacher should always be where he..she is supposed to be so
that the children are always supervised and if she: he needs to leave
fin- any reast n. amnher teacher should be int-timed so he she can
accept responsibility.

A child should never he taken from under a teacher's supervision
tf4 without informing her him that you are taking the child and when

the child is brought back the teacher should be iniOrmed.

An teachers help to put the school back in order after each session
(sort the equipment in the toy boxes. see that supplies are in their
proper place). The envirimuucht is thus "prepared" for the next
session



3
Helping they Preschool

Child Develop
Number Abilities'

a

!hiring the prscluxil years, children become interested in numIxis and
then meaning. Rene, it is an excellent time for teachers to encourage
the development of some simple number concepts and skills, if this is
done in an informal and enjoyable way and no pressure to excel is

Young children gain their first working knowledge of numbers
through ewtday experiences stkt as when they dtenctine the required
number of cookies for a group ofifitildren, choose which child will get
his or her colt -first" and gental4 plily games and sing songs invoking
numbers In the prschotil, "number" can be made a part of the chil-
dren's regular daily activities, and as such, can bixtime functionally
meaningful. Numbers need nut be "taught" to young children as a sty-
dal tedious memory task. Instead, many enjoyable opportunities for chit
drn to "catch" the meaning of numbers can be pn vided.

Preschool children's understanding of number concepts seems to
(level( in a continuous and orderly Fashion. They appear to progress
thnitigli a series kievels of comprehension and pertOrmance. lkiwewr.

' Ilus chapter and its appndk es were written in collaboration with Carol Wam Carol was
a mnibei of the teat lung staff of the preschool from lir i to totin. gh was the first
assistant from to 19'0 and then taught on a half time basis after she began to under
take advatu et! studies in psvtholti Iter research fin the Master's degree. which she
obtained in 19"- investigated .torte vat iables which Aka the ability of young children to
peplum numb: tasks The research WAS ct inducted under the supei%ision of C. .Ilrainerd.
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it is important to remember that within these levels there are wide
individual differences in the order in which different kinds of abilities
and e oncepts are acquired.

To select appropriate number experiences for any given child (or
group of children), the teacher must know that child's level of film
boning in the number area. The teacher's initial task, therefiwe, is one of
assessment.

The l'Wo laboratory Preschool Number Abilities Assessment and
Cum( ilium Guide (see manual in Appendix A) was developed in our
preschool not only for assessment purposes but also as a curriculum
guide. It Was used not only to determine what abilities each individual
child already had but to suggest abilities which that child was probably
ready to acquire. The Guide was therefore used as a "tool" for "match
ing" the challenges offered the children to their developmental levels.

hi this chapter we provide a general description of what is mews
ured by the Guide and abrief discussion of the ariables which
influence a child's ability to perfiwm a number task We then describe
the ways in which we attempted to promote the acquisition of number
concepts and abilities in the child and include examples of the specially
designed activities and games which we used fiw this purpose. We also
suggest of her res(kirces fi w teachers

Included in the appendices, in addition to the Manual for the
I AV() Prescinx >I Number Abilities and Assessment Guide (Appendix A),
is a ReCtWti. of Perfioniance Dorm for use in recording the developing
abilities of an iidividual child (Appendix B) and a list of references to
the research literature which we found helpful in developing the Guide
(Appendix C).

(-"*) 's

THE GUIDE

"Ile' Guide describes abilities and concepts which are typically acquired
at each of three levels: LEM. I (typical of most threeyeaolds), LEVEL
2 ( ttpical of most tour war.okls) and ADVANCED LEM (typical of five.
to sewn wa(;okls and, therefore, of some "advanced" preschoolers). It
makes provision for assessment in four areas as follows:

I. -Kik mledge of the ordinal Impel-this of numbers
2 Knowledge of the cardinalprq wales of numbers
3. Km>wledge tb out ni mends
t Kul mledg ale nit number fransfonmaions

Each natural number (0, I, 2, etc.) has two basic properta.s,
ordinal and camlinal. the ordinal property of number refers to the

7 7
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-order- or position of an item in a series of items (e.g.. "I took the third
penny in the row; I read the fourth page in the book"). The cardinal
property of numbt refers to quantity: "manyness.- "numerosity" (e.g.,
"I have three pennies." "I read four pages"). Thus, in Area I (knowl
edge of the ordinal properties of number) the ability to count and to
set iate are assessed. In Area 2 (knowledge of the cardinal properties. of
number) the ability to state the number of items in a set and the ability
to understand the meaning of words and concepts such as more less
and same different are assemed. In Area 3 (knowledgi, about numerals)
the child's ability to orient, recognize, name, match and order numerals
is assessed In Area -I (loco ledge about number -transformations) some
aspects of the child's conservation ability and understanding of the
etkx-ts on quantity of addition and subtraction are assessed.

Many variables influence the child's ability to perfOrm a number
task. These include ( I) the number of items in a set, (2) the similarities
and differences among the items employed, (3) the spatial arrangements
of the items. ( -+ 1- the level of representation required by the task, ( C1 the
kind of language competencies demanded by the task and (6) the
subjectivity objectivity of the task.

Number of items. The 'number of items in the sets with which
the Young preschool child is first asked to (kill should he small. They
should contain only three objects. Also, number experiences offered
voting children in the preschool should begin with only the first three
numbers ( 1 to 3) Once children thoroughly understand number
prink mples as they apply to small sets, they usually transfer them readily
to larger sets In the Guide, thereft we, the number of items in the sets to
be used are specified for each task.

Similarity of items. The items in sets presented to very young
children should be identical. A two variable situation is too difficult for
them. and distracts their attention from the task. In the Guide the degree
of similarity among the items in sets is therefore specified. At LEVU. 1
all items are identical, but at WWI. 2 they may he different.

Spatial arrangements. 11w spatial arrangemepts of the objects in
a set ( or sets) allivt voting children's ability to perfortrt a variety of num-
ber tasks It is easier to count, objects when they are arranged in a row
and are equidistant from each other titan when they are spread out in an
array llierefitre, the Guide specifies the way in which sets of objects
should be presented (spatially) to the child.

Level of representation. 'ibe level of representation required by
a task affects its difficulty. Younger children are able to solve problems
when they are dealing with real concrete objects such as cookies,
pennies. blocks, cars or dolls ( object level) but are not able to do so
%thn they are asked to deal with symbols of objects (e.g., pictures of
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cookies, pennies, etc., or dots on, for example, dominoes). Therefore, at
LEVEL I the tasks are usually done with real objects. At LEVEL 2 they
are done with symbols of objects.

Kind of language competency. The kind of language con
jxtemy required in a task affects its difficulty. Helping children acquire
number concepts and abilities involves helping them acquire a number
vocabulary. Children come to understand words spoken by others
(receptive language) before they can produce those words themselves
(productive language). Thus children are able to point our, or show the
teacher, which of the three bears is the "biggest" before they can say
that "this bear is the biggest The tasks at LEVEL 1 assess mainly
receptive, not productive, language.

The subjectivity-objectivity of the task. children seem to
Understand many concepts and have a vocabulary for expressing these
concepts when the reference is to themselves and other people before
they understand them w can talk about them in reference to objects For
example, they know and can say that they want to he "first" before they
can 1(xk at a row of cars (e.g., a train) and And the one that is the
"first" car..

In the Guide, within each level, an attempt has been made to
order the tasks from least difficult to most difficult. However, there are
wide individual differences in the ways in which children develop and
their abilities across cognitive areas are frequently uneven. In developing
the Guide, use was made of what scientific literature was available on
the early development of abilities in this area. There was, however, little
agreement among investigators about the order in which, or the age at
which, certain kinds of number abilities were acquired. Also, some of
the newer literature (Brainerd & Fraser, 197S) suggested that ordinal
concepts were grasped earlier than cardinal concepts and that number
programs for young children should begin with ordinal, rather than
cardinal, tasks. Some theoretical hierarchies were, however, proposed
and these were used to design a preliminary form of the Guide. ibis
was then modified over time on the basis of our own experience with
the ihildren in our preschool. It is important for the user of this Guide
to realize, however, that this is just a "guide," not a test. It is not !used
on carefully collected normative data. For thaw readers who would like
to explore the literature which we found useful in the preliminary
design of the Guide, a fist of "References to the Research literature" is
contained in Appendix C.

In the Guide, "curriculum notes are sometimes inserted. These
are suggestions to teachers for instructional purposes. For example,
"pointing" at each object when counting out a Ft is a strategy (perhaps
a way of remembering what has been counted) which helps children
perform many number tasks more. efficiently. One curriculum note in

ft
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the Guide draws the teacher's attention to this and suggests that she
should, in her teaching role, encourage children to develop this strategy.

ACTIVITIES FOR PROMOTING NUMBER
CONCEPT ACQUISITION

In our prescluxil; iipportunities fi>rthe children to increase their under-
standing of number were provided in three parts of the program: ( 1)
during fire plat: (21 during group activities and (3) in to guided
ten. aniaIi gmupN (tu'o to four children 1or individual sessions. A mixt
detailed description of the procedures used in each of these parts of the
program is provided below.

In January. the curriculum focus in the small groups was on nuin
her. At this time the use ornumber songs and games was increased in
the circles, and new number centers and number materials were intro
dued into the playrooms. The new opilommities in the play areas were
-created to encourage the transfer of any new ideas acquired about num.
her during the teacher guided sessions into the c'hildren's free play, so
that it would he better assimilated.

Free Play: Centers and Equipment

Permanent fixtures. Certain permanent fixtures in the playroom were
used to stimulate an interest in number, for example, a real, law clock
which was located at "child-height" in a place where it could be
incorporated by the children into their play, as well as used to time
special events or activities. Our clock was located in the area in which
dramatic play centers were developed. When a medical center, hair
dressing salon or similar center was there, the children often referred to
the clock when making or keeping appointments. The clock could be.
Seen front most locations in the playroom and so could he referred to
frequently by both the children and teachers to time, fix example, the
baking of fix id that the children had made fix snack, or to calculate how
long a child had stayed in a given place or how many minutes before an
emu would Omit

. Calendars were used, too. They we arse and interesting and
could. be manipulated by the children. F example, the October cal
endar was in the time of a tree with 31 fall leaves numbered I to 31.
More advanced preschoolers could choose from a set of leaves the one
that *matched the date of the. day on the calendar and glue it on the cal.
endar in the appnipriate place.

Dramatic play centers. In our restaurant, shoe store, grocery
store or ice cream parlor, articles for sale were priced and a cash resister

au
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and play money or chips 'ere used. In the medic al center a height and
"weight chart was included. In the housekeeping center, sedation was
encouraged (*e.g., three pots varying only in size were hung in order of
size ()it a special pegboard and there were three dolls varying in size,
each with its own set of clothes). Centers were set up to suggest the
ellaCtilltIlt elf stories such as "The Three Billy (.4Ws Gruff" and "The
Three Bears," which involved the children in seriating (the littlest g&at,
the middle sized goat and the big goat) and in matching seriations (the
big bowl for the big, big bear anti the little bowl for the little hear). '

Science center. Measuring instruments such as rulers, thmunn
eters, weigh scales, etc. were introduced in the science center. 11w
weigh scale was used with unit blocks (e.g., two 1 unit blocks :: one 2
unit block).

414,
Felt board activitr Center. This center Was equiliped with boxes

which contained materials such as the following: three felt pictures of
yell(ny flowers and a card imprinted with a large yellow 3; tour felt red
apples and a card imprinted with a large red ; three to five felt dogs,
doghouses and bones, each set of objects varying in size (the teacher
would involve children in the game of giving each dog a doghouse and
a bone big enough for him and in figuring out if there were enough
lumses.andb(mes for each dog; she sometimes pretended to bury some
Nines and let the children decide how many they would have to dig up
so that each dog would have a tx three to five felt apple trees with
the numerals 1 to 5 on their trunks, plus approximately 20 felt apples
(the teacher would involve the children in figuring out how many
apples the numeral said belonged to each tree, and in selecting that
number from the pile ( ales to attach to the tree).»

and equipped with, for
f,1

Number center.° area was screened off
example, a magnetic board and a box of numerals and letters which the
children could manipulate (separate numerals from letterswient, order,
etc.) or a h(yx of three-dimensional wooden numerals and letters and a
hoard on 'which they could be sorted. A typewriter or a real cash register
was often included in this center. When the number center was large
enough, other materials described below as shelf toys were included.

. Shelf toyas,We found stacking toys or any materials which en -

c(mraged the ordering of objects by size, shape, etc., we appropriate
for younger preschoolers. For older preschoolers, do noes were suit

e able, as well as number puzzles in which the pi s which.go together
' must be found by matching numerals or dot .se impiinted on the

pieces.
Suitable materials were also "home de": tin cans with a set of

dots (.1 5) on each and a bundle of 1 ile sticks (the child selects and
places in each can the appropriate n tmher of sticks as indicated by the
number of dots); clothes hangers with a card attained which is im

.
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puntd with a numeral ( I S), and a supply of clothes pins (the -chili
plates the appropriate number of clothes pins on each ginger )

.snakes and tffikkrs and similar games which involve rolling dice
and counting off squares were also provided fOr older preschoolers,-.2...

Craft activities ( creative center). Cutout pap& numerals were
provided in the creative center TIk children used them in a variety of
'ways, tOr example. pasted them on paper. tried to copy them. paged
alongside-Them an appropriate number of objects. ordered them or just
talked about them and their names (i.e.. just became, more familiar with
their shapes)

Group Activities (the Traditional circle)
Songs. Many songs which are favorites of preschool children and fa
miliar to most preschtiol teachers inv()Ive number, and these were used
to help children learn about numbers. Examples of such songs are

( )Id Man-
;The little Chickadees"
""lbe Chinaman Ship" ( in "Sally (o Round the.Sun")
"The Ants Go Marching- (in ,,Sally 6o Round the Sun-)
"Fite Nile Speckled Frogs" .

"IX mu at the Cornet' (Panubaker's Sung Book I )

Some of these songs (eg :Thwvt. at the Corner") were adapted to
suit a variety (if themes ( valentines at the shop; leaves under the oak

. .
ttee; gifts under the Chrism-Lis tree).

Fingerplays. 'Many fingeplays which involve number were used
in the preschool. The examples of these which follow, includc; rote'
counting. asmiciatingnumber to objekiks, counting backwards and order
ing (lirst, second. third . .):

-One. weer, lukkk my Mu
'three, tour, shut the door, etc." .

"title is the beehive and here are the bees
I lidden away where nobody zees
SO0I1 they'll Live flying out of their hives
One, two, three, four.

.4 "I have ten little fingers
And ten link toes
TWo little ears

6 And one little nose

"I can wiggle my fingers
I can wiggle my toes .
I eanmx.wiggle my ears
But I can wiggle niy ruse."
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The children were encouraged to count all the things they had, such as
legs, arms, buttons, ribbons, etc.

t. "Four little daisies smile at me
I pick one and then there are three
Three little daisies. petals wet with dew
I pick one and then there are two
'INvo little daisies dancing in the sun
I pick one and then there . one
One little daisy feeling very y

pick!this 4:neant.1 have a summer bouquet'.
S. "The firs% little caterpillar crawled into a bower

ihe second little caterpillar wiggled up a flower
4 , The third little caterpillar climbed a cabbage head

.The fourth little Eiterpillar found a melon bed.
The fifthhtfle rnpillar sailed a garden pool
The sixth link caterpillar %vas carried off to school
The seventiplittle.caterpillar met a hungry %Well .

The eighth little caterpillar was fritthtened by a hen .
7The nihth little caterpillar fell i he sea
The tenth link caterpi 1111.4ple tree
and hung there patien by and by. the tenth little

4.caterpillak became a Nine .
r..

I. Stories. We used stories, of which there are many, that involvP.
counting awl scmuencing: Some have been mentioned earlier, such- as
"The Three Bears, "The Three liktle Pigs," "The-Three Billyipxlis
Gad." These are the type that can be enacted taranatiied) by the
children. Other useful stories are ones like )s Or Sale" in which the
child picks out the red caps first, the yellow on record, etc.

Games. We tised a variety Of games or game like acthities which
are suitable for use with groups of 10.12 children. Onopf these is
described later as a special small group activity (see Special Small Group
A 'Kline 117 ). It utilizes a cuactx) clock to interel the children in using

.

4. numerals..add naming them to tell "time." Other examples are as
ftAlows: . , .:

- 4

Count tbe Number eople in the Circle. Ask the children,
"Who is missing? I low tanyveople are missing? If they were

AV

bite how many pdople-would there be in the circle?"

Dice.Game.,Give each child a number. Throw the dice. The ..

***** . child who fills the same npniber its the dice may have a 4101
to skin tar dance. Many games can be ,invented Which involve
dice. Dots or numerals may be used. .

. jump to t&. Number Scatter urge number cards al-x ad the
. flexor. The yhildittmps to the mullet cards in the eurrek

sequence or to the'number called out by the teacher.' 40`.40`
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Jumble ep. Five or six children wear large number cards.
While the music plays, the children get mixed up. When the
music stops they arrange themselves back into the correct
order. 'the other children who are watching may check the
sequence and assist the children.

Simon Sajw. This familiar game may easily he adapted to
involve number. "Simon says clap two times. Sink wi says
jump,three times Simple repetition of (laps involves
counting something unseen and is often challenging For
example, one child claps out a certain beat or rhythm anct
the other aildren attempt to imitate it
The Mailman Boxes are used to represent houses and are
numbered one to six. Children' are given letters similativ
numbered and deliver them to the corm o house by
matching the numeral. Number games such as this may be
created to follow any theme.

Discussions. Everyday items which have to do with number were
brought into the circle and discusrl. Examples ace.teleplione, cash
register. money, thermometer. staMps, license plates. clock. weigh scales.
calendar. inlet, but )1. page numbers Matters of great interest to the did
keen person:ilk. which have to (It) with niiinbei. were also discussed
Examples are then age. their heigllt, then address. their telephone mini
her Interest in some-of the above can be developed during field trips or
t thee 'tel i.tl actin ities.

Individual or Small-Group Teacher-Guided Activities

Snack preparation. Cooking or the preparation of fix )d for snack was
used to pnwide opportunities tbr the children to develop an under-
standing of how numbers are used and-about quantity and ordering.
1:(410wing recipes requires amijscussion of number in measurement
( I cup, 2 teaspoons, etc.). Recipes can be represented as shown below
( for a fruit salad), so that "how many" of each ingredient is illustrated
pictoriak, along with a numeral which represents the quantity. The
tbilowing recipe is.for each ehild's . ing ( i.e., I piec of orange, 2
slices of peach, 3 ?ices of banana, 1 sins).

clO

2

( ()range)

(peaclie)
(bananas)

(raisins)
.

..- ,. Preparing to serve the snack also involves making sure there are a
Sufficient number of servings for eveiwpe (enougki coolies) and

...*

.

8 4
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utensils fix eVen't Hle (t ups, tip( x n s ( ). Theft we. CO(111( Ins was
brought into the activity in this way.

Special activities. These are aefivities.and games which were
-specially- designed 1w the teachers 111 9urpieschool for two purposes:
t I ) to give the teacher an oppntuuty to assess the ability of a child to
xrh thi tasks which are described in the Assessment and Currie

alum (;(11tie and ( 2 ) stimulate the child cognitively and to provide an
(rpontinity lot the child to increase his or her understanding of some
toikept. A series of examples of these act ivitLes ti Mows. For each, the
cognitive area and the level to be assessed are indicated and then the
specific purposes of the activity, the materials to be used and the proce.
lures to be tollyed are described.

Special Small-Group Game #1
AREA Numbcr, Osdinal lioperties (a) counting. (h) seriatim
1.1A.1:1.

its

P1Optku.

assess ;bid encourage abilities with numbers 1 3.
a) count row of three identical objects

(h) senate three objects whth vary only in size. faun small'est to largest
) nntierstand Awids ( receptive language Yosmallest, biggest, middle-

sited. bigger. smaller 4

MAO two 3-object sets sedated by site

S

.state nak
... 1 a tlannelboard

tlaittieltxxtril stick irns'as
(a) set of three identical clowns of different Sizes
(h set of three identical falls of different suet:.
tc) sett of three identical trucks of different sites

,V we The site diffetences between the clowns, halls and trucks should he
large and illwions.

l'lekt7f7
Ilk teacher shows thtZ:l'ounsto the children and suns a discussion
about diem The chiklren,are ncoutaget.- to talk about the similarities and
differences they notice in the (+Awns. Then figs teacher Sari, "Let's put the
Arrafiest clown on the telt biurd "Sally, would you like rv, find the
smallist clOwn and put it on the board?" When thetsmallest clown is on

boterd.e teacher says, -Let's put the next biggest clown on the
Nur& anti, luvitestialt or another child in the group to put the next
biggest on thy hoard and st4 on until all the cli'iwns Are arranged in tyyw
from sinaltst to bigger to biggest. The teacher then encourages noire
discussion. suggesting that perlups the clowns are lined up tar a parade..

4
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she th r says. "I will now take the downs down and it will be your turn
to line tt up again for the parade from the smallest to the biggest."

When the children finish putting the clowns on the.boant the teacher
imxities the set of balls and these are discussed. She then says. "Each
down needs a ball. The smallest one gets the smallest ball" (placing the
smallest ball on the board). "Now, which one will we give to this clown
(pointing to the biggest clown) and which one. will.wegive to this clown
(pointing to the middle sized one)?"

lb halls can then be taken oft the board so that the children can put them
bad. on and the whole process can he repeated with the set of trucks.

During the discussion, the teacher can ask the child, "Can we find the
inkkilesized clown. etc." "Is thew a clown bigger than this oner "Is
there a truck smaller than this one?"

Special Small-Group Game #2
AREA Number- Numerals

MEL I
Purpose

. to assess and encotintge counting, pattern recognition of small sets, as
swath* numerals with object sets and following directions in step by
step ordering.

.11atervati.
1. recipe cards (one for each child) showing:

(a) the quantity of each ingredient pictorially
(b) the numeral which represents the quantity
(c) the name of the ingredient as illustrated below:

3

pineapple

marshmallows

apples

2 ... dishes of
(a) pineapple pieces
(b)" miniature marshmallows
(c) slices of apple

3 box of toothpicks

Procedure..
ibe children have been invited to help make "snack." Tie recipe cards
are prepared in advance and placed Face down on the Wye.

. Each child takes a card and '"reacts what to put on the toothpick. The i,
teacher helps each child to follow the directionrone step at a time, if
necessary. If the child does not recognize the-numeral, the teacher en
courage% the child to count the pictures.

4
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Special Small-Group Game #3
AREA Number t a) cardinal properties (h 1 numerals

111TI I (snuff %CIS ) car LEVEL 2 (larger sets and cardinality rule)
i'ropcce

to assess and entourage the ability to understand more'. which of two sets
has more nems (: e , 2 is more than I. 3 is more than 2) and "the same
number as". and to recognizumilumerals. leant their names and discover
the cardinal:1y rule.

AlaterulLs
1 a pack o nine cards, each with a numeral ( 1 to 9) on tine side and

pictures of cats (one to nine cats) on the ()tiler side The numeral on
each card indicates the number of cats on that card (i.e., tour cats
and the numeral 4 )

2 duplicat~ of the first three cards in the set (re the .wes.)cith one.
two and three cats) .

Prvc eclure

*Ibis game is played with only one or two children and it has A series

PARF I-

( LEVEL 1

PART II:
( IrEVEI. 2)

PAM Ill:

The teacher says. "'hits is a cud game and 1 am going to
give you each a card She gives each of two children a card
( with the cats facing tip), making sure the cards differ widely in
numentsity ( a one cat card vs. a five cat card), and asks.
-Who has the card with more cats'" Whi the children have
answered they put their cards back in the pack and the teacher
gives each child another card (two cats VS. eight cats) and asks.
*Who has mom cats now?" leis puxedur can be repeated
several times to emphasis e use of the word more When
the ability of the child has en assessed, the teacher can
encourage counting of the cats to detennine who has more

Finally she children can be dealt the one cat and two cat cards
(.std the two and three cat cards), whiQi differ less in 111111141

osity but involve only numbers 1 to 3. alit) asked, "Who has
more?" and -flow do We know he ois sho has mores

The'materials'med are the toss three.cards in the nine card *
set (one to three Cat cards) and their duplicates.

-'11w teacher places one set of three cards icat side up') on the
floor tor table) and then gives one of theauplicate cards (cat
side up) to one child and asks. "Which rani on the table has
the same number of cats as this core' She then gives a different
card to another child and repeats her question.

(MEI. 1 if only numerals 1 .4 are used)
(IEVEI. 2 if numerals 5 9 are used)

4f the children have not notkixt the numerals on the backs of
the cards, the teacher draws their attention to theN, and

ora
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tidying the Pl htiol child thvekip Numbril Ain hus -S.

-
explains that the numerals tell him nranv ca

.
ts are on the (Ad.

she says, for exampk, -Ibis is the number i St;lhere IS tnlI
(M CM on INN Card ....Sh then pit ks up another card, she
the 4 luld the numeral and asks. "1 low many cats must be on

4 the other side of this card?" The teacher encourages t °tinting it
the child does tux recognize the numeral. helping him or her
discover that the last nunibr in the count is the numeral on
the 'aid and tells how many cats there are.

..si It the child )(still interested, all of the cards can to; placed on
the Mx ir th the numerals taring up and the teacher and didd
(or child II I can take turns asking. Please find me the card
that lus four cats,- etc

`'Special SmallGricMp Game #4'
AREA Number Roth Numerals and Caidmal >pyrites (carditulity rule)

IFVEI 2

tpi sm.

to assess and encourage the ability to
( a 1 recogiwe numerals I
(h) understand the number of items each numeral repisents

undtstand that the last number named in counting a set represents
the total number oritems omitted (cardinalit rule)

(d) match sets of items to the appuipnate numeral
Jiatemds

I fivt; doghouses with a numeral 15 on the top of each house
the dogs with I. 2, 3. t or 5 spots on their hacks

PcVagiin
:nit micht explains the problem to the child. "It is time for the dogs to
go honk but the dogs arc lost and doliot know which doghouse is their
own 11w dogs tweayour help. Could you help the dogs find their own
lie >tries)"

The child mav,sleothe problem wliteli is to match the numbemon the
doghous% with the number of spots on each dog It he or she does not.
the tkhr iints Itthe houses and says,%/ wonder what all these
tutnillers on the houses are, they are all different" and then dra*s the
child's attention to the dogs and asks,."110 all the dogs look the same/
This dog has only one spot .1 wonder which house a dog with one spot
Would live int'

It the child solves the problem, the teacher encourages him or her to
explore how he or she did it. "Why does this dog belong,in this houSe?
low Aid you know to put hlrn there?"

' Adapted from the Cars and Gartos Game In Hanna tonon.14 Work jobs. bon Mills.
C Masiai kli..tnt WysIev CA) 19'4. p. 162 . .

gd
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Special Small-Group Game #5'
AREA Nil Both Ordinal (counting) and Cardinal Ilopeities

!JAIL 2

PH/pow
to assess and encourage the ability to
(a I 4..4 Aim out a sub set (of sticks) from a larger set
h) count out the number of sticks that are ) equivalent to numerosity

to a set t do As. or (2) indicated by 3 numeral (one to; ne
nrespindtitte

(c1 understand the wt Nth. "fume- and "most-

itaterrait
I five cans. each with a set of dots painted (or glued) on the front

varying inumerosity from 1 to OR tire cans. each with a numeral
from I to S on the front

2 a box of popsick sticks (at least IS)

P'rokethin
The teachei shows the children (or child) the sticks and the cans (they
need not he arranged in any particular order) and tells them that she has
a ploblem She explains that the sticks belong in the cans and that she
would 14t the child to help her sort the sticks and put the right number
of sticks into each can. She explains that the dots on the front of each can
tell how many sticks belong in it: "I lere is a can see the dots? !low
nuns sticks belong in this can? flow many should we put in?"

Aber the re.,sponse (correct or incorrect) the teacher encourages the child
to tell how he or she knew how many sticks to put in the can. Counting
can he encouraged and if the child nude a mistake he may correct it
spontaneously (recognize or remember the cantina* rule)

After the stichitre in the cans the teacher might ask the child (or dis
cuss). -Which can has the most sticks'" and pointing to a can ask, "Is
there a can with more slicks than this one?"

. . . _

' AtUpted horn the Sacks and a 'ans Game In Itarata lotion. M. Wank phs.lkni Mills.
Canada AtkItson Wesley Co. 1972. p ISO. r

9
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Special.Small-Group Game *6
ARE. Numbet Proi)rtis
11V1:1

Putpht
to .1.s.sess. 01 Mtge the Ability to
t a) understand mlire fill rcstotct to quantity
(1) uiderstand au' color and Of sire of the nms in a set does not

affect the numerosity of the set
( ) understand that the biggest pile does not always contain the most

lions
i.

.I pile 01 %MAI t hips, identical in size, but varying in colt): (some
blue. mile fed)

of larger chips, identical in size, but rarytng in whir (some
blue. sonic red"

. a table on which the teacher has marked out. with tape, a square, lo
o ated in front of where each child will sit The squares must be
identical in site.

Prfsedure
This game IS played with two children 'the o hikiten sit across hunt each
()diet at the table The teat tier sits on the third side of the table between
ilt children

The teacher picks up some chips and hides them under the table and
wits. "MIN t'italbr.I. /NA nu /As some chips for (Jitisand some
:hips fin t -int** and places some chips in each child's square She then
says, 1ii has Ilk /re? I )0 K's Jill har Mt we or thws Bill have num?"

.ni (cachet presents (hip sets to compare (a set placed in each child's
sonata ) as ti )114)w.,7

1. chips of itkMICill site and tope to each child
(.i) six vs two ( large difference in numerosity)
00 tour t's live (small difference in numerositv)
(k 1 lour' vs. knit- dillrenk or the "same")
chips of identical size. but which vary in color, to each child. 4
tIttMerOSitV as abOVC six vs. two, four vs. five, tour vs. four)
t hips which vary m both siie and color to each child. nuttier:
',soy as abo ( six is MI% tour vs five, four vs. four) At

this phase of the game encourage the children to note not only
(a) who has more but (b) who has more of' the "big" or the
"little" chips and who has mori14 the "red" or the "blue" or
the "big film" chips ( helping the children to be nue aware of
sub sets within a set )

Finally the teacher may place a tower of three big chips next to a towrr of
1hr Wile chips (the latter tower should be much smaller than the fooner)
and then ask "Which tower lookk 'bigger'?" "VC'hich tower has mutt chips?"
"Dcws the biggest It )(Acing tower have the most chips?"

vt
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Special Small-Group Game *7')

AREA Number (*.animal l'n vemes and Numerals

LEN'El. 2 and More adVaneed children

toy aNseNS and entourage the ability to t.
) r(t+gniie numerals and name them t 1 9)

understand that each numeral indicates numenisit te.g the
numeral 3 stands for three "things")

c) puiduee the number of sounds indicated by each numeral (a nk
difficult task than counting out objects lxcaus the child may under
stand the.meaning of the number, but be tamed away by making
the sounds and -forget.' when to stop)

Airteds
t 11\4 pieferabl ht nnemade (nit tit t :wax laid with an easi tt,

iti At Iii hand on its late and no 111111tn hand It Ina% also have a little
!UMW aboVe the face of the chick which has a little dOOT out of which a
cuckoo can lx op I the cucktio (his mg, however. k %lac

!'rrx edurr
The teaches shows the Children hoW the clOCIt Works ( that when the
handrx lints to .i it is three o'clock and the cuckoo jumps out to sing
cut koo three times). She then says. "I have a song about a cuckoo clock"
Windt' you like to learn it) This is how it goes' The teacher soon has the
children surging

"(.0 ckoo. cuckoo
t;tx's the little cuckoo clock
Now the time is three o'clock
Cuckoo. cuckoo. cuckoo."

When the last line is sung the teacher pushes the t1 through the little
door in the clock three times. in time to the singingof "cuckoo. cucktx%
t natio."

t

Ni w the game begins The teacher changes the hantl of the clock to a
nil's number teg.. ). The child decides what timesit is and is given a

-turn at making the cuckixi jun) out the di ir and at doing the
s ung mar be sung again for each ."116v.... nnic, and each

t hill in the group has a turn at being tilt: cuckoo bird.

Note ilus ionic creates a great deal of interest. but the children- find producing
the puller number cuckotxs quite challenging. It iA nisei, apprtnwiate ti it
older prescht )(Avis have a fait understanding of numerals and can count
than for youngr prescluxilers Children who are unable to tiotun objects sue
keAshilly .ir tit* ready for this game.



Helping the Preschool (.111k1 1)eveltp Nothhi Alutities '..)

Special Small-Group Game *8
ARIA Nutitht Oidiil i Prt writes ( serial it xi ) and Numerals

IFV1-1 2

l'urpose
ti, 3S.sess rilc011rage the ability to
(a) serrate represented ( pit ) trbiects from smallest to largest
t 1)) madh twt)t.errations 44. represented q)biects

aNstX We numerals with a striation (by .tic) of rphsnted obiects

Material.
1 a set of five cardluurtf. (-tam' baseball bats; which vary by length (S.

0, Hand 9 cats respectively)
44 five cardlxxird. cutout baselulls which vary In size 11',.

2. 21: cm in diameter resiwcthelv)
live cards. each unprintelk with a different numeral. I. 2. or S
.1 table with a long piece of masking tape stretched across it. parallel
14) edge o )f the table ( the child ch ices the serration along this snip)

odure
The teacher shows the ( hild the bats and explains. "All the hats are ditit
ent sues. but you have to 14x)k very tam aully to see which is the biggest
one and 'whit It is the smallest one." The child may have to be shown how
1,4 plice the tuts next to eachother on the line or-on top t4 each other)
tit 4 wile' to detetmin Which is bigger

"Ilse teacher ent4)tirages the child to order the hats ali nig the line fit nn
smallest to biggest. She SIIN'S. "MM. let's find the smallest bat- (then the
"next biggest" and so on)

Ont e the bats are striated in a 1111. the teacher shows the child the halls
She points out (as with the bats) that the halls are all different sizes. but
444 must look very carefully to determine which is bigger. She then ex
Mains that "Fitch hat needs a ball.-.-Thesmallest bat gets the smallest ball
and the biggest bat gets the biggest ball" "Now.let's find the smallest

t then the -next biggest- and so on).

Atter the bats and balls have been mate hed. the teacher shims the Chil
dren the number cards (spread lit face up on a table in an array) and
says. -lieu. are sA nutullrs.*: "I wonder what these numbers are.- (dis

o iission l AXber is number 1'1- -lees put number I with the first bat If
the dirld does not undeistand. the teacher points toithe first bat at the left
oh the series Le . the smallest hat) When dle.child has placed the
numeral I. the teacher says, "Now I wonder which number goes with die
nc t o tr 'set onct ) kV" an_d so o Al until the sedated bats and balls arc
thifithilk li to

A.
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The teacher then ask. "l low many' bats ate there' ?" ( i.e , explore for
knowledge of the cardinalav rule).

!Vote Flits is :t game that should he attempted with only 1.EVI:1 2 children who
shimn themselves to be able to senate a Set of three pictures and recognize

numerals I S

Resources for Teachers
Projects
Barata lttrion. M tI Ork sobs IN xi Mills, Canada: Addimin Wesley Co.,
liarata Ion.t, M. It Ork jobs for !wren& 1)on Mills, Canada: &Mist in Wesley Co,
1.9'S

Songs
Avke. 1' Salk go round the Mtn Toronto McMillan & titt.wan, 1964.

Patiabaker, 1. in( the Pattabaker's sektmd Ants book T( >roma Peter Martin
ANstx'utes Ltd 19'S

Stories and Books for Children
Iterenstain, Berenstain, 1. Bears on uive& New York- Random House, 1%9
1 retklberg,1 Sc Hefter, R Stone more most One Strawbeny Inc.. 1976.
loban. Uilit and we New Ytirk. McMillan, 1912.
)xenbury. 11 Number of things.. lAnitioti I leinemann, 1961.

B Brian Wiklymith 1, 2. ,i Oxford, England: Oxford University Press,
1%S

he /Nee Bear\

the 11»..4. (»kit.

1b, (.4. 1 nth.
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Appendix A

MANUAL FOR THE IMO LABORATORY
vau PRESCHOOL NUMBER ABILITIES

ASSESSMENT AND
CURRICULUM

. GUIDE

General Instructions
In assessing the children's abilities, or in encouraging number concept

the,approach of the teacher should be informal Although
each item in the Guide has been referred to as a "task," the teacher
should and creating a "task like" situation. The children should be
assessed. or helped to learn, while enguged in game like, curiosity
inducing activities in which they are clearly interested, and which they
are clearly enjoying. Some abilities.may be assessed during free play. but
others will require observations made in small groups (two or three
children) or in sessions with only one child.

the emphasis of the teacher should never he on_ "right" or
answers. but on creating a situation 1N which the child experi-

ences the fun of trying something new, and thesloy of working with thcit
teacher at "figuring things out." Children sliould neverbe pressured into
performing the tasks and their responses should neiizr be criticized.
Also, some children appear to be threatened by direct\muestions. They .

are unable to respond when asked.-fin- example, "HoW many pennies)
are here?' With such children direct questions should be avoided. The
teacher can pilk the onus to respond on herself by saying, "I wonder
how many pennies we have here."

L Ordinal Properties (Knowledge of number with respect to the
orderingor positioning of objects in a series)
A. Counting. Counting is considered an ordinal task because each

item must be considered only once and in a particular order.

1.1A1.1. 1

1. ,t:hild recites numbers up to 3. Children are often able to
recite a number sequence king betbre they understand the
meaning of counting.
Child counts a small set of three identical objects arranged
in a row ( i.e., in a straight line with the objects equidistant).

3. Child counts a small set of three different objects arranged
in a row.

Currie/dim Note- Pointing at each object as it is counted helps
children remember which objects have been counted. It also

94 V
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helps them understand the-one iWoke 'between
item and number. This is a iitrzttigv which tan be encouraged
during mintlxr stimulation activities.

LEVEL 2 ,
-

I. Child counts a row of ten identical objects.
1. Child counts a row of ten different objects_
3. counts a series of three dmin beats (or chims). This

is a more difficult *task than counting objects because pi iiitt
tag is ni 4 possible, the sounds are less concrete than objects
which are seen and there is no oppontinit to -start over

4. Child understands the cardinality rile (a row of the iden
tical objects). The cardinality rule referred to here is that the
last number named in the count repo seats the total
number of items in the row. After the child has counted the
row of objects, the teacher asks. "liow many do you have?"
( If the child does not understand the cardinality
may re count the items, or give an incorrect number.)

Curriculum Note. When helping the child acquire an under
standing of the cardinality rule, the teacher should start with
sets of two or three objects (e.g., balls). She might say, "Let's
count the halls to see how mapy there Are" and ixiint and count
aloud with the child, annolineing at the end, -There are three
Kills, aren't there?"

S. Child counts out sub-sets of five tom a larger set of three
identical items (e.g.. five chips from a full box of chips).
This is a more difficult task than counting a row of chips. To
do it successfully requires an understanding of the earth-
nality rule (VC number 4 above) and the ability to remetn
her when to still. Often children become so involved with
the counting task that they fix-get to suip at the designated
number.

tt Child counts out sub sets of five from a larger set of items
. which differ (e.g., five blocks from a box of multishajled,

multicolored blocks, or-five toys Inint a box of miniature
to of varied types).

Curriculum Note: When helping tile children acquire the ability
to count out sub-sets, the teacher should start with sub-sets of
two or three.

Serration
LEVEL 1

1. Child (Sider; a set of three objects, identical except for size
(length or height), from smallest to biggest (e.g., three iden
tical red ladders which vary only in length: ', 10. 13 cm
respectiwly). Note that the larger the differences in fhe sire

9 5
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of the objects. the easier the task becomes rim- the child.
2 Child untkistands the meaning of the following words in a

three item sedation of tibiects identical except for size (e.g .

three clowns. three balls. three dolls): sniallst. next bigg,it.
biggest. middle sued. smaller. bigger. The teat her begins by
asking the child to hind the "smallest." then the "next
biggest." etc Ft 11' 1.110,4 children it is easier to older flit' items
from smaller tt ibigger and to 1041k for the "next biggest"
(rather than the "11%1 smallest").

Ifni. 2 .

I Child t >Rim a set of five titfjects. identical except ti size.
from sm4Ilest to lActgest.

2. -Child nittchestwo four item size seri:mon:: The teacher
asks the child to order a set of identical obit:ks which slily*
*nth: (C).g tout palX clowns) tittni. smallest to
biggt:st She then .pre,,itlits a second set of identical
te_g.. tour liapr cutout ikrlls 1 which also vary only in size
and asks rt}e Linld to give each clown his special ball. "lees
give onestiallto each clown. !fere is the.biggel clownlet's
find the bah that belongs to him

3 Child uptleistailds and can use the words "first." "last."
middle" and ''next" when they are used in reference to self
and othet childrm (receptive and prtiductive language)
(e.g.. "I am the last to go outside"; "Janie is sitting nevi to
me...). Children usually understand these worthowhen they
refer to themselves o t idlers before they understand diem
when they refer to objects.

4. Child understands the words (receptive language) "first."
..last." "middle." "next." when they are used M reference to
objects. In a row of three blcks, the child can find the
middle one In a row of five bit icks. which differ in color,
the child can find the one "next" to the blue one.

AI NAN( ..1:1 ) 1 ENV I .

1. Child understands and can use the words "second." "third"
and "fourth" when they are used in reference to self and
other children. For example, I was the "third" chickadee;
Janie will he the "fburth."

2. Child understands the. words (receptivelanguage):'secoix1."
-third." "founh" when they are used in reference to objects.
In a row of five blockS, cap point out the second, third and
fourth_

3. derstat id S and can tistNhe words "betiwe- anti "after"
in r anon to a series of events (e.g.. ...Your sticks go On befori4-

r xht x..s." "We go outside of we put on our coats. '').
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(:anlinal Properties (titlowlekit,4t- of quantity: him mtkt and
limo many)

!FAH. I
(NM reiognites -out' ties.linti -two ntSti- withotit counting

teM reeogoition). 'When presented with a, two item set of
identical objects and asked how many, the child reports "two."

) a lthdrStandS "more" without counting.
(a) reci)gnites "2" is anon' than "1"
(b) tit willies that a set has "more- it the difference between

and the c omparison set is Lite (e g , five pennies vs. two
j)ennies).

,. t :htld understands "the Sank*. Without coiling. Recognizes as
the saint" duo sets of three real, identical Miects which are

ypaced In exactly the sante way. ( a (two 1,-,mis each
having three real pennies on then) ). The pennies are placed on
the cards to control fir boundaries lot each set.

4 Child understands "not the same" when presented with two
identik al object sets which vary in number (a gird with two real
pennies and a card with three real pennies).

4110k1 all. 2
1. Child recognizes "three nem" and "four !less" without hail* to

count (pattern recygnition). When presented with three or
tour item set of identical objects, arrailge0 in a familiar pattern,

11.

*

t 4 ) t ), the child reports the number of items in
he set without cptInting.

2. . tilt! understands "same number" and "ditkrent number"
t tltree sc ts of it/et:tit:al tilltcts 1. When presenteifwith three: wry
of identical objects which differ in quantity, but are spatially
arranged 4 the same way, and the sets contain no [mire than
three or 1 4tr items (e.g., all pennies) ( ) ( s)
(= :: ), the child Zan select (a) the two that have the "same"
number of items (h) the one that has a "different" number of
items.

3. Child understands "same number" and "different number"
( three sets of differinglobjects). As in number !above except ,

4 that the objects in the sets differ from one another (i.e., are not
identical- four matbles,,tfiree pennies, fakir ciayons).

-I. Child understands "mort;," "most" and "not as many," When ..
presented with two sets of six and seven Identical objects (two
plates off six and seven cookies, or six and seven pennies) can
determine by counting, which plate of cookies has "more" and
utich ha$t"not as many."Note that when comparing two sets of
objects the task becoines more difficult as (a) the number of
items increases and (h) the number difiereni:e between the two

9 7
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sets dc .creases e comparing 2 vs 1 I small numbers) is easier
than ( vs -1 large numbers] ) Also comparing 2 vs 6 (larg
nuniber difference of ) is easier than comparing 6 (small
numbel difference of ). The larger tits niimber difference is
'between the two sets being cAtipared. the more likely the child
is to dtrmin. adily, which set is "more" witbout counting.

s xhild undrstal Is that large numbers S tip 10) Wier to
"more" things' han small numbers (i.e.. I to 4). For example.
the teacher asks. "It yoy wantediots and lots of cookies would
vou ask tot ten cookies or two cookies ?"

At kAN( :F1)
I. (7hiltleivklrstands the meaning of "more." "most." **It'ati1..

"less" and "fewer" (Note that "less" is mori... difficult to under
stand than "not as manywhich is a WW1 2 ability.)
(a) When item differ

When presomed with two sets cat six or less differing itevn
five vs. six) the child can determine which set has

more.- the "least" "less" and."fewer" by counting (e.g..i
plate containing one crayr, one eraser, one spoon. one
t-ork;c()mpared witka plate containing one marble, one pin.
one cup. one barrette, one ring).

(b) When size of items in smaller set is bigger
When presented with two sets of six or less items, and the
items in the set with the fewer are bigger than the items in
the set with the greater number (e.g., five "little" mice corn-.
pared with four "big" elephants). the child can still identify
the set- which has "more," the "least," "fswer."

(c) When spatial atrangemen& of items in sets vary
When presented with two sets of six or less items (identical
(Sr differing) and the set with the fewer items is arranghd
spatially so that it covers a larger area (and looks bigger)
than the set with more items (which is arranged so that it
looks smaller) the child can still identify the serwhich has
'lune," "the lewd,- "less." "fewer."

;
Numerals (Number symbols)

1F EL I

Curriculum Note. 'When first introducing young chtbittn.to num-
erals it is helpful to use three dimensional wooden cis plastic
numerals (or homemade cardboaraones) which'the child
"feel" and manipulate. All of the tasks described pelow fik
are done with printed numerals, but with the youngest cHIldren
three-dimensional numerals could be employed.

4
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T

1. can orient and match numerals.:Ilitt child is presented
with two identical sets of four index'cards with numtwrs'printed
on them, 1 4:
(a) Can onAi the utnerals (i.e., plate them 4; they are

oriented correctly, not upside down, etc. ).
(h) Can makii the numerals.( iv., put each pair of numeral

which are "alike" or "lust the smile" together).
(Note hut the ability to Lfo these two tasks usually precedes the
ability to recognize numerals by their names.)

2. Child can"pick out numerals by their naillus (receptive
ilatiguage). Child is presented with a set of four index cards with
the numerals"t t().4 printed on them. The cards are arranged in

su,ranthim display. The child resp(inds,con-tvtly to the question
;Can you ,- ow me 2, 3, etc.?"
(Note fir selecting the numeral named is easier than naming
the numeral. IT--Kiitfires recognition hut not recall ofthe matte,

' and receptive but not "productive language.)
3. *Child can name numerals. Child is presented with a set of four"

index cards imprinted with the numerals 1 to i, arranged.in an --
-array The child can respond correctly to the qns.stint "What

---ttiunlx-r is thii?" tic each of the tour numerals_
(Mite that for this task the child must recognize the number,
recall its name and produce the name.)

1.11,'1i1. 2

1. Child can do all IEVEI: 1 tasks with thi numerals S to 9 (i.e.,
orient and match two sets of 1 9, select named numerals from a
set of 1 9, name loch numeral-in a set of I 9).
Child can order numerals from I vi 9. The child is presented
with a set of nine index cards, imprinted withthe numerals I to
9, in an array. The teacher says, liereis number (and places
it on the floor or table). "Now what number conies next?" Ihiaa--A
child places 2 next to I the teacher then says, "And what
mikber comes next to 2?" and continues to encourage the
child until all the cards art ordered.

3. Child can separate numerals fronvietters. The chilli is presented
with a box containing a three dimensional magnetic board (or
woxlen or cardboard cutout ), numerals (five or six) and letters
(five or six). If this is done with magnetic numerals the teacher, ,

sacii.,'"lbe numbers and letters are all mixed up in this box.
lees find 41 the numbers and put them on the magnetic'
INzatti." .

. J.

. Child can associate numerals ( 1 5) with a row of five °Netts
which are sedated by size (i.e., can use numerals in an orditial

99
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taAkl. '11w child is presented with a set of five identical olSects
which rary only in size, which the child can arrange in a series
1.'w size (see Ordinal Properties: Sedation, WW1. 2). The child is
invited to senate the objects and, when this is done, is
presented wjth a.set of index cards imprinted with the numerals
1 to S whict are arranged in all array. The teacher then says.;

t. "Which immber shall we give to the smallest ball?"*. "to the
next biggest ball? etc. . e

S. child can astir* iate numerals ( 1 6) to pictorial st.t)...L.94...- fesilteci
l' objects) ( i v.. cart use numerals in a cardinal task) in the

killowing situations: 6

(a) When the items in the setsare identical (i.e., all' pennies, all
red circles, etc.). 'Ile child is presented with (a) a set of
five index cards on which sets of objects are represented'.
pictorially, which vary in numenxsity from me to fivlb, and

,(b)an array 4,4 plastic (or wcxxlen or cardlxiskrd numerals):
be cards and numerals are presented in Kw) arrays, side by
side. The teacher picks up one card and says, "How many
pennies are there in this picture?" or "What number belongs

.v to this picture ?' the 'child responds by placing the correct
i numeral on each of the pictures.
(b) When the itemAin the sets-differ (e.g., Meted sets of

pennic>, dplls, cars. blocks, etc.). The materials and
procedure are the same as in (a) above except the five
cards display sets in which the representet4 objects in the
sq.; at not identical.

(Note that the tasEs in number 5 are the most difficult at 1.1A/1.
2 because pictured objects instead of real (ibjects are used.
The pick Oat matZrial requires representational abilities greater
than those required when real objects are u.st:d.)

AI WANCH ) IFVF.1. v
1 'Child can associate numerals to a sedated set of nine items.

This is the same as the LEVEL 2 (number 4) task using up to
nine items ( i.e., six through nine as well as oat through five).

2. Child can associate nurnerals 6 9 ty pictured sets. This is the
)

same as thel.INEI. 2 (number 5) task with up to nine items
(i.e., six through nine as well as one through five)/
(a) With identicNt items in the sets (e.g., the numeral 'goes

with the picture of six trolls). s
(b) ith items which differ within sets (e.g., the numeral (goes

A
I . onelinaible. one crawl, one ring).

l the picture of the set containing one hall, one girl, one
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3. Child can ass(xiate printed numerals (1 4) kith the words
"first," "second," "third," "fourth": r I-

(a) In a group situation the child can respond coXclly to the
question, "Karen Is thefirst person in our parade, so what
number will we give her?"

(b) For a seriatectici of identicat.o4x-ts (lined in a row) . 4.

the child esp correctly to tht question. "This is the
third clown in the raw, so what number should we give
him?" .

IV Number Transformations'

WWI.
Children ordinarily do not acquire an understanding of number
transfomeition at this level.

1. Child understands that adding to a set produces "more." The `.

sets used should oontain no more than five items andall items
should be real, identical olijects (e.g., five pennies): The teacher
needs a total of eight pennies. She places three in frunrof the
child and three in front of herself and says, "r have three
pennies and you have three pennies. If I give you another two
pennies who will have moire?" The teacher shows the child the
other rm.) pennies, which she holds in her hand, but does not
give them to the child.

2. Child uncle Lands that subtracting from a set produces a
"smaller number" or "not as many." The sets should contain no
More than five items and all items should bt\real, identical
objects. 'I1i teacher giVes the child three pennies and takes
three pennies for herself and says, "I have three pennies and
y ou have three pennies" and drops one and says, "Oh! Oh! 1 lost
onenolv whoNha,s the smallest number of pennies, you or P
Who has 'not as many' pennies?"

Oirriculum Note: Games for stimulating the acquisition of an Under-

' standing of addition and subtraction may utilize more interesting
materials (e.g.. four dolls in a bed). One doll could be made to fall upt
out of bed and the child could basked, "Now how many dolly are
in the bed? Art there 'as many' as before or 'not as martyr
3. Child understands that a change in the size of the items in a set

does not affect the number (n the set. Teacher asks, "If I plant
three tree seeds, how many batvrees should grow? If I Wait
a long time, how many big trees will I get?"

S
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4 Child understands that a change in the spatial arrangements of
the items in a set does not affect the number IA the set:
(a) With respect to.themselves asnd other children. The teacher

has four children stand in a row and asks them, "flow in tiny
children are in this row?" She then asks them to dance until
she calls out "freeze." They are now spreathrut about the
room and she asks agairi, "Ilow many children are there
here now?" She then asks the children to form a "cluster"
( i.e., to sit as close lo each other as they can). Again she
asks, "How many children are there ere now?"

(h) With respect to ofijects. The child, is presented with five
rxmnies, arran*ed in a row, and asked, "flow many.pennies
do we hair?" The pennies are then arranged in a square
and the child is asked, "How 'many pennies do we have
nirw?" The pennies are then presented in a cluster and the
child is asked, 1low many pennies do we have/now?"

.

a.

t

r
.
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Appendix B

UWO LABORATORY PRESCHOOL
NUMBER ABILITIES ASSESSMENT AMA

CURRICULUM GUIDE
RECORD 'Or PERFORMANCE FORM

3ionizing Lode - Clikrs Name-

,/ Chita tuiderstands (performs correctly)
X Child does ittg understand

Teacher is not stir( Of degremof
understanding

# ,Comments on reverse side

L 0
A.

I 1

-4

YEAR
i

DATE .
.

GAME

(number) .

TEACHER
.

ditsal Properties (position in a series)
Counting

IEVEl. 1
1. recites numbiers 1 to 3

.

2. counts a row of 3 idea -al objects i
3. counts a row of .3 di erent.objects

LEVEE. 2

1.. counts a row of 40 identical objects ,

2. =counts a row of 10 different objects
-

3. counts 3 drum beats. or chimes
. understands cardinality rule applied

to a [VW of 5 identical objects ..
.

S. counts out sub-sets of 5 from larger
set of identical objects

.

6. counts out sub-sets of 5 from lager
set of differing objects .

1 ?
.

.01
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Seriation .

WW1 1 .

1. orders set of 3 objects by
size (e.g., 3 ladders;
smallest to biggest)

. .

2 understands words smallest
and phrases used next biggept
by the teacher biggest i
in the above 3 item middle siati
sedation (receptive smaller
language) bigger

-
.

.
---4---
,.

1.1.NEI. 2 *

1. orders set of 5 objects by size -

(e.g.. 5 ladders, smallest ot
biggest) '

___

.

2. miltches by size two 4-item
serrations

.

3. understands and uses words first
in reference to self and Iasi
°they children (both middle
receritive and productive next
language)

. -
. understands words in ... first

reference to °Neils last
arranged in a row middle
(receptive language) next

ALWANCFD LEV
I. understands and uses words second

in reference to self arid . third
others (receptive and fourth
productive language)" .

.

,

.

2. understands words in i.- second
reference to a row of* - third
S objects (receptive -*fourth
language) .

.

f.

3. understands and uses before
words in relation to a after
-series of actions or

. . .

events (receptl)e and
productive language)

,

i .

1
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IL Cardinal Properties (quantity: how mud',
how many)

LEVF.1. 1

1. pattern recognititm of 2-item
sets (recognizes 2 objects as "2"
without cotuiting)

2. tuiderstands "more;': (a) 2 is "more" than 1;
(h) S pennies is "more" than 2 pennies

3. understands the "same" when presented
With two identical 3-item sets of
identical objects

: 1. understands "not the same" when
`presented with a 2-item and a 3-item
set of identical objects

LEVEL 2

1. pattern recognition of 3- and -It item
sets (recognizes number of objects
without counting)

2. understands the same
(3 and 4-"identical item" different
sets)

3. understands the same
and r "Offering-item" different

sets)

t. understands more
t( 5 and 6- "identical item" most
sets) 4 not as many

-.
r.

S. understands large cumbers (5 10)
refer to ''non'" than small numbers (1-4)

ADVANCED LEVH.

1. (a ).understands more
(2 sets of differing items most

vs. 6) least
less
fewer

( b) understands more
(2 sets orS.and 6 items least
with "bigger" items in the less
S item ;set) fewer
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-7
( C ) understands more

(2 sets of 5 and 6 items with least
space *occupied greater for the less
5- item set) fewer-------

.

-- --- -
Nur/ends (number symbols) ,

.

1. piinted numerals I to 4
(a) orients numerals 1 to4 .
(h) matches 2 sets of 4 numerals, each

I to 4

,

.

_...1
2. pias out printed numerals by name: 1 to 4

from a set of 4 (imprinted cards 1 to 4) .11.1%----,.....
4-111----

3. mono printed numerals (productive
.

language) 1

IEW.I. 2
-

1. printed numerals 5 to 9 . .
(a) orients numerals 5.9
(b) matches 2. sets of 5 numerals, each 5 -9

.

.

.

(c) picks out printed numerals byname.- 5 to 9
. from a set of 5 (invrinteti cards 5 to 9) .

(d) names printed numerals (productive
language) 5.9

2. orders printed numerals from 1 iv
3. separates numerals from letters (5 numerals,

5 letters) .
.

4. associates humerals 1 to 5 with a row.of
5 objects sedated by size .

..

5. associates numerals 1 to 5 to -pictured"
sets of 1 to 5 items
(a) when items in all sets 'are identical
(h) when items in sets differ

ADVANCE!) LEVEL -
I. associates numerals 1 to 9 with a row of

9 objects sedated by size
. .

2. associates numerals 1 to 9 with
"piCtured" sets of °I to 9 items
(a) when items in all sets are identical
(h) when items in sets differ

.
.

4
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IV:

3. (a) a.s.sociates mafterals 1 4 first
in the words in a group second
social.situation third

timrth

_____

(h) as.sociates.numerals l to the 'first
words in a row of objects second

third
P 4

burth .
Number Transformation

4
( No WW1. 1)

WWI, 2. .
1. understands adsling pnx.hices "more"

(3 pennies + 2 pennies)

k

2. understands subtracting produces
"a smaller number" or "not as matyy" .--

(3 pennies 1 penny) .

3. understands a change in size of items . .

in a set does not affect it.linitnerasity
(3.item Set) . .,

,

._
-1./. . derstands a change in the spatial .

afrangement of items in a set does
nn affect its numerosity
(a) 4-child set

\ (h) 4-penny set -

.

V
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Helping the. Preschool

Child Develop
Classification -

. Abilities'

of.

Very early in life children begin to organize their knowledge of the
world by sorting people. objects and events into categories on the basis
of some characteristic which they share in common. Thus, on seeing a
very large dog a child may announce "horsey." which suggests that for
this child all "big" animals are horses. Piaget has said that three.year
olds are at a pre classification stage; yet, by this age, it is clear that they
are capable of categorizing things which are highly meaningful to them.
For example, they 'know their own sex and can sort out their %ers by
sex ( i.e., classify them as boys or girls). 91(..y may not understand or be
able to describe how they do this, but the processes required to
acc(niplish it appear to be operating.

Most three.yeaolds are, however, only beginning to develop the
ability to classify the less personal and more objective_aspects of th6ir
world. They are Likely to display the ability to "put together" pairs of
objects which are commonly aksociated in their experience and are

'This chapter and its apixndiam were written in close collahoratkm with Karen
Whistleraft who was a member of the teaching staff of the preschool from the beginning
of the second year of the project atntil its termination. She was trained at the Itniversity of
Guelph and has a 'MSc degree in child study.
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functionally related, such as a toOdlbrush and tothpaste, or a pencil anda
piper They ma also be able to son out from an array of objects all of
the fuiniture (all of the fixid. all of the animals). These "cAwentional-
categories are employed so frequently in the environinnts of young
children that they quickly become meaningful to them. In this type of
classification all of the objects are usually perceptually different (ndn
look alike in any way), but they all have a similar functional meaning.
'Mire year olds may not, however,**be able to classify objects on the
basis ollheir physical features (e.g.. shape. size) or_to understand the
words -same" and "different" when they are applied to relatively mean
inglt'ss objects such as blocks.

Four year olds, who are typically at a more advanced stage than
three year olds, are usually able to understand the meaning of "same"
and "different" and (0-Categoni objects Snell as WOOLS. byCOlor or
shape They are, however, likely to be erratic in their sorting 1)(0mm, to
forget or "change their tunas" "abbot the sorting principle they are using
(c g., they may start to sort by color and then changcito shape) or they
may simply lose interest in the task and begin to use the blocks for
other purposes (.g build a tower or make a bridge). However. clan
silk-moil- abilities otimportance are clearly devetying in three to' five-
year olds. suggesting that "clasification" is an appropriate curriculum
area k)i- the prescluick

teachers can start to work ilvith a child in a way which will
facilitate the acquisition of new classification abilities, thet must first
determine what the child already understands and can do. and what
abilities he or she is probably ready to acquire (i.e., teachers must solve
the problem of the "match"). 1114. ITWO laboratory Preschool Classi
fication Abilities -Assmsment and Curriculum Guide _(see App attifix A)
was designed lot this purpose.

In this chapter we provide a general description of what is
measured in the Guide and a brief discussion of some of the variables
which affect a child's ability ajdierform a classification task. We then
describe the ways in which we attempted to promote and support the
development of classification abilities/1i the children and knclude
examples of specially designed activities and mimes which were
developed for this purpose. We also suggest other resources for
teachecs.

leicluded in the appendix, in addition to the Manual for the IWO
latxmatory Preschotl Classification Abilities Assessment and Curriculum
Guide (Appendix A) is a form for recording the developing abilities of
an indiVidual child (Appendix B) and a list of references to the research
literature which we found useful in developing the Guide (Appendix O.
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THE GUIDE 0
The (.9 t lit Ic:-k ICSt fd VS COI 1Cepts and abilities which are typically acquired
at three (elvels IFVFI. I (typical of most three year olds). IFVI '
(upical of -most four year olds) and Al WANCED ILVEt. (typical:NW'
to seven year olds and therefore of a few advanced preschoolers). Within
each level the tasks used to assess the chatirn's kitties an.- ordered, to
the extent possible:. tremr the easiest to the hardest. There are, however,
Wide individual differences in the ways in which children develop and
their l'Ognitiv aliirities are often uneven In developing the Guide use
wets made of what scientific literature was available on the development
of classification abilities in-preschool Children, but therewas no general
agreement among investigators on the order in which various types of
abilities were acquired. 'the prelimilut version of the Guide was based
on suggestions from research fill , but the final version, presented
here. is a revise ii of the preliminary one. based .ot) our own experience ..

with re children In our preschool It should be emphasized, therefore,:
that t is.instrinent is not a test 11w level at ashich each task is placed

t
Was not determined by gathering extensive normative data. The Glade is
lust a guide and should he Used only as a guidc'.

Thew are many variables which affect a child's ability. to perform a
classification task. These include ( I ) the type of materials used, (2) the
kind of response that is required front the child and (5) the way the
materials are presented to the child. ...

Materials. hit' npixtventatignal (*dales demanded by the task
affect its difficulty. It is easier for children to deal with 4. oncmtthree .
ditrtrsiorial objects than with np,rsentations of objc-cts (e.g., pictures).
AtI.F.\11. I thi childrep are expected to sort only concrete objects, but :
at Inlil. 2 they are expected to be able to sort representations of
ob;ects.

tt.Children's knout ledge about and everience with the objects that
. they are asked to classify affectiohir perfOrmance. For example, children
are able to categorize familiar and meaningful objects such as foods. fur.
niture and clothes befbre they are able to sort (tut less familiar objects ,

such as "tools" (saw, screwdriver, hammer, etc.). The former 'ay be1
grouped by common association, but the latter requires inkreice and a

. greater degree 44 conceptual understanding. Also, children are able to
categorize familiar and me :mingful objects betOre they are able to
classify objects on the basis of their physical properties such as color,
shape or size.. . 'Cr V.

'11w number of ways in which the objects. or pictures of objects,
to he compared racy also affects the difficulty of the task. At I}VEL 1 the
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child is expo ctrl to be abfe to s(writyjects which yam on only one
dimension .g.. color) but at UNIT 2 to son sets which vatvtni two
dimensions -.g., to sort by color when the objects tarp' by both stare
and k olt w

In pictured sets of objects which ;Ire to Ix. sorted into same *
difteint categories, t tie of digerences (.is well as the number of dif
trences) in the ). t res influences the difficulty of a task. Preschool
thildren cal with certain kinds 4)1 transformations such as pall
»hole (pail missing vs. (4)ject.infact ) and lintoi-urve (see materials for
task 3 at 2 in the (:uide), but have difficulty with notations ( right
side up vs right side do ). reversals ( facing right vs. facing Jett) and
cf ianges Ili perm)ective.(apj trance from side vs. aivearalice frym
front) ' -- 1'

.grussties. (4 the diffeirnces among, the objects. t or pictures of,
be s4wted also adeos the difficulty ofithe task. kw example,

sorting 1W size is easier when the difference between the MA: of the 1
. t

bleCiS .ach set is greater.
The nse .requitti# bf the child ( [Wei )live or 'WI )(Atli IVe

langualie ability Children understand words avid can follow insupctions
(Wit KC they can recall and pnxIiicc appropriate words. At (NEI. 1)only
rift eoive Ifinguage ability is expected. c ild pick out 4 points out
thembjects that ale, the "same" or "different' and puts all the ones that
aro-the NMI('..otogetiwr. Ret,-)1 ming r.trbally hat two tbfects arc the sanw

is not expected until Ii- I. 2 At the AIWA ICED the child may
lw able to derv.. the comivon prOpetty of a class, list the inemb.cfrs of
the cls, exclude oh" from the class and recognize and state that an
object has+inniltaneous membership in two classes.

Presentation of materials. The way in which the teacherow es
eitts a "ganw" which involves classification and the amount of intorma
to to she gives the child can influence. the difficulty of a task.

In the Guide, therektre, the tasks used to assess the children's
abilities are drsribed in terms of the materials used, the response
required of the child and the pnwedure to be followed by the teacher.

4

O

.,,, ACTIVITIES FOR PROMOTING
, THI DEVELOPMENT OF) CLASSIFICATION ABILITIES 4

X
4

In our pth-hoylt opportunities to.discover the principles involved in
... cliesirtcation wertartnnided in three parts of the program; free play,

group activities (traditkinal "chyle") and small-group (two or three
chilipti) or individual teacher guided sessions. .

f1
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V

\\
In mid Fbittail-th fix.-us.in the small group sessions Alultd

from -number- cl:Issification In it -circles." especially the wino!
,ones ( mi year olds), more classi -ation wines were played. and in

the plavrt )0111 litW Wind) Welk, StinIlliatt' sorting and
grouping was illIft 11k:imples of the types of equipment and

used iii Bat h Of these situations follow.

Free Play: The Play Areas
.111C plaVr00111 Was organized so t hat it would provide the children

4 with nuns classification experiences as pan of their everyday
IVitleft,M(rit tit the SpaCe divided into "centers." which would.

provide -tblect lsstnis" in classification on a regular basis. All of the
materials in most. centers would "go together'' in some way ( i.e.;
could be used together in a functionally meaningful way'). The
childin soon learned where everything "belonged' (e.g.-. the dishes
in the liousek )in center, the hooks inhe book nook, the tools iii
the %%Ix kiwi g tea. the paper. crayons, paint, scissors. tt'. in the
artsand-cwit enter) and gradually began to understand wily. Their
undrstandi g was filitated by their experiences. but also by the
informal guidance of the teachers.

Permanent dramatic .play centers. Two centers, a house
.keeping and a block center, were proviaed tin a jxnuanent basis.
Within each of they centers equipment Yeas included and arranged
in ways which would encourage soiling behavior. In Ihe
housekeeping center the "clothes" went in the "clothes cupboard.'
thr "dishes"- in the "dish cupboard," the "cutlery" in the "cutlery.
drawer- and, in the latter, a cutlery tray suggested sorting into sub
classes of spoons, forks and knives. In the block center, designs of
the blocks were painted on the shelf liners, showing where each
shaped (and sized) block should go.-lidying up then became an
exercise in sorting by shape and size which the children thoroughly
enjoyed, and they discovered the differentiating features of objects
independently. As the children became more awitr of how the
blocks differed, they began to use this information in developing
their block cOnstnk-tions. They would "size-up" a problem, decidj
what was needed to complete a constitiction (e.g.. a larger triangle)
and then purposefully select the required block. If the blocks varied
in cokir, this increased the difficulty of soiling by shape and size, but..
it was a suitable challenge for older preschoolers. .

Special dramatic play centers. Throughout the year. special 4

centers, not offered on a permanent basis, were designed to provide
classification as well **Aber kinds of valuable experiences. In the
gnx-erOstore the "stock" was sorted andtshelved." The shelves were
labelled (words and pictures) showing where the cans of fruit, soup,

II

$
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vegetables and juices were to go. The children w4e,of courser involved
in the setting upibond orgy nizing.of the store as well as in running it

''.-CI i.e., playing sn 're). Play money was used and this also was sorted 19144
pair money (bills) and "coins." i. i

.' In the medical center ;there were the nistruments a doctor uses: In
the hairdressing center there were the things we use to take care of our
hair. In the post office there were letters and parcels to st)rt. In the
restaurant there was kitchen equipment and dinttig room equipment to
.orxtnize. All were sorted and organized for meaningful purposes.

, In the dramatic play centers which generated fantasy based themes
(e)e. enacting stories), sorting and categorizing also occurred. In the
'Three little l'igi" children were selected (o be the-"pigs." In "The .

Three Billy Goatg'Grutf," childreikwere chosen to lx. the "ghats," etc.
wr..

Other special centers. Centers which generated private, parallel
or just a..:sciciative, rather ikin groat), play were set up and equipped to
encourage soiling and classifying behavior. These often induced, as well.
a wxxl.deal of imaginative play. There was a d011 house center equipped
Ali a house in which alrthe floors and nxims were visible and
accessible to the child. The equipment included appropriate sized
himiture, so that each Ann could be Mmished (kit ten, bathroom,(kitten,
bedn )(mi. living room) appropriately. Appropriate . zed mother, tither
an%l sibling (e.g.. baby brother, etc.) figures which were flexible (could
be made to sit, stand, lie, etc.') were also provided. A felt hoOrd center
was equipped witlfmaterials which encouraged classification. The
materials were presented, toy boxes as "shelf' toys. They included (a)
an assortment of felt anitMs: zoo, farm, pet, (h) felt numerals ( I 'to 6)
with duplicates for matching, ('c) felt letters (A E).with duplicates for
matching, (d) felt shapes and colors suitable fix- matching aritl grouping.

Regular shrlf toys. Comtbercial games which etrourage the..
children to note stmilarities and differences and the relations among ob-
jects were also used, for example, the "go together lotto" in which the
children find the picture that "go together" such as dowdoshouse,
fish fishbowl, and card games, such as "Fishy' and "Old Maid," in which
tine children match cards by some distinguishing feature such as cojer.
No n.compercial equipment was also used, such as jprs and tops which
varied in size and had to be sorted if the aim of the game was to "find
the to for the jar" (the one that fit). Beads, buttons, nuts and bolts

to acquire, inexpensive materials) which generate sorting and
p
classiling.by color, size andior shape, and materials which.encourage
sorting by texture (e.g., squares of carpet, silk, velvet, corduroy, etc.)
were also provided.

afArts and crafts center., This center was 4ganized so that it
would encourage independence in carrying outiellselected plans. It
had a rack of paste pots, a rack of scissors and other materials which
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were aira nged Ai orderly way, so that the children would know
where (Am-thing was and 'could find it easily. Note that the scissors
were organized, by category, and put in a special place a

Hlst rat it )1 1 (4. 11SN1r1C.111011. 1141 the children's an work, older
presclu k ilers often widen(x)k. to nuke a Ix >titer, or .a htx,k, alx)ut
their "I/erienCeS on a field trip. '1f it was to a Emil, they drew, or
collected, picture~ of the things they saw on the lamp, and this often
became an exercise in (-Ossification

Science center. There was a permanent science center in the
preschix)l and many of the nuterials placed there encouraged
classification. such as objects which could lx' categorized by thear
progenies (e.g, magnetic non magnetic; sinkibg floating;
metal wood) ant.j sorted by size (e.g., autumn nuts)eashells), color
( e.g autumn;eaves), sound, smell or weight.

Group Activites (the Traditional Circle)
Songs and,games, suitable for use with a group of young children,
which draw attention to distinguishing lefures (e.g., color, shape,
etc.) of objects and suggest 'grouping in terms of these features were
used. For example. attention was sometimes drawn to the (x)lor
the children :s shues (who.has red shoes, who has 'brown ones, etc.).
The teacher would invite everyone with brown shoes to go into the
middle of the circle and jump (Or dance), while the other children
sang:

"See the children jump in their little brown shoes
Their little hrtywnzslux,s, their little brown shoes
See itie children jump in their little brown shoes
t ti di diddle re

The game was then repeated with those who hail red shoes (black
shoo, etc.).

Another example of a color-song game is as Rollo s. Each child is
given a circle. Tht circles vary in color (red,'yellow, green or blue). The
teacher has a complete set of circles (o4 of each color distributed).

The game. begins with a song, sting by the teacher:

-I have some colors, you do too
Red, 1119w. green and blue
If your color is the same as mine
Come and have a happy time.

11w teacher holds up het 'tic/circle and invites the children with a circle
which is just the same as hers to go into the middle the group and
dance. While th.ey dance everyone else hums the tune of the song and
claps. When the "red circle" children have finished dancing, she holds

t tr
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up her.yellow circle (then her green one and blue one) and each time
reipeats the procedure until all of the children have had a turn.

At festival times (e.g., Christmas. ylentine's Day) the shapes can
be bells or hearts. This game can also a played with shapes (square,
circle, triangle) instead of colors. It can also be made more difficult for
older preschoolers by varying both shape and color. The children will
find it more difficult to decide whether their,shape is the same as the
teacher's if it varies in color, or their color is the same as the teacher's if
it rarks in shape, but the difference between +apes and colors is
emphasized in this exercise.

Games like the above were used for "breaking-up" (dismitising) a
group, in a Pow /wed way (i.e., the children with red shoes danced
and then it was "their turn" to go off to the next activity).

Themes for group time and discussion were planned so that
"classot" and their distinguishing characteristics could, be emphasized. If
the children had been on a field trip to a farm, animals were discussed
( 1.e.. the ones they saw as well as other kinds of animals--farm, zoo and
pet ). Cows were sometimes classified by color or by purpose (e.g.,
dairy. beef). Pictures of animals or miniature animals were usedand the
children were encouraged to find examples of specific types of animals.
l)iscussion about animals was sometimes exjendlid to differentiating
those that live on land and.those that live in the water and this some
times led to considerations of the differences between animals and fish
and even birds.

If a dentist had.visited the preschool to talk to the children about
the care of their teeth and how tl e fixxl they ate might affect the health
of their teeth, the teacher follow this up by having the children
cts,sif food into "sweet things" that may harm teeth) and "food that it
not sweet" (that will not harm the teeth) Pictdres cut out of magazines
(e.g.. of chocolate cake, candy, carrots. eel etc.) were used as
materialS. A picture was distributed to e h ild. The teacher started by
showing a picture o,a food which was weet (e.g., chocolate cake
which has lots of sugar in it and may . harmful to teeth) and initiating
a discussion about it. She then placed this picture on the floor in the
middle of the grow and showed a picture of a ftxxl which was tux
sweet (and not harmful to teeth). Atiera discussion of this foOd, the

Bpicture was placed on the floor beside the first. The teacher the6 asked
ach chikl in turn about his or her picture and whether it was of

something sweet or something that was not sweet. The whole group was
encouraged to participate in the fliscussion. Finally each child put his or
her picture (in trip of one of the \cacher's pirrures (of 4 sweet or a not
sweet food), whichever was appropriate.
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Individual or Small-Group Teacher-Guided Activities
Snack preparation. Most days some of the. children helped prepare

xl tor snack, and this often pitnidett tXIitellt. With ellaSSfileati011 It
Si mierhing to Nike was Made, the children ere helped 10 thso wet that
some nAgredients were -wet" and some Alt.- It a fruit salad was male.
the discussion %%And(' tix UN 011 NM" they are the same and
ditternt,. and hi) "fruits" differ from -vegetables." 'The taste of food

'wee t, SOW') Watt si unetimes made the focus of attention and the
children were encouragt.1 to think of all the kinds of food that are
"sweet" or the kinds that are -sour.-
' Special activities. "Special- activities are ones which were

planned tOr use in small groups or with individual children to promote
the development of the abilities &scribed in the Guide. Some examples
of these ti411)w. 1;( )r each, both the Level and the specific kinds of
knimes to he assi.'ssed (or encouraged) are described.

Special Small-Group Activity #1
AREA Classi fit at

In1:1. (object level)

Prirpi.kw

to detrmu the ability to classify objects by common asstx.iation

Mai/ids
(a) five pairs tif objects which are conintonly tisc..1 together in the child's

experience (e.g., soap faelottr. hammer nail, etc )
lb) a box *which contains the objects

Prot. ohm-
The child Is presented with the box containing the tbjetts and invited to
chtsiose something In mi it and to name it. The teacher then says, -Can we
Lind something in the box which goes with this?"

As the itameprocreds and the child succeedl, in matching objects, the way
in which they are related is discussed.

Special Small-Group Activity #2
AREA (:lalsiticat ion

LEVEI. I tobject level)

Piapise
to assess the child's undrslanding of -same," -ditierent-

'118
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.ilfterugs
la) two idnticakthree-object sets each consisting of (for example) a

spixin, a toy car, a crayon
(h) a she box with a hole in the lid big enough so that a child cap

reach inside and feel around, but not see what is inside
lc ) four Aditional objects all different, none of which is like thos e in the

three object sets

Prot edure.
One set plus two additional objects are placed in the shoe box. The .
teacher keeps the other set and the other ivy(' additional objects in a box
in lr
The teacher takes one of the objects in her set, shows it to the child and
explains that in the shoe box there is an object which is jusi the same as
this one and says, "Can you find it?" She explains that the game is to find
it hy Wing the objects in the box She demonstrates how the child can
put his ur her hand in the hole and she rattles some of the objects in the
box

fix' child succeeds in matching all objects, the teacher then holds up
one of her additional objects, which is not like any in the box, and says,
"Can You find something in the box that is different from this one?" If the
child does not understand "different" she repeatsthe question using "not
the same.

The teacher then goes on to hold up another object, for which there is a
counterpart in the box, and asks the. child to find one that is "just the
saint, etc

Special Small-Group Activity 16
AREA. Classification

C41.I.V.F.1. 2

PUNAQ'
to assess the ability to match identical pictures and to understand "same"
and "different"

Alaterialv
two identical sets of eight cards on which pictures of the following have
been mounted: a lion, rabbit, dtkk horse, ball, butterfly, flower, boy

Protalure.
One set of cards is placed picture side up, in a row on the table, in front
of the child. The teacher thetAiraws a card from the second set and asks
the child what it is (i.e., to label il). She then says, "Can we find one just
like this?" (pointing to the row of pictilECS on the table). If the child
succeeds in matching the first picture to its counterpart, the teacher draws
a second card, asks the child to name the object and then to find one just

- like it. If and when all the pictures are matched, all 16 of the cards are

119
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turned upside down, mixed up and then the child is asked to draw two
cards to see if he "is lucky" and dranLtwo that are the same. The child is
told that the rule of the game is that ire or she draws two cards that are
the same. he or she may keep them, but if they are "different" they must
be put back, picture facet down, on the tabarlind the child can try airain.
'the game can continue until all xtirs of cards that are the same have
been matched.

Resources for Teachers )Hanna Lorton, M. Work jobs Don Mills, Canada: Addison , Co., 1 72.
%hitt-, R., & Rehwald. M. Itiv and match actuitses for ckasfific n. 1.4 Angeles:

Rhythms Productions, 1976. . `)

4
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Appendix A

MANUAL FOR THE UWO LABORATORY P OOL
CLASSIFICATION ABILITIES ASSESSMENT

AND CURRICULUM GUIDE

General Instructions

When attempting to assess children's abilities, or to promote the dewl
opulent of new abilities. the approach of the teacher should he
informal Although each item In the Guide is described as a task, the
teacher should avoid creating a "test-like" situation. The children's
abilities should be assessed or promoted when they are engaged in
game like. curiosity inducing activities in which they are clearly
interested and which they are clearly enjoying. time abilities may be
assessed during free play. but others will require observations made in
small groups (two or three children) or in sessions with only one child.

The focus of tkie teacher should never be on 'fight" t r "wrong-
/ answers, but on ca..liting a situation in which the child experiences the

fun of hying something new. and the'loy of working together with a
teacher at "figuring something out." Children should never be pressured
into performing the tasks and their responses should be accepted and
never criticized. If a child is not able to understand or mister a task the
game should he changed to an easier one. so that a child will not leave
the situation with the feeling that he or she failed.

some children find it difficult to respond to direct questions. With
such children direct questions should be avoided. The teacher should
put the onus to respond on herself by saying, "/ wonder which of These
is the same as that one" or "Let's see if we can find, etc. .. ."

1 (object level)
I. Child matches objects commonlrassociated. The child selects from

among a group of ohjtcts ones that "go together" such as toothpaste
and toothbrush. This type of ability is a pre classification skill which
may be one of the most primitive. The objects must be ones which,

.in the child's experience, are frequently used together in a func-
tionally.meaningful Way.

MaieraLci.Five pairs of real objects: pail-shovel, spoon bowl, pap er.
u)othbnish-t(x)thraste, soap-towel.

Procedure': The ten gbjects are spread out before the child in an
array. The teacher' Sys, "What have we here?" and encourages
naming of the object* tie sure the children know what each
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trtle ts. She then says, "Let's tiet, if we can find the ones that go
together.-

/ Child chooseAme," "not the smile" and :different': (three object
set; 011(' dimension varied; receptive language).
Materk lis. (a) Three square parquetry blocks, identical in size but
varied by color (two red, one bhte); (b) Three parquetry blocks,
identical in color but Varied by shape (two red squares, one red
triangle)
Procedure: (a) The teacher places the three square blocks in front of
the child in a row with the blue one in the middle and says, "Let's
find the ones that are the same -can you pick than out?" If the.child
sticceedst,,the teacher replaces the blocks in the row and says.; "Can
you find the one that is different?" If the child does not re;ipond to
"different" she repeats the question using. "not the same" (the child
may respond by pointing rather than by picking up the blocks).
(h) The teacher repeats the ab9e procedure with the second set
of blocks.
Curriculum Note: *ben promoting an understanding of same-
different, more interesting materials may be used (e.g., three
identical cats which vary by- color, two red, one blue), but the chil-
dren may find objects like"ca so interesting thit tht*istract them

_ .

from the samedifferent problem.

3. Child sons nine-item set of objects which are identical except on one
dimension.

Materials: (a) Nine Square parquetry blocks, identical in size but
varied by color (three red, three blue, three yellow); (b) Nine
wooden or plastic shapes, identical in size and color but varied
by stiapq (three red squares, three red circles, three red triangles);
(c) Three similar boxes into which the objects can be sorted.
Procedure: (a) The-teacher places the first set of objects (described
in above) in an array in front of the child and.says, "Let's see if
we can sort these blocks and put the ones that are the same in thiS
box" (pointing to one of the boxes). If the child chooses any two
blocks which are the same color, and then hesitates, the teacher can
provide encouragement and say, "Are there any more that kx)k the
same as these?" Children who complete one sort (e.g., by red) may
wish to continue and complete. the sorting by blue and yellow.
(b) The procedure with the second set of materials is the same.as
with the fir§t.

(Note: This task may also be Used to assess the child's understanding
of "different" and "not the same.")

I
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WWI ( representational)
1. Child matchespictures of objects which are commonly associated.

(This is the same as the *1 task at LEVEL 1 except that pictures of
objects rather than real objelliare used.)

Materials: Ten index cards (approximately 8 It 12 cm) with pictures
of realvbjects mounted on them. The pictures i.an he cut out of
magazines and pasted on the cards, but they should be approX-
imately the same. size.

The ten pictures Ow twopicture sets) are of the following:
pail shovel, spO4m.bowl, Raper-pencil, toothbru.sh-hxxhpaste, soap
towel.;

MycediireThe ten cards are spread out face side up, in an array in
front of the "child. The pictures must be oriented properly for the
child fr.! right side up). The teacher begins by making sure the
childrc.-recognize the objects and can name them. She then says,
-Let'siKee if we can find the ones that go together."

2. Childichooses:'same," "not the same," "differgnt" in one triree-item,
set of pictured objects, one dimengion varied, receptive language
'( this is the same as the #2 task in.J.EVE'L r except that pictures of
objects rather than real objects are used.)

Materiak Two sets of three cards (index card size) with shapers
painted on them as follows: (a) Set 1: three squares of same size but
different color (two red,one (b) Set 2: two squares, one
triangle all the same color..

Pmcedure: The teacher arranges the cants in Set j in a Tow in front
of the child with the blue square in the middle and says, "Let's find
pre ones that are the same." If the child succeeds, she asks, "Can you
find the one that is 'different' or 'not the same'?" The teacher then
repeats the procedure with the second set of cards, presenting them
in a row with the triangle in the middle. The teacher may then
present either set ,of cards again, arranging them in a different order
(e.g., red, red,'blue) and repeat the questions.

- 3. Child chooses "same" and "different" in three two-item sets of
pictuted objects, one dimension varied, receptive language.

Materials: Six cards (index size) with a line drawing of a face oh each.
The faces are identical, except that two are smiling ( 0 ), two
are frowning ( 0 0 ) and two are neither smiling norfrowning
(

Procedure: The six cards are placed in front of the child, face side
up and right side up, in an array. The teacher encourages a brief dis.
cussion about the fact that the pictures are of faces. She then says,
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et's Lind the ones that are just the same." If the child matches the
taces. she picks up one card (any one) and says, "Can you find one
that is different from this one?" If the child hesitates, she repeats
using "not the same."

4. Child sons rpresoued objects (paper cutouts) that vary on two
dimensions (color, shape) and decides independently which
attribute to use.

Materiak (a) Nine cutouts all the same size but differou in shape
and color as follows: three circles (one red, one yellow, one blue),
three squares (one red, one yellow, one blue), three triangles (one
red, one yellow, one blue); (b) A pail, dishpan or large box (make-
believe pond); (c) Nine paper clips (one clipped to each cutout);
( d) A fishing pole: stick with a strong string attached which has a
magnet tied at its end; (e) Three tin cans.

Procedure- This task is presented as a fishing game. The cutouts with
the paper clips attached are spread out on the bottom of the pail.
They can be picked up by the "magnetized" fishing pole. The
teacher says, "In this game we pretend that we are fishermen." "Ildre
are all the fish" (pointing at the cutouts_ in the pail). "There are a lot
of different kinds of fish in there." "Do you think you could catch
them and sort them out into these fish cans?" (pointing to the three
cans). The teacher then demonstrates how the fish can be "caught"
with the pole and lets the child practice fishing for awhile. She then

N.repeats her question (instructions): "Can you sort he fish out when
you catch them and put all the ones,that are thogame togetherin
these cans?" Any sort is acceptable. The critical question is whether
the child can decide on a sorting principle and maintain that
principle to complete one sort (i.e., sort by color and ignore shape,
or sort by shape and ignore color).

S. Child sorts objects by inference (.tools and "(things that float") and
excludes objects from a category or class (i.e., identifies objects
which are not tools). Note here that mai objects (not pictures of -

objects) are used. Also this task can bit presented so that only .

receptive language is required, but it provides opportunities for
exploring the child's productive language ability.

Materials: (a) Tools: a hammer, saw, screwdriver, toy"car, banana,
shoe (six objects); (b) Things that float: water tank or large basin of
water, small wooden block, toy boat, a square of stirilkaw,py metal
car, handful of pebbles, metal spoon (six objects).

Procedure: (a) Tools: The teacher shows the children the six objects,
stimulates a discussion about each one and how they are used and
introduces the word "tool." She then asks, "Do any of these objects

*
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llong together?" "Which ones belong, together?" "let=s see if we can
Lind the ones that go together and put them (Art here."

If the chikl sons out the lix teacher nay then say, "I
wonder why'you put all these together?" and later. "What are they all
called?" If the children are unable to answer, the teacher explains
that they are all tt x lb teacher then picks up an object which is
not a tool and says. Is this a tool?" "Can we find one that is not a
tool?"

Curric :duns Note. 'hen promoting the understanding of the chit
dren. discussion of the answers to these questions is encouraged.
(h) Things that float: The teacher shows the children the materials
and initiates a discussion about them. She then says, "I wonder what
will happen if we drop them in the water." "Would you like to put
one in the water, Billy, and find out?" 'The child or children and
teachei take turns dropping the objects in the water and ,the teacher
encourages a discussion of sinking and floating and some of the
reasons why some objects sink and others float. The objects are then
taken out of the water and spread out in an array on the floor or
table and the teacher asks, "Are there some things tilt go together
here?" "Can we pick out the ones that go together?"

If the child gioups the ones that tloattd (or the ones that
sink), the teacher nuy go on to ask, "Why did you put all these
things together?" and may then go on to explore for the ability to
understand class inclusion and exclusion using the procedure
described above. Note that 1.11T.I. 2 children may not be able to
explain their sorting principles even though they have successlittly
sorted the objects into tools, or into objects that float. They may
understand class inclusion and exclusion but not be able to explain it.

Child sorts pictures of objects by inference (tools). This is exactly the
same as the #5 task described above except that pictures of the tools
are used instead of real objects. Pictures of the tools are mOunted on
index cards (hammer, saw, somdriv er. truck, hook, boot). The'
procedure is the same as that described in orcatxwe.
Curriculum Note: A variety of interesting materials can be used when
stimulating children to sort by inference (e.g., transpon, or "things
we ride on could be the category). The pictures would then be of a
car, a4)oat, a train or airplane, and of objects that we do not ride on
(e.g., telephone, doll, house).

-7 Child sorts objects by size (one dimension varied, receptive
language).

Materials: Nine rectangular unit blocks identical except for size: three
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large blocks (IS cm long); three made t- sized blt x`ks (30 cm long):
three small blocks ( cm long)
Prot blocks air spread out in front I the child in a

-.arrav The teacht picks up oik of them and vs, "C.an you find
an( )ther OM like this one' It the chit succeeds she then says,
-lees put all of the blocks that are like .se two over here." When
all Mice blocks Mt' tiOrted out she then a. s, "Why do these all
belong together'" She then says, "let's rind . me more blocks that
belong together." Note (a) that the child must recognize the sorting
principle (i.e , size, although the teacher does not mention size);
( b) that the child may son the objects by size but not be able to
explain the sorting principle.

H. Child sorts pictures of Familiar objects into sub sets by inference.

AilitellaLS: Six index cards with pictures of animals mounted on them:
*three farm animals (cow, horse, pig); three zoo animals (lion,
elephant, monkey).

Pmealure The teacher presents the pictures to the child in an array
making sure that they are oriented properly (rightside up) and,
pointing to tore of the pictures, says, "We have a lot of pictures here.
What is this?" Together, teacher and child examine each picture d
identify each animal by name. The teacher then says, "Some of
animals. belong together and some of them:don't. Let's see if can .

tind the ones that belong tc Nether."
If the child puts all the farm (or zoo) animals together, the

teacher may say, "I wonder why yotj put all those animals together"
(probes tar the ability to explain the sorting principle).

9. Child sons 12 shapes, which vary on two dimensions, into sub-sets
and then resins one sub-set.
Materidis:. 12 cutoui paper shapes, all aPproximately the same size,
in 11 varied by color and shape: six squares (three red, three blue);
six circles (three red, three blue).
Pmethire: The teacher spreads out the 12 shapes on the table (or
il(x)r) in front of the-child and says, "We have a wrible lot of shapes
here" (pointing to several of ther). "I wonder how we could sort
them out?" "Would you like to find the ones Liot belong together?"
"Minn could put them over here" (indicating some empty space to one
side of the child). The child is left to decide on the sorting principle
independently.

If the child succeeds in sorting by either shape or color, the
teacher commends the child's efforts and then removes the six
shapes not sorted out, pushes the pile of six shapes which have
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been sorted out toward the child and says.."Now is there any other
%vay you can sort the shapes?"

LINE!. (Al A'ANCEI))
I. Child sorts pictures of slug .s whi4 ear on two dimensions into

sub sets, then re sorts and e plains sorting principles.

Ilateriak (a) 12 pictt es of objects, mtiunted on index cards which
va in shape and t'olor: six squares (three red, three blue); six
cir les (three red, three blue); (h) two sheets of white paper
tan imately 21 x 28 cm). .0/
Pmceqiire: 'The teacher proceeds as in task #9 at 1.1M:1. 2. She
spreads out the cards, face side up, in front of the child and says,
"We have a lot of shapes here." "I wonder bow we et /UM St WI the
out." "Would you like to sort them?" "When you find some that go
together you could put them over here" (indicating one of the sheets

,of !MIX which is placed to the child's right ). "11 you find some
(abets that go together you could put them over here" ( indicating
the other sheet of paper). The child is left to des.de on the sorting
principleindependently.

if the child ciinyletes a sort (e.g., by Aor) e te. her says.
"Why did you put alllhese together?" Whether - child can explain

'or not, the teacher later says. "Now" is there any other way we could
sort them out ?" tihe pu.shes4the 12 cards of the sheets of paper
toward the child and repeats, "Is there another way?" etc. (Note that
in this task the child chooses the principle by which to sort, then
remembers the principle and applies it over an extended perk xi of
time while ignoring a second variable. Finally, the child recognizes
an alternative principle which could be applied and resorts on the-
basis of that alternative.)

If the child succeeds itt doing the second sort using *le alter-
native sorting principle, the teacher asks. "Can you tell me why you
put all of these together?"

Child takes a class apart by separating items into sub elastic's and
Oakes all stave comparisons.
Almeria& 20 nuts walnuts aft! 13 peanuts).

Pmcethtre.- The teacher presents the nuts to the children in a pile
and sa)s, "Now what -ewe have here?* In the discussion which
fOlk)ws, she elicits, if it (It ws not come spontaneously, the name of
the class "nuts." "Yes, these are all nuts." "But what else do we call
this one?" (pointing to a walnut). "Aill what else do we call this
(me?" (painting to a pdanut ). In tbis way she elicits the names o the
sub-classes.
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.11w teacher then says, "Now let's think some more about what
we have here.** "They are (waits for response all and Oilers it. it
not given) nuts, but (waits tOr respow some, and otieis it. it not
given) are walnuts and (some) are peanuts." 11w teacher repeats
this statement to see if the child will give the tat responses
on the second try (i.e., all some).

The wallet then says. "Do we have more peanuts or more
walnuts?" Can you put all the walnittit°0wr here (points to an area
to the right of the child) and all the peanuts over here (points to an
4..1 to the left of the child) and nuybe we can tend out?"

It the child accomplishes the' sorting task, the teachi asks
again. "I'io we have more walnuts or more peanuts ?"

3. Child can keep two properties of an object in mind when classifying
into sets and can use these two properties when choosing an object
Of piCtUltb to complete a set.

AkiteriaLs: Five pictures of obrkcts mounted on index cards: yellow
banana. yellim pear. red apple. yelhiw car.

PMtethire The teacher places the yellow banana and yellow pear in
front of the child and says, "I have two pictures here. Can you tell
me what they are?" The child is encouraged to label and describe the
objects in the pictures. She then presents the other three pictures and
says. One of these pictures belongs with those two pictures"
(pointing to the two pictures the child already has). "Can you pick it
outr (The child must keep the property of color and the clam. fruit,
in mind when choosing the correct picture, i.e., the yellow lemon.)

. j 128
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Appendix B

THE UWO LABORATORY PRESCHOOL
CLASSIFJCATION ABILITIES ASSESSMENT

AND CURRICULUM GUIDE
RECORD OF PERFORMANCE FORM

Child's Name-
Matiung

Child understands (performs correctly)
X Chiki does not understand

Tea-her is not sure Of degree
of understanding
C0111111011% Oh reverse side

YEAR

GAME

(number)
TACI IER.

LEVEL I ( object level)
I. matches t bjects by common association (S vain)

2. ch(x)ses "same" and "different"
(3 object sets: one dimension)
(a) 3 squameblocks (2 red, I blue) same

not the same
diffennt

(h) 3 rol blocks (2 square.
I triangle)

same
not the same
different

3.4 sorts 9 item sets on one dimension
( (-color, sl le)
(a) 9 man) b s . red, 3 blue. 3 yellow)

ins out one set (e.g., the red mes),,
)) 9 Ird shapes (3 squares, 3 circles, 3 triangles)

Sorts out one set (e.g., the squares)

NFL 2 (representational level)
I. matches pictured objects by common association

(5 pairs)

4
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chtxxses same-difierou
( pictured t tbjects, one 3 item set,
one dimension varied, receptive
language)

same
not the smile
chtierent

3. cluxxses same dill-emit (faces)
(pictured obic-cts, three 2 item
sets. one dimension varied,
receptive language)

i. ,4>rts 9 cutouts ( fishing game)
(2 dimensidns varied, receptive
language)

sorts oktk.A by inference
(6 t)l)iects, receptive
language. class inclusion
.said exclusion

6. sorts pit lured inects
( to rls) by inference.
6 pictures, receptive
language, claks
incur.- On and exclusion

". sons 9 c cts by size
large N).- 3 medium-

sized, 3 small

.

not the Lie
different

tools
not tools a`4
explains principle.

'things that float
things that don't float
explains principle

tools
not tools
explains principle

8. sons pictures of miliar
objects into 'sub
by inference
6 items (2 s SCAN )

receptive and prodrkiive
language

9. sons 12 shapes which vary
On two dimenions into

sets and then re sorts
ate sub set
6 squares (3 red, 3 blue)
6 circles (3 red. 3 blue)
receptive and productive
language

sorts
explains principle

sorts
explains principle

completes 12 item sort
completes 6 item sort

t
or,
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1.1NEIi ADVANCEIthmxiuctive language)
1. !Ants peCtlift'S of siffiws varying on

mo dimensions-- explains principle
re sorts pictures on alternative
principle- explains principle

irc
2. takes a class apart separates walnuts and

nukes all-mune peanuts
comparisons understands "all"

understands "some"
solves -more" question

3. keeps two properties in WM when classifying
into sets
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Appendix C
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4e) 5.
Helping. the Preschool

. Child Develop
Knowledge About
Spatial Relations'

4

Children aged three to live years are beginning to develop so tine
rudimentary knowledge about spatial relations. They typically understand
and use some lox-wire terms, such as "in" and "out," which describe
where an object is in spa.e, They also understand and use some
tires banal -terms, such as "up" and "down," which describe the way an
object is moving through ?peke.

learning about sixitial relations is in part a conceptual and'in part
semantic task. The child must develop concepts of "in.ness" and "out.

i .ss" and "up.ness" and "down-nes.s" and then learn the words, in out,
up &mil, which express 045se concepts. The comet/us to be acquired
arc relational. litne.ss" describes where an object is by relating it to
some other object. For example, in the statement "the cat is in the
basket" the location of the cat is pinpointed by specifying its relation to
the basket ( i.e., in). "I 1p.ness" describes the way in which an object is
mowing, relative to a fixed point (e.g., the ground) and is understoxid in
terms of its opposite "down-ness." Acquiring a real understanding of
spatial relations is, therefore, a cognitive task which is a challenging one
fOr preschoiolers.

Siinple "direction.of movement" words appear very early in the
uocabularies of young children. The two yearold who says, "I Tp. lip,
Mommyr is declaring very clearly where he or she wants to go. 11 has

This chapter was,written m duse collaboration with Sandra Gan who was a teacher in the
preschiiol from the beginning to the end of the prtect. She was trained at the liniversity
of Western Ontario and has a HA in iwychology

4,
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been suggested that such words come first, because they are "action"
words, used in hinctionally meaningful situations which are exceedingly
important to the- child motivationally. However, the ability to understand
directional and locative words spoken by others (receptive ability)
develops betore the ability to 14$e such words appropriately (productive

Y(ini children often puzzle teachers because they seem to
-understand certain spatial relations terms in some situations, -but not in
others. One reason for this is that they are able to undevsund them first
when they refer to themselves, next when they refer to other people,
andfinally when they refer to impersonal objects. In other words,

tihltdien can f011ow directions and make them-ekes go down the slide
and hide under the table relatively early. later, they can identify the
child who went down the slide and is under the table, and later still
they can nuke the truck go down the hill and find the block that is
under the table

Also, certain terms such as "up" and "down" which are polar
opposites appear to be undersiood in a directional sense before they are
understood in a locative sense. In polar-opposite word-pairs there is
usually a positive and negative term. For example, in big.little, "big" is
the positive term and "little" is the negative term. "Big" implies more
(hence desirable), and it tends to be used more frequently than "little"
(we say the next biggest- more often than we say the next littlest).
I lence, positive terms become more salient for children and are usually
undersumd in advance of their negative oppoites. When children are
just beginning to understand j)olar-opposite word-pairs they asp ear to
recognize that the words are related and refer to the same concept (e.g..
big little refers to size, inside-outside to location), but they may equate
both words with the positive end of the dimension and apply the
negative term inappropriately. This may account in part for their
difficulty in using such terms in a locative sense.

Certain locative notions are particularly difficult fir preschoolers to
grasp. Two of these are "in front of," and "in back of or "behind." The
problem with pese maybe more than that they are opposites. What is
the firm and bthat is the back of an object may be ambiguous, since it
can change, depending on the location and perspective of the child.
(;o concepts of "right" and "left" are also extremely difficult for the young
'child to grasp and are rarely undersuxxi at the preschool level.

Finally, the ability of young children to deal with spatial relations
terms is affected by the representational demands of the task. They are
able to deal with them in real concreke situations in which they are
manipulating themselves, real people and real three dimensional objects,

1.34
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before they are able to do so in represented situations 9s in pictures)
in which symbcis of ilopl and obpec *s are used.

'The IWO laboratcny Presclwol Spatial Relations Assessment and
Curriculum Guide (see Appendix A) was developed to help the teachers
assess the. children's present abilities in the spatial r(gations area and to
suggest abilities which they mighthe ready to acquire. Its purpose was,
therefiwe, to solve the problem of the "match" so that the challenges
offired the children would be appropriate in difficulty. In developing
the Guide, relevant scientific literature was used, but this was spOrse and
the research findings were inconsistent. This literature did, however.
provide suggestions on which the preliminary version of the Guide was
based.'The final Guide, described here, was, however. based primarily
on our experience with the ren in our own preschool.

In this chapter we pros ide a very brief description of the ;tilde.
We then discuss the ways in vhic e attempted to promote tt
acquisition of spatial relatiot its and abilities in the children and
include examples of spec .igned activities and games which we
used for this purpose. We ) suggest other resources fix- teachers.

Includectin the apjxndices, in addition to the Manual for the
Guide (Appendix A) is a Form fin- recording the developing abilities of
an individual child (Appendix B) and a list of references to the research
literature which we found useful in devlopinithe Guide (Appendix O.

THE GUIDE

11w Guide provides fbr assessment at two IFVF1. I (typical of
most three year olds) and UNIT 2 (typical of most four and fivyar-
olds). At IWO. I only receptive language ability is expected and the
tasks involve only real people and real three dimensional objects.
I!nderstanding is inferred from the children's ability to follow directions
and place themselves (t4 objects) in specified locatknts, and to indicate
by pointing or gesture which person or object is pt witioned in a
specified location. At LINEI. 2 prodtktive languagt' is expected and, as
wc11, the ability to deal with represented situations. .

In the Guide it will be noted that many of the wordstobe
understood are the same atix)th LEWIS I and 2. This is because the
difference between older and younger children lies not entirel9Nn the
concepts and words to be acquired, but in the ability (a) to produce the
words as well as understand them, (h)- to recall and produce the words
in rep Ve'nte'd as well as in concrete situations and (c) to use the words
in both a "directional" and "locative" sense.

,
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ACTIVITIES FOR PROMOTING
THE ACQUISITION OF
SPATIAL RELATIONS

CONCEPTS
. . .-oppomtnittes to acquire knowledge ah nit spatial relations were

pr' ieled in three parts of our preschex)1 program: free play, group
activities (large or small groups) and individual teacher guided sessions.

In March and early April the focus in the small groups (and
individual teacher-guided sessions) shifted 16 spatial relations. During
that time more games and songs that dealt with direction .and location
were used in the larger teacher guided group activities (circles). Also a
more conscious effort was made to introduce new materials in the play
areas which would stimulate conversations involving,spaibt. temts and
present the child with spatial relatiods problems.

Free Play: Equipment in the Play Area
Equipment which generates more active, physical play, especially the
kind that cgn be provided on an outdoor playground, provides &cellent
opportunities for acquiring concepts &out space and the relations
among objects in space. Our playground was equipped with a bicycle
path, tunnels, climbing equipment, teeter totters, slides and the- like,
%vhich.induced movement in various directions and changes in location
which the children enjoyed and soon wanted to talk about. The
teacher's role: was to help the children communicate by, at teachable
nunnents, making statements which described how they were moving
and where they were located (e.g., "Well, you did climb up very high
today!" "Isn't it fun to stand up on top of the big climber!" "Did you go
through the timnel yet?" "I see Billy gouts in now and look---jeam is
just coming out.").

In certain centers in the preschool, such as the handkrafi or.ctea.-
rive art center, the materials were organized aqd located so that °ppm.,
tunitie's would be krmided for the teachers to use locativo terms and
present the child with real-life locative tasks. For example, the scik,sors
rack was located between the paste pots and the paint pots so that the
children would learn the meaning of between. The paint brtOcs were
stored-heside the paint pots, and the page brushes in the paste pots and
so on. A well-organized center in which everything has its place and
that place is always the same, not only reduces frustratton because every
thing is easy to find, but allows the children to become independent
and helps them acquire concepK of, for example, "between ness" and
"beside-ness," and the terms which describe these concepts.

r
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Most preschool centers, if organized in a systematic, consistent
way, provide many opportunities for the children to hear and use
hicative terms "The records are on the shelf below the record

41/4 player "The fire truck~ arc on the top of the counter in the block
WIW:. etc.). Also, in informal friendly conversations the teacher can
encourage the children to use descriptive directional words. She could
"say o a child on arrival: "I'm wondering tthew you are going today
today?" or while looking at a poster with a child, she might say, I am
wondering what the people are doing? lees gums."

Dramatic play centers which stimulate the spontaneous enactment
of stories in which the characters move in specified directions and
locate themselves in specified places, also give the childrn experience ,,

in hearing and using directional and locative terms in meaningful
situations. Stories especially useful for this purpose are "The Three Billy
Goats Gruff, 'The Three Bears" and "Beals in the Night," Extensive use
was made «Inunatic play centers of this kind in the preschool.

A ick center also has the potential for creating awareness of
spath relations. Play which involves setting up a highway and locating
service static xis and the like in aperopriate places and then driving'cars
on the highway stimulates thinkit and ultimately conversation about
where the cars are going to, where they are at, etc. Block play often
evolves into a primitive kind of mapping behavior. This type of play was
encouraged in the preschool.

Rooth decorations can be selected wh' I "teach" the children
about spatial relations such as pictures of II t pty Dumpty sitting on a
wall and Miss Muffc.tt with the spider beside' her.

Once the teachers became aware of the kind of guidance children
needed in the spatial relations area they fiAund many opportunities to
provide it in informal "teaching on the fly"'ways.

Group Activities (the Traditional Circle),
Many of the old familiar sows which.children have enjoyed for many
generations help inform them about spatial concepts and terms.
lieromples are "Go In and Out the Window," "Ring Around the Rosie,"
"Drop the ['ankle," "Circle Left.Circle Right." A more moclem one is
"I)oin'the [kik.). Pokey," but there are. many others which eabe
found in the carious songbooks which are tirm. available. ,

Creative dance and creative movemein activities stimulate thought
about action in space. Being acloud floating, or the wind swishing
through the trees, or a bird sdaring up and swooping down, or the little
train that A-mild shuhting hack*ard and forward and struggling.up the
hill, are all both exhilarating and instructional representational activities

4.
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for older preschoolers/ There are many finger plays that are suitable for
the younger children, such as the old familiar "Little Tiny Spider" who
went up the water spout and then came down again with the rain.

Almost any group session can include discussions, or brief
,

e... gue;:sing games, which deal with the locations of the children. The
teacher can say, "Who is sitting beside Sarah today?" If two answers are
given (e.g., Billy and Amy.-----both correct) she can say "Yes, two people
are sitting beside Sarah., Sarah is sitting bettmen Billy and Amy. Now let's
see if we can guess who is sitting between George and Betty. Ilany and.....
,kan," etc. -

Stories such as were referred to earlier, which can be enacted
spontaneously by the children in an appropriate play center, were usually
introduced to the children in a teacher-guided group situation. Their
first enactment of them occurred there (e.g., the 'story of "The Three
Billy Goats Gnitr). At this time they received any help they needed
Inmi the teacher to understand what was meant by "going oirr the
bridge" and other such terms.

.

' A flannel beard is also a useful aid in teacher guided group
sessions. As a story is told, the children (or teacher) can Place flannel
Ix cord representations of the characters and the objects in the story on
the flannel board in appropriate positions relative to one another, or
move them in appropriate directions as indicated by'the story.

All of the above strategies were used in teacher-guided groups.

IndividUal or Small-Group Teamster- Guided Activities

Special activities were planned by the teachers to promote the
development of the kinds dabilities described in the Guide. Some
examples of these are given in t li ext few pages. For each of the
'special activities the level and th . of abilities to he promoted are
indicated and the procedures to be used are described.

Special SmIll-Group Activity 1
AREA Spatial relations . AIZ

ILFWI. I or 2 (can be adapted for younger or older chilarmily choice of terms
used)

to. .

PUrINAW:

(a) at ).EVF.I. 1 -to assess or promote childre 's understanding (receptive
language) 'of directional and locative vvo s when they refer to
themselves

t)) at LEVEL 2to assess productive language ability

Materials:
one child-sized table, two childli415hairs, a tunnel (or box)

A
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ut
'11w game is Simon sins "Ilse teacher explains what Simon salts we must
do and tharSimon thinks up great things to do At 1.1111. 1 the tea.hi is
Simon. At 1.1Mil. 2 the children can take turns at being Simon, but for
LEVFi. 2 the teacher will need to be Simon the first time to show how the
game is played

The teacher says (for example):

"Simon says. Billy get up on the chair
Janie get down on the floor
David go into the box .

conic down oft the chair
.1allie get On kpot the table.

!INTL. 2 children can be directed to
go under, climb tuvr, go around. walk between, stand in front, sit
behind, tic. (for "between," the chairs should he placed so that the
child can walk between them)

4)

Special Small-Group Activity #2
AREA Spatial relations

IVVFI 1 or 2 (can be adapted for younger or older children by choice of terms
used )

Purpose

to assess understanding (receptive language) of directional and locative
words when they refer to themselves

Muter/a&
an "obstacle" course with equipment arranged in a circular pattern in the
Wowing order: t 1) a katimber. (2) a chair, (31 a large block. (.4) a
mattress or tumbling mat. (5) two stools that the child can walk between,
(6) a tunnel. (7) a ladder (part of the climber)

/ink edure
The game is a Follow the leader game. The teacher explains that the
chiklren can take turns being the leader, that she will tell the leader what
to chi and that.everyone is supposed to try to do what the leader does.

Wiwn the leader is selected and the children are lined up behind the
leader, the teacher starts:

"First go in the climber, then get on the chair, step over the block,
walk around the mattress. go betweek-thesuxAs, stop in fmnt of the
tunnel, go ArouRb the tunnel, walk bebind the teacher, go up the
ladder, go down the slide."

Note that the teacher could read the Children a story about sheep (animals
which are followers) and the children.could then play the game of
roion. the Leader while pretending they are sheep or lambs.

13.9
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Special Small-Group Activity *A
AIWA spatial ielatiuns

11 Vil. 2

PWIN

) assess or pollute Understanding of directional 'and locative terms when
the refer to npresented objects (receptive language)

Ala/diva&
sheets of paper or cardtsvard, approximately ZO x 30 ems, on each of
whit h there is a line drawing of a large bus (one fin- each child in
the group) In addition to the line drawing, all locations of interest in
the game are intlicatell cnr the sheet of paper by dotted lines as
Indicated below

2 sets of six cutout kittens (one set for each child). The kittens should
be small enough sir that they will fit in the locations indicated by the
dotted lines (se diagram).

3 a large cardboard "wheel" with a pointer mounted on it that will
spin. 'The "wheel" is divided into five sedlcons. In each section a
different locative term is printed as follows: under, inside, on top,
bbind, in front.

Prixedure
The teacher mounts the cardboard "wheel" on a chair, hands each child a
set of kittens, and says, "Today we are going to play a game called Hide
the Kitten. The kittens want to hide, but they can't think of a good place
to hide, but this hoard (pointing to the circle) tells of a lot df great places
where a kitten could hide" ( poihts to the words on tts4.-inge). She then
says, "See these words--this one says under- -that means that a good
place for the kitten to hide is under the bus."

She then shows the children the pointer works and how to spin It,
lets them take turns at spinning itjand each time it is spun, reads out the
word where the pointer stops. She then say4, "Now let's play the game.
Billy, would you like to spin the pointer so that we can find out where to
hide our first cat?" The game can go on until'all of the cats are hidden*

Note that this activity is set up like a multiple choice task. Five locations
ate shown and the child chooses the one indicated by the locative term.
To increase the challenge eliminate the "locations" on the bus.

1
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- Special Small-Group Acti 'My 4
AREA Spatial relations

I.FVFI.

S.

to assess and puimot receptive and productive language abilities in the
use of locative terms id represented situations

AtaternA
l\vo sets of seven cards which are identical (i.e., the pictures on the cards
in ea&h set are the same). On each card in each set, there Ls a picture of a
boy and a ball, but the location of the ball with respect to the boy is
Cliffert lit on each of the cards. The fixations of the lull are as follows:
beside. behind, in front ot, under, on top of (the boy's head), beside (to
the left ), beside (to the right).

/Inked/ire
The child ( or children) are seated at amble with the teacher, and the
teacher spreads out one pack of cards, face up on the table, so all seven
pictures can he seen. She initiates a discussion about the pioksitions of the
Kills in the pictures saying, for example, "I won@ where the ball is in
this picture?"

She then says, '1 have another pack of cards just like this one" and
proceeds to spread out the second pack, face up, on the table. She lets the
children look at them and encourages dirt to look for some cards which
are "alike" of "just the saine4

A

she then says, "We can play a new game with these cards, and I will show
you him. to play it She turns all 14 cards upsidedown and shuffles them
and ttlep has each Child draw four cards and the teacher draws four cards.
From *re on the game is played like FL* The tcacher explains that

3

they should look at their cards and see if any of them are the same and if
they are, they can be put down one the table: that the aim of the game is to
find all the pairs of cards which are the same. She further explains to the
child whose tum it is that if he or she does not have any cards which are

t the same, he or she can ask the child next to him or her for one. The
teacher may need to tnodel the type of question, "Do you have a card in
which the hall is on top of the boys head' If the child who is asked for a
specific card does not have it, the asker child draws a card from the pack
and it is then the second child's turn.

game continues until all of the pairs of cards hNe been matched and
placed on the table. This game is a challenging one for preschool
children, and can he played only by those who have developed

msidrabl productive language ability.

Cianalercially available cards may he used (e.g., Whew is it? Spatial
Relations Caniv No. 2684. Ideal School Supply Cb.. Oaklawn, IPinois 60453).

1.41.
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It the Where is it cards are used the Mille beComes a -111314.11111g.. game (
pictutcs art. the same when the relation of one object to another is the same
boy under cat and cat under table). ibis game is also a difficult one and
suitable only tier *hawed preschoolers

Resources for Teachers
White. R., Its Rliwald. M. in out and roundabout at-Mille% for l'spatial relations.

los Angeles: Rhythms Production, 1976.

Songs
Fowke, E Sally go mum! the sun Toionto: McMillan Its Stewan, l%9.

Stories and Books for Children
1ierenstain, S., & Derenstain, j Bears on solve& New York Random Ilou.se, 1969.
lierenstain, S., & Beren.stam, j. Bears in the night New York. Random Clouse,

lierenstam, S.. & Berenstainj The cooky oh! tree New York: Random lkmsc,

flefter. R. Noses and toes New York: .arousse & co., Inc., 1979.
1978

Pus/A lull Empty Full New York. MacMillan Co., 1972.
R

The rive Billy Goats Gruff

1142
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Appendix A *
MANUAL FOR THE UWO LABORATORY

PRESCHOOL SPATIAL RELATIONS
ASSESSMENT AND

CURRICULUM
GUIDE

General Instructions
This is not a a should not tie used as a test- It is, as its name
implies, i y a.Gukk . In ordering ttrasks within each level, an .

attempt-has been nude to sequences them according to their apparent
difficulty (i e.: from easiest to hardest), but this has not been based on
extensive normative data: It has been based mainly on data accumulated
in our own preschool. Furthermore. there are wide individual differ
ewes hi the ways that children develop in the cognitive areas, and their
abilities are often uneven.

The teacher's approach, when as,tessing or promoting the chit
droi's abilities, should be informal. She should create play like situ-
ations. tier focus should tietxeating curiosity,..in a game like activity,
and on making sure the cihildretilmd working together with a teacher to

%Jerre a problem a truly en Dyable experience. A test like situation should
be avoided. Direct que..stioni should be minimized and there should
he no emphasis on right and wn answers. No coercive methods to
persuadvhildren to participate sh old be applied!

The assessment of some abili ies maybe mad . ay, or
when working with medium sized or very small groups f children, but
usually some individual sessions with each child will be uired. In the
Guide; procedures for assessing the children's abilitieli are st ested,
but alternative strategies may be used. Some of them have alre been
described as .special small-group activities. .

l.FVFI. I .
Recepti ve language: real people; real three dimensional objects. i

. ,Tends -- In-out; updown; on top; under.
-/. Subject nyen.nce. Child understands directional and locath terms

when they refer to actions to be carried out by the child (t self
( i.e.. can follow d'rections and move self in specified directions and
locate self in speci 1 positions). For example, if the teacher says,
"Could you climb up the ladder?" or if she says, "There is room for
you(os the wagon" the child would understand "up" and "on" and

, act appropriately.

143
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Sr {e ,-We .-frt:eta Procedure. I inderstanding of these terms can
often be as.ses.sed during free play, especially on the playground or
on an obstacle COMM.' specifically designed for this purpose. It an
obstacle course is used, care must be taken to amid a set up which
suggests the direction in which the child should go. (See Special
Small Group Activity *2)

11w teacher introduces the children to the obstacle course and
describes the game. If there are two or three children it may be a
"follow the leader" game. The goal is to see if the child can go
through the course by following the directions of the teacher at
each choice point. The teacher may use her ingenuity to make the
game noire interesting. She might read a story about a pinky who
performed at a horse show. The obstacle course could titc,T become
the ring in which the horses performed and the children could
pretend they are horses (or ponies).

> Other pervin reference. Child understands directional and locative
terms when they refer to another person (i.e., can indicate by
pointing or gesturing who moved in a specified direction, e.g., went
up the ramp, and who is located in a specified position, e.g., who
is on top of the play house).
Suggested Assessment Pmcedure These abilities can usually be
assessed during free play periods on the playground or in an iudoor
area which provides opportunities for active play. An obstacle course
may also be used.

3 Object reference: Child u ferstands directional and locative terms
when they refer to concret threedimensional objects. Thus, the
child (a) can follow directions and move objects in specified
directions (e.g., make the airplane go upland place objects in
specified locations (e.g., put the tray on the table); (b) can indicate
by pointing or gesturing what object moved in a specified direction
(e.g., what went up) and what object is kwatea in a specified
position (e.g., what is in the basket). .

Sumested Acsessmost Awed:or The teacher sets up, in advance of
the session, on a table or on the floor, a road which has a hill, a
bridge and a tunnel. At one end of the road is a garage with a truck
in it. At the other end there may be a store or a house. ,

The teacher begins the session by telling the child a story
about a. ttVick driver. She then asks the child if he or she would like
to be a truck driver. She explains that The will tell the child where
the driver has to go and that he or she can drive the tnick there.
The teacher then. starts the story: "One day Mr. Jones, the truck
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driver. took his truck out of the garage (the teacher waits until the
child reaches into the garage for the truck) to go to the store. He
drove it down the road, up the hill, down the hill, under the bridge,
into the tunnel, etc. The story can be elaborated to make it more
interesting.

MT'. 2
(a) Prcidtictive language, (h) represented situations.
Terms: in out, up down, on, on top, undercover, beside, to, at, around,
through. between, in front of, behind, across, above-below, right-left (kir
new temis AMC% receptive ability first, see item 4 WOW).

Subject refornce4pnxhictive language): Child produces appropriate
directional and locative terms to describe movelinents and locations
of self (i.e., the child states that he/she went up the ladder or is
standing on hp of the bridge, etc.).

Suggested Assessment Orocedure A gymnasium situation is most sat
isfactoty where the children can locate themselves in a variety of
places and climb up and down and around and between things. The
teacher explains the game, that she is going to play some music (pi-
am) or record player) and that while the music is playing the chid
dren can go anywhere in the room, and do anything they like (on
the apparatus) but when the music stops everyone is to "freeze"
and that then each child will have a chance to say where he/she
went when the music was on, and where he/she is now.

These abilities an also be assessed by having the children'
enact stories (e.g., "The Three Billy Goats Gruff").

Qther person nference(pnxluctive language): Child produces
appropriate directional and locative terms to describe the move-
ments and locations of other people (i.e., the child states that Billy
went up the slide or that Janie is hiding under the table, etc.).

Suggested Asses:wield Procedifir The procedures described in (1)
above can he ussil with the "rules" of the game changed (i.e., the
children take turns being the active one, while the music plays).
The other child (or children) watches. When the music stops, th
observer child tells where the active-child went, and where he/
is located now.

.3. Object refelynce (-productive language): Child produces appropriate
directional and locative terms to describe the ovements and
locations of obiect,s ( i.e., the child states that the car went down the
hill and that theIxtil is in the sandbox, etc.).
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Suggested Assessment Prrkedure. A -guessing" game can he used in
which the child is blindfolded while the teacher (or if it is a two
child situation, the other child) hides an object in 41 not too-difffi'ult
place to find Then the blindfold is removixt and the child finds the
object and tells where it was. For directional terms, the teacher can
use a toy animal, doll or car, nuke it go through a series of move
ments and have the chikt "guess" where it went alit what it did.

4. Represented situations (receptive language): Child can move repre
senutiOns of people and objects in specified difections and locate
themin specified places ( i.e., can follow directions and move
symboic up or down, etc. and place them "under" or -beside," etc.
as directed).

Suggested Assessment Procedure Materials. (a) Two cardboard
cutouts, 011( of a mother bear and the other of a traby bear; (h) a
sheet of paper, approximately 60 cm square that can be spread out
on the fhxy, on which are pasted pictures of a dt or, stairs, a big
stone, a car,two trees separated by approximately 6 ems, a bridge.

MP- PrOc edUre The teacher tells the child they are goingto play a game
with the tWo tears. She explains that she will read a story about the
bears and that the child can make them do the things that the story
says they do. She hands the bears to the child and begins to read
the takming story, encouraging the child to make th bears do
what the story says:

"One sunny day, mother decided uttake baby bear for a
walk Baby bear ran to the door and stopped at the door to
open it. They went out the door and clown the stairs. On the
walk baby bear saw a stone and decided he could jump oiler
it. Next, he walked *around it and then sat on up of it. As
they walked farther, baby bear spotted a car. lie stood in
front of it, thcn walked behind it to see if it was the same.
Mother bear said to come along and they soon found two
trees. Baby bear ran and stood between theures while
mother bear stood beside a rock. Then he climbed up the tree
until he was scared and came down. He stood under a

',branch where he spotted a small) bridge. After running to the
bridge, first he sicxxl Nilow the bridge and then he went
abort' it. But alas, supper time was getting close so mother
and Why bear started back home."

Note: The children may have difficulty walking the bear in P
A

unt (4
and behind the car. They may put the bear on the car (fir in front
of) or try to pick up the picture to put the bear under it (for behind).

146
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5. Represented situations (productive language): Child can produce
appropriate tenns to describe the direction in which npresented
people and objects move, and where they are located.
Suggested Assewnott Pincedunis (a) The materials and,proedures
used in or-t above.may be. employed. When the story is finished the
child can he encouraged to talk about where the baby bear went in
the story and what he did:; "Can you remember where the baby hear
went and what he did when he got to the rock?- and thetreesr,

e etc. (II) Other excellent materials. are pictures of the children them
selves, or of other children in the preschool, taken on fieldlrijis or
just in the preschool. If the teacher is working with only one or two
children the snapshots can he used; for a larger group using slideo;
and projecting enlarged pictures on a screen is more satisfactoiy.
Such, pictures produce much interest. The pictures should Ix- taken
so that they represent the directions and locations of interest. The
teacher and child ;list-Liss the pictures and the teacher says, for
example, "I wonder where Angela is in this picture?" "What do you
supp(rie Hilly was doing over there?"

6 Ideational situations (productive language): Child can use
appropriate directional and locative terms to describe the actions
and positions of self, people and objects which occurred at a time
other than the present (i.e., can use the temis to describe events
which occurred in the past; or which might occur in the future,
incloding real events that did occur of might occur or events that
talok piaci' in a story).

Suggested Assessmmt Procedure. These abilities should be assessed
infonnally in, for example, conversations with the children, on
arrival (e.g., in the clirakrotnn) when they are often eager to talk
afx)ut An event which has occurred at home or on the way to
school. After a holiday, such as Christmas, they are likely to have
much to talk about. Discussions following a fiat trip can alsohe
used to assess the child'ability to talk about past events. Older
children may also enjoy telling a story which is Familiar to them to a
group, while the other children enact the story. 111 more informal
the situation, the more spontaneott4i and fluent the child is likely to he.
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THE UWO LABORATORY PRESCHOOL SPATIAL RELATIONS
ASSESSMENT AND CURRICULUM GUIDE

RECORD OF PERFORMANCE FORM (LEVELS 1 AND 2) i:
Afarking Code

Child's Name: § .

hi ,/ Child understands (performs correctly)
X Child does not understand I)ate: r Year

? Teacher mx sure.of degree of understanding Game *--
-R

* Comments on reverse side Teacher E
k

5'
IEVEL 1 TERMS
Receptive language
Real People and
Real Concrete Objects in Out up down on on top under.
1. understands when term refers

to self
(a) directional
(b) locitive .

2. understands when term refers
to other persons
(a) directional

(b) locative
3. understands when tennrefers

to objects
(a) directional

- . f

(b) locative
. -

LgVEL 2 (see next page)
Check (J) whether record continues into LEVEL 2: Yes Nix-- 148
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Appendix C

REFERENCES TO THE RESEARCH
LITERATURE

(Ink. 1= Non linguistic strategies and the acquit.ition of word nkmnings. cwtatron, 1973.
182

(:lark. t1 lltr primitive nature of children's relation:II concepts A discussion of Donakison
and Wales. In). K. !Laws ad.). algnitam and the detwklonent of langutiqe. New York.
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6
Program Modifications

and Special Studies

The work described in this chapter focused on the program itself rather
than on its effects on the children. Initially, we made careful observations
of what was actually happening in the program in order to find ways of
improving it. later, we continued to monitor what went on in the pro
gram to obtain obtective infomiation which we expected to need later 4°
when we began to interpret the results of the stimulative evaluatknis. A
number of special studies were also done which examined variables in
the program which We considered potentially critical. Some.of thcse
studies were exploratory and conducted without a high degree of
scientific rigor, but others were carefully designed fir specific research
pug kses.

As was stated earlier, the preschool program, as described in
Chapter 2, was not fully implemented until the third project ;var. There-
fie, we begin thischapter by explaining how the program differed
during each of-its first two years of operatkm and how and why ikwas
changed after the first year and again aft& the second year. No further
program modifications were made after the third year, and it was during
the third and fourth project years that the more carefully designed
studies, referred to above, were conducted:

PROGRAM MODIFICATIONS

The First Project Year

The first project year was also the "start up" year tin- the preschool.
Therefiwe, this year was different from any subsequent year in many
ways:Everyone (children, parents, teachers) was "new" and there were
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more personal adjustments to be made. Paicies and administrative
procedures were not yet routinized and required time for debate. The
program %Vas in the organization and development phase and was under
constant retew. 11w first project year Was a hectic year, full a challenge,
but lx -cause of that, perhaps the must stimulating year of all.

The Play Environment

In the main indcxx playrcxxn, the arrangement of the centers was based
on the principles deserthed in Chapter 2, but some mistakes were mask.
First. a "novel" dramatic play center (a grocery store) was provided
right at the beginning of the year, and was fixated on the side of the
room in which the children nude their entry, adjacent to the areas
which were expected to induce mare private, quiet and constructive
play.-ond. right at the beginning of the year, the centers were
equipped lavishly and provided much novelty and variety.

11w "novel" dramatic play centers which were intnxItued later in
the year were fixated in the "change" center (describe in Chapter 2)
on the side of the room opposite to that in which thekhildren made
their entry, but these centers were introduced as a, st4pri6e. The teachers
set thenrtij after school and the children discovered them the next day.
When presented in this way they generated much interest and excite-
ment, but they also caused problems. More children than could he
accontmodated wanted to play in them and the frustration induced by
this produced both .aimless and disruptive behavior.

11w initial design of the otack)or play area proved to be unsat
istactory. It induced dashing about. Organized play was often inter
milted, collisions occurred frequently, and feelings, as well as excite
mm. often ran very high. Repeated attempts.to re organize this area
continued to tail until early in May. It was then that it was finally
designed and eqvipped in the way described in Chapter 2.

VitOly, it is noteworthy that all the children in the preschool
were, initially, strangers to each other. None, as in subsequent years, had
had a previous year in the preschcx4. Therefore, none knew the expec.
talons of the school and provided a model for the inexperienced.

In summary then, the children who were in the program during
the first project year were immediately dropped into a highly enriched,
vaned, novel, exciting and socially challenging ehvironnlent.

Teacher Focus
During this year there was little time for the staff to discuss anything
more we than the attainment of the must fundamental goals ( i.e., the social
perscmal ones). They spent the most time on defining iMmediate
behavioral objectives in the problem solving and cognitive styles area.
'Ibis was the year during which the teacher rating scales fix. sell
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1

direction, mastery !tartly-Jinni, self management, curiosity. creativity and
imagination w(!r developed. Everyone was reading literature on cog.
nitiv deiopment and trying to utilize new information to stimulate
the children's thinking during tree play. but little individualizing of the
pit )genii was acctimplished.

Evaluations, First Year

*th sumnutive evaluations dime at the end of the first year suggested
that the program had been more effective in promoting social cum
ptnce than in achieving other objectives. however. it had also been
effective in impriiving self manimement and cognitive styles hut, in the
latter met the gains of the low income children were greatest in irnag
'nation and least in reflectivity. In the intellectual and cognitive abilities
area the kw income children made gains. but these were not as great as
desired. especially in certain conceptual areas.

Stall impressions of the extent to which the immediate behavioral
goals of the program had been achieved indicated that, for the low
income children. it had nig been sufficiently effective in reducing dis
tractability and Increasing attention spans. The minutes of the staff
meetings indicated that, as late as the spring term, the teachers were still
struggling with the problem of inducing constructive behavior in the
km. income children and were still manipnlating the environment and
the equipment in an attempt to do so.

Parent impressions of the effects of the program on their children
Were obtained neat the end of the year by asking them to complete a
Parent Report Form The Ebi'm is presented in Appendix A. Forty eight of
the SO families ct nuplted the Parent Report Form: of these, over 90%
rep t wted that their children had become more independent and had
acquired new kilt Avledm. Over $t)% of the parents said their children
were more capable of looking after themselves, more resourceful, better
able to Communicate with others. more imaginative and that they had
developed new interests. Over 'O% of the reported that their
Children were more self confident, persistent. ceirious and creative and
were !lun friendly and cooperative with peers. The reports may have
been biased. for the parents were generally very enthusiastWabout the
preschool. but they were capable of giving less positive responses. For
example. only. 29% of the parentssaid that their childrenhad become
less self centered and about half of them said that the newly devehiped
iikkrendeiwe and selictutildence ((their children nude them snore
difficult to manage at home.

The changes in the children most frequently noted by their
parents were. 01 tact. consistent with the specified immediate goals of
the program Therefore, these reports contributed some suppqn for the
view that the program was achieving at least some of its goals in not
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only the personal social. but aim. r thZ. problemsolving and cognitive
styles area
.

All 01 these findings, and impressions. determined the plans nude
t lunging the program in the second year . '11w changer nude were

aimed at (a) reducing impulsivity and Inducing mote task of tented
behavit )1. and (b) pu.klucing greater cognitive gains.

The Second Project Year
In the second yeal finw types of changes were made. These were (1) in
the emironment at the beginning of the year: (2) the times at which.
and the ways in which. dramatic play centers were min xlik.ed and
managed: (3) the extent to which cognitive stimulation was offered in
preplanned teacher guided sessions; and (..) the focus .4f the teachers.
which began to shift to the attainment of the cognitive and intellectual
gi

The Environment

[hiring the first live weeks of the second school year the number of
centers in the main playroom was reduced to the six permanent ones
described in Chapter 2. The space salvaged was used to increase the size
of the permanent centers. especially the one n'hich provided units of
equipment which tended to induce more private, task oriented play. The
amount of equipment,in the centers. as also reduced during this period
and no "novel- dramatic play centers were introducea

TIms, the amount of novelty and variety was rethked at the
beginning of the year. This change was based on the assumption that
the environment had been too complex during the first year; that the
variety of things to do had been distracting and that choosing and
fi )C1 !tad, therekwe, been tot) difficult.

Dramatic Play

.11w induction of si)cio dramatic play was an important immediate goal,
because there was evidence suggesting that it not only helped children
develop social problem solving skills (Rostin, 1974), but also stimulated
representational behavior and thinking, and thus promoted cognitive
development 1 Piaget, I%2; Singer, 1973). Furthermore, other evidence
suggested that disadvantaged children had difficulty in engaging in such
play and needed- help to acquire the ability to do so (Freyberg, 1!P3;
Feitelson & Foss:. 1973; Smilansky, 1968). In the second year, therefore,
this part of the pr.Nram was planned and managed with great care.

late in thy fall a start was nude at introducing the children to the
series of novel dramatic play centers that had been offered in the first

4
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proiect year ( meth( al tenni. grociy store, post office, unisex kw
dis.sing %akin. iestaurant l Ilowever they Were not introdiked as a stir
pi 1st' They vert iweceded by held trips, 01 disc ussit ins with appropriate
isitors. and the children made, or helped collect. props foi the centers
and ti k p311 in setting them up. 'ilk purpose of this pnwdure was
nu we to giv the children information .ihotit the roles and themes they
cyuld act out in the centers than to prevent the disruptive excitement
caused by the -suiprise" Centers. I kiciVeVer, it appeared to accomplish
both t 1 these aims

Teaching strategies that would maintain and improve the quality of
the t hikhen's dramatic play were also explored Videotaped o)t)servations
of the Interventions the teachers used when the play broke do m. or
became disruptive, indicated that they were primarily disciplinary
'foot are being tot) noisy and disturbing the other children" or "There
are too many people in here. filly, perhaps you would like to find
tit Imething else to do"). A number t$1 new strategies were therefore tried
and their Mix ts t)bserved. main using videotapes which could be re run
and discussed Teacher participation in the play toss tried, but later aban
(foiled because, although maintained the playllithe children tended to
be over stimulated, and to becom dependent on the teacher. As soon
as the teacher left the center the griwip would break up. Finally, the
strategy which proved nii)st effective and was, threfiwe, adopted in
practice. was to help the children re define their roles, help them
iemember what theme they had been acting out and get them stoned
again. Some suggestions made by Smilansky ( 1968) such as addressing
the children in their pretend roles (e.g.. "Well mother, has the doctor
treated Your baby yet "J were also fOund usltit for reactivating the play.

Small Groups

ille teachers' time was scheduled so that they had an opixwtunity to
work with the children individually or in small groups. Ilowever. the
apparent differences in the cognitive abilities of the children were so
wide that the teachers had difficulty knowing where to start with many
of them. In October they tried using standardized tests to assess their
abilities. 'these were some of the tests in the Circus battery which were
not being used in the summativ evaluations of the program. llowever.
they did not find the tests helpful .and they disliked the structure they
imposed Theretie, the tests were abandoned and the teachers spent
the rest of the fall term looking for (in resource hooks) or creating, and
trying out, games and activities which seemed likely to interest the
children and challenge their thinking.

In January the teachers were asked to plan a series of staall group
activities which might help 12 children, selected by the research team,
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et,tne Vt V.Ibt11311' Mb tests 1)1 the Ilest hoc)! Inventory. -Ilifey agreed to
dot this in febniar that time they worked with these children
ilittn ttlu.tlh e.IN tLIV 101 lour weeks.
groups gum!) [(velvet! numb
stimulatton u1 the first two weeks. 111
week (luting which the effects of the-

file children .\ vie split into two
(ululation and the other language
Was 10110APPI in an assessment

'S.M011,, on the children were
111C.INtlIt'd bV a IlleIllbCf of the resaich team Then the stimulation
sessions ,ere iestuned with the group that had had number stimulation
re( ening language stimulation and the xi-imp that had had language
leciving number stimulation Al the end of these two weeks chit
(hen \\ie again assessed

This exploratorr exercise suggested 3 number Of things. First, the
children seemed to enjoy the sessions. and the post treatment assess
mews suggested that they had gotten something out of them especially
in -nttmlwi They also suggested that the number sessions had stim
ailed language just as nnich as the language sessions. but. that the
language sessions had not ptoduced atiy improvements in number. This
encouraged the thought that more might be accomplished it the focus
of effort in the program was on the development of conceptual abilities
rather than language It svggestedthat as conceptual abilities improved.
language doelopuent"would also improve. I lowever, the racist impor
taut consequence of all or this was that it became abundantly clear that
tf srutable cognitive stimulation was going to be offered to individual

111011 information about how to assess their developmental
lc cls (to solve the problem of the -match-) had to be obtained. 'Ilw
teak liets weir aware that mime of the challenges they had offered the
o hildrn had been inappcopriate It was at this point. therefiwe, that we
turned to the scientific literature and began the work which led to the
development of the Assessment alid Curriculum Guides described in the
duce chapters preceding, this one.

Evaluations, Second Year

The changes made in the d.c..sign of the main playroom appeared to be
imaikably effective. The amount of task oriented behavit w displayed by
the Children increased rapidly and was maintained throughoht the whole
school year, even when the number of centers and the amouht of equip
mew in them became the same as it had been in the firm project year
Also. the playground, which had been redesigned at the end of the first
year, worked well and the amount of putuseful play which developed
there Was greatly increased Viltat has been reported here is based on
impiessiottN it data. but these impressions are strengtheued by the
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rcords of the minutes of the teachers' meetings which indicate that
teachet s spent no time during the second year stru ling with the
priblem 44 how to reduce distractions and stye behavior in the
children

No doubt the ease with which theachildten were.mtroduced to the
pngratit in the second year WaS title, in part, to the greater cohesiveness
of the staff antlitio the tact that not all of the children were -new- to the
%t ux)! tt seeped highly likely. howewr. that the changes nude in the
way the lin um %vas implemented were the more important variables.

"Ilie summanv evaluatk xis in the met social abilities area Were
puiiiing the children who were in their second year made greater
gains Mali they had in their first mar. but the children who were -new-...

in the second project year seemed not to have gained as much as the
children rot the same age) who were -new- in the first protect war. It
appealed that the Induction of more constmetive play :llid the reductk in
of .4 vial conflict might have reduced the effectiveness of the progratit in
achieving Hs *OW goals [however, the cognitive gains made 1w the low
ilk Orne t hillitt.11 were greater in the second than the tirst project yearn
and the differences between the Income groups (high and It iw) that
were compatd:dectasd rather than increased Also, socio economic
different es in the tendency to he inipUbliVe were mire effectively .

!educe('
At this p( mint it seemed acceptable to sacrirke some social gains in

order It i obtain greater cognitive gains Therefore. the only twilit
(lunges planned- for the third year were to improve the procedures for
indtvidualuttig the program in the cognitive areas and to Increase the
number of mdividuarand small group sessions.

4444.4.

The Third and Fourth Project Years
The program. as described m Chapter 2. was fully established by the
third %eat and was not changed thereafter In October the children in
each class were divided into tour sub- groups of seven and one sub
group Was assigned to each of the tour teachers for assessment and
small glow %%oil: 'ilk' ft icus of the teachers was on strategies for
ft stem mg ct cognitive &veto vmetit and producing the Assessment and
Curriculum cittides

I hiring the tall tent) a -novel- Christmas center equipped with a
fireplace and Christmas tree was introduced. but this tended to induce
otilv constructive play, such as making decorations for the tree. Novel
drammic play HOS of the kind offered in the first two years were not
Intro rduced until the second week in January.
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Monitoring the Program, Third and Fourth Years

By du. third War a.practical and efficietu system had finally been
de% ised for keeping lecolds of when and what events I k-ctirml in each
pan of the program field trips. ViSIMIS. SIXClal prolCts. Illtnkhk'non 01
equipillll in the pentlallent centers. novel centers. other special ten
tern. Inger gut nips, special small get nips and individual sessions). so that
all activities could be monitored during the year. and a summer of what
hall I vt.ticred could be made at the end Of each %ear. A practical pro
educe for recording when each clukl was involved in any kind Of

special activi. and the ILIUM of that activity, had also been dvlopc.1
so that equality of oppoikiagity ul the program could be monitored
throughout and at the end of each %ear.

Equality of opportunity. In interpreting the results of the sum
mativ evaluations of the program it was assumed that both the high
ink ome d the low income children had equal opportunities in the
jiresthis o ever. an attempt was made to verity this through
attendance rco s, time out of program to participate in research
projects or other activities and time in individual or small group teacher
guided sessions

Attendance: 1 absenteeism rate .vas higher 41 the low income
than the high income row. Illustrative figures for three blocks of time,
chosen at random, at 12%, 15.'7% and IS% for the low income chil
&en and 9%, , and 8.9% for the high income children. The low
Mc( wile children %%ere transported to sluxil throughout the project, but
the absenteeism pniblem persisted.

int,olrement in research pnyects: *Me p01 k v of the preschtx Was
to permit the children to he involved in no more than tour research
projects during the school year and fewer if the number o anions
required by any projett was large. The low and high i n subjects
participated equally often in this type of activity. Illustr: ve figures for
one academic year %ete as follows: Mean number Of pro Is 3.38 and
3 2 1 and mean number of sessions 20.i and 20.6 for the low ha the
high unlink children respectively.

()aa cipntiv-ant actirities. Aboilt one third of the lowincome sub
!els reived treatments, lasting up to six months and sometimes more,
for artictilattnv difficulties. Nolte of the high-income subjects needed or
received this treatment. These treatments were given by a professional
(non tether) who sometimes worked with the children inside and
sometimes outside the prescht nil. The number of sessions pc:r week
rarid by child. but sometimes was as manv as three, and each session
lasted for 10 to IS minutes. An attempt was made to schedule the
sessions during the outdoor play period. but this was not always pussible.

15
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m snthrdria/ smallptru semions The low and high
income children panic iputed in :(bout the same immix' of small group
sessions Frequencies will he rep( met! slit

In summ ary. therefi ire, the low and high income children had
equal opportunities tier ixinicipation in research activities and

small pays, but the low income children had kss time in the program
than the high income t hadrn hCalkse of their greatei absenteeism and
Ilk ire frequent imolvement in extra 1)resho(4 speech training sessions.

Participation in small groups. '11w teachers were Cinidicting a
great main individual and small group sessit ins with the children, and
spending much of their time making plans fix these sessions. Thus, it
seemed to all of us that this part of the prograni woukl pr.( he to be
crith ..1/41 thatikii the pr,,,grti.ss of the children. 1 loweret, when the
participation rates fin each child were C.IICULUCti, we were much less
optimism -

Ai the end of 1')'S -to, it was found that the low incom children
had IxtrtieWett. on the Awmg. in 1.9. and the high meome hildien
m 128 small glow sessions. These were (..hsapix riming figures and the
teachers were urged to increase them. lloweyer. in 19-6 th had
0111V hillited stttcess On cltxser With' time reaSOI1 101 this etas lowid
there was not enough time fin- this kind of activity.

small groups were offered (luting six ilk ntillS 01 the Sk-ht )01 year
1-aci1 teacher y(as scheduled tirr this type of teaching am-HT two weeks
of every lour and had seven children to.inolve. In six imiriths there
%%vie approximately 2S weeks. but hirlidays and special events IL- g ,

rick' nips). reduced this number to the equivalent of 22 weeks Mils,
each teacher had only 11 weeks to work with her spacial children "lire.
painctpation rates mdicte that each teacher had managed to involve
ea( h (-1111(1 at least once and sometimes twice in each of the weeks

'llas was aim imponant finding. Since the participation rate for an
gn en t had WAS 0111V two to tour times a month. it sened probable that
the dire( t intim t of this kindof activity might he relatively modest.

Program Modifications: Summary

Perhaps the only significant change in the program. after the first project
War. this in the teachers themselves. Their focus sradually dirtied more
and mon to the cognitive g(xds of the program. They became more
knowledgeable al x ntl cognitive development, and becatow increasingly
s(rphisficatd alit xit hir to stimulate childrs. representational pnx.
sss Fven though time were unable fit do a great deal of individual

work with the children. they did enough to assess their developmental
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levels atormation was conveyed to the rest of the teaching staff
and was used in other pans of the program.

mis pt Hilted out in Chapters 3, 1 and all pans of the pn)gram
were planned to pro wide opportunities for cognitive growth, and as the
teachers improved their understanding of the cognitive goills, they
lxvame more skilled at helping the children take advantage of these
oppi outlines. Also, as they improved their teaching strategies in the
small gummy sessit xis. they transferred these skills into their infirmal
intelactions with the children during free play.

it

SPECIAL STUDIES

In the third and fourth project years. several special studies were con
ducted in the preschool which yielded valuable information about the
put gram. The purpose of sonic of these was to measure the immediate
effeets on behavior of specific program variables. but the purpose of
others was to test hypotheses which were less directly related to the
pr gram's behavioral goals. One of the latter was a partial test of the
theory on which the program was based Brief descriptions of these
studies and their findings are provided in this section.

Situational Fictors as Critical Variables

It was mentioned earlier that, at the end of the second project year, the
findings in nti the summative evaluations suggested that the program had
been less effective in 'Year 2 than in Year I in increasing the social
abilities of the younger children who were in their first preschool year.
At that time the peer interactions of 20 three year-olds enrolled in Year 1
and 20 three vear.olds enrolled in Year 2 were compared. As indicated
by an analysis of variance of the data, both groups increased their peer
interaction scores significantly tp < 0.1) from Fall to spring, but the
increase was greater tp < .0S) in the Year I than in the Year 2 group.
'Ibis was further confirmed by a post hoc Hest comparison of
the mean gain scores 4f the two groups, which was significant at the
p .01 level (Wright iSk Pederson, Note 1).

These results suggszsted that the changes made in a wogram fair
the second tear had, as was suggested by impressiOnistic da increased
the amount of private task oriented behavior and that this, in turn, had
reduce\the amount of time the children spent interacting with their
peers and perhaps their interest in per social interaction. In the third-
project year. an attempt was nude to obtain more objective infix-ination
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on the amount of ciaistmetive behavior the "less complex" environment
was prixhicing, and whether this was reduced and peer social inter
act is were \increased when novel draMatic play centers were
introduced.

During the hill term in Year 3, the main indoor playroom was set
up and developed in the same way as it had been in Year 2 except that
ix) dramatic phi centers were introduced. During November and
1/ecember the playpehavior of the children was assessed. The assess
.porno was conducted by D. R Pedersm and hiS students (Wright tk
Pederson. Note 1 ). All St) children in the prsehix4 were employed as
silbiects. Iwo sets %)t criteria acre used for classifying their behavior:
one developed by Paten ( 1932) and the other by Smilansky (1968).
'Thes caltgories,were combined in the manner proposed by Rubin,-
Mali anti ( 1976). Two additional, categories ofbehavior were
also sci red These were teacher child play (teacher k-tively involved in
the chikfs play) and teacher child non-play (teacher reading to child or
child talking to teacher)

Mach child was observed during indoor free play for one minute
on each of ten consecutive days. The order in which the children were
observed was randomized daily. There were two behavior coders. Inter
observer reliability checks.were made prior to data collection. The
agreement between the coders over eight sessions ranged from 81% to
92', with an average agreement of 86%. The scores obtained were time

wes.

It was tound. using Smilansky 's criteria, that 67% of the play
behavior observed was constructive and only 23.7% was dramatic. Using
Vault's categories plus the two additional (teacher-child) categories, it

found that kw 77% of the time during which the children were
co`ltsered. they were engaged in solitary or parallel play or were doing
something with a teacher and that they were in group play only 23% of
the time These findings confirmed that the less complex" envi.
rixlment, which included no novel dramatic play centers, was more
effective in producing private task-oriented play than in inducing social
play As compared with Nil) other programs for which comparable data
were available, this environment was producing more constructive and
less dramatic play than one (Rubin et al., 1976) but about the same
amount of sticial play as the other (Barnes, 1911).

In .January two new play centers were introduced which were
expected to increase the amount of social play and povharxs decrease the
amount of coneuctive play. One was a novel socio-dramatic play center
which had been very popular with the children in Year 2 (a unisex
hairdressing salitti). The other was a richly equipped large-block center
which occupied Ahe.whole area available in the smaller playroom. The
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!AO: center was available throughout the whole winter term, but other
centers replaced the hairdressing salon, With a new one being (level
wed each month.

The play behavior of the children was re assessed during the
winter term using the same methods employed in the tall, The results

'oifirtilet1 the expectatii Hi that the new envinHiment might redlIe the
tlnount of constructive play (timilansky's category). The mean score for
constructive play was significantly lower (p ,: .01) in the winter, than in
the tall term. Ili/WOVE, the increases in social play (associative and
sock) dramatic play) were not as large as were expected. sere were
consistent trends in the expected direction, but the (Idle tces between
the tall and winter scores were not large enough to be significant.

Ikvause, as was stated earlier, S000 economic differences in the
play behavior of young children have been frequently reported, the data
obtained in this study were re-analyzed by income group. No significant
differences were found.

li
Use of Dramatic tlay Centers
This study was done in the fourth project year and had a n imher of
jwirlukses. One was to determine whether the locate( in of the play
centers in the main playnxim (described in Chapter 2) did. i i fact, tend
to direct the children into more private activities during the f part of
the daily sessions and delay their entry into the more active (si ) play
areas which were located on the opposite side of the room from th
it of entry. Other purposes were to determine which children used
the dramatic play centers most: the boys or the girls, the older or the
younger, the high or low income children, and how this was affected by
the familiarity or novelty of the center.

'I1w spontaneous'play of the children in dramatic play centers, in
the main playroom, Ikas videotaped for 15 minutes of every school day
over a period of eight weeks. Two types of centers were obwrved: (a)
the familiar housekeeping one and (h) novel centers (a medical center
and a restaurant ). The 15-minute time mples were taken at two
different periods: Period I began IS mi ut . after the program had
started (9:15 'a.m. or I:151p.m.); Period be t 45 minutes after the
program had started (9 :45 a.m. or 1:45 .m.).

11w eight week observational pi: col was c ivided into four 2 week
blixks. In the first and fourth blocks. wily the h usekeeping venter was
available and it was observed half of he time wing Perio41'and half
of the time during Period 2v In the . -end a third blocks /novel
center was introduced and this as we w housekeeping center. was
observed. In Block 2 the novel center was a medical center and it was
observed during Period 2 while the housekeeping center wis observed
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during Period 1. In Block 3 restaurant replaced the medical center and
was ol)seived during Period 1 'while the housekeeping center was
observed during Perk id 2. Thus. halt of all of the observations were
taken in Perk xl I and the other half in-Period 2.

During this eight week period careful records of the involvement
4)1 the children in out of playroom activities were kept so that time in
center scores tor each one could he calculated as a proportion of the
time in playroom spent in the centers.

The initial analyses of the data were done 1w K. tinieely (Note
21 Additional analyses were done by M Marsehark. Marschark's findings.
continued that the dramatic play centers were used more in Period 2
than in Period I, suggesting that the location of the centers did tend to
delay the children's entry intu them until,th latter part of the first hour
of each se.ssion

Both data analyses showed that the girls used both the familiar
and novel (enters nonce than the Kir,. although the diffrirlIe WAS

greatest 101 the housekeeping center. This sea difierence was difficult to
interpret. because an attelnpt had been made to make the novel centers
equally attractive to boys and girls.

three and tour year olds did not differ significantly in the
extent to which they played in the centers. but the younger children
spent more time in the familiar h mskeping center than did the older
ones. and the older children used the novel centers more than the

ones
sixio ecoiximic differences were found in time spent in these

centers. The 2(1 low income children who were in the program in the
year in which the study was done were all four year olds, but eight were
in their first and 12 in their second preschool year. These low-income
children actually spent significantly (p .0'i) more time in both the
housekeeping and novel centers than did the high-income four year
olds, the majority of whom were in their second preschool year. 'Ibis
was an important finding in view of the extensive literature which
suggests that the ability to engage in dramatic play is positively related
to sock ) epinomic status. It was. however, consistent with the findings of
Pederson reported above. It might he argued that the measures used in
this studvand those used by Pederson were not sophisticated enough to
reveal smio economic differences, but in other studies in which the
Paden and timilansky behavior categories have been used, such socio
economic diffeirlices have been Nutlet (Rubin et al., 19701. These
findings suggested, thereftire, that the encouragement offered by the

pnigmin to engage in dramatic play may have had the desired
effeet on the low income children ( i., had not only produced in them
a "normal.' degree of interest in dramatic play, but had facilitated their
ability to engage successfully in dramatic play activities).
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Dramatic Play Training Effects

leather waded groups were used in the program to help children
acquire new abilities and an intetest in using these ;thitities (luting their

. tree pity. The abilities encouraged in this way inclUded dramatic ones.
ha example, a shay such as The 'three Billy Goats Gruff" would be
enacted with the help of a teacher dining group time. Then a center
would be set up in the playioom Much contained a book (with the
same story) Anti a few appropriate p vs. in which the story could be
emitted during free play Other Iron( ures were also used in tilt
teachtt guided groups to stimulate into est in playing in the novel
dramatic play centers. These included special projects in which props
were nude for the centers. Some information about the effectiveneSs of

. these strategies was obtained from a study conductedby Nina I lowe
(Note 3) ,

the puqx)se of I itmr's study %vas to ;MeV; the ethyts of tira11141it-
play training on the social abilities of the children, but an analysis was
also nude of the Oleos of the training on the amount of time the chit
lren spent in dramatic play during free play.

The subjects were 3.4 thke and four win-Adds. They were assigned
to three treatment groups which were equated as closely as possible for
sex, age. socio-economic status and socia(hehavior score. Each of the

44
groups was glen randomly assigned to a dramatic play condition, a task
oriented condition or a control condition. The children in the dramatic
play condition were given dramatic play training in smallroup teacher
guided sessions. Those in the task-oriented jrndition planned and
constructed props for dramatic play centers in small group teacher.
guided sessions. Those in the control group were given no treatment.

. 'the subjects in the treatment conditions were scheduled to
receive eight treatments, in sessions lasting IS to 20 minutes, admin-
istered on alternate days during a tour week period. however, due to
absenteeism, tour of those subjects in the dramatic play condition and
one of thoe in the task oriented condition received only sewn treat-
ments. All treamlent sessions were ciittdtkled by the same experimenter
in a small room adjacent'to the pri..sehool. The sessions were videotaped
to monitor the behavior of the experimenter.

Pre test-and post tesi measures of t e social behavior of the chi!.
dren, and of the amount of time spent Iti amatic play centers during
free play, were obtained. The procedures used fin- measuring social
behavior are described in Chapter 7..btit the criteria for judging social i

competence which were derived frortifilie research reported in Chapter
-.' had not at that been established. The amount of time children
spent in the dramatic play centers during free play was obtained using
the same methods employed, in Snively's study described earlier.
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The results suggested that the dramatic ploy sessions had not had
a significant impact on the social abilities of the children. When the pre
to postrueatment changes in the frequency with which the children
initiated positiv and sikes,sful peer interactions were examined,
stronger and nu we cinisistetit tryitds toward higher pita -treattlient scores
were found for the dramatk play group than for either the task oriented
or control .gri, nip, but the diOerences in the gains made by the three
groups were not large enough to he significant. The impact of the
dramatic play sessions on the amount of time the children vithintarily
spent in the h imnattc play centers during fire play was, however.
significant Mean time in centers scores for the dramatic play group, the
task oriented group and the control group, reSpectively. were at pre test
2.35, 3.02 and.'3, and at past test,23.7. 5.4 and 5.4. 'ilKNra:mule play
treatments increased the children's time in dramitic play centers scores

. (luting the treatment period and this was sustained after the treatments
qtr over At the pretreatment a4sssment time only threj'of the 10
children in this group spent any time in the centers, but at the past
treatment time all of them spent a substantial amount- of time in the
centers. It is noteworthy here that the task oriented treatments had no
sustained Oleo on the children's interest in playing in the dramittic play
centers.

Effects of the Program on Cognitive Styled

The changes made in the program in the second year were aimed, in
part. at reducing impulsivity and inducing more reflective cognitive
styles. A study conducted4by Jacqueline Tetroe (Note 4) provided,some
information about how successful the program was, as compared with a
program in a day care center, in inducing more reflective behavior as
measured by the Kansas Reflection-Impulsivity Scale for Preschoolers
(KRISI').

The purpose of Tetroe's study was to assess the relative effec
tiveness of two types of training strategies for inducing more reflective
cognitive styles. The study was not undertaken to assess the effects of
any on-going proems in the program, so will not be described.
I iowever, the subjects employed in one experiment included 20 from
the preschool and 10 from a day care center. Therefore, the KRISP scores
of these two groups were compared.

The preschool subjects were approximately one year.Younger than
the day care subjects and age has been found to be a significant deter:
miner of performance on the KRISP. In spite of the difference in their
age at the pre-tc1;t time, the preschool children displayed longer
latencies than the older day care subjects and were just as accurate. The

16
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immediate gaihs made by the day care subjects, when trained, were
greater than those of the younger presch()olers. but one im)nth later
when they were re tested there were no significant differences between
the preschoolers and day care children. These findings could not be
interpreted in terms of socioeconomic differences because the pro. *
portion of from low income families was about the same in
each group ( 35% in the preschi)ol and 40% in the day care group).

Age and errir scores were highly correlated in the day care group
at both the pre test (r = -.912) and post-test (r - -.786) times, suggesting
that their performance was reflecting their developmental level. flow
ever, age and errtn. sccwes were not ccwrelated in the preschotA grow
suggesting that variables other than developmental ones were affecting
their pertOrmance. It seemed highly likely that these variables were the
methods used in the preschool to induce more reflective cognitive
styles.

The Development of Symbolic Play

last study tulle described is one which was a partial test of the
hyp()thesis on which.the program was based; namely, that preschool-age
children are at a critical stage in their cognitive development when they
are making the transition from a level at which they can deal 41th only
concrete object:1;1k) one in which they can deal with representations or
synth( )Is of objects.

11w study was conducted by Joy Elder (Elder & Pederson, 1978).
It Investigated developmental differences in children's symbolic mse of
objects at three age levels (21/2, 3 and 31/2 years of age). The children's
ability to "pretend." or act out a pretend sequence l.go. comb hair),
under three different conditions was measured 11w conditions were
(a) when a similar substitute object was present ( e.g., a flat piece of
wood which could he used 1w the child as a substitute tier a conth), (h)
when a dissimilar substitute object was present (e.g., a car which could
he used as a sub4itute for a comb) and (c) when no object was
present. The results supported the hypothesis that there were devel-
opmental differences in the children's dependence on the availability of
a substitute object, and in the imrxrrtane of the similarity between the
object and the real ()bled it was to represent in the pretend sequence.
The 31/2- year olds were able to pretend equally well under all thrSc
conditions, but the 21/2 year olds c(mIdrespond.appropriately under only
the first condition (i.e.. when the substitute object was similar to its
referent). for them the physical pre reifies of the objects appeared to
determine what could be done with them, for when given a dissimilar

.
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()heti and asked to pretend it Was solliething else. tiler frequently
responded by using the object according to its own .11;propriate use. 1:or
example. 'Vtk presented with a cal and asked to pretend it was a
sh(wel, many of them drove the car back and 14 nib kross the table The
thick- year olds appeared to be at a transiti(mal level between that of the
younger and the Older children stridwd, and were on some, but not all
items. successtul in both the dissimilar and no object conditions.
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Appendix A

PARENT REPORT FORM

Child's Name

I >ate _

Ct)mpleted (-

(:bud's genetial reaction to 196 bool
IIas %Intl child etuoyd evlitting to se 4)(4 a It g Or a little?

What has he 01 she seemed to like nost about it?

It Your child has ever hem unhappy about the i)resclux)1, what do you
think %%as the lattSe of this?

In what WRVS do you think your child may have been affected by
bis/her preschool experience?
(This is not an easy question to answer because your child has been
maturing with age and has been having many important experiences
besides the in the [west-114)(A. 114 )%ve%.er, abt An this will
be awreelated. Please comment as little or as as you like. Ilse
re%erse side of page it more space is required.)

I Interaction Ott You: Is your child caster or harder to manage?

selt ecnun 4- I Lis *ur child increased his her ability to mamige
himself. !Kiwi! (accept the limits and behave responsibly)?

3 Interitions with other children: Is your child more or iess
(.1 ) IllteleSted and friendly with playmates

(b)(4% vet:tine fable (4) lead. 14)114m and share)
) competitive (stniggles against another to obtain what he she

ants)

16
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((i) tither «mulleins

pendence. Is he she more or les..
rN./ ablc and willing to look ACE his het physical needs (dressing,

(1)) ( able to make his. heooftw plans for occupying free
time)

tc l self confident when faced with a newior challenging problem or
smut ion

t « mulleins

S Interest in leaming about and thinking about the wird(' .

la ) Interests have vour child's interests changed. or Itis he she
doeli pet! nett interest: which are pursued at home in books,
animal life. cirirking. art work, numbers, letters, music, (-amenity,
etc. II so, please describe.

( unto- a R.. s Vt it child ask 'mire questions or does he ;she .

actively explore new obtects and situations more than before?

it Creativity is yinn child more resourceful Of innovative than
heti (1.e . does he she more frequently think up novel ways of
doing in saying things)?

id ) Imaginatioli is win- child more interested in "nuke believe,
-Inetelidilig.- acting out the role of another (dramatizing), making up
a tits WV, 111311 bdt UV?

1G)
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( el language Ability: has vom child improd in his her ability to
express sell fluently. freely and dick tivelv ( Le to tell * clearly
What is on his het mind

(1) Attention span- has the average length of time your chikl usually
concentrates on any given activity increased?

t g) Reflective: has your child's tendency to "think things through" of
"use his her head" before taking action increased?

t h l Knowledge- what kind of knowledge of new do you
think vow child has acquired in the pmesclu)ol (e.g., ideas about
coitus, shapes, sizes, weights, quantities, ordering, classifying, spatial
telatinslups, stxial roles, animal life, cause and effect relationships,
etc.)?

Additional comments about win child's reactions to his her preschi)ol
expnenccs or the effects you think these may haw had on him her.°

(*mend suggestions: Comments and suggestions shout him' the
fireshool might be improved, or about any matter that is of concern to
Nott as parents.

F<.
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7
Development of

a Measure of ,

Social Competence

This chapter describes a basic research project that we undertook to
(level( p a measure of social competence for use in our main project)
Efforts to evaltute the 'ects of early edlication on the social level
(villein of young child iii have been seriously handicapped by the lack

ti
of such a measure (Zigler & Trickett, 1978). We wanted the measure to
be an objective one, based on observations of the actual hehavit w of the
children as they interacted with others in social situation.s. but linle was
known about the specific types of behavior that discriminated the more
fnim the less socially competent child. Our purpose, theretbre, was to
develop a set of objective criteria for assessing the social competence of
three to liitir.yearolds in a preschool setting.

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

In reviewing the available literature we found that "social competence is
a hyptAhetical construct which has no universally accepted meaning"
(O'Malley, 1977). It is a complex notion which involves cognitive as
well as emotional and mothutional variables and some investigators

1141uth of the mfomiation presented in this chapter was first published in the Canadian
journal of Ilebasuwal Scientes (Wtight, 19801 Copyright t 1980). Canadian Psychological
ASSUCW14111. Used with permission.
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(Anderson N. Messick. 19') haw concluded that to measure it psy
chonletrIcally a batten' of tests must be used (Circus, 1975). Kohn and
Rosman ( 19"'21 tiled to define social competence from a personality nail
or 11.11 ICIAIi011S 11)i111 01 view and used teachet !Wings of
children's coping styleln social conflict situatOns to measure it. A kw
investigahns have attempted to define rcxial COMpeIt'llCe in behavioral
terms and to measure it objectively by observation in natural settings
(White ctic Watts. 19'9. liebemian. 19'77) but these have used widely
different criteria km judging social ability. 'Hwy have also used bath
positive and negative indicators of social skill and have combined the
soles obtained in highly complex and arbitrary ways.

11w goal of our research was to identify a set of positive indicators
of six ial adaptive ability in the behavior of the children in the preschool
and to develop a measure of social competence based on the frequency
with whrc h these positive indicators occurred. In thinking about what
these Indicators might be, we began by conceptualizing social ompe
mice as !Axial adaptive ability and we tentatively defined it as initiated
social intenktion which is positive in quality and effective in achieving
social goals. lwre was sonic evidence that social competence is
reflected more in the quality than the frequency of children's social
interactions (ennings, 1976) and leiter (1977) found that the quality of
an initiation affected its outcome ( i e., that friendly initiations produced
more :agree- responses than did other initiations). However, the &fee
tiveness of children's attempts to influence others as an index of social
competemce appeared to have received little or no research attention.
This seemed strange to usecau.se It W. White (1969) i,i his influential
article on competence had conceptualized it as effectance motivation or
the impulse to produce effects on the environment.

In studying social competencellrodon (1974) had shown that an
interactional analysis was essential. Therefore, in our approach an
interactional analysis of the children's social behavior was employed.

behavior of both the initiator of an interaction and the recipient of
the initiation (the responder) was examined.

The literature on the social behavior of children in the preschool
suggested that a preschooler's social competence was likely to be
reflected more in his or her interactions with peers than with teachers.
More able preschixilers tend to increase their contacts with peers and
reduce their contacts with leachers over time in the presihool and
popularity with peers is negatively associated with dependency on
teachers (McCandless, Biloti, & Bennett. 1961; Stith & Connor, 1962;
!Until); 19(3: Rapti, Thomas, Chess Korn, 1968). However, this isstp
was by no means settled. Hence in our study we observed both child
adult and child child interactions.

ti
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METHOD
416

co nductied the ki( x-131 competence research project over a five year
pen4x.1 in the ) Presclwol using as subjects children in both the 14

morning and the afternoon programs. There were approximately 27
- children in each class. One quitrter to one third of them were from low

income families The others were from middle to upper intone
families We studied all of the available low income children and a
similar number (4 high income children of the same sex and age.

The work proeeded through Ionic stages. In the first, the data
accumulatd in the first. four years of the project were subjected to a
simple frequency analysis to determine which of the social interaction
Wnts selected for study occurred often enough to differentiate the

subjects In the second stage, the major validity and reliability study was
lc In this stage a set of social interaction events was identified which

differentiated the most trom-the least competent children in the pre
sch4x4, and a c(nnposite measure based on these findings was devel-
oped In the third stage, the social cognitive correlates of the new corn
posit measure were explored and the work was done so that it would
provide a partial replication of that done in Stage 2. In the fourth stage,
the effects of age, sex, mx-io economic status and preschool experience
on the new composite measure were examined.

Stage 1Frequencir itrzalysis
Subjects

Seventy' subis3.14 were observed as three-year olds during their first year
in preschool orollay nursery: 34 low SF5 ( IS boys, 19 girls) and 36
high St S ( 18 boys, 18 girls). Fifty of these subjects were observed again
as tour year olds in their second preschool year: 24 low SES (11 boys, 13
girls) and 26 high SES (12 boys, 14 girls). The-20' subjects not studied
as tour year olds were not re enrolled in presch(x)I (or the day nursery)
fir a second year The SO subject sample represented three subject
cohorts who attended our preschool in the first and second, the second
and third, and the third and fourth years of the project, respectively.

Social Interactions Scored

An event sampling pnicedure was employed. The interaction events
sacred were the ones included in ten categories of behavior as defined
in the checklist for assessing the social abilities of one to six.yeaold

' Ten I It the subjects were low income children in day nurseries.

1'x:3
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children. developed by it 1. White and his associates (White & Watts,
Mchild1973). Five were ini or peer (P) interaction categories (Seeking

the Attention of P, t using P as an Instrumental Resource. Leading-
4:0110%111g P. Expressing Affection I lostility to P, Competing with P),
live were child adult (A) interaction categories tseeking Attention of A,
l'sing A as a Resource. Explessing Affection. hostility to A. Playing an
Adult Role. Expressing Pride). Initiated ietteraklions which were social
influence attempts (e.g.. Leading I') were assessed on two dimensions
(quality and effectiveness) and were classified into four types ( pt xsitive.
sr it VeSSfi i . Positive inimiccessfid, negative sik,ces.sftil ur negative
unsuccessful ) Comptitivt. behavior was classified on the effectiveness
(successful. unsuccessful) but not the quality did ensign. Respondent
behavior was classified as "fiillows- (agrees. imitates) and "fails-to

-follow." (resists influence attempts). In all, 26 typesof interactions were
scored skune of the coding rules and behavioral definitions that we
used differed tcom those employed by White's group. These are
described in.Appendix A in A Supplement to the Manutil for Aire..mg
.G /t ial AbthfieN We also (level( poi our own Social Ilehartfr chvcklivt
(see Appendix

Observation Procedures

The subjects were assessed twice each year. once in the tall, six n eight
weeks atter they were enrolled and were familiar with the presch4,4,
and seven months later in the spring. Each subject was observed forskive
10 minute periods, for a total of SO minutes. The observation was \
continuous during each period. Continuous observation over these N":

,relatively long time periods was required to assess the outcome variame
(i.e., how the recipient of a social influence attempt responded). One of
the five samples for each child was taken on each of five different but
consecutive stilt x days, and each of the samples was taken at a dif
ferenospecified time in the program ( in the morning at 9:15 and 9:-1S
during indi ior fire play. at 10:15 during a teacherguidet.I group activity,
and at 10 -IS and 11:16 during outdoor free play). In the aftermxiq class
the samples were taken at equivalent tims.

There were four observers, two men and two women. At least .

three of the observers coded one (or two) of the 10 minute samples fiir
each child The observations were made in the playnxmi or playground
so that the conversations of the subjects could be clearly heard, but
prior to data collection eare was taken to make the observers familiar
and uninteresting to the children until their presence was ignored. The
observers worked without knowledge of the sricio economic status of
the subjects or of any of illy other evaluation data obtained on them.

17
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Inter-Observer Reliability

Each observer was comixned with each of the other three observers for
agreement on the simultaneous coding of live 10 minute samples of the
belia for Of ten different children who were nut subjects in the main
project, both befiir and during (with samples taken at irregular
intervals) eat h assessment period The formula tot calculating the
indices of reliability was:

Number of Agreements
x 100

Number 01 Agtements Numlxr of Disagteements

ilk- o nulls t )1. agiements and disagreements were based only on those
situations ( event boxes) in which at least one judge observed the
helm it n to ()CCM. vnt boxes in which no scoring occurred were not
included to .noid anitit iall inflating the size of the coefticients. The
oNerall agreement aiming all coder pairs ranged in nn 87.1% to 89.0%

Results ea

(had child interactions occurred more frequently than child adult
interactions at both the three and four year old levels The mean child
child interaction ncies (per SO minutes) for the three year olds
were SS 4 ( %D.!' 3) in the IA and 7 2 (.Si) 31.9) in the spring. For.the
tour year olds they were "().- (Si) 26 21 in the fall and 9-7.0 (.tin 34.2) in
the spring In contrast, the mean child adult interaction frequencies
were for the three year olds, 11.3 (SP 9.4 ) in the fall and 94 (.57)0.3) in
the %piing and for the !Our year ()Ids. 9.8 ( SD 8 0 in the fall and 10.0
(S/) -.3) in the spring 11w increase the child child interaction rate
fit fall to sprung was significant at both the three and ftnu- year old

t ratios 1 i 1, p 001 and 3 0 p, .1)01 respectively) but the
khaki adult interaction rate did not change significantly over time

Of the 20 types of interactions scored, only 17 (12 child child and
child adult ) occurred freqUently enough to yield scores which dif

ferentiatd the subjects. These 17 (*VOUS are listed in Table 1 with their
mean frequencies (per SO minutes) for each age group at each testing
time We concluded from the results that only the r most frequently
(lc timing interacti( in events should be subjected to further study.

Stage 2Development of Criterion Measures
the aim at this stage was to select from milting the 17 frequently
(tcurring interaction events thcxse which were.the most highly
correlated with other- tests and measures of adaptive ability in the
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preschool, to develop a composite score based on the findings and to
determine its reliability.

Subjects
The subjects were S7 children on whom complete assessment data had
been 1buined during at least one preschool year. 1\venty-eight of the
children were three yetolds in their first preschool year (12 low SFS [6
boys, 6 girls!, 16 high SFS [8 boys, 8 girls] ) and 29 were four-year-olds
in their second preschool year (12 low SES [5 boys, 7 girls', 17 high SES
[8 boys. 9 girls, ). Their mean age (fall) was 44.5 months (SL) 6.7, range
34 57 months) and their mean SES index (Blishen, 1967) was 54.5 .(SD
21.6. range 27.8-76.0).

Assessment Procedures
11w s x-ial interaction assessment procedures were exactly the same as
those employed in Stage 1, described above.

Tests and measures'. Seven tests were used. These were knit- of
the Circus test battery (Circus, 1974). "Say and Tell" (Language), "how
Much and 1 it)a Many" (Number), "Think It Thniugh" (Problem Solving)
and "Make a Tree" (Creativity): the Preschool Inventory ( 191) edition);
the Stanford Billet Intelligence Scale: and the Kansas Reflection.

-
' A more detailed ties( ription these tests and int..asutes is provided in Chapter 8.
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Impulsivity Scale for Prescht)olers (KRISP, Wright, Note 1). Teacher
rating4of six dimensions of learning styles andrpreschcx4 adjustment
(selfdirection, mastery motivation, self-management, curiosity, creativity
and imagination) Were also obtained. Each dimension on the rating
scales was operationalized in behavioral- terms. The ratings were made
on seven point scales with the points defined in terms of how frequently
the behavior was displayed. Four teachers rated each child, whose score
was then the nwan of the four ratings assigned.

Testing and rating procedure. All tests were administered
individually during two 4 week assessment periods, one in the fall, the
other in the spring They were given on days when the child's social
behavior wag not observed and in a randomiztx1 order except that he
Billet and Prescluxt1 inventory were always given to each child in
separate weeks. Only one test was given to a child on any day and each
test -was given to all subjects by the same tester. The subjects were
tested in the same order in the spring as in the fall except when
absenteeism nude this impossible. "11w teacher ratings were also made
during the four week assessment periods. Each teacher rated one quarter
(4 the subjects in each of the tour weeks. Thus, each subject was rated
every week but by a different teacher.

Results

Factor analyses. In order to reduce the number of variables, four
separate factor analyses were -conducted and factor scores obtained.
'these consisted of principal axis. factor analyses rotated to the varimax
solution of (a) the test and rating sea scores and (h) the social
interaction event scores. Analyses were one on (a) the fall and (b) the
spring data resulting in the tour facto matrices.

the analysis of the test and rating scores, in both the fall and the
spring, yielded only one Factor which was interpreted as a General
Cognitive Competence (tX:C) Factor. The results ar flown in Table 2.
A (AX. Factor sore was, therefore, computed f ch child for both the
fall and the spring"a.s an index of Getikeral Cognitive Competence.

11w analysis of the social interaction event scares (for the 17
events listed in Table I ) yielded two factors in both the fall and the
spring. The first was a Child Child Factor and the second a Child-Adult
Factor. Ten of the- 12 childehild events loaded on Factor 1 in the fall
and nine aid so in the spring. Four of 'halve child adult events loaded
on Factor H in the fall and all five did so in the spring. The results of
these analyses are presented in Table 3. Child Child and Child-Adult
Factor scores were .computed for each child for both the fall and the
spring.

Relations among the Factor scores. The Child Child 'Factor
scores were significantly correlated. with the (;CC Factor scores in both
the fall t .s I, p <, .01 ;Ind the spring (.33, p <-01 ), suggesting that
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Table 2

Results of the Principal Axis Factor Analysis
of the' lest and Teacher Rating Scones

at Fach Assessment lime

Full Spring

(itrus tests
"Say tic Tell" t FunctioLl language) .'"Oti" :IS9

"I IlTW Mutt & how Many" .863. .862.

-think h 'through- .806 $89
Make A 'tree- Aliproprtate

684
.(,17

N
1. IIIIIMIal .025 .63S. *

l'reschiiiil liwenttity .924 .926.
Hinet IQ !sss 73s
KRIS!' Errors .209 '31*
Teacher Ratings- . .1

'14).".Sat i )1telik /11 .631
..'

WIWI.) b.... 906 .84S
Self Management 916' -_ .819*

Cunt isity 143' "Sit
reatislt 40,910* .89S.

"11agitlatkin
... .

.709' .46S
.

Note
F.Kiti itudings of -1264 tr., the value of a significant correlation

it 01. ill !WI WI %CR. meaninglul

01

these sores Were differentiating the most,from the least competent chit.
Also, the fall and spring Child-Child Factor sores were correlated

t S2, .011 suggesting a fairly high ckgree of reliability for this
measure. However, the Child-Adult-Factor scores were not correlated
with the (ACC: Factor scores in either the fall (-.01) or the spring
Furthermore, the fall Child Adult Factor scores did not correlate with the
spring ones (.15) suggesting that these sres wive not stable over time.

These findings, which indicated that the Child.Adult 1iictor scores
were not reliable and that they were not relating to other measures of
adaptive ability, led us to the conclusion that little would he gained by
subjecting thechild-adult &nal° further study. Hence, they were aban-
doned however, because the Child-Child Factor scores appcan.4.1 to he
Fairly reliayle and to be relating to the other indices of competence, we
wnclutied that further analyses of the4.hild-Child data might prove
fruitful and should be pursued.
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Table 3

Princpal Factor Analyst's of the Social Interaction
Ifitent Scores at Each Assessment lime

/d/ .S1wstts

Futtor 11 Fat.tur 1 liktor 11.
ltgettt 11011 enI kik tor I

' t itt&I 4.1v1t1

ticektng Attetttgln
x;t1tv4,.rtitliveNsful .8,s

ire I -11,4z44-s7..stul "18"
**mug as a ReSt)Ittctx

l'omtive Stu.trss'iul 5()0.
1)*.itive ort

LeaLling
Iktsitiie Stkvesshil .Stift
IN rat ive I ritstk.t.evitul .620`

1:xi)ressmg
ExpreNst fitrtihq -432*

.. Omit xun .

S stul
(44.1 essti0 t

38-4
.303'

Folk g 125
.it Mg to li)114)W .341
(bald Adult
Secking Attcittuml

t+itirr title t essIt0
IN le:nivel 'nsikvessful

I :mug As a liest)uk
Stk.'4"

1.11S1

1:Iciness! .Allet-ti4H1

501' 098

-14' 019
61-4 .022

"92.
'HS.

. 634

36S

.220 .1,50

.130 .291:-
182 JO` 04.i
.41"114 -4 .0116

4
.04' . 21).
165 .293

"24"
.395.13.

.025

y.

045
092
281
120

090

011
or

. 1-11 .423'

OHS

1:1
09')

Nut.,
Fatior 14uchugs of 525 (i.e .411e value of a signific-ant-t-ortelatini 4:4)effitient,
p -, 01. (If S:' or Ifigher were 4.-1 nsitleret1 meaningful

as a T .q'hi/lItt:t.' = t *Sing J.% an instrumental ReStXtict.'

1, K. 01

.4-

.428

...
' Relations betwceit the GGC Factor and esieh type of and-
child Interaction. In order to identify the chikl child interactkm.evehts
which were contributing most. to the posiiiite relationship between the
Child Child Factor and the (XX: Factor scores, correlations between each
of the 12 chiid child went scores and`theGC(: Factor score were
calculateg for lx)th the fall .and spring. ,

.

It WaS found that three' types of interactions were significantly
related to 6( V at both asses..sment times. These were "Seeking theA .. .
Attention of PeersPositive/Succes.sful,4.;

"Using Peers as an Instrumental,
ResoutvePositive,Stkvessfur anti, "leading Pety Positive, Suc-
essful." These ,results arepressmed in Table 4. Note that in the fall

J ,,

1 "1J

do

.;
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Table 4

Ciwrelations Between the ebikabild Social
Intera ction Event Samos and the (Amend

Cognititr thmpetence Factor Scores
at 1-4ich Assessment Time

Ittleratl1(01 .1:11111 Fall

.chrld bokl
Seeking Altentii

Positive Stu.ressful .44** 32.
Pt zsithr I Insuicemtnt .26* .09

Using as a Resounen
Pi zsitive Stkes.sful 44- ,

piksitive I insuccesstul .1
leading

Pi tve Silt cesstul .02' roe

Positive Ilitsikvessful .32.. .10

Expressing Aftectk 03 42.
Expressing Inca lily 22 03
CA *mien*

Successful 02

I hstick-essful .13 t)4

t'etikming 20. .12

Failing to Folk .21 2()

at !sing as a RCSOUIVC a LIMN as an hisirumental Resource
MkP < 05

01

pi si ive unsuccessful events of these types were also related a (ACC,
but y the spring only the positivefsucces.sful on'es were so related.
Thus; especially Ibr children with preschool experience, the ability to
obtairi a desired respcnase from a peer appeared to be a niore powerful
indiaor of competence than the qttality of the attempt to do so.
Ihnvever, the friAlly quality of the initiation may have been a necessary
condition (even though it was not a stifficienttrdition) forproducifig
a stkvessful riesponse.

'The face validity'of these three types of interaction s as indicators,
. of superior societtrmpetence was high. Also, they all appear&I to be

measuring similatobilities of a g'ocial kind, as was indicated by their
perative loadings (xi the,Child Child Factor. It seemed likely, therefore,
that iirdividual differences in the frequency with which, children

.
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displaveti these three hpes of interactions untie preschool were
reflecting differences in tompeience

The Peer Interaction, Quality-Effectiveness Score (PI,Q -ES).
Fveiu -.cores tin positive successful instances ot leading iw seeking
their :mntion and using them as an instrumental resource wer
thereti we. combined 1w simple addition to obtain a composite set we
whit h will he retened ti) as the Peer Interaction, Quality Effectiveness

rt l'I,Q ES)

US was significantly correlated with the tit:(: Factor score
in high the tall ( 1, p .01 ). and the spring (. t2, ()t 1. Also. the
lalandih spring PI t) Es, were tlnrelated ( S3. p thtts the
PI.Q W..its lust as successful in differentiating the most from the least
ci nit tvely ompetent in the prescht)ol, and wits just as stable
("et as the Chiki Child Factor sctwe, even though it included
scores fen ,nily three of the types of child interaction events
assessed

determine whether The five 10 minute behavior samples had
provided enough. tbservatit In time tO yield stable P1,9 ESs fin- individual
.4"fthjects, a t:ronbacii Alpha Reliability t:tfficient was Willing c't I on the
spring data. Thecoetficient obtained was 73. This was'considered to be
relatively high in view of the varying conditions under which the
samples had been taken (on different days, at ditli.rent sptx,ititd times
on each day. in tree play indoors and outdoors, and in a teacherguided
activity) since these different otpdaions prt nided unequal opportunities
to expressing the target behaviors,:m effort was nude to as.sess
situation effects.

The teacher guided activity provided the least opportunity to
race with pt..er5 so the sample taken in this setting Was eliminated

anti a reliability coefficient was computed on the tour samples taken
during free play. 11w coefficient obtained was .17 suggesting that the
expected si nation effect may, in tact, have been operating. The spcial
1whavit Iv of he subjects amiss outchnwtand indoor free play situations
was ho wivet. taidy consistent. 11w correlation betwgen the P1,Q litis
obtained in these two settings was (2, p, .06. .a

4 \ %...

Stage --Social Cognition and the PI,Q-ES
Piaget ( 1901) has s?ggestt.xl that the development of social competence
is dtpenadent on social iognition or the ability to covertly, by evgnitive
action, take tx1 the roltt of another andlassume his or her perspective. "-

Ilitwewr, the assumption that social eomnetence is dependent on social .

cognition has received little research attetition. Furthermore ', little, is

S
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kiii vii alitiut how t luldren's abilities to Vide rstand the thoughts and
feelings of others are related to their social behavun (Shantz, prs)
since the results rept wted above indicated that social competence as
measured by the 1)1A;) US was related to cognitiw competence. it seemed
likely that it might also Iv related to social cognition. Tliis possibility
was. thelrefi )11% explored. work in this stage was conducted so that it
would also constitute at least a partial replication of that done in Stage 2.

Subjects

The subjects %%tie 48 knit to live war olds ( mean age SH.i. S/)3.8.
range $9 to (iS months). Half were of low SUS (1? 1.$$$vs. 12 girls) and
the other halt high sES ( 12 boys. 12 girls) -Twenty one vf them were
children who were used as subjects in Stage 2 when they were three
war olds ( 12 low WS- ti boys, 6 girls; 9 high SFS! .4 boys, S but
the ()al 2- were new subjects Twenty six of the subjects,were in their
secOnd and 22 in their first preschtiol year. .

Assessment Procedures

t:omplct data on all of these subjects were collected only once during
the stilt x $1 year ( i.e.. at the spring assessment time ).The social behavior
a.s.stosnaent prticedures used were exactly the same as those already
des," died. exc'e'pt that only two rather than knit observers gathered data.
on halt of the sample. The overall inter-observer reliabilities achiele
wefe high. ranging frtmi 88.3% to 93.4%. All of the tests and measures
used in ct.ige 2. with the exception of two Circus tests ( ''Say and Tell"
and "Make a Tree"), were employed and the same procedures were
used Site administering the tests and obtaining the teacher ratings.

The battery of role-taking tests. Stvi tests which were
reported to he appropriate in difficulty fitr preshtiol were
employed. They were tests of the tollowitig:

1

0-

kistial perspectivetaking ( Masatigkay, Mt-C.141:y, McIntyre; Sims
height, 'attghn & 'Urn, 0.74). The suhjeZ't was asked to tell what
the ex:.1illiner.WaS Seeing...oil the examiner's side of each of two
cards.
Visual,perspetive taking ( kurdek Roilgon, 19-1S). The subject
was asked to rotate a revolving tray to show how objects (Lilt
1)isney haraders) on the CLIMillees similar tray were being seen
by the examiner.
Tactile peispectiw taking ( 10101. 'the. subject's hand was
pressed against a still cotton in covered end of a pencil %%bile thy
examiner's hand was pressed against the sharp end and the subject

41,

0
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was asked if the prncil felt soft in the xaminers hand.
Affective irspetrive taking (an :taro:akin of Borke's test, Pr 1.
pnrtised tip' Krartkk Jc Rt)dgon. 19151. The subject was asked to
idntdi du: affect of a like sexed in picto presented
familiar sit natit ?as. [Ulf of the tau titres ponra I a tilct expressing
an appropriate affect and the other kilt an 111311110p late affect. 1w
inappropriate affect pictures were included to fOrce the children to
judge the atlect expressed rather than reseond in terms of dwir
knowledge ortow one would he likely to feel in such situations
( e g . happy at a birthday patty

S Affective iwisprx-tite taking (I trberg & I kiherty, KW. The stibject
NA-as asked to describe and give reasons for the affect of self and
other in duet pictorially illustrated story sequences (e.g., when a
hind won the game)
Cttgnitive perspective taking .(Flatll. IWO) 11w subject was asked
to select appiopi tate gifts for parents. a teachet and a like sexed
Inent
tit vial knowldg.,11w subiect was asked to respinid to two items
from the Wechsler Preschool and Primary Stale of Intelligence.
Kull role taking test tvas administered individually and given in at

randomued order prior to the administration of one of the mitt role
taking tests Each subject %vas in only one testing session on any given
tiat and was given only one 11)14. taking test.

Results .

RepllcatIon of State 2. eskentiall to same as those
obtained in Stage 2. The s of thtr test ail( cachet- rating
scores Yielded of one Fact a (;trateral Cogniti Competence
Factor 1 and the analysts of the sex pal intentction event frequency WM"

two Fauns (a Child C.hikl Factor and a Child Adult ract00. Ol-
di 12 ies of child child interactions observed, only the successful
attempts to obtain attention and the survessfid attempts to use 3 peer asp
an instrumental resource were'signiticant INfreiated to the (;V Factor
stow t 3s. p and .. t)I respectitell-) The onrelation
between the IS and Factor seine was -40. p 01.

Role-taking and thefl,(2-ES. ;the FS was positively relak1
It 141nee measures tti firth test (aff(tive pervectivetaking)
'Vie sixth test hognam prspecthe taking) 30, p and one part
of the tom'it test t 4.1, the atiect awn vtutt part of this ..dletlixc
persmtne takingst 2 p 0) 11w NA? 1:S did not relate to the

F. tItirq test,( visual ilerspectiv( taking) in. the seventh test, and the first and
Ato

dr. 1S3
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third tests *k so easy tor the sublet ts that nuts( obtained pertect %vow?.
The thte tests which telated to the l'EQ ES were all inlet-cot-

related t # la and #S r. #43 and ic. #s and #6 .3-t. all
p tit I am! cat h %tars als,, , I mielateel watt the ( t. lacttn sc,

t SS. '+0. it) 101 tests # i.1. 4t.- MO a() wsPetnelv. all IP )
they Ai ;",artd tt1 he ineasunng similar Ilx.N of sot la/ ognitive ahtl

files. but abilities which %%ere also
11111X)OpliC

Dilwassmion

related I(' general et'gnulve

These findings suggestett.once ag in that the btst single intli,cator of a
elHitts st adailtive ability was his 4 her social influence effec itvent.ss.

theret4 we, reinforced the LI )1 Ii It), ti at m stage 2. that the most
nintal vxi tt 1 av,ess *4 -hi Itl's st xtal t tlntlxtrt was simply tt)int-a4iire

tai. in the PIA? ES) the fretiiitncy xvith whic..144k 01 her SO( Eli
attempts Nx etc snecesstill

'he tat t that the Pl,(,) ES rtlattt1 IllaStIftS '1)1 Ali-dive and
ci %mitre perspective taking proxittes some sum wt f, r Piaget's view that
St Vial probltin st)lxing tlinds (nu ux ial ci writ it nr.:ItItnkever, the
impoitanc of this finding in the present study xx-as tkat it provided
additional suppt In for the assumption that the Es was prt)xitling a
%Witt measure of social competence.

(

Stage 4Preschool Experience, Age, Sex and SES
An initial txplratorx study of the eflects at preschool expenetwe (or
age) oil changes. in the W.Q ES t wet Aim(' by Sex. SFS and (*A Alto was
done using,the data tnt the SO subject sample tkscribed in the Stage I

.report Ilwse suimects represented three ovedapping cohorts, each of
whit h Was in the Omit-xi kw two c onsecutive years" the first and
second. tl second and third and.the third and fourth years respectively.
A 211eat ut pushtn4 first Set't HUD x 2('lintelall,SPring ) x 2( Sex) x

SES) 31Cohort) ANC VA Of tilt/ PIA) ES data vitldd main tlects for
all vauables except t'pion,,and only one interaction effect ilk' scores
%%vie higher when the subtects were in their second than in their first
pischo(4 year I I: .0001) significant gams were
ma$,It titan tall to spring Lw all cohorts in both their first and second
tar, F. 28 I. p mot I mever. thesgains were gteatet when the
11111111111 %%ri in then sett nid than in their first pies(' 111101 %at 1 Yeat t
I nns Inttr,uhtnt. / p (IS) '11w hors .(.1 WW1' tILM the

gll r p-- 02. anti high !SFS sulmts stt4141 !Niter than the
It A% Si s .billet is. ".2 t, p- 02, but thtSt sex and SS tIttOcnees did
nyt at. I n int tin the pi ostik x w age) tilt xis

Bet:rus ofIlit confounding of preschool expeTience and age in

1 S41
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the alxwu analyses. an attempt was made to recmit a sample of tour
veal olds without prof pest:hot)! experience that could be used as a
comparison wimp to !MIN' le effects pit one, as compared with two,
was of pre )1. he x rl experwthe on the PIA) ES Nineteen such subjects°
wefts ()bunted 14 low SF5 (8 boys, 6 girls) and 5 high SES boys. The
final 11,c) ESs of these small smnpls were compared with those of the
24 sl:S subitscts ( 11 Ix Ws, 13 girls) and the 12 high SF5 boys (in the
50 subject sample discussed above), who had two years of preschool.

The mean 11,Q Fti of the high SF5 boys with two years in pre
school was 52 2 ( SI) t 6), significantly higher than that (25.4, SD 8.7) of
the high tit S boys 'kith only one year in preschool (I 1151 = 3.3,
1'' 011 This difference could not be accounted for by age The mean
ages of the groups were SS 8 ( Si) 3 1) and 40.0 ( Si) .6) months for the
mo and one vex in preschtrol groups, respectively The low SF5 boys
and the low 51:5 girls with two years in preschool did not, however,
differ significantly tiom their counterparts with only one year in
preschoirl, although the trends for ht th sex getups were in the direction
of higher scores for those With the two years of preschool experience.

These findings indicated that young children increase their social
competence in prtsschool and that when they are in their second
preschool war as four year olds they are capable of making more rapid
gains in social influence effectiveness than when they are in their first
pest-lux)! veal Its three year Ads. Ilowever, the results are inconclusive
cirncenling the relative importance of preschool. experience and age in
the pi oduction of these gains.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The findings of our stx.l.d competence research project provide
mtormation alx nit st rune (lithe variables in the social interactions of
pieschoirlersThat are effective discriminators of differences in their
social Adaptive ability They thereforesuggest criterion measures which
can ins used tin; itkigitlg inestikrirlerss social cinnpetence. Furthemiore,
they 'Amide intinmation about some of the processes which appear to
Ix' in% ohed in the development of soda) competence.

First, the results of the frequency Analysts (Stage 1) support the
view that a measure .o a preSC1101411C`rsti litki31 competence should be
based On childtchild rather th.m child adult interactions. The greater
tretititsiwy of the former than OK' latter...suggests that tilt three and four-

. WM Olds ill the ;nest-114)A setting the social challenge derives from .

peers rather than teachers, and that social adaptive ability should lx
measurtil in tents of the extent to which this challenge is met and
effectnielv handled

166
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"lire sariable which most consistently distinguished the most from
the least competent children (in lugh Stage 2 and Stage 3) %vas the
suet-essfulness of their attempts to influence the behavior of a peer. The
141,Q Es was bawd On this finding and consequently was a Measure of
St WU, IIIfilIntr 0101 IVelleS.S. The frequent). of their attempts to
influence peers was also an important curial :N.. 'this May have Celle( ted
their motivation to master the social environment and, perhaps, even
their expectancy of success. The quality of their social influence atteppts
also appeared to he important. Being friendly Or tacttill may have been
essential for pit ximing acquiescence. However, a pcxsitiv approich was
no guarantee of a successfUl outcome. In summary, therefire, we found
that social compttnce was relict more in the effectiveness of social
inhuence attempts than in their fretIttelky or quality, and that the most
satisfactory cnterin for judging the 'Axial competence of children was
the kind of re spt lose (acquiescent as opposed to resistant ) they
ckiracteristkally otained hom the tecipierus of their social inthk-nce
attempts.

I:nrally, the correlates of the 11,9 ES offer some suggestions about
the processes On which the development of social influence effective
Hes:, May depend. P1.9 ES was clearly related to cognitive comp
tense (i.e.. not just to intelligence, but to the motivation and ability to

t- apply intelligence in a wide variety of different types of problem solving
mu:Mons including social mial ones). Social competence and cognitive

V(1)1111)0(41(1' may, therefore, be interdependent. 11On/ever, if this is so,
the correlational data available provide no intirmation about whether.
social comp etence depends on cognitive competence or cognitive
competence dpcnds on social competence. It may be that the rela
flimsily between them can he accounted for by a third variable, perhaps
effectance motivation, competence as it was CotiCept.ttalited by K. W
White ( 19S')). Our findings support such a conclusion because they
suggest that social competence is simply one aspect of general cotta
petence and is reflected in autonomous striving to gain mastery over the
!Axial world and the ability to affect the behavior of others in socially
acceptable ways.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION /g1OUT
THE PI,Q-ES

Normative Data
In order to provide some
individual subjects could
subjects in the project 00

*1

.1)

standards againSt which the 11,9-1:tis of
1* compared, all of the ores of all of the
whom PI,Q-ESs had ben obtained were

1

4*
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distributed by age 'the results are shown in our extended Stem and
leaf Diagrams, tine for each of [(Air age levels. -1 Table S.

0
The PI,Q-ES and Other Scores Obtained from the Data
In Addition to the Peer Interaction, Quality-Effectiveness scores (Pa?
ENO. ( i e.. the frc.citienc'y with which the children initiated peer
interactions which Were _positive [or neutral' scicial influence attempts
with successful ottsomesVir possible to derive two other scores b'
from our data. These were; ( 1) Peer Social Interaction Scores (PSISs),
(ie., the total frequency with which the children initiated the 12 types of
peer interacticm events scored), and (2) Proportion Scores (Le:, the,
proportion of PLQ ES to PSIS safes).

-

it occurred to us that the Prop orticin Score might prcwide a mote
satisfactory measure of Slwial competence than the PLQ ES because it
might control for the general activity level of the children. We had found
that at most assessment times the boys obtained higher PLQ-ESs than
the girls and realized that this might he due simply to the greateractivity
level of the vs. Wejherefore, investigated the relations among the

-18V
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PIA,/ E.S. the PSIS and the Pn >portion (1)1,Q E.S to PSIS) Score using
correlational procedures Tlie data used for this purpcxse were those
()blamed vvith the SO subjects who were in the program for two years.
Alsit A'As conducted on these data had yielded significant main effects for
Sex on the PSIS (F I, 441 f;. .01). the Q (1 I I, -)4.1 = ,

0 p- ) and the Proportion Scores (F i 1, 44J 11 49. p- 01)
h m sets of co nelations Pears:tit) among the three measures

were calculated. the data used were those obtained at the first, second,
thud and fourth assessment tines respectively. This showed that the
PI.Q ES was highly correlated with both the PSIS (83. .89, .88, .90)and
the Proportion Scores (79, 79, .75, 78) at each (first to fourth) of the
tour assessment times. The PSIS and the Proportion Scores were also
related, but at a mouth lower level (.41, .19, .37, .49).

A New Checklist and Manual for the PI,Q-ES
The ab(Yve findings satisfied us that nothing would be gained by using
Proportion Stores and that in hawe assessments of the social corn
petence of our preschoolers we could safely reduce the burden on tour
observers to recording only those types of interactions which had dis

the least Iron the most competent children and had there-
fore been included in the PI,Q ES. It was clear that the PI,QES was
yielding a great deal of information about the children's social behavior
because it provided a measure of both the frequency with which they
initiated interactions with their peers and the propottion of thos
interactions which were effective serial influence attempts.

If we were to record only I'LQ ES type. interactions we needed a
new Checklist and a new Manual which wo-ulkl describe the obser.
vational and scoring procedures and provide behavioral definitions of
the specific interaction events which were to be scored. These we
pnveeded to develop. The new Manual, which includes the new cite&
'list, is presented in Appendix C. It is entitled the Peer Inkkaction,
Quality Etlectiveness Score (PLQ ES) 1979 Revision.

REFERENCE NOTE
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Appendix A

PLEMENT TO THE MANUAL
ESSING SOCIAL ABILITIES

Ada .11ewhant Aho, Wright
lApartment of k WOK

I itit'er.SIti* of Western Ontario

PREFACE

The purpose of this supplement to the Manual published by White & .
Watts ( ItY73) is to describe more precisely the scoring and coding rules
applied in the IWO Preschool Project. We produced the\iupplement to
clarify both the definitions of certain behavioral events and the rules for

. .coding events by category.
The problem of coding bycategory was augmented by the fact that

events could not be double scored. If events could be coded in 'two
categories, certain categories were preferred and, although examples
were giveii to illustrate when and how this was done, the principles on
which the category priorities were based had to he inferred:

In the following, the first problem discussed is coding by category
when. events cr mld be double scored. Other difficulties in interpreting
the Mahual are then dealt with in the order in which they occur.

Finally, difficulties in interpreting the instructions for calculating
the weighted (social compettmce) scores are discussed.

'Manual for Assessing Social Abilities tit t hie to Six Year Old Children prepared by Daniel
tgilvie and Bernice Shapiro. September 1%9 and appended (April 19701 to B. 1 White

and I ( Vans. Aperrerk e and Fnuitrorment (V44. 1). Ptemicel Fttgletslx
chits..S11. pp :132 3S1
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Problem 1
-.

agaturaz uteri magi doulAcaynxi
P0,0, '1:'ach A ()rade act then, sbouki recent just one .s.cony.

Altdtiple scormg of a sowk act shookihe.aituded."

..

OMmen/
Although the authors have attempted delineate category
boundaries so that scoring confusions tan be avoided, they have
not, in all instances. mak. dear into which of two categories a score
should he placed when a score in either category would be equally
appropriate.

Example: S says to A who is talking to another child "Will you get..
me a pencil?"

This could be scored as lises Adult as Resource becauseof the
request for aid (p. 337). It could equally well be scored as
Competes with Peer for Adult Attention because S is directing As
attention away from 1' (p. 349).

Throughout the Manual we found many instances in which the .

authors specifically point out which of two categories is to take
precedence when this type of scoring confusioipx-curs,
Example: (p 345) leads in Peer Activities IsV..g. "In order to avoid
double scoring, actions that are intended tt') control the behavior of
a peer in order to obtain a resource are scored underprt 3, Section
II I !M.'S Peer as a ResOurce. rather than here; and strongly worded
commands that indicate hostility are scored under Part 8 Expresses
I I( istility to Adults."

I lowever, we also found many instances where no specific
directions were given and where it had to he assumed that one
category was to take precedence over another.

Example: ( p. 34taCompetes with Peers for Adult's Attention. "Often
S will conffiete for A's attention with one or more peers . . .*S can
begin a conversation with 'I' who is paying-attention to someone
else and this is scored-as competition." = t
Although stalling a cones cation was previously described as an
attention getting behavior to be scored under Attention of Adult (p.
335), we must now infer that where a behavior could Ix' scored as
either Attention of Adult or Competes with Peer fin AdultAttention,
the latter category takes-precedence. We must also decide whether
Competes with Peer for Adult Attention takes precedence over Nes
Adult as a Resource, if S askis a question of T who is paying'attention
to someone else. .

131
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N.Qring (ietraQn,

Attr examining all instances whew illustrationsewt given, an4.1
analyzing all instaiks ther Were 110 SIXitis.- instructions. we
thew up the following priority rules:

(a) Ilse,: Adult (Peer) as*Ressiiirce. Expresses Athytion. xptsss
liwtilityjeads in Peel ActKitis, take precedence over

AttelltiOlt tit Mutt Peer) c.
Example: S suddAly -111."Jhis could he
set wed (a) Attention fl 4 Peer; (h) Apresses Affectii in. It will he
scort.d as (h) Expresses Affectionbc.rlinse this categoty takes

- precedence over Attention of lk,(p. 3471
Example..S and P are it teeter totter and I' starts to get t>tl S
t.ays. carittr If von get oil Is fast, r u11 raw- :Ibis &ould
he st-ored (a) Attention of Peer; (h) Leads in Peer Acthites*. It
will b.ocoretlias Peer Activities because this
categt in. takes twectkience.,(wer Attest ion of.Peer (p. 3.15)

(b) Competes with 'Peers for Mull Attention takes precedence over
Attention of Aitttlt (Peetaand I ISCS Adult (Peer) as Resource

)

( p. 349). .

.
Example. S appitiach. T who is talking with another child
and says. yi ni cut this for tiler This could be scored as
(a) Competes with Peers lot Adult Attention; (b)lTses Adult as

. Resource. It will be scored (a) Competes with Peers for Adult
Attention because this category takes precedence over Uses
Adult as Resource.

(:0111petes for illiptllnt is 3 -eategtiry which takes pmedence
tker a leads -Ft 'flows sequence (p 39).

Example. S is trying to wTestle a slit wel away from P. lioth
children ark. shouting. "Give it to nit- and neither child is
folk wing the directit in 01 the other. This could be scored (a)
Competes fin- Equipment; (h) a series of leads and or
Faits to Follow he scored (a) Competes for Equipment
becaeise this category takes precedence over a Follows
sequence.

(k1) Expresses llostility takes precedence Mel Leads in Peer
Activitles Neg p. 3,45).

Fmnipl: S screalus at P. "tiet out of lure This could he
scored as (.1i) leads in Peer Activities- Neg.; (V) Expresses
I lostility. It will lie scored aS (b) Expresses lostility because
this categin takes prectxlene oi'er leads inWeer
Activities Neg.
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Problem 2
.

8!KNeitTatitilts.?f 14 rtXX1PA! 1 t 4
Page 336--- (Attention of AdultPico !c) 'Any dine a child calls the

adult's name. . . be should receive, a score"

C(imintrit
On (xcasion, the act of calling a teacher or peer becomes
ix.-rseverative (i.e.. -1e-R-her. teacher, oh teacher. teaclOr."). This is
done without any appreciable pause between calls.

Where calling is i-ierseverative. a Fore of one is given for the total
6 extended attempt to get attentioa! Whenthere-are pauses (two

st..-93nds or more) between calls,:each call Lsgiven a score of one.

Problem 3

It ferrncet about Midictions t
!' e 337 (Attention ofAit:-Neg. 2b) should be

interpreted in everyday sense of the word WI Abe

added feature ofpwlipsejui misbehaving in to
draw attention to oneself"

&child can misbehave for many reasons. While it is easy to observe
the overt behavior of the child, it is far more difficult to infer the
purpose of this behavior.

.54t7ug vision
Whenever there is a reasonable doubt as to the purpose of a
behavior, score only that part of the behavior that can be observed
objectively.

.... Example: Our subject spills the paint and then looks up at the
teacher. We can infer but ncx be absolutely sure that our subject is
trying to get the teacher's attention by misbehavior. Therefore, the
behavior is, not scored.

4 Example: Our subject runs up and pokes another child in the bask.
We can only infer that hostility has been expressed. What we
actually observe is that our child successfully caught the attention of
a peer. Therefore, only the observable behavior is scored (i.e.,
Attempt to Get Attention Peer- Successful). Where words or actions
make hostility more observably evident, this behavior would then be
scored as Hostility rather than Attention Gettig (see Scoring
dtxision, Problem 1).

193
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Problem 4 1.

RetillesIs etaingin a qualitpn math

Page 3.37 (lises Adult as.a &silence Instrumental .3a)
'A request is any ftatemert that can end in a question
mark."

Comment
Children frequently develop the habit of tacking a question mark to.
the end of any statement they make.
Example: "I'm going over to the paint table, teacher, OK?"
'Illus. a statement that might otherwise be scored as Attention
Getting or Control is turned into a Resource by the simple addition
of an inflectional ending.

&wing am:Wu
All questicins are scored under Resource. Even an (Viou.s lead such
as "Give me that shovel" will be scored in the Resource category if
an inflectional ending is tacked onto the end "Give me that
shovel, OK?").

The only time that a question is not scored as a Resource is when
the Coprets with Peers for Adult Attention category is involved
(see Scoring decision, Problem 1 b).

Problem S

1t144 tt[ vs, unsacceaful ms9ume mehing

!'age 337 (Uses Adult as &so:invInstrumental)

cbminetil
Whenever a child asks a cluestion, a decision has to be matie as to
whether this Resource Seeking behavior is successful or
unsuccessful. When a child is simply .seeking information, there is
no problem. If the child receives the information he/she is
successful. Itthe child does not:he/she is unsuccessful.Ikiwever, when the child is asking for help or for cooperation, a
decision has to be made as to whether the success of the question
depends on (a) an answer to that question (as with Information), or
b) a compliance to the request.

Example: Our subject as the teacher, "ViAill you help me glue this
together?" The teacher responds, "No, I'm busy right now." Is this
Resource behavior to be considered successfilhecause the question
was answered, or unsuccessful because the request was denied?

4 194
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A question that asks tbr information only is scored (a) successful if
he infornuttik is given; (101.111SUCCessful if the intimmation is not

tilde: ti: "IX) you like me?"
P- "No,1 don't."

This is scored Successful Peer ReSource because the subject received
the intOrmation he or she was seeking.
A question that requires action as well as informatiim is scored (a)
successful it the requested action is performed; (h) unsuccessful if
the requested action is not performed.
Example: ti- "Will you tie my shoe for me?"

-A: "No, I'm bu.s-y.

This is scored Instuessful Adult Resource because the request for
aid st-as denied. It is not scored as successful on the grounds that
the question was answered.

1

Protleiss 6

"On tit! ititerprelatiun
Page 338-- Uses Adult as a Res(uurceEmotional, 4)

-After a hurt or disappointment, S seeks A's aid, support
or affection. -ThiLshpukl be distingtuShed from
situations 'there S demonstrates affection to A and may
require on-the spot intelpretatian."

Gmontint
The meaning of the phiase "on-the.spot interpretation" is quite
ague..It is to he assumed that White is idling the observer to
subjectively evaluate those behaviors which could cause contusion
in scoring.

Scurins detigon -

Whenever there is a reasonable doubi as to the interpretation of a
behavior, score only that part of the behavior that can be &sewed
objectively. 4

Example: Our subject has just fallen Uff.a swing. lie slowly walks
over to a teacher and stands beside her. We can only infer that our
subject is seeking the comfort of the teacher, Therefore, score Anly
the observable behavior- moves toward and stands near adult,
therefore, Attention of Adult Pos.

195
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Problem 7

Page ( PApresses Affection. 8al I )

category is nwertvd for instances in tibia) S
evresses focused pleasure to A in bus presence"

(imptient
When children are playing happily in the company of peers or
adults, it is difficult to detennine whether their continuing smiles
ate those of pleasure or of affection.

A smile can he considered a sign of affection only if the child makes
direct eye contact with another adult or child. All other instances
where the child is smiling will not be scored as it cannot be
assumed that affection is being shown, only that pleasure is being<
expressed.

0

Problem 8

I ku verbal 1Vbadoi'
Page .342- (EApresses Hayti/sly to Adults, 9a )

The Scoring Matll does not give a sufficient number of examples
-of hostile verbal behavior.

Comment

The only two examples givc:n under the heading Expresses I lostility
to Adults are "1 hate you" and "You're bad." On page 339 under the
heading of Controls Adults, two more examples of verbal hosiaity .

are giyen, "Shut up" and "Go to hell." White-tells the observer to
score these as I lostility rather than Leads or Commands (see Scoring
decision, Problem I.d).
It is dificult to objectively evaluate whether strongly worded
comninds "Get away from me" or expletives :'Fuck off" are
indicative of hostility or arc merely attempts to get attention or
ilitempts to direct adult or peer behavior. .
.5orim *vision .

.

Where any strongly worded comniand could bo4ored equally well
under tlostility or Neg. lead, score the behavior under Hostility (see
Scoring decision, Problem 1-(0. tiowever, when theshostility can only
he inferred, and is not objectively observed, score under Attempt
to Get Attention or Neg. Lead (see Scoring decision, Probl 6).

196
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Problem 9

LewhiM per?) ?it.WitVe

/'age 3.15 ea& in Peer Activities)----Pas. --Neutral-- New
'TIA, authors give many examples of verbal leads-, but
do not separate them into positim neutral and negatite
cute ens. lbe'y state. The (hies verbal or physical
direarit, to a peer may be pasitim, neutral or negative
depending on the content of the directive and the
affect evryssed . affectionate, matteroffact, or
hostile' In the preceding paragraph in the Manual they
also state that 'strongly worded commands that indicate
hostility are scored under Hostility to Peers rather than
LeadNeg'"

COnivent

.111Cre is not a satisfactory definition of a Negative Lead in the
Manual We cannot assume that the term negative refers to the
semantic neptive_

Example: "Do not shut the door." "Don't go away." Although these
two directives are negative semantically, according to the Manual,
they could be positive, neutral or negative depending on tone of
delivery. A workable definition of the term Negative Lead is
necessary.

Pefinitional decision
A Negative Lead is defined as a verbal or physical directive which is
aversive to the physical or emotional well being of the peer being
directed. It;also demands physical action of P (p. 348). .

"Get out-of herer
"Go away!"
"Get off my blanket!"
"Give it track to him. It's his!"
"Thu can t play with us."

Problem 10

Ituvlird
Page 346.( lidlows lead of PeerPwr Gives No Directions, 7a)

"When S'is obviously Caught up' visually with peer's
behavior be gets a So under this section. S Oatches.
intently as P paints, for example." (involved
observation) .
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OPireirtit
The meaning of the term "caught up" is not sufficiently concrete to

unsure reliable scoring in the category of Involved Observation.

dec&ion
Involved Observation is defined as follows: S's constant observation
of P's activity to the exclusion of S's own activity or surrounding
distractions for a count of four seconds or more.

Problem 11

&lust to fakepeer
Page 347 (Refuses to Follow or Ignores Peer's Directions)

'This section is used to tabulate S's refusals to follow
peer's directions"

L's Pirri,ent

There are oceasions. when a child will not only refuse to follow the
directive of a peer, but will also rfuse to answer questions.

&vringslecision
This categot is used to score those instances when S ignores or
refuses to answer the questions of P.

Problem 12

conpailw
Page 349- ((:ompetes with Peers for Adult Attention)

"S's °Iva competitive behavior is scored in this section.
Unlike some of the other sections, this one demands on
the *ot interpretation of the behavior with the aid of .
situational and behavioral cues."

Cutnttivit
The authors do not describe in enough detail exactly which
situati(Nal and behavioral cues are to be used in deciding whether
to score a behavior as Competes with Peers for Adult Attention
instead of just *tempts to Get Adult Attention.

. Soling detision
Whenever a child attempts to git the attention of an adult and in so
doing diverts the adult's attention away from another peerror peers,

196
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'this is to he scored as Competes with Peers for Adult Attention
rather than Attempts fo Get, Adult Attention. This will usually occur
in (a) any circle situation where the adult is reading, talking,
singing, etc. with a group of children; (.h) any situation (playground,
paint tabl) where the teacher is engaged in the same occupation or
in a discussion with cite or more children.

Pr Obless 13

COP :0-0g
.

. Page 3-19 t emu/ vies with. Peersifor dcxdt Attention)

thtiam nt
The guidelines for scbring behavior in circle like or other classroom
situations in wtVch a tacher is present are inadequate. Further ,

' defthitions of those behaviors that should be scored as Competes
with Peers for Adult,ktention in such situations are required.

&tiring tisliaium
(a) If the teacher is tNiecting most of the children to respond to

a question and S responds with the' others- no score. S is not
overtly competing, he is just following the direction of the
teacher.

r-

Example: T, "What did Jack find at the top of the beanstalk?"
Children, "A giant."

(h) If the teacher is expecting only one or tto children to know
the answer to a question and S responds'. score Complktes
with Peers for Adult Attention (successful or unsuccessfa) :
Example: TrDoes anyone know the name for a baby goat?"
"A kid.''

(c) If S spontaneously makes a iemark directed to an A in a circle
or classmom situationso ore Competes with Peat' for Adult
Attention (successful or unsuccessful).

(d) If one or more children in the (iircle respond to a question
and then S repeats this responsescore Follows lead of Peer
rather than Competes with Peer for Adult Attention. While the
child might be competing. the predominant behavior is that. of
,Following.

(e) If S asks a question of ao adult in a circle situation- -score
Competes with Peers for Adult Attention rather than Uses Adult
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as Resource (Scoring decision, Problem I-b). After S has
competed for A's attention by asking a question, any additional
conversation or questions will be scored as Attempts to Get
Adult Attention or Resource.

Probkm 14

ampeting
Page 349 (COmpetes for Equipment )

'This tompeiition may be a silent tag-ofwar over a toy,
a verbal argument or a combination of verbal and
pb.f6ical competition. S may or may not have pas8ession of
the item ai first

Comment
The authors do not tell us whether to score all verbal leads and..
follows during the course of the competition. However, since we
have been told to avoid double scoring, we assume that the
competition takes precedence over the verbiage (Scoring decision,
Problem I c).

,
In our observations, puny instances occur in which a peer starts a
competition and S does not react
Example: Peer grabs shovel out of hand of S and says, "Give me that." S

lets peer take the shovel.

Sixxialiieci4M4
When S dc)es not respond to competition initiated by P. score
Follows Lead of Peer rather than Competes with Peer.

Problem 15

E.V.rabsing itdde
!'age 350 (Pride in Pmduct-Ovation and Pride in Attribute)

'N says to e, look at my pictrav:"

Comment
Preliminary interobserver reliability indicated that observers had
difficulty discriminating between Acts of Pride and Attempts to Get
Attention. Frequently. it can be only inferred that pride is being
shown.

St:Oring dorii.4Qn

I)ouble score Pride anal Attempts to Get Attention.

O

2,/ 0
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Problem 16

liaing_an_aattil. age
Page 350-- (Adult Role Play, 17b)

-Occasional?), S may take on the role of n animal that
is analogous to a human role such as A ama or Papa
Rear in 'The Three Bears' Whet this occurs the
observer can score S:s role as Adult Role Playing."

awitnen/
Children seldom are so kind as to take on easily identifiable roles
such as Mama Bear. Instead, they adopt roles such as Spiderman,
Batman or Mommy dog or cat.

*vim deckivn
only when an animal role actually mirrors or is similar to a Human
adult role can a score be placed in Adult Role Play.

Example: S, "Mommy cat isbiting everyone. " -no score.

Example: -I'm the daddy dog and I'm going off to work."- --score Adult
Role Play.

Problem 17

Pktting an adult role

Page 350 (Adult Role Play, 17a)
"Frequently, adult role playing can be seen !then S
dresses up like an adidt In school a subject may uear
a man :c coat and hat. No verbal conversation is
necessary for S to get a score."

comment
Children frequently put on firenum hats or hard hats which are provided
tOr them on the playground. without actually ad(pting the role sug-
gested 1w the hat.

Example: S puts on fireman's hat and then goes over to the teetetotter
fok the next 15 minutes.

Scoring decision

The wearing ((adult clothing is in itself not sufficient justification
for a score of Adult Rote Play. Additional situational.ot behavioral
cues are necessary to receive a score.

Example: S puts on hard hat and starts digging an imaginary
score Adult Role Play.

9 el; 4.
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A

Example: S puts on fireman's hat and then wes Over to the teeter-
toner for the next 15 minutes.no score.

Social Competence: Scoring Information (pp 356.359)

(a) Page 358-- The last sentence of the first paragraph on this
page ubich deals with scoring Leading and
Following Peen is ambiguous. To clarify it, read
as follouw: -and finally, the subject main& a
bonus of 2 points if overall leadership attempts

. outweighed the ( number of) Following (awns)."
(b) Calculation of ratios uben one,of the event scores is zero.

t.;(2pinient

In calculating some of tlle.citegory scores, ratios of successful to
unsuccessful attempts are, used. For example, for the category
Getting an Adult's Attention the ratio of successful to unsuccessful
attempts (up to a maximum of five is added to the score. A
difficulty arises when the score for one type of event (e.g.,
unsuccessful attempts) is zero.

SCQring.deciskti

In cases such as the above, for the purpole of calculating the ratio,
substitute 1 for zero.

2 !) 2
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Appendix B
SOCIAL BEHAVIOR CHECKLIST

IYWO PRESCHOOL
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4 ppendix C

SCORING MANUAL4OR.
THE PEER INTERACTION,

QUALITY-EFFECI1VENESS SCORE
. (PI,Q-ES),-1979 REVISION

(Peer socialinfluence effectiveness:
A Measure of the social competence of preschool children)

.

The PI.Q-ES is a measure of the social competence of children in a
"preschool setting. It is d6igned for use with children aged three to six
years. it is based on the frequency with which children's positive (or
neutral) social influence attempts. with their peers are successful.

An event sampling procedure is employed. Events are recorded on
a checklist. Eleven. types of events which are included in three .

categories of initiated social. influence attempts are scored. Thew are
positive and successful attempts (a) to use a peer as-an instrumental
resource (events 1.3 as shown on the attached checklist); (b) to lead or
direct a peer (events 4 and 5) and (c) to gain a peer's attention (events
6.11). This manual provides behavioral definitions of each of the types
of events loo be scored and a copy of the checklist which must be used.

Gcoerat c.1.)rigg Rules .

1. Noun social interactions of an S are scored. Events not scored are
as follows:
(a) Competitive events (i.e., interactions which occur when an 5 is
actively engaged in a competition with P over possession of a toy
or a piece of equipment).
Example: P has possession of a truck. 5 says, "(live me that truck"

. and gabs for it. He gets it but P grabs it back. They struggle over
the truck and. continues to ,demand that P give it up.' 5:finally
*asks for the truck ancle gives it to.him.
Although a is directing a peer and finally is successful, because,
competition is involved it is not scored.
(h) Verbal interaction events which occur during the course of a
conversation. Only the initiation of the conversation is scored .
(starts conversation). If, however, the conversation terminates and

gins manual was prepareld by Wright in collaboration with Ada Meecham. Ms. Meecham
was the senior observer and the supervisor of all other observers on thiresearch team
involved in developing this measure. She worked on the project from its Inception, for
six'at.ndemk years.

2
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then S starts it up again by, for example, pointing to something or
askink a questlxi and the peer responds, this event is also scored.
.(c) Interaction events not by .$ are not scored (e.g.,
folloaritig or imitating a,jeer, refusing to follow or imitate a peer,
answering questions asked by-P or refusing to answer).
E a c h time the s u b j e c t p e r f o r M s a l e _gye- a It should be
recorded on the cheCldist in the appropriate cell.

3. A scorable event isa peer interaction in which 5 initiates the
interaction by displaying any one of tie 11 behavior's (as defined
below) which are listed on the checklist, enacts the behavior in a
positive orneutral (non-hostile, non-negative) way and is .

successful (i:e.,.the P responds in an appropriate way).
4. Each scorable event is scored only once (i.e., events are not

dOuble scored). If an event,fits the definition of two scorable
events, it is scored as the event which is listed' highest up on the
checklist (i.e., closest to the top of the checklist). .

«-

Example: S is playing with P. says to P, "Will you tie myohoer
(P ties shoe.) Then P says, "I like to tie shoes." This could be
scored as starts conversation or seeks help. Record as seeks help
( the event listed closest to the top of the checklist). 4

When an interaction CS initiated (such as the one described above
which fits the definition for two interaction events) and it is not
storable in the appropriate cell on the checklist because It is
unsuccessful or negative, it is not recorded in any cell.
Example: $ says to P, 4111 you tie my shoes?" P says, "No; I can't
tie shoes." This must be scored as seeking help (rather than starts
conveisation). It is an unsuccessful attempt to obtain help and is
therefore not scored and It is not scored as starts conversation.

5. Each scorable event which occurs in a behavioral sequpnce is
recorded.

. Example: moves.toward P and P looks. $.call.; to P and P
acknowledges. 5 asks helpirom r and P gives help. Each one of
these events is scored

Deftnitions of Sc-Orable Events

1. .Seiks Support from P
5 seekssupportfrom P in peer disputes and when making
declarations.
Example: "This is my bike, isn't it Johnny?" "..I'm stronger than he
is, aren't I Bill?" .

Positive (neutral): the approach is friendly or matter-of-fact (i.e.,
free from aggression .or hostility).
Successful: a question which seeks support of Pis successful if P
offers support by word (says yes), gesture (nods in the affirmative)

wr
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or champions S's cause (helps 5 keep possession of bike). If
sub pop is not Obtained, the interaction is unsuccessful and is not
scored.

2. Seeks Help from P
Questions which are used to obtain help are scored as seeking
help rather than seeking information ( `ee #3 below).
Example: "Will ru tie. my shoes?" "Will you hand me the
hammer?"
Positive (neutral): same as defined in #1 above.
Successful: a question which is a request for help or action is
successful only if jhe requested help is given or tae action the P
-was asked to perform is =Tied out. If help is not given and the
It-non is not performed, the interaction is unsuccessful and is not
scored.

3. Seeks Information from P; includes mg qt.stions (see #1 and #2
for exceptions). . j
S requests information or explanations from P.
Example: S asks P, "Wh 1tt are you doing?" "Will you play with me?'
"Where is the lid?" "Do you like me?" "Why did you make Billy
cry?"
Positive (neutral): same as defined in #1 above.
Successful: a request for information (a question) is successful
only if the information is given. The information doe's not have to
be accurate, but some attem to prorde the information must be
made. If the P makes no att pt to answer or provide information,
the interaction I's unsucce&s and is not scored.

4. Directs P Verbally.
This includes all attempts by 5 to verbally lead or influene the
behavior of a peer. S tells P to do something or verbally suggests
that P participate in an activity.
fbcample: "Close the door" "Come over here" "Give him the
shovel" "Let's pretend we're dogs" "Let's play with the beads."
Positive (neutral): the directions are given in a friendly or casual,
matter-of-fact way. Directions or leading behavior which is.hostile,
aggressive and threatens the wellbeing and freedom of the P are
defined as negative and are not scored. Examples of unSoorable .

negative verbal behavior are "Get out of here" "You can't play with
me" "tet away from us, we don't like girls."
Successful: P does what he is asked tel do.

S. Directs P Physically
S physically directs P into a behavior or activity.
Example: 5 takes? by the hand and leads him over to a play area
(gently nudges P over to sandbox).
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Positive (neutral): friendly urging of P. Ilysical directives which
are hostile and threatOn the well-being a P are defined as negative
and are not scored.

. Example: S pushes P into wall, 5 pulls P so fast he falls.
sucvessful: P fogws the physical guidance of 5 and does what S
wants him to do.

6. Acts Silly to P
This includes "silly" behavior used to gain the attention ti P.
Bcample: making faces or strange noises ancl gestures, posturing,
flipping water or paint, jumping tip and doWn,
Poitiv (neutral): same as defined in #1 aboye.
Successful: the P toward whom the behaviOr if directed pays
attention (i.e., responds in some way, e.g., looks, responds
verbally, smiles, laughs, gestures, reaches out, touches, imitates).

7. Stasis Conversation with P
This includes any attempt to initiate a conversation with P about
things that I' is not focusing on (i.e., "I went to the At) yesterday,-
"My dad is stronger than your dad").
Positive (neutral)Aiendly or matter-of fact statements. If 5 starts a

conversation by saying, "I hate you," "You're not my friend," this is
negative attention-seeking and is not scored.
Succmful: same as defined in #6 above. /.

8. Shows Something to P
This includes all attempts to g& the attentiottof a peer by showing
something.
Example: "Look at my drawing." "See how ditty the pail is."
Positive (neutral): same as defined in 1 above.
Successful: same as defined in #6 above.

9. Calls P
Each time S calls P's name to get P's attention (and 5 is successful)
is scored but if the calling is jxrseverative (i.e., "Jimmy, Jimmy,
Jimmy" with no pause t?etween the calls) only one score is
recorded. When there are pauses of two seconds or more between
calls, each call may be scored. /
Positive (neutral): same as defied in #1 above.
Successful: same as defined in #6 above.

10. qbuches P .

This includes any attempts by S to gain the attention of P by
tapping on shoulder, pulling at clothing, hugging, kissing, patting,
friendly poking, etc.
Positive (neutral): friendly and matter-of-Eict approaches. Hitting is
defined as negative behavior and is not scored.
Successful: same as defined in #6 above.

20'1
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11. Moves Toward P
5 moves toward and stands or sits near P (no score is given if 5
iust happens to be near P and shows no attention-seeking
behavior).
Positive (neutral): the approach is friendly or matter -of fact (i.e.,
free from aggression or,hostility).
Successful: same as defthed,in #6 above.

Illustrations of How Sequences of Interaction Events Are Scored
1. $ and P are coloring. S says to P, (Calls) you can use K

purple crayon (initiates conversation). P takes crayon. [SuccessU
calls and starts eonvers,atiortiscore 21 5 says to P, "Do you like
cslringr.(seeks informatlbn). P says, "Yes, do you?" [Successful
seeks information- -score 11 5 says, "It's what I like to do the
most lbey work quietly at the table. 5 says, lohimy, give me
track my crayon how" (verbally diiects), P gives him back his
crayon. [Successful verbal directionscore II S says, "Now give
me JoUr green crayon" (verbally directs). P says, "No."
(tinsuccessful verbal directionno score) $ says, "Get away from
my table, get out of here" (verbally directs). goes au/ay crying.
'Negative verbal directionno score)

2. 5 calls P (calls). P looks. [Successful callsscore 11
5 says to I', "Let's play in the dollhouse" (directs verbally). Both
children enter dollhouse. [Successful directs verballyscore 11
S says, "You lie the mother, OK?" (seeks information).13 puts on
mother's hat. (Successful seeks information score 1.1 S says, "You
go shopping now" (verbal directs), "Take the car" (verbal directs),
"I'm the baby, OK?" (seeks information). P says,. "I'm the mother
and I'm going shopping in the car but you're not the baby, you're
the father, OK?" [Successful verbal directsscore 21 [Successful
seeks informationscore 11

'3. .5 says to P, "let's ptay in the sandbox" (verbally directs). P says,
"OK, come over to this part." [Successful verbal cLirectionscore 11
S follows P. 13 says, "Give me the truck." 5 says, "No, I want the

..truck." P says, "Give me the pail then." S says, "You can have the
pail." P says, "Look at my road." S says, "I don't want to." S is
responding to P rather than taking the initiative, therefore, no
score.

4. S is playing in sandbox with P.'S says to P, "Can I play with the red
truck?" (seeks informatiOn). P says, "Yes." [Successful request for
information--score 11 5 says to P, "Give me the green truck now"
(directs verbally). P gives him the truck. [Successful yell
directibnscore 11
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. S. 5 is p laying with P. 5 says to P, "Do you like me'lliolcs for
information). P says, "No, I don't." [Successful request iber
information score 11

6.,4, 5 calls to P-(calls). P does not respond in any way. [Unsuccessful
Are] 5. then taps P on shoulder (touches) and says, "I

went to the zoo yesterday" (attempts to start conversation). P says,
"I have never been to the zoo. ( Successful touch and startsfconversation . ore 21 /

7. 5 Calls to P (ca s). P does not respond in any way.
II insuccessfulno.scorel S then runs up to P (moves toward) and
hitS P with shovel (touches). P cries. [Negative moves and
touchesno score)

1

8. 5. Wallis up to P (moves toward), taps him to the shoulder % .

(touches) and says, "Will you help me move my chair?" (seeks
help). P says "No." [Successful moveg toward and touchesscore

I21. [Unsuccessful in seeking help no score)
9. 5 walks inter to P ( moves toward), calls.P's name (calls') and says, "Look

at the picture I drew" (shows). P looks. (Successful moves, calls and
showsscore 31

og1
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V ,

PI,Q-ES CHECKLIST

Sublect.

Date

Time

Setting

Observer

Positive (or Neutral)
Event and Successful Score

. .

1. Seeks Support from P

2. Seeks Help from P

3. Seeks Information from P

4. Directs P Verbally

5. Directs P Physically

6. Acts Silly to P

7. Stags Conversation with P

8. Shows Something to P

9. Calls P

10. Touches P

11. Moves Toward P

TOTAI. SCORE

Comments.,

2 I 0
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8
Sumrniiiive Evaluation:

The Immediate
Impact--Method arid
Prelimitt4ry,Analyses

The first phase in the summative evaluation of the prosram fix-used on
its immediate impact on the children while they were still enrolled in
the pritsch(x)1. The second phase focused on the program's long term
impact in the primary grades. In both phases our primary objective was
to assess the compensatOry effects of the program on children from low
iiicome families.

11,

METHOD

In the first phase. the design of the study for measuring compensatory
effects was unusual because internal rather than external cc mIparimm
groups were used. The target group of low income children consisted of
youngsters who were enrolled in the preschool as three year-olds and
attended for two.years, and there were two comparison groups. One
consisted of high income children who werf the same sex and age, and
enrolled in the presch(x4 at the same time as the. childred in the target
gnxtp. The other consisted (Af low.income children who were enrolled
in the preschool as four year-olds and attended for only one year. The

e 199 211
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cuse of interns rather Mail external comparison groups had the adran
tage that it permitteagreater control of teacher and pngram variables.
iiowevr, the use of high income children as controls presented special
challenges which are discussed

The usual method of assessing a program is to compare the
achievements of the children enrolled in it with those of children of the
same s()cio.economic status, who have had 00 early education, or have
been expt)sed to a bifferent type of pn)gram. This metluid was used in
the second, but not the first phase of evaluation, for two reasons. First, it
proved impossible to find suitable control subjects in an appropriate
setting Persistent efforts were nude to hicate low income subjects in
local day nurseries, but thie ones fund were generally of higher socio-
economic status than the low-ink-ow children in the preschool. Second,
the attrition rate in the sample of subjects finally selected was too high.
)f is potential day nursety controls who completed the first full assess.

went. only lit were still in the nursery seven months later when it was
time tin 'the second assessment, and mxii could be tbund by the third
assessment time.

The major challenge we faced in utilizing a high-income com-
parison sample was to predict the kinds of results which would provide
acceptable evidence that compensatoty.effects in the low-income chit.
dim' had been obtained- This challenge was addressed from a theo
retical. and to the extent possible, from an empirical point of view.' First,
we assumed that all aspects of development in the presch(x)1 would
depend on the interaction of both hereditary and environmental factors.
Because of the extensive body of literature available on so cio-emnomie
differences in ability. we recognized that thehigh-income 'subjects, who,
like the km' income subjects were selected without Inc testing, might
havitmore potential for learning than their low income counterparts. If
this turned out to be the case, we expected that, )4iven equal oppor-
tunities for learning, the performance wins made by the high-incoine
children would exceed those made by the low- income children; small
initial differences would increase over time, and diffences not initially
present, because of a lack of relerapt experience in both income gimps,
would appear. We also recognized, because of the abundance of infer
mation about s(xo economic differences in parental practices, that the
high income children might be better prepared than the low-income
children, from an experiential point of vi w, to benefit from the pre
school program, and that this too might have the effect of increasing the
differences, over time, between the-income gimps. Consideration of the
pos.sibilities'from these two points of view led us to conclude that com-
pensatory etlects for the low-income children could be inferred if the
differences between them and the high-income children did not
increase over time.

. N
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1

There was some evidence, however, which suggested that the pre-
school might Nivea minimal impact on the abilities of the high-income
children. It has been found that preschcx4s, which have improved the
abilities 01 low income children, havAad no measurable effects on the
abilities of high income children, piesumahly because the parents clf the
latter and the preschool teachers taught the same things (Miezitis, 1973).
A minimal impact -on intelligence also seemed lik4ly if the amount of
home based stimulation received by the high income children was suf-
ficient to bring their performance up to level which were consistent
with their potential. It both of these conditions applied, then the high
income group wc)uld.ccmstiiute an ideal comparison group, stable with
respect ki intelligence and cognitive stimulation and reflecting, in per-
fc;rmance'gaims, only the effects of changes in age.

The nation of "compensatory" implies that low levels of achieve-
ment in low income children are due, in large measure, to a lack of suf
nom and appropriatexognitive stimulation rather than to limitations in
potential, and that the differenceslvtween low- and high income chil-
dren Which' have been observed, reflect, in part at least, differences in
opportunities for learning and development in their respective envi-
ronments. If this were the case in our samples, then we expected that
the km income children would make greater gains than the high-
income children and that the size of the differences between them
would decrease over time. If such "catching up" of the low-income chip
dren occurred, this would provide the most convincing evidence that
ccflupen.satory effects had been achieved.

The second comparison group, which consisted of low-income
children who were not enrolled in the preschool until they were four-
war olds, was used to assess the impact of the target group's first year. in
preschool; the immediate impact of the program on low-income chil-
dren when they were enrolled in it at age four, rather than at age three;
and, in the follow-up study, to assess the long range effects of one as
compared with two years of preschool experience.

Subjects

, The Kthlects were 80 three- and four-year-olds; 40 from low- and 40
from high income families. All were English- speaking, and all were
white except five in the low income sample, four of whom were native
( Indians) and the fifth a dark:skinned child of unknown ethnic origin.
These subjects represented rap main groups: Group A which consisted of
children who Teir enrolled in the presch(I51 as three-year-olds and Group
B which consisted of children who were enrolled as four-year-olds.

Group A. This group included 60 children (25 from low- and 35
from high-income families). All 60 were studied in their first preschool

2 3
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year and SO of them (24 low and 26 high- inconie) were re-enrolled in
the program for a second year and studied again. They represented three
subject cohorts who entered the preschoc)I in the first (Cohort 1),
second (Cohort 2) and third (Cohort 3) year of the project respectively.
The subjects in this group are desCribed by cohort, income subgroup,
sex, age and socioeconomic status (SEM index (Blishen, 1967) in Tabkv6.

The cohorts varied in size and in the proportion of boys to girls
and low income to high-income children in each. This was due to dif
ticulty in finding low income subjects who met the criteria in any given
year. Also the constitution of the cohorts changed 11); year in preschool
because of attrition. however, the total samples of high- and low income
children, when the cohorts were combined, were fairly well balanced for
age and sex in both their first and second presclux)1 year.

Group 11. This group consisted of 20 subjects, 15 low- and 5 high
income children: In the low income sample there were nine boys and
six girls. Mid year attrition accounted for the poor balance for sex in this
sample. In the high income sample there were five boys. There were no

.. high income girls because none who met the criteria were enrolled in
the [west:lux )1.

The yeast in which the Gri)up B subjects were in the program
varied. The low income children were enrolled as follows: one in each
of the first two years of the project, seven in the fourth, five in the fifth,
and one in the sixth year. Of the high income children two were
enrolled in the fourth and three in the fifth project year.

The mean ages, at entry into the project, of the low and high
income samples were 4.2 (SD .03) and 4.1 (SD .03) years, and their
mean SEAS indices were 32.1 (St) 6.8i and 64.8 (SD 12.3) revectively.

Subject selection. All the subjects were selected without pre
testing. The low income children were chosen from among children
recommended for the project by axariety of different social agencies:
For these the selection criteria were as follows: low-income and low
SFS; no previous group care or education; no known sensory, mental or
motor disability. 1he high-income subjects were selected from among
the children in the preschool whose parents paid fees. For these the
selection criteria were as follows: no previous group care or education;
no known sensory, mental or motor disability; enrollment in the pro-
gram in the same year as a low income child of the same sex and age.

Socio-economic status. The actual incomes of the parents are
not reported for two reasons. First, the high income parer were not
asked to reveal them, but foif these parents they can beapAoximately
inferred from the infimnatiofi available about their occupations. Second,
the incomes of the low-income parents, who were not on a fixed

214
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1 Table 6

Description of Group A by Cohort, income Sub-Group,
Sex Chronological Age (CA) and SliS Index

n

First Year m liteschool Second Year in Preschool

flolo

g.

. I

Male
CA SES htdex

Female Mean (SD) Mean (SD) n Male Filmic Mean (SD)
sa Index

Mean (SD)

CAthort 1
Low-hiccxne
High income

0.'1x:12511*c:3
lowincome
Nigh income
All subjects

Cohon 3
Low income
High-income
All subjects

All Colons
low-itictxne
High income
All subjects

9
8

17

4
13
17

12
14
26

25
35
60

.3
3
6

3
7

10

6
7

13

12
17
29

6
5

11

1

6
7

6
7

13

13
18
31

3.18
3.07
3.13

329
324
3.25

3.33
3.16
324

3.27
3.17
3.21

(.281) 32.67
(.265) 68.0
(.270) 49.29

.

(.293) 30.56
(.264) 72.41
(.265) 62.56

(.223) 30.48
(241) 73.08
(243) 53.42

(255) 3128
(.255) 71.77
(.257) 54.84

'
( 6.86)
(10.33)
(20.02)

( 3.06)
( 8.03)
(19.61)r.
( 5.03)
( 6.91)
(22.48)

( 5.37)
( 8.11)
(20.97)

8
6

14

4
11
15

12
9

21

24
26
50

2
2
4

3
6
9

6
4

10

11
12
23

6 4.13
4 4.11

10 4.12

1 4.29
5 4.27
6 4.26

6 4.33
S 4,11

11 423

13 4.22
14 4.18
27 4.21

(.252)
(272)
(.250)

(.293)
(..n
(.246)

(.223)
(.253)
(.255)

(249)
(.247)
(.251).

30.50
'68.33

46.71

30.56
71.81
60.81
..

30.48
72.52
48.50

30.50
71.25
51.69

( 2.33)
(1Q.80)
(20.62)

( 3.06)
( 865)
(20.29)

( 5.03)
( 8.32)
(2228)

(380)
( 9.03)
(21.22)
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support pn)gram such as Mother's Allonce,' fluctuated widely depend-
ing, for example, on whether they were temporarily employed or on
welfare, and it was not passible to monitor these fluctuations in any sys
tematic Or tvliable way. I lowever, the incomes of the low-income
families can also be approximately inferred from their occupations.

The education and ()cc:cif:10(r of the "heads' of the families of
all of the subjects ( fathers in intactiNod mothers in single-parent
families) are described by group and income subgroup in Table 7.

The number of single parent, mother headed families in the low
income samples was 13 (of the ZS) in Group A and 13 (of the 15) in
Group H. All of these were on' Mother's Allowance, or on welfare and
waiting to go on Mother's Allowance. None of them worked on a regular
basis outside the home. In the high income samples there were only
two single-parent families (both in Group A). The mothers in these-
families were:, however, highly trained and financially independent.

In the intact families in the low-income samples, all but one of the
family heads had irregular employment histories. They worked at various
types of jobs, usually for relatively short periods and then were unem-
ployed The occupations shown for them in Table 7 arebthe Ones in
which they were engaged for the longest, continuous, time lieriod, al-
though this was sometimes only a few weeks. In the intact families in
the high income samples the family heads were all regularly employed.

Information about the educational levels attained by thyr parents of
the subjects was obtained during interviews with the parents, rather than
from school records or other objective sources, although, in the case
of most of the high income families, it was simply inferred from the
parents occupation (e.g., for those in professions). There is reason to
believe that the attainments claimed by at least some of the low-income
parents were somewhat overstated.

Low-Income subject source, family support and fee-
funding. The agencies which referred most of the low-income children
in the third and subsequent project years differed from the agency
which referred the children in the first two years. This changed the
-.alumni of counseling and assistance the children's families received.
This change was also accompanied by a modification in the way in
%%filch the children's fees (although not their tramixmation) were
fundrd.

In the first two years of the project the children were recom
mended by a single Family and Children's Services Agency with which

Ntother's Allowance is a popular name (Or an allowance paid to single. divorced.
separated or widowed %%Innen with dependent children iltukr Section 71d of the Family
lienetits Act of the Pros-hue it Ontario. it is a needs test program. btu gtrarantees an

to b'%. higher than is attainable from municipal welfare sources.
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Table 7

Education and.Oicupttions of tbe Family Heads
by Group and Income Sub-Group

Low-wane
to = 25)
Sit of 25

GROUP A

.15)

GROUPB-- --
lowicome Habinamste

IS) (w - 5)
s of le as of 5

Mokincevite

25.4-0
Education
Primary

...

less than grade 8 12.0 13.3
Gude 8 28.0 t -"" .SeCt Main'
GM& 9 or 10 480 66.7
Grade!! or 12

POO secondary
12.0 41, 20.0 -

Technkal - 86 200
RA degree. 5 7 40.0

. Advanced degrees # 85.7 - 400
Occupadons
Never Employld
l Installed latww

120 '133

i factory. reaawant. mistral-aunt 480 - 53.3
Semi skilled Libm

(mirk driver. painter. repairman.

it
custodian. housekeeper)

Skilled labor e
24 0 ..- 6 7

(gokstr clerk, telephone operator. .
hairdresser. bookkeeper). 160 26.7

Managers and Pmfessionals
(business and the arts) - 11.4 60.0

Sectintary School Teachers
and Administrators and
GtadUite Students - 20.0 ...

Physitiam. lawyers. Engineers.
and lInivenity Professors 68.6 - 40.0 -

.4

dose working relationships had been established. This agency appointed
a Coordinator to work with the Project Director and agreed to provide
any support or counseling that the families of the children might re-
quire. The social workers in this agency made the initial approach to the
families and Brought the parents to the preschool for preliminary visits 'INU
and on their child's first day in school. They worked closely with the
preschool staff and tried to implement any recommendations which
were Made for modifying the children's home conditions. In these years
all of the children were funded through grants and were referred to as >
"scholarship" children. Their parentsivere, for the most Ilan, proud that 'IC
their childrethad been selected for these scholarships and were eager

CLto,support their progress. They responded positively to every request
CZ)

made by the preschool mail and all but ore mother participated in the C.,
.gram activities whicksincluded parents, and in parent meetings, both
frequently apd actively. All of the families of the low-income children in Cn

Ls.Ico
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. .
the first two cohorts of Group A received this kind of support and treat
ment during both the first and secoild years that their children were in
the pn)gralp,

In the third project year, when the subjects in the thirci)hon of
Group A were selected, the Agent); referred to above could not provide .

the number of children required. Additional sources were therefore
used, such as public health nurses and subsidies housing bureaus. All
hut tour of the subjects in Cohort 3 were recommended by these new
sources and, asa result, their,families received link or no support and s
counseling -gther than that which.was provided by the preschool. Fur
thermore, because of the size of Cohort 3, which included as many
subjects as were in the first two cohorts combined, the funds available
were pig sufficient to.pnwide them with full scholarships..Their tees

. were, therefore, partially financed by subsidies yom the city, although
their transportation was funded through grants. as-it had been for the'
first two cohorts. The parents were required to apply for the subsidies.
This procedure made it difficult-to convey to,these parilms the feeling

pnwedure used with the puents of the children in the first- ) cohort~
4Zthat their children were "special,' and it was not as store as the

in generating interest in their children's progress and preschool activ-
ities. Although these parents fully woperated with tV school on matters
directly affecting their children it was difficul to itAlve them in
preschool activities; even when transportation fbr them Was arranged.

Other SES differences. The low-Inc-tune subjects differed from
the highitm>me subjects in that more of thOn had unstable pants
miho abused or neglected them, and more had undiagnosed iien.soty or
other disabilities which required treatment.

Only one high income subject was subjected to any known serious
stress during the project and this wag during a divorce proceeding. In.
Co ntrast. in the lowinctine Group A sample, two children suffered
abuse which resulted iti charges being laid against their parents, and
three others were made temporary wards of the Children's Aid and
experienced a series of both institutiondland fixster home placements.
IWo others had mothers under psychiatric treatment, one because of a
compulsion to destroy her child (our subject). Seventeen of the families
were highly mobile: three moved five to six times, five moved two to
four times and nine moved at least once while their children were in
the preklyol. The number and identity of the adults in these families,
especially in the single-parent families, also tended to change frequently.
The low-income families in Group B appeared to be more stable than
those in Group A although, as was repotted earlier, more of them were
single-parent families.
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I Itriliagnosed disabilities. in two low income children who were
enrolled in the program were so severe that these children were not
used as subjects: 111(1. were, weer, kilt in the program. and treat.
ment for them was arranged. e was deaf and the other was seriously
disturbed emdtionally. In the Group A low.ineimne subject sample two
childrenjrad serious auditory and respiratory problents, which required
surgery, and seven had articulatory difficulties which required special
treatment outside the preschool. In the Group II low-Income sample,
one child had a severe speech and behavior disorder, two were serious
behavit r problems, one had a hearing deficit andia speech problem,
and one had an articulatory problem atl requiring special treatment. In
contrast, only two of the children in the high-incinue samples presented
special prOblems and these were articulatory disorders which respond.
ed relatively quickly to treatment. There were five children of non-
Caucasian origin in the study and all were in the low income samples.
Four %%re in Group A and these were native (Indian) children. 'The
other was in Group 13 and was a darker skinned child of unknown
ethnic origin. ..

. '

Assessment Policy

Tire tests and measures 4e employed were related ,to the program's
goals. The question addressed was, did the children change over time in
"desirable" ways as defined by the aims of the program? The goals of
the program were described in7detail in Chapter 2. The objectives on
which the program was assessed were those concemed.with the devel-
opment of (a) intellectual and cognitive abilities, (,b) effective learning
and cognitive problem.solving styles and strategies, and (c) social
competence with peers.

Standardized instruments were used whenever acceptable ones
could he found, but two new measures, which were developed as part
of the project, were also employed.. The new measures were (a) a set of
rating scales for measuring various aspects of problem-solving and cog.
native styles and (b) an objective measure of social competence with
peers. The development of the latter measure was a major research
project. in itself which is described in Chapter 7.

Although the standardized tests were related to the program's
goals, the teachers did not "teach to the4ests." They were giveri onk
,general knowledge about the types of items which were included in
them. They also had no knowledge about the target behaviors in the
social competence measure, nor did the principal investigator, total the
end of the project when the discriminating variables in the children's -
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behavkw had been cc inclusively identified. They did, however, have
full knowledge about the rating scales, for they participated in their
devel(vment.

TO research staff and the teaching staff worked indepen4ntly,
without krundedg of each others assessments of the children. The only
feedback given the teachers by the principal investigator was about the
group results obtained at the end of each year. As was explained in
Chapter 6, this feedback was used to identify objectives not being
achieved, and to suggest what asjytts of the progrANneeded to be
nuxlified.

The teachers were kept in ignorance of the items on the tests so
that any increases in the children's test scores w9uldseflect real devel-
opment, which might be enduring, rather than superficial learning due
to special tutoring, which might be transitory. They were kept ignorant
of the children's test scores to prevent them fnmi developing expec
tancies, which might modify their attitudes and behavior toward the chil
dren. IntOrmation about the Binet IQs of the children was scaled as
mxm as it was °Iv:tined and was not known by even,the principal
investigator until the children had "graduated" from the preschool.

Assedsment Instruments
Intellectual and Cognitive Ability

Four standardized tests were used to assess achievement in this area.
They were the Stanfordllinet Intelligence Scale (Terman & Merrill,
1973); The Preschool Inventory, 100 edition; and two Circus tests, both
Form A, "Say and Tell" and "How Much and How Many."

I. The Stanford-Binet intelligence test is perhaps the best measure of
its kind arailable.for use with preschool-aged children, and it is
the one.hich has been used most frequently to evaluate com-
pensatory early education programs( It is generally considered to
be an academic aptitude test because it is highly predictive of
academic achievement. This test was not included in the test
battery in the first project year, mainly because its use was resisted ;
by the teachers, but it was used in each suhseyuent year when the
teachers were assured that t results wouldpe sealed until the
children had "graduat

2. The Preschool Invent° is a 64-item test which. is heavily satu-
rated with items which ensure conceptual ability. It yields a to
score based on four .-ub-test scores. The sub-tests are as follows: 11

(a) Personal-Social Responsivenessknowledge about the child's
own world and the ability to gel along with and respond to the
communications of other persons, (b) Associative Vocabulary-
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1

ability to demonstrate awareness of the connotation of a word by
carrying out some action, or by associating to certain intrinsic
qualitites of the underlying vetba I concept, (c) Concept Activation
Numerical ability to Ubel quantities, to make judgments of more
or less, to recognize striated positions and (d) concept Activation-
Sensory--to be aware of certain sensory attributes (shape, size,
motion, color) and to be able to execute certain visual-motor
configurations. -a

3. Circus "Say and Tell" Form A is aianguage test. It yields scores on
three kinds of language ability: (a) Description, (b). Functional
language and (c) Narration.

Description is a measure of the child's ability to respond to
direct questions and describe a pewit (k g., "What do we call
this?" "What color is it?") and a penny (e.g., "Tell me all about
what you have in your hand."). Functidlial Language is a measure
of the use of correct forms: plurals, verbs, prepositions, subject
verb agreement, comparisons, possessives. For each item there is a
sample picture (e.g., a picture of one tree) and a response picture
(e.g., a picture of two trees). The examiner says, "Here is a tree
Here are two (trees). Narration is a measure of the child's
ability to talk about or tell a story about,a picture. The total num-
ber of words, the number of different words and the quality of.
the story (inclusions of vett*, modifiers, proper syntax, sequence,
rhythm and description of characters and events) are scored

4. Circus "How Much and How Many" Form A measures number
concepts and abilities. It yields a total score based on three
sub-scores for (a) Counting, (b) Relational Terms, (c) Numerical
Concepts.

Counting measures the ability to mark the picture in an army
of three (or more) pictures which has, for example, "three lines,"
or the picture of seals which "goes with" a specified number, or
the picture of the number which "shows" how many elephants
there are. Relational Terms measures the child's ability to deal
with size (e.g., identify the largest, smallest, shortest, longest);
position (in, between, bottom); inclusion-exclusion (some, all,
none); spatial ordination (first, middle, last): Numerical Concepts
measures understanding of one-to-one correspondence (e.g.,
"44ark the.picture that shows just one banana for each monkey"),
numerical sequence (c.g., "Mark the number that comes before
3"), and the meaning of most, more, least, fewest (e.g, "Which
clown has the most balloons?"),

The Circus tests were not administered in the first year of
the project for they were not published at that time. They were,
however, used in each subsequent year.
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Peoblem-Solving Styles and Strategleti

Three tests and a set of teacher rating scales were used to asses
achievement in this area. The tests included two of the Circus batte7ry,
chink It Through," Form A, and "Make a Tree," and the Kansas Reflection
Impulsivity Scale tier Preschoolers (KRISP), developed by John Wright (Note

). The rating scales assessed six dimens wis oflx-haviQr: ( a ) Self I Nrect ion,
(h) Mastery Motivation, (c) SelfManage writ. (d) Curiosity. (e) Creativity
and (f) Imagination.

I. Circus "lhink It Through" is a measure of problem solving ability.
It yields a total score teased on three sub test scores whici)
measure (a) Problem Identification, (h) Classification and (c)
Solution Evaluation. -

Problem Identification assesses the child's ability to identify
the problem (e.g., "Mark the picture that has something wrong,"
or "Mark the picture that shows what happens first"). Classification
measures the child's ability to mark the picture which "Roes best"
with a specified picture, or to mark the one which does not "go"
with a specified sample. Solution Evaluation measures the ability
to identify and indicate the picture representing a solution to a
problem (e.g.. "Clarence wants to get some cookies from a jar on
a high shelf, but he can't reach it. Mark the picture that shows the
best way to solve Clarence 's problem").

2. Circus "Make a Tree" was designed to measure creativity. It
assesses a child's ability to assemble, using a large pack of
gummed stickers which vary in color and shape, a "novel" rep
resentation of a tree. The examiner places before the child:who is
seated at a table, a white sheet of raper and the pile of stickers
and silks, "I want you to make a tree with these stickers on this
paper. Make any kind of tree you like." The test is administered
twice (on separate days) with the second test being given within
one week of the first. On the second test, the child is asked to
make another tree "just as different from the first one as you can."
The trees are scored on Appropriateness (looks like a tree),
t Tnusualness (novelty, imaginative or "different") and Difference
t how much the two trees are alike or different).

3. The Khnsa.s Reflection-Impulsivity Scale for Preschoolers (KRISP)
presents a series of mateh-to-sample discrimination tasks. The child
is presented with a sample picture and is asked to identify from
among an array of alternatives the one that is "just the same" as
the sample. To do this successfully, the child must scan efficiently
and identify the distinguishing features. "Impulsivity" and "re-
flection" arc operationally defined in terms of the time taken to.
respond (latency) and the number of errors made (errors). Chit
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dren who are relatively slow and accurate (i.e., have high latencies
and low errors) are classified as reflective. Those who are relatively
Fast and inaccurate (i.e., have low latencies and high errors) are
classified as impulsive. Normative data are provided for inter.
paling individol scores.

a. The rating scales were designed to assess learning and cognitive
prciblemsolving styles by measuring the firquency (as judged by
their teachers) with which children display.behaviors defined in
six categories: Self Direction, Mastery Motivation, self Management,

riosity, Creativity. Imagination. Appended to 0*s chapter is a
copy of the Manual (Appendix A), which provides elaborated clef
Mitions of the behaviorsto be rated, and a copy of the Rating
Form (Appendix B). The scales vary by number of behaviors on
which the children are judged. I lowever, the score for each scale
is calculated as the mean of the ratings assigned on that scale.
ibus,.all scale scores have the same potential range (i.e., from 0
to 6).

The scales were develoried by the principal investigator with
the help of teachers in the preschool and in two day nurseries.
They were revised three times until ambiguities in the behavioral
definitions weiXeliminated and reliable scores were obtained.
Reliability was assessed by correlating the scores assigned to the
same children by different teachers. In the first project year the
reliabilities of the scores obtained on the subject samples did not
meet the criterion-on all scales, but, in the second and subsequent
years, they did. The criterion was significant correlations between
all teacher pairs at the p < .01 level. The correlations between the
scores obtained in the second project year are shown by scale,
assessment time and teacher pair in Table 8. In our project, four
teachers rated each child on these measures and each child's scale
score was themtp of the four scores thus obtained.

Social Competence

An objective observational. procedure was employed to measure the
social competence of the children with their peers. The set of criteria
used to judge their competence was selected on the basis of the results
of a four-phase study which was conducted as part of the project. This
study was described in Chapter 7. Briefly, the overall criterion was the
frequency with which the children initiated interactions with their peers,
which were posithy and successful social-influence attempts. The score
derived for each child, based on the frfquency with which the child
initiated die target ituMmions was (aired the Peer Interaction, Qualitt.
Effectiveness Score (111,Q.F.S). This score is a measure of the child's
social-influence elie&iveness.
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Table

Correlations Between the Ratings Assigned to the Subjects
by All Teacher Pairs on Each Scale at Each Assessment lime.

in the Second Project Year
= 34

7eacbers Sell Direction

Fa ll Spring

'Mastery

Fall Spring
Sell-Manmernent

Fag Spring

A & 15 .637 .597 .568 .541 .707 .732
A & C(F.)' .697 .318 KY .762 .505 .747 .623
A & 1) .765 .509 * # .769 .556 .681 .568
II& (( F.): .787 .720 .699 .704 .777 .684
li & 1) .630 .685 .714 .607 .712 .745
CAE), & 0 .661 .S98 .788 .695 .775 .543

Curiosity Creativity imagination
Fall Sprit* Fall Spring Fall Spring

A & 11 .724 .439 .733 .628 .808 .453
A & C( E. V .541 .367 .768 .644 .664 .370'
A & 0 .532 .665 .690 .641 .760 .458
li & CAE it .807 .535 .751 .680 .771 .505
13 & 1) .663 .580 .721 .608 '1849 .522
((E): & 1) 728 557 .732 .748 789 .473

/) < .05
'Teactiet F. Sul)stitute for C in spring

= not significant

Daa Collection Procedure

The subjects were assessed on all of the measures twice each year, in
the fall, starting no sooner than one month after they were enrolled in
the preschool ((ctober November), and seven months later in the
spring (MayJune). The duration of each assessment period was fOL100
six weeks.

The subjects were tested, and their social behavior was observed,-
in alternate weeks, and the rating scales were completed in the first four
consecutive weeks of each assessment period.

The tests were administered in a random order eNcept that either
the Preschool Inventory or the Stanfordltinet Intelligence Scale was
given to each subject on hispr her first test day, and these tests were
always administered at least one week apart. At each assessment time
the liinet was given first to half of the subjects and the Preschool In-
ventory was given first to the other half of the subjects in each group.
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The sts were given to each child in the same order In the spring a§ in
the tall.

All tests were administered, individually, in a small special-project
room in the presOlool,-which was familiar to the subjects. There were
two testers who administered all of the tests, except "Make a Tree"
which was given by pan time teachers. The two testers were mature
women and both were experienced psychometrists. They both worked
on the project throughout its duration. Thus, each test, excepi.Circus
"Make a Tree," was given to all of the subjects by the same tester.

The rating scales were completed for each child by four teachers.
Etch teacher rated one quarter of the subjects during each week in the
first four weeks of each assessment period. Thus, each child was rated in
each of the four weeks, but by a different teacher.

'e ob§ervers and the observational procedures used to study the
social behavior of the children were described in Chapter 7.

PRELIMINARY ANALYSES

Before final decisions could be made about how the datarshould be
analyzed for mpensatory effects, it was necessary to determine whether
the two variables which were modified during the project, and the one
variable in the children, which was not controlled by subject-selection,
affected performance. The variables which were modified during the
project were (a) the educational program, as described in Chapter 6,
and (h) the 4ferring agencies and fee funding of the low-income chil-
dren as described earlier in this chapter. The variable which was not
initially controlled in the selection of the subjects was "ability" (IQ). No
pre testing was done, because it was expected that such testing would
provide misleading results with at least the low-income children. How-
ever, after the children had been in the program for at least one year it .

became apparent that they differed widely in ability and that this sight
be affecting their responses to the program in highly important mWs.

Program Modification Effects
To determine whether the changes made in the program during the first
three years had any measurable effects, the achievements of the three
cohorts in Group A, which entered the program in the first, second and
third years of the project respectively, were compared. Only the 50 chi'
dren who were enrolled in the program for two years were included.
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Scores on tests and measures obtained on the subjects in both
their first and second preschool years were subjected to a series of
2(Year) x 2(Time) x 3(Cohort) x 2(SES) x 2(Sex) ANOVAs and no
significant main effects for Cohort were found.

Because some tests were not administered to all of the subjects
until their second preschool year, the data for the second year in pre
school were re-analyzed separately and subjected to a series of 2(Time)
x 3(Cohort) x 2(SES) x 2(Sex) ANOVAs. These yielded only one main
effect for Cohort and this was on a sub test score. -

Ik-cause only one Cohort effect, among so many (33) possibilities,
was tounj, it vvas considered spurious. It was, therefore, concluded that
the changes in the program had had no measurable immediate effects
on perfirmance.

Subject Source, Family Support and Fee-Funding Effects

To determine whether less family support, and being a subsidized rather
than a scholarship child, had any effects on the achievements of the low-
income children, the 12 "scholarship" children (Cohorts 1 and 2) and
the 12 "subsidized" children (Cohort 3) in Group A were compared.

Simple t-tests were uwd to measure the significance of the di
femur between the mean scores of these samples on all measures at
each assessment time. Only two significant differences were found and
these were on subtesi scores on two different measures.

Because only two significant differences were found, among so
many (132) possibilities, they were considered spurious. It was, there-
fore, concluded that differences in the amount of family support pro.
vided and differences in the fee funding arrangements, had no measure
able immediate effects on the performance of the bw-incothe children.

Ability Effects

Group A Abair):

There were wide individual differences in the apparent native ability of
the subjects, as measured by their Binet IQs. In corder to measure the
effects of ability on perfomunce, the 24 lowincome subjects in Group A
who were in the program for two years, were divided into two ability
sub-groups, with 12 subjects in each, on the basis of the means of the
two IQ scores they obtained in their second preschool year. The mean
IQs of the two sub-groups thus obtained were 106.9 (SD 7.2, rinse 99.5-
123) and 89.5 (SD 8.35, range 70.5.99.0). The difference between these
means, of 17.4 IQ points, was highly significant (t 1221 = 5.5, p < .001).
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' These two ability tillb groups were.well balanced for sex and cohort. In
the group with more ability there were five boys and seven girls and six
were "scholarship" children (in Cohorts 1 and 2) and the other six were
"subsidized" children ( in Cohort 3). In the group with less ability there
were six boys and six girls and six were "scholarship" children (in
Cohorts I and 2) and six wert: "subsidized" children (in Cohort 3).

The high income subjects in Group A were, as a groupatbove
average in ability. although the range of their IQ scores was wide. Only
one of the 26 subjects who were in the program for two years con
sistently scored below average (below IQ 100) and over 80% of them
consistently scored above average (above IQ 110). The mean Binet IQ
of tlikl group, based on the means of the two scores the children oh
toned in their seam/ preschool year, was 116.7 (.Si) 11.1, range 8c).0-
133.5). The difference between this mean and the mean score (106.9) of
the low income sub group with.the most ability was 9.8 points. 'Ibis dif
terence was significant (t 1361 = 2.K. p <

Thus, in Group A, there appeared to be three distinguishable
ability sub groups; one with high-ability (the high income children), one
with average ability (the low-income children with the highest IQs) and
one with low ability (the low-income children with the lowest IQs). In
the average-ability group, as defined above, there was only one child
who obtained an IQ of over 110 at both assessment times, and in the
low ability group there were only two children who obtained scores
above 90 at both assessment times in their second preschool year.

To determine whether ability, as measured by IQ, had an effect on
performance, the achievements of these three ability groups were com-
pared. A series of 3(Ability Group) x 2(Year) x 2(TimeI x 2(SES) x
2(Sex) ANOVAs were performed on all of the scores derived from all of
the tests and measures of intellectual and cognitive ability and cognitive
styles. Significartt main effects of Ability Group were found on all of the
ability tests, and on all of the cognitive styles tests except one sub-test of
think It Through" (Problem Identification), two of the three scores on
"Make a Tree" (appropriateness and difference), one of the two scores
than the KRISI' (latency) and vitae of the six rating scales (Curiosity and
Exploration). A summary oethe significant main effects of Ability Group
on these measures is presented in Table 9.

These findings indicated clearly that ability, as measured by the
Binet was an extremely important variable which could not be Ignored.

Group B Ability

The ability of the low-income sample in Group B was average, and
about the same as that of the (irpup A low-income, averageability sub-
grZ?up. In their second year in school (kindergarten) only 12 of the 15
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Table 9

Summary Table of Significant Main Effects for Ability (,'nn4

list Sub -tact F df p

tuner IQ 3.15 2.47 .0000"
Preschool Inventory Personal/Social 29.9 244 .001Y"

Associative/Vocabulary 10.7 2,44 .0000"
Concept Numerical 21.8 2.44 .0000**
Concept Sensory 34.9 2.44 .0000
Total 35.3 2,44 .0000.

-say and Tell" Descriptkm 13.6 2,47 .0000.
Total Functional language 26.8 2,30 .0000
Number of Different Words 3.5 2,30 .0417'
Quality 4.9 230 .0149'

"Hero Much and flow Many" Qiunting 11.8 2,30 .000"
Relational Terms 13.2 230 ..0001"
Numerical Concepts 9.21 2.30 .0008'
Total 15.2 230 .0001".

"Think It Through** Problem Identification 2.7 230 .0845 NS
Classification 9.14 230 .0008
Solution Evaluation 19.4 2,30 .0000tr
Total 14.4 230 .0001"'

-Make Tree- Appropriate 2.4 2.47 .1063 NS
lInusual 3.9 2.47 .0276'
Difference 1.8 2,47 .1817 NS

KR1SP Errors 9.0 2.47 .0005*
latency .2 2,47- .7890 NS

Rating Scales Self Direction 3.2 2,47 .0501'
Astery/Motivation 5.8 2,47 .0055**
SellManagement 5.8 2,47 .0054".
Curiosity & Exploration 1.9 2.47 .1608 NS
Creativity .10.5 2,47 .0002*"
Imagination 3.2 2.47 .0495'

***/, .001

"p -- .01

01,

NS r not signals- ant.

subjects in this sample were still availhble for study, but they included
all. of the subjects with the invest preschool-level IQ scores. The mean
IQ of these 12 subjects, based on the means of the two scores they
obtained in their kindergarten year, was 106.3 (SD17.9, range 973-124.5).
There was.no significant difference between this mean and the second-

year -in preschool mean score (106.9) of the Group A km-income,
averak-abilltrsub-group.

228
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It was concluded from these findings that the Group 13 low-
income sample could he regarded as an average-ability sub-group, cOm
parable to the Group A low-income, average-ability subgroup. In the
Group B low income sample only two of the 12 children had IQs of
over 110 at both assessment times in their kindergarten year.

The high-income subjects in Group 1i were not tested in kindergarten,
but they constiipted a- high ability sub-group. Al the end of their one pre-
sato( )1 year, their mein IQ was 121 (.5.D 9.3, range 108 130) and only one of
them had a score below 110.

Discussion and Conclusions
The finding that the modifications made in the program during the first
three years had no measurable effects on the performance gains made
by the children may have been due to the size of the cohorts compared.
lowever, many different types of preschot)I programs have been equally

successful in producing immediate performance gains in 'Young children
(Welkin, 1970 & 1972) and, in view of this, our results were not sur-
prising. They suggest that the overall quality of the program was about
the same throughout the whole project, including the start-up year.
Finally these results indicated that in any further analyses, the cohort
variable could be ignored and the cohort data could be combined.

The 1:1§, that the differences in the services provided for the
families of the . olarship" and "subsidized" low-income children had
no measurable effects on the immediate gains made by them, was
reassuring. This was especially so because the Head Start literature has
put much stress on the importance of support for the families of chil-
dren in compensatory early education programs if satisfactory results are
to he achieved. Furthermore these results indicated that, in any further
analyses, the data for the scholarship and subsidized children could be
combined.

The finding that ability, as measured by the Binet IQ, was such a
powerful variable in predicting 4chievement led to the conclusion thf
in any analyses of the data for compensatory effects this variable could
not be ignored. Since, in the preliminary analyses it was found that the
children who were in the program for two years (Group4) could be
successfully divided into three ability sub-groups, and that the low-
income children who were in the program for only one year (Group B)
constituted a sub-group comparable in ability to the average-ability sub-
group in Group A, it was decided that these four sub-groups should
become the four main groups in the analyses of the data for compen-
satory effects. ,
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Appendix A
MANUAL FOR THE UWO PRESCHOOL

BEHAVIOR RATING SCALE

General Instructions:

I. The purpose of this scale is to assess the nonsocial adaptive
abilities or competence of the child.

2. You are asked to rate 0-6 on each item according to the
frequency with which the behavior described is displayed by
the child (see rating form for further instructions).

3. The following are elaborated definitions of the behavior to be
rated with illustrations.

A. Self-direction: Does the child have ideas and plans and does
he/she cant' them out independently or does he/she need a great
deal of direction?

1. Is busy: gets involved in activity right away and is absorbed in
what he/she is doing (vs. being idle and needs suggestions):
The behavior may, on occasion, be undesirable (e.g., pouring
paint on the fkxw) but if it is clearly "experimental" behavior
and not habitual (testing limits) it is scored here.

2. Self directed: goes about business on own, choosing what
he/she wants to do (vs. other-directed, i.e., following teacher's
direction or peer's direction, watching others for an idea).

3. Attends or "focused": concentrates, or becomes absorbed in
activities or a task (vs. distractable, and usually paying &re
attention to other accents than what he/she is doing).

4. Purposeful and planful:
Goal-directed: is purposeful (e.g., sets Out to construct a garage,
complete a itizzle, print his/her name; etc. vs. aimless, ma-
nipulates materials at random).
Planful: makes plans to carry out a project, for example, sets out
to make a booklet, or clay model or boats (vs. impetuous'or
random behavior with no apparent plan such as hammers for
fun of hammering, not making anything).
Carries out plans: sustains a sequence of activities mid coin
pletes a project or at least completes a series of steps toward
that end (vs. capricious, i.e., has a whim, but does not carry out).

a
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B. Mastery motivation: flow does the child react to challenge,
difficulty and frustration (i.e., does the child try hard to succeed or
does he 'she give up easily? Does the child take time to figure out
the situation or does he she iust charge ahead? Does the child
"keep his her head" or does he, she "go, to pieces". emotimallyn.

1. Tries hard: to learn new skills (e.g.. clolgovnined to master a
puzzle or to ride a tricycle vs. a passive onlooker.or little eftbrt).

2. Persistent: tries hard to extricate himself/herself from some
difficulty, for example, to move a heavy block, to unhook a .

wagon from a caught position, to work a zipper (vs. little effort
-(>r quickly seeks help), makes a large number of atteMpts to
solve a puzzle or other problem, keeps coming back at it (vs.
one or two tries and quickly gives up), includes frustration
t()terance in task-oriented behavior.

3. Takes some risks: hazards failure (takes some risks vs. avoids
difficulty or chance of failure), hazards consequences, which
he she understands and can predict, if wants to do something
very much, and accepts consequences when they follow.

. Accepts limitations (failures) with equanimity ( i.e., when fails io
lAllieve something which is too difficult, gives up, or accepts
this vs, severely distressed, hostile or destructive).

s. "Keeps head" emotionally:when facing a frustration remains
steady vs. breaks down (cries) or blows up in anger, ores with
accidents with control (i.e., handles the situation quietly vs.
cries or has violent emotion), accepts consequences if
disciplined, accepts it (vs. cries, expresses hostility, blames the
situation on someone else, has a temper tantrum).

O. Thouightfill ("reflective"): tends.to study a problem, consider
well befbre tackling it, or when up against a difficulty (vs. an
impulsive, rapid, direct attack).

`7. Resourceful: thinks up varied solutions to problems inde-
pendently, tries various ways of extricating himself/herself from I

a difficulty or various ways of solving a problem (vs. keeps
doing the same thing over and over even though it does not
work).

8. llses resources (adults, peers, science center, hooks, etc.) to get
information. Or knowledge which can he used by 'him /her to
carry out plins. This is instrumental use of resources, not
emotional where he/she seeks comfort or tries to get someone
else to do the task for himiher(vs. rushing ahead without
attempting to get information required).

9. Applies information (obtained from resources) independently
Child may or may not be successful or effective in his/her use
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of the infotmation, the important thing is that the child does try
to use it (vs. gets information but does not use it).

C. Self-management (self-control and responsibility): Does the child
cooperateNtnd conform to reasonable limits and requirements? Is
he/she using good jffdgment in doing this or is he/she "sub.
missive" of cowed (i.e., can child risk non-conformity where
requirements are unusual or directions unreasonable? Does the
child look after his/her personal rieels independently?).

I. Conforms to regular limits set by school (vs. needs constant
reminders).

2. Qmperates with adults in following reasonable directionsor
suggestions and requests (vs. refuses or complains).

3. Waits for turn: can postpone satisfaction (i.e., cle,wait for turns
to play with something or wait' or until it Is ready vs.
insists on having it now and cries of)gets mad).

4. Can carry through a task: aeries out jobs(responsibilities)
he/she has imdertakento do in a dependable way (e.g., puts,.
out the juice glasses and completes the job vs. wanders off and
forgets to do it).

S. Dresses himself/herself: makes serious effort to get clothes on
And off without needing morethan a minimum of help with
special problems like jammed zippers, etc,

6. 'Washes self: makes serious effort to piny out the washing
routine appropriately and usually succeeds without help.

7. Toilet: looks after own toilet needs efficiently and inde-
pendently.

8. Questions unusual requirements or directions (vs. accepts
passively, or is a "model" child), tests limits imposed by a
stranger, or does not readily conform. "Has a mind of his/her
own" (Vs. easily led.or highly suggestible).

9. Makes decisions without difficulty (i.e., can'tnake up mind ys.ir
conflicted, uncertain, ptocrastinating). This item is not a m
ure of impulsivity, for the impulsive child may be avoiding Air

,is anxiety of decision-making by seizing ort one alternative with-
out thinking about it. Here we are interested in the child's .
ability to decide on a course of action without excessive vacil-
lation back and forth between alternatives.

D. Curiosity (exploratiou): response to a novel situation, task or toy.,
How does the child deal with a novel toy or a new situation or a
new animal that is brought on the scene? Does the child approach
or avoid? Does the child actively examine them and try to find out
about them?,

4
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I. Stays in the novel situation (vs. withdraws or avoids, such as
hiding behind teacher).

2. Approaches new objects and visually explores.
3. Appnxtches new situations and touches and examines (i.e.,

manipulates actively and eager to get at them).
4. Asks questions, makes inquiries (vs. makes no verbal efforts to

learn).

E. Creativity: Is'the child creative or does he/she do things as
he/she has been taught to do them or as he/she has seen others
do them in stereotyped ways?

1. Usually works with flexible materials which he/she uses in a
variety of ways for °atm purposes (vs. peg boards, or-highly
structured materials which he/she uses in a stereotyped way.
OR excessive use of materials such as puzzles which he/she has
mastered and can complete without any real effort).

2 Is highly original in use of materials (vs. stereotyped in play).
I las novel ideas about how to use the materials and prods es
original pro duCts (i.e., makes something different from the
other children vs. imitating a model).

3. Offers novel sojutions to problems (i.e., offers an idea of how
he/she or someone else can do something or resolve a dif-
ficulty vs. no novel ideas or stereotyped ones).

4. Makes interesting or novel association (e.g., when presented
with a picture or object or tlipme child notices a relationship
with it and some previous experience he/she has had, e.g., "that
k)olcs like a castle" or says, e.g., "this is the simplest work,
simple as a bee can OR is creative (original) in expressive
movements (dance th music, or sculpture or painting (the
arts) or makes up n ymes and songs).

F. Imagination: Does this child usg "pretend" elements in his/her
play or is child completely bound to concrete.reality?

1. Uses pretend elements in play (e.g.,' makes believe that he/she
is making a cake using "pretend" mateltals, using-blocks to
stand for a car or other objects vs. using 'materials in realistic
ways, i.e., a block is a block).

2. Role plays: acts out being a mother, doctor, policeman, etc. (v4s.
no ')lay of this type).

3. Role play: highly organized activity such as going,to'an adult
party, dressing %for it and talking about it, or puttiug on a
play (vs. simpledo)! play activities with low organization).

23 4
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APPend? B
UWO PRESCHOOL BEHAVIOR

RATING SCALE

Non-Social Adaptive Behavior
Name of 'Child Sex
Date Age
Rater Gip
School

IN.STRICFIONS: Kate 0.6 on each item according to the extent to which
the behavior described applies to the childnf you have
no basis for judgment or are unsure, record D.K. (don't
know). For elaborkted behavior definitions consult the
Manual. :e

Think in temis of a 6-point sole as follows:

0 l 2 3 4 .% 5 6
Never Rarely Sometimes Aboutas often as Often Most of Always

not, half the time the time

Rating
A. Self-direction: Does the child have ideas and

plans and does he/she carry them out
independently (or does the child need a great
deal of direction from others)?
1. Is busy, actively engaged

2. Is self-directed, selects his/her own activities
independently

3. Attends to or concentrates on what he/she is
doing

4. Is purposeful and planful and carries out plans

Mean Score (self-direction)

B. Mastery motivation: Now does the child react to
challenge, difficulty and frustration (i.e., does
he/she try hbrd to succeed or does he/she give up
easily? Does the child take time to figure out the
situation or does he/she just charge ahead? Does

of
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the child "keep his/her head" or does he/she -"go
to 'pieces" emotionally)?

1. Tries hard to learn new skills .

Rating

2. Persistent (keeps trying) when encounters
problems in. play activities

3. Takes some risks: Haunts faihge or
consequences when wants to do something
very much

4. Accepts limitations with equanimity when
something is too difficult

S. "Keeps head" emotionally when frustrated or
in difficulty 4.

*

6. Thoughtful: Is reflective or considered in
his/her approach to problems

7. Resourceful: Invents various solutions to a
problem

8. Uses resources in problem solving

9. Applies information (from resources)
independently (may not always be effective)

Mean Score (mastery motivation)

C. Seir-ntanagement (self control and
responsibility): 1)o es the child cooperate and
conform to reasonable limits and requirements? Is
the child using good judgment in doing this or is
heshe "submissive" or cowed (i.e., can the child
risk non conformity when requirements are
unusual? Does the child look after his/her
personal aeeds independently)?

1. Conforms to limits and requirements of the
. school

2. Cooperates with teachers in following
directions, suggestions and requests 6

3. Waits for turn in a group

4. Can take on and carry through a simple task
like putting out juice cups
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D.

E.

t

Rating
.). 'messes sell .

G. Washes sell-

?. Toilets self
.

8. Questions unusual requirements a directions
4. .....

9. Makes decisions without difficulty or
pnw .rastination

, Mean Score (Self-control)' .

Curiosity (exploration): (response to a novel task
or situation). How does this child deal with a
novel toy or a new animal that is brought on the
scene? Does the child approach or avoid? Does the
child actively examine them and try to find out
about them? Does the child apiiroach or avoid?
Try?

1. Stays in a'novel situation (i.e., doestot avoid)
.....
2. Approaches hew objects and visually explores

3. Approaches new Ajtuation.s and touches and
examines ( i.e., mabipulates actively and eagerly)

4. Asks ,questions, makes inquiries (i.e.; makes a
verbal effort to learn' )

. .

4. . Mean Score (Curiosity)
.1`

et

Creativity: Is the child creative or does he/she do
things as he/she has taught to do them or as
he/she has seen othe d m in stereotyped
wayk ,

- ,

1. Usually works with flexible materials which
he/she can use in a variety of ways fc: his/her
ovvn purposes

.

..

.

..

2. Is highly original in use of materials (i.e., has
novel ideas atEut how to use the materials and
produces original products; makes something
different from the other children)

.

3. Offers novel solutions to problems' (i.e., offers
an idea of how he/she or someone else can do
something or resolve a difficulty) .
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Rating
4. IS nighty onginat: vernally knovet assoctattonst,

or music or dance (body movement)
r,

Mean Score (Creativity)
.

F. Imaginationt Does this child use "pretend"
elements in play or is.the child complet'ly bound
to concrete reality?
1. Uses nretend elements in play (e.g., makes

believe that he/she is making a cake using
"pretend" materials; uses blocks to stand for a
car or other object) .

,

2. Role plays: acts out being a mother, doctor,
policeman, etc. (e.g., simple doll play activity)

.

3. Role play: highly organized; activity such as
going to an adult Rarty, dressing up for.it and
talking about it, orputting on a play (must
include a sequence of sustained activities)

Mean' Score (Imagination)
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Summative Evaluation:

The Immediate
ImpactResults

Comparison Groups

The preliminary analyses reported in the preceding chapter indicated
that ability (Binet IQ) h a powerful variable in predicting
achievement that it must be en into account in the analyses of the
data fstf compensatory effects. lerefore, for the purpose of studying the
immediate impact of the p 4. , four of the ability sub groups
identified in Chapter 8 were treated as main groups. They were: (a) the
three ability sub-groups (high-, average, and low-) in the target group
(Group A) of children who were in the program for two years, starting
at age three, and (b) the low-income sub-group of children in Group B
who were in the program for only one year, starting at age four.

The four groups included a total of 65 subjects. They were as
follows:

1. it/bigb-abilqp: the 26 high-income children in the program for two
years (12 boys, $1 girls).
Mean IQ second year in preschool: 116.7 (SD 11.1, range 89.0-
133.5).

2. Aaverage-ability: the 12 low-income children in the program for
two years with the most ability (5 boys, 7 girls).
Mean IQ second year in preschool: 106.9 (SD 7.2, range 99.5-123).

3. 'it/kw-ability: the 12 low income children in the program for two
years with the least ability (6 boys, 6 girls).
Mean IQ second year in preschool: 89.5 (SD 8.35, range 70.5.99.0).

2 2-
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4. B/awrage.ability: the 15 low-income children in the program for
only one year (9 boys, 6 girls).
Mean IQ second year in school (KG, n = 12) 1063 (SD 7.9, range
9 3-124.5 ).

Note that the ability score for each child was the mean of the two Binet
IQ scores that the child obtained, in his or her second year in an early
education prtwun.
4
Presentation of Results p.

This chapter has four sections. In the first three, changes in the
performance of the groups, in each of the three major args in which
they were assessed. are described. Section 1 deals with that intellectual,
and cognitive abilities as measured by the Binet, Preschool Inventory,
Circus "Say and Tell" and Circus "How Much and How Many"; Section 2
deals with their problem-solving styles and strategies as measured by
Circus "Think It Through" and Circus "Make a Tree," The Kansas
Reflection Impulsivity Scale, and teacher ratings of Self-Direction, Mastery
Motivation, Self-Management, Curiosity, Creativity, Imagination; and
Section 3 deals with their social competence as measured by the Peq
Interaction, Quality Effectiveness Score (PI,Q-ES). A summary of the
results is provided at the end of each of these sections. In Section 4 all
of the results are discussed.

n reporting the findings for each measure, the results for the "A"
grist s are presented first and considered separately. The results

ined with the "B" group arc then presented and compared with
those obtained with the "A" groups.

Changes in the mean scores of the groups are shown graphically
so that the extent to which the gaps between the high-income (high,
ability) and the lowincome groups (A/average, A/low- and Blaverage
ability) decreased, remained constant or increased over time may be
seen at a glance. however, tables providing full details of the results,
including the number of subjects on which each Mean was base(' and its
standard deviation are appended.

in the graphs, the lines showing the changes in the mean scores
of the "A" groups from the end of the first to the beginning of the
second year are, in some cases, not joined. This ocours when these
means are not directly comparable because the number of subjects who
took the test in the first year was different from the number who took it
in the second year. As explained in thereceding chapter, the Binet and
Circtis tests were not given in the first year of thc project, the former
because the teachers resisted its use and the latter because they had not
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been published. Therefore, these tests were not given to the subjects in
the first cohort during their first preschool year.

Data Analysis Procedures

Analysis of variance procedures were used to assess the significance of
the clmnges in the differences among the groups that occurred over
time and, when significant effects were found, post-hoc analyses of the
differences among the mean scores of the groups were done using t
tests.

The data were analyzed in two stages. First, the data obtained with
the three "A" groups were analyzed separately by submitting them to a
series of 3( Ability Group) x 2(Year: first, second) x 2(Time: spring,

' fall) tic 2(Sex) ANOVAs. 1 loWever, in these, only the subjects who were
tested in botch their first and second preschool years could be included
and, threfi we, in the analyses of the Hinet and Circus test data the
number of subjects in each sample was reduced (see Tables Al and 3
through A6 in Appendix A). Second, the data obtained with the three
"A" groups in their second preschool year (when all subjects were given
all of the tests) and the data obtained with the "R" group in its first
preschool year, were subjected to a series of 4(Ahility Group) x 2(Time:
fall, spring) x 2( Sex) ANOVAs. Note alit the "11" group was the same
age as the three "A" groups when the data included in these analyses
were obtained.

SECTION 1:
INTELLECTUAL AND COGNITIVE

ABILITIES

Binet IQ
The "A" Groups

All three ability groups made significant IQ gains and their scores were
higher in their second than in their first preschool year (main effect of
Year F(1,331 = 11.6, p < .01).

In both the first and second year the low-ability group gained
more IQ points than did either the high ability or the avetage-ability
group (Grikup x interactions: F11331 =11.6, p < .01;1;(2,471 = 3,4,
p < .OS for the first and secondyears respectively). However, in the
secx Hid year this was the result of a loss of some of the gains made by
the low group during the summer holidays, which was regained
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in the second year along with some acklitiOnal gains. The high- and aver-
ageability groups both made somewhat greater gains in their first. than in
their second preschool year, but maintained their first-year gains over the
sununer months and carried them into their second presclux)lye-ar.

These results are shown in Figure 1 and reported in Table A. 1 in
Appendix A.

There were wide individual differences in the size of the gains
madeover the two years by the children in all three groups. Of those
tested in both their first and second years, significant gains (i.e., more
than 6 IQ points) were made by 50% of the high-ability group (range 8
25 paints), 71% of the. averageability group (range 10 24 points) and
75% of the low ability group (range 14-28 points).

The mean gains of the high-, average; and low-ability groups were
8.1 (S/? 9.0), 11.0 (SD 10.9) and 16.0 (SD 9.5) IQ points respectively.
Thus, over time the general trend was toward a reduction in the size of
the differences between the high-income and the low-income groups,.
suggesting compensatory effects of the program for the latter. The
substantial IQ gain made by the high-income (high-ability) group was
not expected and it suggests that the program was compensatory even
for some of the children in this more advantaged group. In part, betause
of the gain made by the high-ability group the IQ differences between it
and the two low-income groups (average- and low-ability) continued to
be large and significant at each test time in cochlear; (Main effects of
Group: F12,33) =. 27.3, p <1'001 ; F12,47.1 = 32.5, p < .001, in the.first and
second years itt.speaively)

Finally, of the 16 low-income subjects who were tested in their
first preschool year, 56.3% had initial IQs of below 90 and only 18.8%
had IQs of 1(X) or more. In contrast, at the end of their two years in
preschool (final Nerve) of the 24 low-income subjects, only 16.7% still
had IQs below 90 and 66.7% had IQs of 100 or more.

The 111/Average-Afillity Group

The initial (fall) mean IQ of this group was significantly. lower than that
of the A/average-ability group (t 1241 = 2.69, p < .01),.but higher than
that of the A/low-ability group (t 1241 = -2.82, p < .01). However, during
the yearIB's first and the A groups' second preschool year) the
Biaverageability group gained more than the A/average-ability group,
but less than the A/low-ability group (Group x Time interaction .

F13,56) = 3.14, p < .05). As a result, in the spring, the mean IQ of the
B/average group fell, as it had in the fall, mid-way between the mean
scores of the two "A" low-income groups, but at this time was nor
significantly different from either of them. However, in the spring the
A/average-ability group was still scoring significantly higher than the
A/low-ability group (t [22i = 2.97, p < .01).
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Relative to the A/high ability (highincome) group, the sAes of
the li average ability group were significantly 1(Ywer at both the fall
( t 1381 = S.11, p < .001) and the spring ( t1391 = 4.64, p < .001) test
times

These results, fix the "13" group are presented along with those fix
the "A" groups in Figure 1 and are also reported in Table A-1 in
Appendix A.

The mean IQ gain of the 11/average-ability group in its first
presch(x)1 year at age four (5.9 points) was just about the same as the
mean win made by the k'average-ability group in its first preschool year
at age three (6.7 points).

Preschool Inventory

The "A" Groups

All three of these groups made highly significant gains over time on this
test and their mean scores were higher in their second than in their first
preschool year (main effect of Year on Total raw score fl1,441

p < .(X)00). Averaging over time, the high-ability group scored
higher than the average- ability group and both of these groups scored
higher than the low ability group (main effect of Group on Total raw
score I:12;141 = 35.3, p < .0000). Hoivever, over time the size of thc
differences between the high-ability (high income) group and each of
the two low-income groups (average- and low) was substantially
reduced. These results are shown in Figure 2 (and in Table A 2 in
Appendix A).

High-ability vs. average-ability. The differences between these
groups were initially very large, but they rapidly decreased over time.
The significance of the difference between their mean Total (raw)
scores, at each test time (first to fourth), was t(36) = 4.55, p < .000;
t(36) = 4.16,p < .000; t (36) = 341, p < .001); t (36) = 2.13, p < .05,
respectively. When the mean percentile scores of these two groups were
calculated and compared there was no significant differeuce between
them at the Murth test time.

On the sub-tests, changes in the differences Ntween their mean
scores were asfollows:

1. Personal-Sod& The high-ability group scored higher than the
average'group at the first (p < .000), second, < -001) and third
(p < .000), but not at the fourth test time.

2. AVoiative Vocabulary: The high-ability group scored higher than
the average group at the first (p < .05) and second (p < .05), but
not at the third and fourth test times.
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3. amapt Numerical. The high-ability group scored higher than the
average group at the firit < .001), second (p < .001), third
(p < An) and fOunh (p < .05) test times, but the size of the
difference between them progressively decreased.

4. Concept Sensory: The high ability group scored higher than the
average group at the first (p < 001), second (p < .001) and third
(p <V)5), but not at the fourth test time.

5. nowt kitow Score: The high ability group scored louver than he
average group at the first (p < .001), but not at the second, third or
fourth test times.

Thus there wal a marked and-significant decrease in the size of
the differences between these groups. At 4e fourth test time this may
have been, in part, due to ceiling effects on the test for the high-ability
#4n p. None of the high-ability subjects obtained the maximum score of
'crt, but 31% of them obtained scores of 60 or more. However, at the first
three test times their scores fell well below 60 suggesting that no ceiling

/ effects were operating at those times.
Average-ability vs. low-ability. The differences between these

two groups incre4sed over time (i.e., as the average-ability, low-incomei

I children began, to perform more like the high-ability, high-income
children they became less like their low-ability, low-income
counterparts). There was no significant difference between the mean
Total (raw) scores of these two groups at the first test time, but the
significance of the differences which appeared at the next three test
times progressively increased (t 1221 = 2.36, p < .05, t 1221 = 169,
p < .05: t (221 = 3.30, p < .01; at the second, third and fourth rest times
respectively). When the mean percentile scores of these two groups
were calculatedand compared, the difference betwen them was
significant at the p < .01 level at each of the last three test times.

On the sub-tests, changes in the differences between theiranean
scores were as follows:

I. Personal Social: There was no difference at the first test. time, but
the average group scored higher than the low group at the second
(p < .05), third (p < .01) and fourth (p < .01) test times.

2. Assvciatitv Vocabulary: There was no significant difference
between these groups at pny of the four test times.

3. Concept Numericak There was no significant difference betireat
these groups at the first two test times, but the average group
scored higher than the low group at the third (p < .05) and fourth
(p < .01) test times.

4. Concept Sensvry: The average group scored higher than the low
group at the first (p < .05), second (p < .01), third (p <.05) and
fourth (p < .05) test times.
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s
. a

Don't Know Score There was no significant difference between these
two groups at any of the four test times. '

As judged against American ( TS) normative data, (Nee note on
Table A 2 in Appendix A at the end of this chapter) the high. ability

. (highincme group) scored above average at every test time. The
average-ability (low-income) group began scoring at an above.average
level at the second test time and the low ability (low income) group
scored at an average level at the third test time and at an aboveaverage
level at the fourth test time. i 2. .

Finally, it is noteworthy that the stib.test on which the smallest
socio economic differences were found was Associative Vocabulary, a
measure of language ability. , .

The B /Average- Ability Group

The initial (Fall) scores of this group fell, fix:the most part, between
those .01 the A- average. and Ailowability groups. -y were consistently'2
lower than the /average group on all of the sub-t .- s and the Total
(raw) score, but significantly lower on only one sib -fast (Personal.
Sociale [251 = 2.12, p < .05). They were sometimestines slightly lower and
sometimes slightly higher than those of the Alosability group, but
none of the differences between the 8/average and AA Av groups were
large enough to he significant.

During the yeat, however, the two "A" groups (both average and
low) made greater gains than 13/average (Group x Time interaction
F13:571 = 4.18, p < .01). Thus, in the spring, kaverage scored higher
than li average on Personal-Social (t 1251 = 2.84, p < .01), Concept
Numerical ( t 1251 = 2.14, p < .05), Concept Sensory (t [251.= 3.26;
p < .01), the Total (raw) score (t 1251 = 3.12; p < All ) and the percentile
score t t 1251

V 3.09, p < .01) and the spring scores of ft/average and
A low were more alike than their fall scores.

At the end of its one year in preschool, the B./average grodp was
still achieving at a significantly lover level than the A;high ability (high
inmme) group (total raw score; t 139) = 5.36, p < .01;1)(T ensile score:
t [391 = 5.13, p < .(01). This contrasts sharply with the /Overage group
which, at the end of its second preschool year, was achieving, as was
rept met! alit we, at a percentile score level was not significantly
different from that of the A/high ability (high-income) group.

Note that at entrance into preschool (B/average at age 4, and the
"A" groups at age 3) the mean percentile sores of the tpree low-
income groups were 64.9 (SD29.8) 25.8 (SD 28.5) and 16.0 (SD25.7)
for B avqrage, kaverage and Mow respectively, suggesting that the
'B. average group was less disadvantaged with respect to home -based
stimulation than were the two "A" low-income groups.
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11w results for the 11 /average group are shown along with those
for the three A" groups in Figure 2 and are reported in Tab'e A-2 In .

Appendix A.

Circus "Say and Tell,", Form A (Produolve Language)
The "A" Groups

All three ability groups made significant gains over time on the language
abilities assessed by this test and their scores were higher in the second
than the first year ( main effects of Year were for Description F 1,301 =
110.6, p < AXX); for Functional language F [1,301 = 218.7, p < .000; and
for Quality of Narration F11,301 = 4.7, p < .05).

On all three sections of the test the high-ability (highincome)
group scored significantly higher than the average- and low aliility,(low
income) grouixs, but the differences were greatest on Description (main
effect of Group F12,301 = 18.1, p < .0(X)) and Functional language (main
effect of Group F12,301 = 18.1, p < .000), and least on Narration (main
effect of Group 1:12,301 = 4.86, p < .05).

On Description there wa.s no significant reduction in the size of
the differences between the high income and the two low-income
groups over time. Although at the first test time there was no significant
difference between the scores of the high and average- groups, the
high-ability group scored highet than the average-ability group at the
second (p < .000), third (p < .01) ands burth (p < .001) test times There
was no significant difference between the'means of the average- and
low ability groups at any of the four test times and the high ability group
scored higher than the low-ability group at every test time.

On Functional language the size of the initial differences between
the high ability (high income) and the two low-income groups,
especially the average-ability group, were reduced over time. The
significance of the difference between the means of the high and the
average group was p < .001 at the first, second and third test times, but
only p < .05.at the fourth test time.

The average-ability grtnip performed at a so mewpat higher level
than the low ability group, but not at a significantly higher level except
at the third test time (p <

On Narration there was no significant difference between the
scores of the high- .andaverage-ability-grotips at any test time, but the
high-ability group scored higher than the low-ability group at the second

< .06) and third (p < .01), but not at the first or fourth test times.
The results for FunctiOnal language are shown graphically in

Figure 3. The mean scores of the groups on all sections of the test are
vresentc.d in Table A 3 in the appendix.
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VChen judged against At (11S.) normative data (see mite on
Table A 3) on Description, by the last test time the high ability ( high
'worth.) group, but not the average and low ability ( income)
groups, was performing at an average level On Functional Language. the
high ability group began scoring at an above-average level at the second
test time and the average ability. but not the low ability group. was
stowing at a slightly above average level at the tOurth test time On
Narration both the high, ability (high income) and the average ability
( lowekncome) group scored average or above average on all three
measures of Narration at all four test times. The low ability (low
in nue ) group scored below average on Narration at the first three test
times, but average or above average at the fourth test time.

hlms, relatively large socio economic differences were found on
this test and, although they were reduced over time on Functional
language and Narration. they remained about the same (no increase or
decrease) on Description.

The WAverage-Ahry Group

11w initial (Fall) scores of this group fell between those of the two "A"
low income groups (i.e., lower than A/average and higher than A; low )
on Functional language and Narration, and below the scores of both of
the "A" kiw income groups .on Description. Ilowever, none of the
differences among them was large enough to be significant. Also at the
.spring test time there were still no significant differences among the
scores of these three low income groups. Ilmever, relative to the
A'highability ( income) group, at the spring test time, Alaverage
was performing better than B./average on Functional language. At this
time the difference between the A/high. and the II/average-ability
groups was still highly significant (t 138) = 3.45, p < .001), but the
difference between the Alhigh- and the A/average-ability groups had
been substantially reduced (1136) = 3.11, p < .05).

The results for the B.-average-ability group on Functional languar
are shown in Figure 3 along with these for the t "A" groups and are
reported in Table A.3 in the appendix.

It is noteworthy that the Waverageability group had, like the two
"A" low income groups, more difficulty with Description than with the
other two sections of this test and was still (like the "A" low-income
groups) scoring below average on Description at the spring test time.
On Functional language, the B /average group improved, but (unlike the
A:average group) again scored below average at the spring test time. On
Narration the B/average group, like the two "A" low-income groups,
performed fairly satisfactorily and at the spring test time stored at an
average
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Circus "How Much and How Many"

The "A" Groups

All three ability glows made significant gains on this test and their
scores uere higher in then second. than in their first preschool year
(main edit t for Year F 11,301 = 1 2 i 9. p < .(XX) ).

Averaging over time the high ability group scored higher than the
average group and the average group set ved higher than the low ability
grim') (main effect t)t. Ability Group: /12301 = 15.2. p .(X)()), butt the
differences arming the groups changed over time and were not the same
in then second as in their first preschtxll year

High-ability vs. average-ability. At the first test time there was
no significant difference between the mean total scores of these two
glows. but at the second test time the high ability group scored higher
than the awrage ability group ( t12S1 = 2 p < 01). At the third test
time the size of the difference between them had decreased, but the
high ability group again scored higher than the average group (1 I 3(i1
2.5t). p Os). At the fourth test time there was no significant difference
between the mean total seorespf these two groups. On the sub tests the
differences between them changed as follows:

Counting- No significant difference at the-first two test times. The
high ability group scored higher than the average group at the
third time (p .051; no significant difference at the fourth time.

). Relational Tems. No significant difference at the first test time; the
high ability group scored higher than the average group at the
second ( p .05) and third ( p times; no significant
differenc at the fourth test time.

3. Numerical Conapts: No significant difference at the first test time:
the high pility group scored higher than the average group at the
second ( p ps) time; no significant differences at the third and
fOurth test times.

the differences between these groups increased during their
fir t prseht)ol year, but decreased in their second preschool year.

Averageability vs. low-ability. On the total score, the average
ability group scored higher than the low group at all but the second test
time and the size of the difference between these two groups increased
over time (11141 p .05: 1(221 - 2.+1. p < .05; 1(221= 2.H2,
p ()I at the first, third and fourth test times respectively). On the suh-
test scores the differences between them changed as follows:

1. 'miming No significant difference at the firstjhree tesi times; the
average ability group scored higher than the low group at the
fourth ( p < .05) time.

23 2
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Relational Terms No significant difference at the first two test
times; the axerme ability grow scored higher than the km, group
at the third ( p .05) and the fourth ( p c .05) test times.
Ntinterica/ Conc. IpA: 11w average ability group scored higher than
the low group at the firSt test time (p .01), but not at the last
three test times.

Them.- findings are shown in Figure 4 and are reported in Table A-
4 in the appendix

lhesc findings arc of particular interest because the changes that
occurred between the high and average-ability groups in the first year
were the kind that were expected if the groups differed widely in ability,
but did not differ in previous opportunities for learning. Perhaps at the
beginning of preschexol the highability group had received no more
"teaching" about number than the averageability group and therefore
performed no better I lowever, when given equal opportunities to team,
the high 4)114 group did so more rapidly than the averageability group,
at least in the first preschool year. The gains of the average-ability group
in the second preschool year, which were greater than those of the high
ability group, are therefOre particularly remarkable.

Thus, over time the differences between the high ability, high
income group and the average-ability, low-income group were reduced.
The differences betwem the highability group and the low ability group
were not reduced, but the low ability group gained as much as the high-
ability group and the differences between them didlnot increase.

When judged against American (11.S.)-normative data (see note on-
Table A -4 in the appendix), the high-ability (high-income) group began
performing at an aboveaverage level at the bird test time and the
average ability (km income) group was performing at an afxweaverage
level at the foQrth test rime. However, the low ability (low-income)
group was stilt scoring below average at the fourth test time.

The 8/Average-Ability Group

The initial ( fall) scores of this group fell between those of the two "A"
lovv inc(she groups, consistently lower, although not significantly lower
than those of the kaverage group and slightly higher or about the same
as those of the kkiw group. flowever, during the year, the A/average
group - gained more than the Hiaverage group and in the spring the
differences between them were significant (total score :1241 = 2.18,
p<.05).

At the end (if its one year iri preschool, 8average was still scoring
below average and at a significantly lower level than the A/high- ability,
high-income group on this test and all of its sub-tests (total raw score
:1381 = 4.60, p < .(01). This contrasts shaft*, with the Waveragogroup
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which. at the end of its second preschool year, was performing at a
better than average level, not significantly different from the A/high-
ability (high income) group.

N.-

Summary: Intellectual and Cognitive Abilities
The study of changes in the size of the differences among the three "A"
groups: the high-income (high ability) and the two low income groups
(average-ability and low-ability) over twoyears in the preschool yielded
the following results:

i. All three ability groups nude significant gains over time on all of
the measures.

2. Socio economic status and ability Menet IQ) were highly
significant predictors of performance on all of the measures of
cognitive ability. When the scores were averaged over time the

, high ability (high income) grow obtained the highest scores, the
average ability (low. income) group obtained the next highest
scores and the low-ability (low income) group obtained the lowest
scores. However, over the two years in preschool, the differences
between 9rte high-income and each of the two low-income groups

. decreasai on most measures and did not increase on any measure.
3. The arerageability, low-income group made the more impressive

.gains because this group essentially "caught-up" to the high-ability,
high-income group on two of the tests (the Preschool Inventory
and Circus Mow Much and Ilow. Many"). The averagebility
group made greater gains than the high-ability group on all of the
measures, except the Description and Narration sections of Circus
"Say and Tell" on which the gains nude WO' C about the same as
these made by the high-ability group.

4. The low-ability, km, income gnmp also made impressive gains
considering this group's apparent limitations with respect to IQ,
but it did not "catch up" to the high-ability, high-income group on
.any of the measures. It did, however, make greater gains than the
high-income group on 4he Iiinet, the Preschi)ol Inventory and toe
part of Circus "Say and Tell" (Functional language) and reduced
the size of the differences between them. On the other measures
(Circus."liow Much and Now Many" and the Description and
Narration gections of Circus "Say and Tell") this group made gains
equivalent to those of the high-income group and the differenes
between them did not increase.

5. The ability (/Q) chfference betuven the two low-income &mils was
an important determinant of their response to the program. The
initial- differences between the average-ability and the km-ability .
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groups on all of the tests, except the Binet, were small and
insignificant, but diffetences soon began to ememe and these
increased over tin*. Thus, as the average-ability group began lb.
pertonn inc we and more like the high-ability group, it performed
less and less like the low-ability, low income group.

0. On IQ, the impachof the program was greater on the low-ability
than on either the average ability or the high-ability groups, but all
three groups made significant IQ gains with as many as half of
even the high ability group increasing their IQ scores by more
than six IQ points.

. On Language' the findings were inconsistent. The socioeconomic
and ability differences on the Associative Vocabulary scction of the
Preschool Inventory and the Narration section of Circa "Say and
Tell" were small and generally insignificant. However, on "Say and
Tell" 1)escription and Functional Language, large initial- socio.
economi and ability differences were found and although on
Functional language these were reduced over time, on Description
thevwere not ( i.e., they persisted to the end of the children's
second preschool'year).

The study of the changes in the size of the differences between
the "B" low-income, averageahility group without previous preschool
experience, and the two "A" low income groups with a year of previous
prescht x >1 experience, over one year in presclwol when all subjects
were four to 'five-year olds, yielded the following results:

1. lw initial (tall) scores of the Biaverage ability group were
consistently lower than thoge of the A/average ability group on all
tour tests, but 'significantly lower on only the Binet and one sub-
test of the Preschool Inventory. Typically the scores of the
B-avedige group fell between those of the AA/average- and Allow;
ability groups. They were usually slightly higher, but not
significantly higher, except on the Ilinet than those of the A/km-
ability group.

2. The average ability group ( in its second preschool year) made
Ygwater gains than the Riaverageability group (in its first preschool
year) on the Preschool Inventory, Circus "How Much and How
Many" acid the Functional language section of Circus "Say and
Tell" and h end of the year was performing at a level which

signific ntrY ighcr than the B./average-ability group. When
compared w the scores of the A/high-ability, high-income group
at the spring assessment time, the differences between the
B avcrage and A:high-ability groups were still highly significant,
but the differences between the A/average- and the A/high-ability
grc >ups were either no longer significant (Pres.chool Inventory and
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Circus "flow Much andllow Many") or were substantially reduced
(Functional language). The B /average givup did, however, make
greater IQ gains than the Alaverage group during this year and In
thespring there was no significant difference betweep them on the
Binet.

3. 11k- A low ability group (in its second preschool year) also made
ktreatfzr gains than the Waverageability group (in its first preschool
year) 6n the Preschool Inventory and the Binet (hut not on the
other two measures). At the spring test time there were no
significant differences between the B/average- and the A/ low-
ability groups on any of the four measures.

SECTION 2:
PROBLEM-SOLVING AND

COGNITIVE STYLES

Circus "Think It Through" (Problem-Solving)

The "A" Groups

All three ability groups made significant gains over time on this test and
their mean total scoots were higher in their second than in their first
preschool year (main effect of Year F[1301 p< .0(X)).

There was a main effect of Ability Group on the total score
( 12,30) 14.4. p< ,0(x)t). The scores of the high- and average ability
groups were not significantly different at the first two test times but the
high ability group scored higher than the average gtoup at the third
(t136) = 2.09, p< .05) and fourth ( t 1.36) =. 2.04, p< .05) test times.
There were no significant differenceS between these groups on two of
the three sub tests at any testtime, but the high-ability group scored
higher than the average group ( p< .05) on Classification at the third
and fourth test times. s

The total scores of the kmability group were consistently and
significantly lower than thane of the high-ability-group at every test time.
They were also lower than the scores of the averagability group at the
first, second and third test times (11141 = 2.85, p< .0s; r 1) = 2.46,
p< AA: t j22) 2.25, p< .05 respectively) but not at the fourth time.
kmrever, the kiability group gained more in its second preschool

year than did either the high- or the average ability group (Group x
Time interaction FI3.5('1 = 2.9. p< .05).

These results are presented in Figure 5 and in Table A 5 in the
appendiZ

judged against American (RS.) national means (see note on Table
A 5 in the appendix ), by the fourth test time only the high-ability group
was performing at an average level for preschool-aged children.
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The 8 /Average4Ability Group

The initial ( fall) scores of the 11,average ability group were lower than.
those of the A average ability group (total score: I 2.14, pc. OS).
and almost exactly. the same as those of the A. low ability group. During
the yeat, the B average group (like the A. low group) gained somewhat
Entire than the A average group and reduced the size of the difference
between them. llowever, in the spring, relative to the A. ability
(high income) group, the A. average group was still performing at a
higher level than the B average group. On total score the difference
between the A high and the A. average-ability group was significant
( t 1361 - 2 04, p .0Si.but not at as high a level as was the difference
between the A, high and B. average-ability groups ( t 1381 = 3.20,
p< An).

At the spring test time, the Waveraw-ability group was still scoring
(as were the two "A" low income groups) at a below-average level, as
judged against American m 6

results fin- the B average ability group are shown along with
those for the three "A" groups in Figure S and are reported in_Table A 5
in the appendix.

SCircus "Make a Tree" (Creativity)
the "A" Groups

All three ability groups nude significant gains over time and their scores
were higher in their second than in their first preschool year (main
of Of Year: on' Appropriateness F11,30) = 27.3, p< .00(X); on
Ilnusualness 1: 11,3()1 = 16.7, p< .0001; on Difference F (1301 = 8.5,
p< .001).

The differences among the groups on this measure were relatively .

small and no main effects of Ability Group were found. The high- and
avey4tability groups improved at about the same rate and there was no
significant difference between them at any of the four test times. The
differences between the high. and the low-ability groups did, however,
increase Over time on two orthe three dimensions measured and, at the
last test time, the high-ability group scored higher than the low-ability

--group on Appropriateness 0(361 =-2.84, p< .01) and Unusualness
(11361 -- -2.70, p< .01).

When judged against American norms, the high- and average
ability groups, but not the low-ability group, were performing at an
average level for preschool-aged children at the third and fourth test
times.

These results are shown in Figure 6 and are reported in Table A-6
in the appendix.
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The B/Average-Ability Group

The initial (WI) scores of the II average ability group were somewhat
ItAve? 011 all three dimensions measured by this ten than those of the
A. axerage abilitv,group, and sigitiftcantly lower el144111e of them
(Appropriateness: 11181 2.15. p- .05). t )n Appropriateness. the
B average group also scored mintewhat, though not signitiomitly. lower
Mat] the A low ability group. however. on the Appropriateness
dimension. the B average gryup made greater gains from tall to spring
than the A aver.tge group and al. the A. high group (cproue x
interaction F 3,501 = 3.70. p< A) At the spring test time there were no
significant differences lytween the wti average ability groups (A and It)
or between them alkl the A high ability group on any of the three
dimnsit

'these findings for the It average ability group are shown along
with the results for the three -A- gn*ips in Figure 6, and are reported in
'fable A ti, in the appendix.

The Kansas Reflection-Impulsivity Scale for
Preschoolers ()CRISP)

The "A" Groups

On this measure all three ability groups reduced their emir scores Over
time and nude significantly fewer errors in their second than in their
first preschool war (main Oleo of Year F 1,251 50.1, p< .00000).

The Error scores of the high abilitittand averageability groups were
not significantly different at any of the tour test times and these groups
improved at the same rate. I IOWCWr. at every test time except the first,
the low ability group nude more errors ( p< 01) than either the high
or the average ability groups. The latency scores on this measure did
not differentiate the three groups. at any of the tpur test times.

The results for the Fxfor scores are shown graphically in Figure 7
and tht results for latency as well as. Errors are presented in Table A-7'
in the appeildix.

On reflettion-iinpulsivity, as measured by this test, there was little
difference, at any test time, between the high and the average ability
groups. Although some of the highltility subjects and none of the
average ability subjects were reflectivAt each test time, more of the
average ability group were "average," or "fast accurate" each time, and
this type of performance is contdeicd satisfactory. Furthemore, there
was little-difference between the two grout* in the frequency with
which the children were impulsive. I however, more of the low-ability
subjects than the high or average-ability subjects were impulsive at each
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assessment time. As many as half of them at the third test time and one
third. of them at the fourth test time were still impulsive. These findings
are repo

\
rted in Table A-8 ih the appendix.

The II/Average-Ability Gioup

Both the initial and final error scores of this group fell between those of
the two "A" low.income groups, somewhat higher, but not significantly
higher than the A/average group and somewhat lower, but not
significantly lower than the A/low-ability group. However, the B./average
group (unlike A/average) made more errors than the high ability group
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at both the fall and spring test times (t 1371 -= p< .01 and
t 1 3-I 1 = -1.93, p < .05 respectively).

latency scores of the "11" group were Spot sigtiific.uitly
different from those of any of the three "A" group.

These results for the "11- group are shown along with thos for the
"A" groups in Figure -7.

On reflection impulsivity there was little difference between the
it average group and A, high or between the B:average group and
A average. and the subjects in Blaverage were less often impulsive than
were the subircts in the A.:low group (see Table A-8 in the appendix).

Teacher Ratings
The "A" Groups

1. sdf mrik-tion. All three ability groups made significant gains over
time and their ratings were higher in their second than in their
first preschool year (main effect of Year F(1,441 = 485, p< .00(X)).

There was a main effect of Ability Group (F12,441 = 3.29,
p .05), but it was relatively small and there was no significant
dttlerewe between the high- and average-ability groups at any of
the assessment times. Furthermore the high ability group scored
'higher than the low ability group at only one time (the third:
11361 = -2.61; p< .05) and the average-ability group scored higher
than the low ability group at only one time (the second: 11221
2.86, p< .01). At the fourth assessment time theremarre nu
significant difference; among the three ability groups.

2. Mastoy Motiration. All three ability Woups made significant gains
(wee time and their scores were higher in their second than in .
their first preschool year (nuin effect of Year F11,441 = 102.4,
p< .0000). The gains made were gm-awl- in the first than the
second year (Year x Time interaction F11;4:i1 = 9.5, p< .01).

There was a niain effect of Ability Group (F12,441 = 6:04,
p .01), but there was no significant difference between the high
and the average-ability groups at any of the four assessment times.
11(iwever, the high ability group scored higher than the low ability
group at every assessment time ( (1361 = p< .05; t 1361 =

p< .05; 11361 = -3.46, p< .9()1; :1361 p < .05 at the
first to tOurth time respectively). Also the average-ability group.
scored higher than the lowability,group at the second (1 1221 =s.
3.53. p< .01) and third ( t 1221 = 2.31, p< .05) tut not the first
or tinuth test time. The low ability group's score continued to
increase in its second presch(x)1 year, when the ratings of the high
and average ability groups remained constant. Therefore, by the
f(itirth assessment tittle the diitetthce between the low ability
group and the high-ability group was substantially reduced.
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3. self Manawmfmt. All three ability groups made significant gains
over time and their ratings were higher In their second than in
their first preschool year (main effect of Year 1 11,44( = )61.0,
p'. .00(X). The gains made were greater in the first than in the
second rear (Year x Time interaction F 1,44( = 5.3, p< .05).

There was a itnain effect of Ability Group ( F(2,441 5.3,
p . .05) but therAvas no significant difference between the high-
and average ability groups at any of t1}4 four assessment times. The
high ability group scored higher than the low ability group at each
of the first three assessment times ( t 1361 = -2.43, p< .05; 11361
2.23, p .05; 1130 = -2.55, pc .05 respectively) but not at the
fOurth time The average-ability group scored higher than the low
ability group at the sect nd (t (22 (= 3.02, p< .01) but nclt at the
first, third or fourth assessment times.

Note that at the end of their two years in preschool there
were no significant differences among the three -A- groups on
Self Management.

. Curios:h am/ Exploration All three ability groups made significant
gains over time on this scale and their r tingswere higher in the
second than in the first year (F(1,441 = 34.3, p< .00(X)). Also they
pined about as much in their second as in their first preschool year.

There was no effect of Ability Group on this measure. There
was no significant difference between the high- and the average
ability groups at any of the assessment times; the highability
group scored higher than the low ability group at only one
assessment time (the third: 1 Lib( - -2.58, p< .05) and the average
ability gnnip sec wed higher than iths, km-ability group at only one
assessment time (the second: (22(..-- 2.38, p< .05)._

5. Creativity. All three ability groups made significant gains over time
and their ratings were higher in the second than in the first year
( main effect of Year I: 1,44( = 112.1, p< .(XXX)). The gains made
were greater in the first than in the seconq year (Year x Time
intemtion F Ali = 10.1, p< .01).

"lber*was a main. effect of Ability Group (F12.44( , 11.1,
p< .0001),1-mt the differences between tht high and average-

gn nips were not significant at any of the firm assessment
times. The high ability group scored higher than the low ability
group at all krur assessment times (11361 = p< .05; t 361 =
i .5 i

'
.001, ti361 = -4.15, p< .001; t136( =- 4.113, p< .00-1 at the

first to fourth time respectively) and the size of the difference
between them prcrgressively increased. The average ability group
also scored higher than the low ability group not at the first
assessment time, but at the second (1 (22 (= 2.36, p< .05), third
(1.4221 = 2.10, p< .05) and fourth (1 (22 (= 2.46, p < .05) times.
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6. imagination. All three ability gn)utis made significant walks and
their scores were higher in their second than in their first
preschool year (main effect of Year F (1,441 = 139.0, p< .00(X)).
"Ibe gains made were greater in their first than their second year
(Yeal x Time interaction F11,441 = 32.9, p< .(XXX)).

Thft* Was a main effect of Ability Group (1:(2,411 = 3.7,
p .OS) but the group which scored highest on this measure at the
second. third and fourth assessment times was the averagability
rather than the high ability group. The difference between these
two groups W3N, however, significant at only one assessment time
(the second' 30) = 2.03, p<64()5). The low-ability group WAS also
rated relatively high on scaler There was no significant
difirnc between th low and the high-ability groups at any of
the lout assessment t nes and the average- ability group scored
higher than the low bility group at only one time (the second:
1f22) 2.20. p .05 '
'11w findings on all of the six rating scales are shown in Figure 8

and are reported in Table A 9 in the appendix.

The 8/AverageAbility Group

11w initial (fall) scores of the B average group were significantly lower
than those of the A high ability group (the high-income group) on all of
the scales. at a time when there were no significant differences between
the A high and A average groups. The t ratios were as Wows. Self
Direction 1(381 - 230, p< 01; MasterrMotivation 1(38) = 2.94,
N .0 I Self Management 1( 38) = 3:16, p< .001; Curiosity 1(38) = 3.12,

.01; (7reativity.t( 38) = 3.89. p< .001; imagination 1(38) = 3.12,
They were also consistently lower than those of the Alaverage

group and significantly lower on four of the six scales: Self t
24) , 2 32. p .05; Self Management 1(24) = 2.45, p< .01; Curiosity t

( 2-1) - 2 3 r. .06; and Imagination 1(24) = 3.86, p< .(X)1. They were
also somewhat lower, but not significantly lower, than the scores of the
A low gnxip on Self Direction, Self Management, Curiosity and
imagination

iiovvewr. from tall to spring the II-average group made substantial
gains and at the last assessment time (spring) there were no significant
difirmcs annxiii the three low-income groups on any of the six scales
and the A high group scored higher than the l3 'average group on only
two scales. Curiosity 1( 38) = 2.09. p -OS and Creativity 1(38) -= 2.5.
p. .05

results kw the group are shown akmg.with thaw forthe
three -A- groups in Figure A and are repotted in Table A-9 in the appendix.
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Stimmary: Problem-Solving and Cognitive Styles
11w study of changes in the size of the dilierences :ming the three "A-
git nips the high income (high ability) and the two low income groups
(average ability and low ability) over two years m the preschool yielded
the Itillowing results:

I. All t r ability groups made significant gains over time on all of1
the m asures.

2. In general. ability and SOCIO et'01101111C SUMS (Wits11.11CCS were 1101
as effective determiners of performance on the measures of
pit iblem st king and cognitive styles as they were on the tests used
to measure intellectual and cognitive abilities. The average ability
( low income) group perfiirmed just about as well on all of the
measures as did the high ability (high income) group. Only one
measure differentiated these two groups (Circus "Think It
Through" and the significance of the difference was modest,
p- (ii) Differences were, however, found between the low ability
(low income) group and the high ability (high income) group on
most, but not all of the measures.

i. `tire low ability ( low income) group scored lower than the high
ability (high income) group on all of the measures except the
rating stales fin- Self Direction, Curiosity lixpkwation and
Imagination. 11w differences between these two groups decreased
over time on Circus "Think It Through," KRISI> errors and the
rating scales for Mastery Motivation and Self Management. -

I lowever, they increased on the two measures of Creativity ("Make
a Tree" and the teacher rating scale.for Creativity). On reflection
impulsivity as measured by the KRIM), the low ability group
improved, relative to the higli. and average-ability groups but
continued to be more impulsive at the fourth test time.

Ilw study of the changes in the size of the differences between
the "B" low income, average ability group (which had no previous
preschool experience) and the three "A" ability groups (which had a
year of previous preschool experience) over one year in preschool,
when all subjects were four to the year olds, yielded the following
rest ills:

1. The initial (tall) scores of the B.average group were consistently
lower 'than those of both the A.-bigh and the A/average-ability
groups. 'they were significantly lower than the khighability group
on all of the measures except two of the three dimensions on .

Circus "Make a Tree" and were significantly lower than the
A average ability group txt Cirrus "Think It Through," the
Appropriateness dimension of Circus "Make a Tree" and four of

4.,
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the rating scales (Self 1)irection, Self Management, Curiosity
Fxploration and Imagination). Also. on the KRIM'. the A. average
gang) made fewer errors than the B'average group. I loweyer. on
reflection impulsivity as measured by the KKISP, there was little
difference between either the A hi Id Waverage groups or the
A average and H average groups.

"lbe scores of the B.average group were not significantly r

litteretu from these of the A:low.ability wimp, but the Baverage
group was more reflective and less impulsive than the.A;low
ability group.
During the year. the B average group made substantial gains on
most of the measures and by the end of its year in preschool was

'performing almost as well as the A average group. Ilowever. the
A average group was. at this time, still performing more like the
A high ability group than was the B. average group on Circus
"Think It KKISP errors and the rating scales of Ctiarksiiif
Fxploration and Creativity.

3 \then judged against American norms the B. average-ability group
was achieving. at the end of its one year in preschool, at a below
average level on Circus "Think It Through" (as were the two "A-
tom; income groups) but at an average level on Circus "Make a
Tree- (as was the A average but not the A. low ability group).

SECTION 3: SOCIAL. COMPETENCE

The "A" Groups

All three ability groups Made significiint PIQ FS gains over time and
their scores were higher in their second than in their first presi..hool year
( 1,14 1 = p ...00(X)). Significant gains were made from Fall to
spring by all groups in both their first and second years, but their gains
were greater in the second than in the first year (Year x Time interaction
I: 11.441 60, p .05).

These findings are shown in Figure 9 aitd are reported in Table
A 10 in the api)endix.

Averaging over time the high ability group scored higher than the
average ability grimy and the average ability group set >red higher than
the low ability group. (Main effect of Group F 2,44 1 = 5.60, p< .01.)
Ilowever. the size of the differences among the groups changed over
.time and was'greater at the second and third, than at the first and fourth'
assessment Sines. In their first preschool year none of the differences
arninig these three gnitqw was large enough to he significant, but
the first (fall) to the second (spring) test time a difference butiveen the

,
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high ability (high income) group and each of the two lowincome.
groups (average and low ability) began to emerge and, at the third test
time ( beginning of their second preschool year) the high ability group
scored "significantly higher than both the average ability ( /136) 2.09,

.05) and the low ability (11361 3.11, p< .01) groups. However, in
their second preschool year, the low income groups began to gain
somewhat more than the high income group. As a result, at the fourth
test time there was no significant difference between the mean scores of
the high ability and the average ability groups and the size or the
difference between the high and the low ability groups was reduced
(11361 = 2.22, p, .05),

The B/Average-Ability Group

The initial l'1,Q ES of the B average ability group was somewhat lower,
but not significantly lower, than that of the A. average ability group.
!It )wevei, the A average group was scoring more like the A high ability
group than was the B average group at this -st time and the site of the
difference between the W average and A. hig ability groups (1= 3.29,
p' .01) was as great as the difference between the A. low ability and the
A high ability (high income) groups. '.,

From tall to spring all three of the "A" groups (high , average And
low ability) made somewhat greater gains than the B'averageability
( low income) group and at the end of its one year in preschool the
B average group was still scoring significantly lower than the A.'high
ability (high income) group (1 -= 2.-79, p< .01). This was in marked
contrast to the two "A" low income groups. As was reported above, by
the end of their two years in presclmol. Aaverage. was scoring at a level
which was no significantly different from that of the A 'high-ability
group and the difference between the A:low and A,--high groups had
been reduced ( p< .05).

a

Sex Differences
As was reported in Chapter 7, boys tended to obtain higher P1,Q ESs
than girls. The analysis of the "A" group data (two years in preschool)
yielded a main eflect of Sex ( F I 1,441 = 9.57, p< .01) and the boys
scored higher thi'm the girls at the soconM t.1481 = 2.32, p< .05) and
third (11481 .--- 2.68, p< .01) but not at the first or fourth test times.
Therefore, it was necessary to take sex, as well as ability, into account in
examining the effects of two years as compared with only one year of
pre.-sclux,4 experience.
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Two Years vs. One Year of Preschool

Of the high ability b0ts in the project, 11 were in the program for two
years. starting at age three, and five were in the program for only one
yeat starting at age tour. The final mean 1)1,Q EN of the boys with two
wars in preschixil was 52.2 (SD .6). significantly higher than that (25.4,
.rn 8.'1 of the boys with only one year in preslunil (1(15(- 3.3,

.01) and this difference could not be accounted for by age.
Of the average ability bow in the project. five were in the program

for two years, starting at age three. and eight were in the program fin-
only one year starting at age tour. The final mean 1'1,Q ES of the boys
with two years in preschool was 396 (S410.1) higher, but not signi
ficantly higher, than that (28.6, SD 16.2) of the boys with only one year
inpreschool.

Of the average ability Rids in the project, seven were in the
program for two years starting at age three and six were in the program
for only one year starting at age four. The final mean PIS) ES of the girls
with two wars in preschool was 36.4 (Si) 24.7), liVer, but not sig
nifwantl higher. than that (24.7, SD 12.6) of the girls with only one year
in preschool.

Summary: Social Competence Across Groups
'11w shidrof changes in the size of the differences among the three "A"
gri nips. the high income (high ability) and the two km-income groups
(average ability and.lowability) °vet two years in the preschool yielded
the folk ming results:

I. All three ability groups made significant gains in social com
iwterice with their peers over time and their gains were greater in
their second than in their first preschool year.

2. Ability vas positively related to social competence as measured by
the PI,Q-ES. Although there were no initial differences among the
three -thility groups, suggesting that their prior opportunities Ifor
learning about 'peers had been about equal, the differences
between the high ability and each of the two pimps with less
ability (average and low) increased significantly from the Fall of
their first, to the fall of their second preschool year (i.e., when
given an opportunity to learn, the group with the most ability
made the greatest wins). llowver, during their second year in
preschool the program appeared to have compensatoty:eifects fin-
the two low income groups for they began to make greater gains
than lwf ore. As a result, by the end of their two years in preschool,
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there was no significant' difference betwcim the scores of the high-
ability (high-income) group and the average-ability (low inc..(xne)
grow and the size of the difference between the high-ability and
the low ability (low income) groups had been substantially
reduced.

3. Sex was related to social competence as measured by the PI,Q ES.
Overall. boys tended to obtain the higher scores. However, the
program appeared to have compensatory effects for the girls.
because at the last assessment time the girls obtained scores which
were nog significantly different from those of the boys.

The study of changes in the size of the differences between the
grt)ups with no previous preschool experience and the "A" groups

with a year ()Iprevhms preschool experience, over one year in the
presch()01 when alf subjects were-four- to five-yearsold, yielded the
h)11twing results:

I. 'I1w initial ( fall) PLQES of the II average ability group was lower.
but not significantly lower, than that of the A.:averagebility group
and was about the same as that of the A/low-ability group.
In its first, and only year in preschool. the II /Average group gained
less than did the two "A" low income groups, who were in their
second preschool year, and the difference between 11.-awrage and
each of the "A" groups increased. At the end of the year the
difference between the li'average and the A., highability groups
was still highly significant at a time when the difference between
the A average. and A high ability groups was no-longer significant.

3. Examination of the data by sex as well as ability showed (a) that
the high income ( high ability) boys with two years in presclmol
obtained signiticantly higher PI,Q-Etis than their high income
( high ability) counterparts with only one ear'of preschool and (h)
that the low-income (average ability) children,
with two vears of preschool, obtained higher, althixigh not
significantly higher PR) ESs than their low income (average
ability) counterparts with only one year of preschool.

SECTION 4: DISCUSSION

Two Years in Preschool: The "A" Groups
since the three "A- groups were studied over two ye'ars, increases in
their raw scores were expected. due to their increasing age, and such
increases did, of course, occur. If the preschool erogram Was particularly
stimulating it was expected that their age controlled scores (IQs and
Percentile scores) would also increase, and that their raw scores would.
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reflect improvements in their perlomunce levels when judged against
- nt rmativ data for the tests. Results of this kind were also obtained for

au three ability groups. suggesting that both the high-income and the
It v income children had derived benefits Ingll the program which had
int-leased their intellectual, cognitive and social competence. More
difficult to predict. however, Was the type of results which would justify
the conclusit in that the program had been "compensatory" for the low-
income childreii, or had "made up roe. a lack of home-based
stimulation

Reg-aiding compensatory effects the following assumptions were
made: (a) that achievement would he a function of both ability (as
measured by it,)) and environmental twwtunity for learning and
deceit ( h) that it ability was the more important °penile*
variable, given equal opprtunities-to learn, the eliiferenees b"reen any
two groups which differed in 14,,) would inreAse over time, with the
groups with higher lt,$)s nuking greater gains; (c) that if environmental
oppt it-utility for learning and development Was the more important
iperat ng variable, given equal opportunity for learning and

dvlt ilium, the differences between any two groups 'tit- children which
differed in prevititis opixintinity for learning and development would
titCItist. over time, with the group with less previous opportunity
making the greater gains. Thus.'it was argued that if the differences in
the achievements of any two groups, which differed in ability, did not
increase over time, or if they decreased over time, it could be inferred
that opportunity to learn was .the more impewtant operating variable and
that the program had been "compensatory" or had "made up for" a lack
of previous (41)4n-tunny to learn.

In the preliminary analyses of the data, we found that ability was a
ix media predictor of achievement on the measures employed in the
study and there were wide individual differences in the 10s of the
subjects It was necessary, therefore, to divide the subjects into ability
groups. 'lite high income children represented a high-ability group with
aboer average intelligence and the low income children represented two
ability groups: an average ability-gmup with average intelligence and a
low ability group with below average intelligence.

effects t if "ability- tin changes in performance were most
marked within the low income sample, especially on the measures of
conceptual abilities (Preschool Inventory and Circus "How Much and
flow Many"). The average ability group nude greater gains than the low
ability gr4nip and the ditlereiwes between them greatly increased. This
suggests that the two low income groups were fairly equally dis- -
adVantaged with rskct to previous opportunity for learning and
development in these areas and that the different-L, in their ability
thrfiwe. the more effective operating variable in detennining their'
achievements in the prescluitil.
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ikvatiS IQ was such an etTectiVe deterthIller of acIlieveinent on
Inc two tileaSttreS of cOnceptlial ability. it is remarkable that the
differences between the average ability and the high ability grOttpS did
not increase over and did. instead. decrease to a point at which
they were no It miger significant It is noteworthy that on Circus "f low
Mitch and flow Amy" between group differences did increase during
the gioups fits' preschool year, but then decreased in thesis second
preschool year It is also perhaps mire remarkable that the low ability
group made greater gains than the high ability group on the Preschool
Inventory and made comparable gains on Circus "f low Much and flow
*Many." The low ability group did not: like the: average Aility
"'catch up- to the high ability group on these illeaStifeS, but it reduced
the difference bilwven them on the Preschool Inventory and dicnot fall
further behind on Circus "i low Much and flow Many.- These findings
suggest that the difference in previous opportunity for learning, between
the low and the high income children, was so great that this, rather than
ability, was the more effective ran4ble in determining the achievements
of the Iile tow income chOcirm in the program relative to those 4 their
high- income ciihnterparts. Theretore,Iliese findings pniide strong
evidence in support of the conclusion that the prOgnim had narked
c(nnpensatorr fleets on the conceptual abilities of the Itw incc
children. especially when they were in their second preschool year.

04 IQ-. the of of the program was, for the high and average
,ability group 'greater in their first ihan in their second prescluxil year
The low ability group alser made large gains in its first preschool year.
but then lost Mein and had to regain them in the second year. Over the
two Nears, the low ability group made greater IQ gains than the other
two groups. but needed the full two years to stabilize them

Theimpact of the piogram on IQ w.e; also greater on the average
ability (low income) group than on the liighability (high inc(im)
group. This was not surprising becauscAit was expected. initially, that the
Imiliebased stimulation 'given the high income; children would likely be
sufficient mbring'their IQs up to a level which was consistent ilvith their
potential I lowever, it4vas surprisiffg that as many as half of the high.
income subjects-wade significant and often very large IQ gains in'the
pn)grani, suggesting that senile of then had also been "disadvantaged-
with respect to early cognitive stimulation.

The findings obtained with the language tests were unexpected.
Because of the Ilead Stan literature inAvhich S4 klo economtc differences
in kinguage ability were so frequently repcnted and the need of low.
income children for language training was so often emphasized, it was
wide-lived that large differences in the language abilities of the low ti

and the high income dfildren would he fimnd. IloweVer, they turned
out to be relatively modest. There were no socio-economic differences
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in receptive language ability. as measured IA. the Preschool Invellrr, of
in rciductiw language abillrV, as measured by the Narration section of
Circus "say and Tell.- The low income children. perarmed less %veil
than the high income children tin Functional language, but this
chtferowe was reduced over time. Thus, the only language inetSttre

omontic persisted
were Icund Was I k.scrirtion. In this the children were asked direct
question" which requited a "right" answer. ibis may have been hi()
threateno tier the low income clliklrn, cir may have caused them to

bcall,4,:-"ItIr whatever lea, m, Iciw. income childrqn tended to
"hltxk" on this ita4tire more often than did the high income children.
'Ibis is reminiscent of tlw "clamming up" that,has often been said, in
the I Icad,stan literature. to be characteristic cif culturally disadvantaged
children such as black ghetto. yiligsters, especially when they are tested
1w whites

ItWaA in part becatise.of thegjkincis of findings in the language
area that early in thedevelipinent of the program two dc.cistons were
macre.t 1) not to ti xi's tin lapguage per se, but t .1(x-us on conceptual
development, and ( 2.) to fluky a spi:bcia
children feel more comfortable with t(
an instructional type the small group

1 lip the low income
tact to-lace situations cif

lcritidual teacher guided
sessions were intnxIticed.into the program in pt g. to help achieve these
'imposes.

In the problew solving and cognitive styles area the, sokio
ecot differenoes were. by and large, nt as great as those found
the iiitillectual and cognitive ability areas. On most masurs.-ther were
no differences bt-lveen the high-ability (high income) and the ayrage
ability ( le.w income) group and on the one test on which such a
difference did emerge, in rilC'ir second preschool year (Classification on
(:irotis IMO( It ibrotigh- ). it was fel:nivel). modest. flown:cr. tb low

sability, low inecini group scored lower than the high ability (and
. ,average ability group ton must measures, although not on all of them.

The ineastirvesiiit wIlich.the high income and even the low ability.
low income .g44)up differ significantly were the,rating stalls of
Self Directic Curiosity.Fxploration alit] imagination. As iudged by their
teachers, thtt, low ability, low income children were just as competent as
the high` inconAhildren with respect to these cognitive styles: This is
an important findine because it suggests that these yen' disadvantaged
childrit,had not lost their natural, impulse ( intrinsic motivation) to
expltWe and learn abpvt their world and'were still equipped to respcincl, '
to. and benefit from an actiyrdiscovety, play oriented type of program.
'Ibis finding is imponant, because it provid9 evidence which argues
against theview currently held by many early childhood educators, tliat
low.ink,le childrenare Apathetic:, lacking in curiosity and imaginai
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aid the tt dIrCct their I 2W11 aCtiVitieS and theril )re must he
pressured into learning and -taught- in a ditet way in a highly

program
h he It gn )up the program appeared to be particularly

ntipnsalor tHi SCH Nlanagenwnt. fin-"at the last assessment time this
wimp was fated as high on this s4.-al were the other two groups It

was also compensat4 ir on ph blent-si )Iving (Circus -flunk It "Ilin nigh- ).
the tendency to be impulsi (as measured by the KIZISP)and Masten.
\14 >main in the differences between tl gringi and the other
tw4) gil nips on these ctignitive styles decreased over time 'lite only area
in which the pi-4)gram did not appear to be strongly conipnsatory for
the low ability glint!) was (:reativity. "Ille diflrnces between the 14)w
ability grim!) and each of the other tw4 groups ( high and average
ability) incre ased. rather than decreased. over time on the two illeatilIfti
III which an attempt was made ni assess Creativity (Ciicus -Make a Tree-
and'the rating scale for Creativity)

Ott sticial (4)11)1)(1(1)4x with peers the program pri)duid. by the
end I%"( WaIN, t't IrkI1Sail effeCIS for both the :mirage ability ( low
ins ontc ) and the .14)W ability ( low income) gfoup. t lowewr.-two years of
pies( hung oipericrice were required to produce These effects. the
results obtained in this area during the groups' first presch(x )1 year were
the kind prediCtcd it the groups were equal m prvioustopportunities

n learning. but difltnt in ability. The initial l'1,c) tar cif the three
ability groups were not sigttiticantly different. but from the tall of their
first to the fall of their second preschool year the (iitlerence between the
high ability ( high Monne) group and each of the two It w Monne
grt nips (average and 14)w ability) greatly increased. Thus. in the fall 4)1
Moir second prescluiol year the high ability (high income) grimp scored

signitk milk higher than both the average ability ( low income) and the
14)w ability ( h AV income) group It was. there14 we. in the second
!west-114)44 war that ciimpnsatory effects wr obtaint.d. By the end of
then- two veats in preschool the difference between the high alTilitv
( high income I gn nip and the average ability ( low income) group was
no It mgt' large cm nigh to be significant. and die site of the difference
between the Atli ability (high income) group and the low ability ( low

) group had been reduced..v
to-

One Year vs. Two Years in Preschool:
The "B" vs.he "A" Groups

zap , ,The h e neotine children were nto the program when they
were four years 4)1(1 and were compared with the -A" children who
already had tine academic year of preschool experienty which started
when they were three yeais old. The -11- low income childrewhad
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average ability as measured by then litiwt IQs, and the cr itical
k imparison was. therefore. the one with the '*A- low income group with
averag ahihty

it was predicted tIpt, it the first year of preschi,01.had had a
marked effect on the "A- low income average ability group, its scores
should be higher :O the beginning of its second preschool-year than the
sk ores of the "B" low income average ability group at the start of its tirst
pies( lux)! year It was also predicted that if two years in preschool were
nix we effective in pi( xiticing perfonuance gains than only one year. then
at the end of its two years in preschool the "A" low income group with
average- ability should he achieving at a higher level than the "B" low
flionik% group milt average ability.

It should be recalled that the "ability- of the groups was
determined on the basis of the means of the two IQ scores each child
obtained during hit or her second year in an early education program..
-Illus when the "B-lowipcome.group was enrolled in the. preschool its
mean IQ was lowerahan that of the Aaverage-ability group. During its

. first veal in preschoyl the if" group made IQ gains which were greater
than those made by the A:average ability group in its second preschool
year and by the spring test time the IQ difference tietweeit them Was no
longer significant. It is noteworthy that the IQ gain made by the
Ii B-average ability group in its first year in presOuiol at age our to five
%VAS WS( 31X)tit as great as the IQ gain made by the A/average-ability
group in its first preschool warp age three to four ye-tirs.

in the conceptual areas, as measuredby the Prescht)ol Inventiny
and Circus -flow Much and flow Many." the benefits of the KfaVerage-
.ability group's first year in preschool were reflected not iso much in the

. initial -differences. but In the final differences between this group and
the 13,averageability group. At the beginning of the year in which these-
groups were compared. the A/average ability group consistently scored

k higher tikm the li/averai3e group, but the differences between ,them
Were pc 4 always large enough to be significant. However. the gains
nude byfhe A :Iveragt ability group in itt second. year in preschool
were greater tile those made by the B/average ability group in its first .-

presclux yearnimsAby the endf two years in presluxil, the
A *rage grouik was obtaining scores which were significantly higher
than 'du se 411 the B ;average-ability; grbup. and which were comparable
to those of thsea, high-ability (high-incoMe) group. In.contrast the

average .ability group was, at the end of its one year-in preschool,
ahiswingoat a levetwhich was no higher than that of the A/Ipwability
group. These findings, suggest the stimulation givitn the A/average:
ability group in its first ysar.in preschool had ectuipped. it to derive
greater benefits from ttieprografu in the conceptual areas in its second
prescht)ol year than would have been possible without it.
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In the problem solving and c gnitilie shies area the benefits of the
A average ability group's first year in preschool wire reflected in the
initial differences between this group and the 11'3w-rage-ability group.
The tall scores of the A: average group were higher than those of the
11 averageability group on all of the measures (except reflection-
impulsivity on the KKISP) and significantly higher on most of them.
1lowever, it was in this area that the Ilfaveragebility group,made its
greatest gains in its first preschool year. During the year the 11, average
group reduced the size of the differences between it and the A:average-
ability group on all of the measures. Thus, at the end of the year,
although it was not performing (as was the kaverage ability group) at a
level mtparable to the Al highability group; the Ii, average group had
accomplished a substantial amount of "catching up."

These findings suggest that two years were more effective than
only one year in preschool kir producing stabilized compensatory effects
in the intellectual and conceptual abilities areas, but that only one year
in preschcsol. starting at age tour, was almost as successful as two years
in producing compensatory effects in the problem-solving and cognitive
style areas.

In the peer social competence area, as measured by the PLQ-ES,
^ the benefits of the A average ability group's first year in preschool were

reflected. as in the conceptual areas, not so much in the initial
difference, but in the final difference between this group and
11- average ability group. At the beginning d1 the year in which they were
compared, the Aaverage group scored higher, but not significantly
higher, than the 1% average group. llowever,the 11,Q.ES gain made by
the A average group in its second preschool' year was greater than that
made by the 11:average group in its first preschool year. Thus, at the
final assessment time, the 11,Q.ES of the A average group was
significantly higher than that of the lliaverage group. At the end of its
two years of preschool the Aaverage group was performing at a level
which was not significantly 4iflerent from that achieved by the khigh
ability group, but the diffrrence between the 11.average. and A:high
ability groups had increased over the year and continued to be highly
signitit ant.

When set diffewnces on the l'1,Q ES were taken into account, it
was found that two years as compared with only one year of preschool
'appeared to have a greater effect on the highncome (high ability) boys
who were.suidiecrthan on either the low .income boys or the low

. income girls. The final 11,QES of the group if high-incomeboys with
two years in preschool was more than twice as high as the score of

\those with only one year of preschool.
To sum up, for the children who were in the preschool for two

years, the impact of the program on their intellectual and cognitive .

6.
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t -tit fence was greater in the first radio than in the second preschool
year ibis was. ho.wvel, truer for the high ability, high income group
than tot the two low income groups. Hy the end of its first year in pre
schcxiI the high ability group appeared to be hinctioning at a level which
was consistent with its potential, and although in its second preschool
year it continued to make significant gains, these were mg as great as
before In contrtst, the two low income groups appeared to need two
years to achieve a level of performance which Ana!, consistent with their
potential. It was in its second preschool y.Zar that the average ability
group made its greatest gains on some measures (e.g., Circus *I low
Much and slow Many-) and -caught up" to the high ability group. Also,
it was in its second pi-est-lux)) year that the low ability group finally sta
blitzed its IQ gains (as indicated later in the follow up study) and tm
pnned its lief formative levels relative to thos of the high ability group

social competence. however, the impact of the program on all thret:
ability groups. but especially on the average ability wimp, was greater in
then sect than in their first preschool year. This appeared to he due
more to the benefits derived during their first preschool year than to any
changes related to their age, because the children who entered the
program at tour yeals of age mad(' much smaller 11,Q ES gains than did
the ft gir Year olds who were in their second preschool war.

The findings suggest that, for the kiw income hikkn, the
compensatory effects of the program followed a fairly consistent pattern.
During their first year in preschool they made substantial IQ gains and
improved their problem solving, cognitive and learning styles. They also
impri wed their conceptual abilities and their social comiitetx-e with
peers. but not enough to reduce significantly di ps between them
and the high income children and in some area. ie differences
between the-income groups earn increased. I lowever, the benefits
derived from their first preschool year appeared to "pay otrin the
second year, for in this year they made gains which were often greater-
than those made by the high-income group and in some cases even
-caught up- to them in spite of the differences in their ahiliW

The low iiicoine children who entered the program as four year
olds also appeared to he following this pattern In their first pro;;cluxil
veal the made their greatest gains in the same areas as did the children
who entefed the pnigearn as three year (Ms.( i.e., in IQ and prNblent
solving, cognitive and learning styles). 'the benefits of their war in
prst hoiil then appeared to -pay off' in kindergarten, when they made
whglafv, although not significantly, greater gains than the A average-
ability group the cognitive and language measures. In the follow up

- study, which isdescrihed in Chapter% I° to 12, the children in group A4
:weie noirdnided into ability groups for ream ins which will lie explained
later I lowevei, the cognitive data. obtained in kindergarten'were
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analyzed h ability grt nip. The results are appended to this chapter (see
Figure A 1 m Appendix A) By the end of kindergarten the differences
between the A avemige B average ability groups in the intellectual
and cognitive areas were not entirely eliminated, but they were no
longer large enough to be significant.

In conclusion, these results provide strong evidence that the
pres4. Juin! program offered the h )W income children in this project
pro )(liked marked compensatory effects tor them and that these effects
were greater lot those who were ern-tilled as three year olds and had two
year, in the puigram than fin- those who were onrolled'as lour year t Ads
and had only one vearin the program.
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Table it-3

Mean Circus -Say and Tell- Form A Saws
f by Gthup and Ability Sub-Group at Each 7i,s1 Time

7esi
Time

n

Description

Functional language

Narration
Number of Words

Number of
Different Words

Quality

1

2
3
4

1

2
3
4

1

2
3
4

1

2
3
4

1

2
3
4

Note
national means and SDs

Description
Functional language (Thtal

its4.-orne
bisb

X (SP)

GROUP A

Lon ome
as
n X (SI))

Low income
low ability

X (SD)

Test
Time

GROUP

low-income
avowability

n X .(SD)

56 t 1.8) 7 3.9( 23) 9 2.4( 2.1)
7.2( 12) 7 4.9 ( 0 9) 9 5.0 ( 1.0)
8.2 ( 1.8) 12 6.1 ( 2.0) 12 5.8 ( 2.5) 1 14 4.8 ( 3.0)
89 ( 1.3) 12 7.1 ( 12) 12 6.8( 17) 2 14 7 07 ( 2.1)

41.5 ( 77) 7 20.0(17.2) 9 16.2(15.2)
51.4 ( 7.5) 36.0 ( 8.8) 9 25.9 (19.0)
54.5( 92) 12 43.4 ( 8.0) 12 34.3 (10.9) 1 14 36.9 (16.2)
58.5 ( 79) 12 50.5 ( 6.2) 12 44.7 (12.2) 2 14 46.6 (14.2)
55.4 (32.1) 7 51.6 ( 9.6) 9 43.1 (45 9)
61.4 (43.8) 7 53.9 ( 9.5) 9 60.7 (51.3)
63.3 (27.8) 12 67.2 (42.5) 12 32.4 (18.9) 1 14 47 1 (26.2)
655 (32.2) 12 59.9.( 32.9) 12 52.6 (46.6) 2 r4 50.5 (27.3)
26.4 (16.0) 7 27.1 ( 7.4) 9 19.9 (15.6)
31.4 ( 18.9) 7 30.6 ( 4.2) 9 24.4 (17.7)
30.6 (11.6) 12 32.5 (17.0) 12 18.2 (10.4) 1 14 237 (11.6)
35.9 (14.2) 12 31.2 (14.0) 12 28.8(22.1) 2 14 26.9(12.7)
4.4 ( 2.1) 7 4.9 ( 1.5) 9 3-3 ( 2.2)
5.5 ( 1.9) 7 5.7 ( 1.5) 9 3.9 ( 2.0)
5.2 ( 1.7) 12 5.0 ( 2.5) 12 3.3 ( 2.0) 1 14 4.2 ( 1.5)
5.7 ( 2.3) 12 4.8 ( 1.8) 12 SO ( 2.5), 2 14 4.6 ( 1.7)

8.78 ( 2.87) Preschool;
1 49.49 (12.99) Preschool;

8.87 ( 2.18) Kindergarten
50,97 (13.74)Kindergasten

Narratkrn
words (n) 41.72 (29.80) Preschool; 43.12 (27.19) 1Cinderprten
different words (n) 26.15 (17.54) Preschool; 27.13 (15.76) Kindergarten
(vow 4.12 ( 2.33) Preschool; 4.11 ( 2.14) Kindergarten

S 3
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Tab -4

Mean Circus "How Much an Hose Many.' Form A Scores
by Gmup and Ability Sub-Group at Eac

List
Time

HO income
kith abilitY

n X (SD)

GROUP A

low income
avertwe-ability

n X (SD)

Counting

Relational Terms

Nimical asiceiss

TT* al Score

1

2
3

2
3
4

1

2
3
4

20
20
26
26

20
20
26

. 26
20
20
26
26

5.1
7.0 (
8.4 (
9.8 (

8.6 (
11.0 (
11.6(
13.3 (

6.6
8.0 (
9.0 (

10.1 (

20 20.2 (
2 20 26.0 (
3 26 29.0 (
4 26 33 2 (

3 0)
2.7)
2.3)
2.0)

3.4)
2.4)
1.9)
0 9)
2.5)
2.2)
2.6)
2.2)
7.5)
5.7)
5.3)
3.8)

7 40 ( 14)
7 5 I ( 29)

12 6 ( 2.7)
12 8,8 ( 2 0)
7 6.6 C 1.9)
7 8.4 ( 2.0)

12 10.3 ( 1.6)
12 13.1 ( 0.8)
7 69 ( 2.2)
7 5.6 ( 2 3)

12 8.1 ( 1.6)
12 87 ( 2.6)

176 ( 4.4)
7 19.1 ( 5.8)

12 247,( 3.9)
12 30.6 ( 3.9)

Note
U.S natkmal means and Sits

Counting 8.31 (2.89) Preschool,
Relational Terms 11.15 (2.65) Preschool;
Number Concepts 8.58 (2.66) Preschool;
Total Score 28.05 (7.06) Preschool;

9.23 (2.74) Kindergarten
12.02 (2.12) Xindetputen
9.27 (2.53) Kindergarten

30.53 (6.21) Kindergarten

b lest Time

n

Low income

X (SD)

Test
Time

GRO1 B

tow income
ailerageability

X (.CD)

9
9

2.1 ( 2.1)
2.8 ( 2.5)

12 S( 22) 1 141 6.1 ( 3.0)
12 6.3 ( 3.0) 2 14 7.8 ( 2.3)
9 3.7 ( 3.4)
9 6.8 ( 4.1)

12 8.1 ( 2.8) 1 14 8.6 ( 3.6)
12 11.3 ( 2.1) 2 14 10.4 ( 3.3)
9 3.1 ( 2.5)
9 4.9 ( 2.3)

12 6.6 ( 2.7) 1 14 6.6 ( 2.2)
12 7.3( 2.1) 2 14 8.4( 15)
9 8.9 ( 7.3)
9 14.4 ( 7.9)

12 19.2 ( 6.7) 1 14 21.2 ( 7 8)
12 24.9 ( 5.8) 2 14 26.5 t 5.4)

2S4
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Table A-5

Mean Circus "Think It Through" Form A Scores by Group and
Ability Sub-Gmup at Each Test Time

Test
Time

11(0 income

n X (SD)

Problem Identitk2tion 1

2
3
4

CIassific ukm 1

2
3
4

Solution Evaluation 1

2
3
4

Total Score 1

2
3
4

3.2 ( 0.8)
3.2 ( 1.5)
3.9 ( 1.1)
4.2 ( 1.1)

6.0 ( 2.4)
8.9 ( 3.0)

10.1 ( 3.3)
11-7 ( 3.5)
5.0 ( 1.7)
5.6 ( 2 1)
6.8 ( 2.1)
7.8 ( 1.1)

14.2 ( 3.2)
17.6 ( 5.4)
20.8 ( 5.0)
23.7 ( 4.7)

GANIP A

income
ability

X (SD)

- - -
Low-income .
low ability

n X (SD)

Test
Timet

B

l.ow-income
average -ability

n X (SD)

Low
~Imp

n

7 2 7 ( 1.4) 9 1.3 ( 1.1)
7 3.4 ( 0.8) 9 2.9( 16)

12 3.8 ( 1.1) 12 3.4 ( 1.4) 1 14 3.4 ( 1.7)
12 u 4.1 ( 1.2) 12 3.9 ( 1 5) 2 14 3.2 ( 1.3)

7 4.0 ( 3.0) 9, 1.8 ( 1.5)
7 7.1 ( 2.7) 9 3.7 ( 3.0)

12 7.7 ( 2.3) 12 5.3 ( 3.3) 1 14 6.0 ( 2.8)
12 9.2 ( 2.9) 12 8.6 ( 3.8) 2 14 8.6 ( 3.6)

7 4.3 ( 1.5) 9 1.8 ( 11)
7 6.3 ( 1.4) 9 33 ( 1.9)

12 6.0 ( 1.3) 12 4.1 ( 2.3) 1 14 3.7 ( 1.9)
12 7.3 ( 0.9) 12 6.3 ( 1.7) 2 14 7.0 ( 0.8)

7 11.0 ( 4.8) 9 4.9 ( 3.8)
7 15.9 ( 4.1) '9 9.9( 5.3)

12 17.4 ( 3.4) 12 12.8*( 6.2) 1 14 13.1 ( 5.2)
12 20.6( 3.8) 12 18:13 ( 3.5) 2 14 n 18.8 ( 4.7)

Note
U.S. natktnal means and Si*

Pmblem kientifkvtion 4.01 (1.27) Preschool; 4.08 (1.28) Ithuierfialten
Classificatkm 10.98 (3.58) Preschool; 11.32 (3.46) Kindefilarten
Solution evaluation 6.54 (1.99) Preschool; 6.77 (1.89) Kindergarten
Total score 21.53 (5.67) Preschool; 22.18 (5.39) Kindergarten
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Table A6

Mean Circus 'Make a Tree" .ones by Gaup and Ability Sub-Group.
at Each Test Timee 6ROIIP A th?(XIP n

O

Test MO income Low income Louincome Test lose income
Time b411) y aventge losatability Time average- ability

n X (SD) n X

Appriprbue 1

2
3
4

t tniztial 1

2
3
4

1 hfirence
2
3
4

Note

1.2 (0.4) 7 1.2
19 (1.2) 7 10
2.2 (1.1) 12 2.0
2.8 (1.2) 12 2.3
1.2 (0.4) 7 1.3
).7 (0.9) .7 1.1
'2.4 (1.3) 12 2.4
27 (1.2) 12 2.5
22 ( 1.0) 7 22
2.5 (1.3) 7 1.0
3.0 (1.5) 12 r 2.6
3.1 (1.3)' 12 2.9

ITS. national means and Ws (5 ixittit scale)
Appropriate 2.1 (0.9) Preschool; 2.6 (0.7) lUnderp"en
tnisual 2.0 (10) Preschool; 1.7 (0.8) Ktndergarte -

1Xfference 2.3 t1.1) Preschool; 2.9 (1.4),Klndergatten\

/

(SD) n X (SD) n X (SD) S

(0.6) 9 1.1 (0.3)
(0.0) 9 1.3 (0.7)
(1:1) 12 1.9 (1.3) 1 8 11 (0.4)
(1.3) 12 1.8 (0.9) 2 13 2.5 (1.5)
(0.5) 9 1.2 (0.3)
(0.2) 9 ;.4 ,(0.6)
(1.4) 12 1.5 (0.9) 1 8 1.7 (0.7)
(1.2) 12 1.6 (1.0) 2 13 2.2 (1.0)
(1.5) 9 2.4 (1.2)
(0.0) 9 1.7 (1 0)
(1.4) 12 2.0 (13) 1 8 2.0 (1.5)
(1.4) 12 2.8 (1.5) 2 13 3.1 (1.7)

1
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Table

Mean KRtSi' Error and latency Scores by Group anal Ability
Sub-Group at Each list Time 4

GIA)111) A 6 GROW li

Test tow income Lou. income Test Low ineinne
Time

MO income
km-abilityingkability . at ability

(SD(
Time itit.nwe-isbility

n X' (SD) n X tsvf .n x (SI))
t... : n X (si))

'

f

. 'r
a

Errors

latency .

.2

1

2
.3

. 4

1

2
3
4

,
20 11.1 (Si)
20 3.6 (28)
26 32 (2.01
26 1.8 (1.5)

. 20 4.1 (1.5.)
20 4.9 (2.1)
26 4.0 (1.4)
26 3.8 (1.0)

6' Ru (5.1)
7 3.0 (1.91

12 4.3 (3.11
12 1.6 (1.4)
60,.. 3.S (1.1)
7 4.0 (1.j)

12 3.9 (1.7)
14 4.2 (1.0)

.

54 16,6 (ill)
9 8.7 (4.1)

12 7.3 (4.6)
12 4.2 (3.1)
54 2.9 (1.8)
9 4.2 (1.4)

'12 ' 4 -0 (14)
.12 4.2 (1.2)

.:..,
_ 4

1.- 1 113'. 6.5 15.5)
2's IS , 3.1 (3.0)

. - .

..I '134 3.6 (1 5)
2 15 4.6 (L4)

4.

. 4
.
, .

7.1

Et
fi.-....

; it
. .4- -Vv ..... ft -. ... ..

Sp.'

allote the. AntflIer n at test time 1. Some kincome children were not testable on this measure at the first test thine. .

V.
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Table 44.41

Pkirrentage o Subjects in Each KRIS!' Rdlection-htspuklyity.Categeny
by Grtpup mat Ability Sub Croup at Eath Test lime

..

.

.

rem

.

HO-income
b(qbabillty

. tou.twonw
average

Low income
low-ability

l'est
Taw

Gitt

Low-income
any-4w ability

ItelleLtive (slow.a.vitrAtt%),

.0
Average ot fastitecurate

i lnipulsive-(4ist rqiter:VIXte/
.. .. . i

-,..-.
.

.:: ...' Other v it
ea) unto stable
(19) slow- iriavurate

1

2
3
4

1 -

2
3
4

I
2
3
4
,.

1

2
3
4

10.0
35 0
15.4
7.7

45.0
60.0
0.4,
88.5

45.0
5.0 .

19.2
3.8

42 9
100 0
G6 7.

100.0

42 9

33.3

14.3

'I

t;

8 3

22 2
7? 8

. SO 0
58.3

33.3
11 r
50.0
33.3

44 4
11.1

. -

1

2

1

2

1

2

I

2

17
14.3

61.5
71.4

30.8
14.3

4
4

L.)

S

5
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Table A4

Mean Teacher Rating Scale Scores by Group and AbiliO, Sub-Group
at Each Test Time

Scott-

O

-7
TTI

Time

n

-k- -*
BO income
Wipb abilkY

X (SD)'

.(;ROIIP A

Lou' income
ratitiliaW

n X (SD) n

Lou' income
low-abgity

X (SD)

Test
Time

.G9(11I1

Low income
avenqprobility

n X (Si))

Self-Direakm

c I
Mastery Mothutkm

Self Management

Curiosity, liapkwatkm

1.

Creativity

Imagination

f

1

2
3
4

1

2
3
4

1

.2
3

1

2
3
4

1

2
3
4
1 .
2

' 3
4

.26
26
26
26

26
26
26
26

26
26
26
26

26
26
26
26

26,
26
26
26

"26
26
26
26

3.4
3.7
4.3
4.1

3.0
3.3
3.7
3.7

42
4.4
4.7
4.8

3.7
4.0
4.3

"4.4
2.4
3.0
3.4
3.7

2.5
3.4
3.7
3.8

(0.7)
(8,7)
Mt)
(0.5)
(0.5)
(0.6)
(0.4)
(0.5)
(0.5)
(0.4)
(0.3)
(0.2)
(0.7)
(0.6)
(0.5)
(0.5)
(0.6).'
(0.5)
(0.4)
(0.5)
(0.8)
(0.6)
10.5)
(0.5)

12
12
12
12

12
12
12
12

12
12
12
12

12
12
12
12

12

22

12

12
12

3.8
4.1
4.2
4.2

2.8
3.4
3:6
3.6

4.0
4.6
4.7
4.7

3.7
4.3
4.2
4.4

2.2
2.9
3.1
3.4

2.3
3.8
4.0
.39

(0.5)
(0.5)
(0.5)

1(0.5)

(0.7)
(0.4)
(0.4)
(0.3)
(0.5)
(0.4)
(0.3)
(0.3)

. (0.5) '
(0.3)
(0.5)
(0.4)
(0.6)
(0.6)
(0.4)
(0.4)
<0.7)
(0.6)
(0.5)
(0.3)

12
12
12
12

12
12
12
12

12
14

'12
12
12
12
12

12
12
12
12

12
12
12
12

3.5
.3.4
3.9
'4.0

2.5
2.9
3.2
3.4

3.8
4.1
,T.4

4.7

3.6
3.8
3.9
4.2

1.9
2.4
2.7
3.0
2.2
3.2
315
3.6

(A)
(0.7)
(0.5)
(0.5)
(0.6)
(0.41
(0.4)
(0.3)

(0.6)
(0.3)
(0.4)
(0.3)
0.6)
(0.6)
(0.6)
(0.4)
(0.6)
(0.6)
(0.5)
(0.4)
(0.5)
(0.6)
(0.5)
(0.41

'

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1
2

14

14

14

e-14

14

14

14
14

14
14

14
14

3 8
4.0

3.2

4.2
4.8

3.8
4.1

2.8
3.2

3.2
3.8

(0.5)
(0.6)

(0.7)
(0.5)

(0.7)
(0.4)

(0.5)
(0.5)

(0.6)
(0.7)

(0.6)
(0.4)
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278 Conipensatoey Faucation in du.- Reschtiol: A Canadian Approach

-

Tobole A-10

Mean PI,Q-E.Cs byGnnip and Abllit7Sub-Group
at FAJCLI Test Huse

GROt1:41 GR(R IP B.

Test fl#b income tow income low income 7ito Lou' income
Time NA abdJlN avertgeobility low ability Time bwbility

(n = 2,) (n = 12) (n= 12)* (n = 14)
X (SO) X (SD) - X (SD) R (SL))

1 162 ( 9.4). .162 (129) 12.2 (11.1)
2 ( 14 4) 198 (122) 18.0 (12 S)
3

.263
30.7 (116) 22.3 (11.0) 18.8 ( 9.S) 1 18.7 ( 9.7)

4 44 7 (21.4) ` 37.8 (182) 28.8 (18.3) 2 26.9(14 -4)
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BINE IQ PRESCHOOL INVENTORY
IIS Total Scone

fall

Test lime %

(ACM SAY 4IND JELL
Functional Language

Spring

Tesi Times

A/average

8/average

A/low

9S

85 ,""
4A

re

75..

Fall

/**

,°
.00"i .r+

rest Tinsel

Spring

CIRCUS: THINE rr THROUGH.
Total Score

411011.1111.0 - =1

- - 111111111110., .111110 .111M.111

Test Timm

Figure A1

abuses in tbe Mean .ticoms of the Tbree Loutliworiu,
Ability Groups in Kindergarten

291
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10
Summative Evaluation:.

The Long-Term Impact
Objectives and Method,

with Results at the
Kindergarten Level

The primary purpose of the follow up study was to assess the long-range
effects of the l WO Preschool Program on the performance of the low-
income children after they entered the primary gradts. Would theSe chil-
dren maintain the intellectual and cognitive gains they had madein the
preschool? Would they adjust better to school, be better academic
achievers and 41 less often than comparable children who had no
preschool experience? Would those who entered the preschool as three
year olds and had two years in the program be more sOcces.sful than
those who entered as four-year-olds and.had only. one year in the
proaram?

1)ifferent types of preschool programs have been successful in
inducing rmmedi to IQ and other types of gains .in low-income childrtn
(Weikart, 1967; us & Gray, 1968; Bereiter. 1972) but these gains have
appeared to lost after one or two years in the primary grades
(Bronfenbrenner, 1974). Over time the size of the initial differences
between the test scoresof the preschool graduates and their controls
have gradually diminished, dtie in pan to a reduction in the dorm-
ancy levels attained by the preschool graduates, ut ins made

281

292
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.!ii2 t 'ottliwns.06 nv 1.titok 4114xi m fix- l'rest 114)4)1 A Caniultiut Allnixuis

bv the LA/nut)1 subjects aher they filtered the kindergarten. I lowever, in
sekeral recent follow up studies (Palmer, Note U'eikart, Bond St
McNeil. 19'8) it has hem found that after six or sewn years in the ele
mentary schix)I significantly ii)ore of those with preschool experience
than ticir controls were in the appropriate grade for their age. Such
findings have been interpreteA by SOIll as -Skt-Ver- effects and it has
beetisitVeStetlettat the benefits of preschi )01 eXpCilelyeart.' tier
to show up when children are learning basic skilts.in.the primary

likely

grades. but only when they meet greater cognitive challenges later on.
Iowevei. it the controls laded- a year more frequently than tli,t se from

the preschools-this probably began even at the prloary levels. -
Currently in Canada, there is a griping public dianand for tiniveil-

sally available pre kindergarten educatio9 in the public schools. If this
demand is met. at what age shorted childreql be enrolled? There is sonre

. eviiience that youngsters who start presclu as three year olds nake
gwati immediate intellectual gains and maintain these g-a viter than
children who start preschool as tour year olds or children v.410 start
st ht eil in kindergarten a.4 five year ()Ids (Beller, Note 2). Although the .

MaaItellance of the gains !nay he a itHICti011 of the amount of preschool
experience, rather than the age at preschool entrance. this finding, if
verified, would have important practical implication& On the other hand
it it were nig verified, trim is if one year of preschool experience which
starts when the child its,a foriPiyear ohi is-as effectivv, in the long run, as
two VeirS of pleNti1014. then the practice, commAl in Most munici
palines, of not admitting children until -they are foutyt-ar olds would

simie researclksuppi Becaus of the practical impOtance of this
issue, we attempted to assess the differential long range effect;; of two
years it preschool starting at age three, and one yeariot preschool
starting a age finir on children's later academic atitioement.

Although the focus in the follow up study was on the chileken's
intellectual and cognitive competence and academic 4r:Ilievement. an
attempt Was also made to assess their personal and social adjustment in ,-
the} school :hit* and their attitudes toward teachers and school work.

- *
-METHOD.

Subjects

Preschool graduates (PGs). All of the children from l! income
families (but not those from hi 1kincome families) who vre studied in
the.presclitx)1 and were subsequently enrolled in the lorMon public and
separate schools. Or the Middlesex County public schools, were f011owed
up. They will be referred to as preschool graduates.(PGs). In all, there
welt. 3() PGs. It who started preschool as three year-olds and attended

(33
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.)simuna:% i.calmmon nw long Tenn Impact ludtg.u.ten level 243

.
v.,

few two %'ears (Group A) and 12 who .started preschool as tour year olds
and :mended tin 0 lv one year ((iroup".11). Thesi. subjects were
described in the ij )it of a Ihe immediate impact of We program (set:. Chapter 81. , ..

. dt shoukl bt n nett, howe'vei. that in the follow up study, the 24
subjects in Group A not divided:as they were in the study orthe
immediate impact of the °gram, into two ability groups (an average
and a low ability gn nip V based on their mean 1Qs ik their second
prsht s t veal. In the immediate impact %Wily this division of Group A
was made lit.VVSSiii) 4.)% the findings (a1 that ability was a highly eticx-tive;
Oredicu'w of achievement on all of the measures employed, and (b) that
Group 11 had s.igniticatu more ability than Group A. Group 11 had
°average ability whictrwas vomparable to that of the 12 subjects in Group

..... A wititb mast ability t th(. average ability group), but which was signal
!cady higher than that of.the 12 subjects in GrOup A with the leastfability (the low ability growl. It is mportant to keep this irt mind when
o impaling the primary grade ac lie 'intents of Group A and Group 13,
because Group li, with onty of year.of.preschool, had more ablity than

j
i (Troup A and kw this reason Amy it was /expekied thlit Group II might

do better in the prinury grades than Group A.
Control subjects. 11w ctintn)1 group ((4t nip C)W.Iti.made up of

children hum low income families who had no pfevious preschool of
day 'misery experience and were enrolled in an early education )
pn )gram for the first time as five year olds in kindergarten..These
subjects were selected.on`the basis of age. sex, SES and test scores as
dcsctibed below to equate this group as (lowly as possible with Group
A. It included, as did Group A, children with average ability as well as
children with low ability. There were 30 children in this group.

Selection iprocedure.for the control subjects. The primary
sekction criterion was the Preschool Inventory Percentile Score. It was
chuseta kw this 'impose h9caus the authors of the test claim that it
reflects the degree of llisavaniage a child has suffered. Thy Stanford
Billet Intelligence vest was alsii iised.a..4 a supplementary criterion'
measik. The control subjects selected were ones who obtained scores
on stiOse intasurs, at entry into kindergarten, which were Citeriparibit. .

to the s4.ires obtained on theiii by the PGs when they wtlie first
enrol l in the prtschvol. The.testswer administered to the control

they 141 been to theptischoolers,no sooner than six weeks
after they had been enrolled for the first time in school. r

Suitable ointrasubjects were extremely difficult to find. This was11,.
primarily because the school authorities were not permitted, for ethical
reasons, to reveal any infinmation about the so cio,economic status of
families They could provide information only about whether or not chit
dren had had any preschool experience. The initial intestion was to
select the controls from only those schools'in which the PGs wire

r le'
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J. " '.
(merited. but hi the seopd year, for tWe-plrason,s, tliiseplan Was

abandoned. First it was not yielding enough .objects. Second, the PGs .-

- were tieing enrolled 'in sii many differentschools and were changing
*schools so frequently that to avoid Any.possiblluxil of enrollment - t
effects it was dekiell that thexontrols qnild!arso be enrolled in as .

Many schools as were the PGs. To increase the likelihood of finding
low incomc f4imlies schools lo'cated near subsidized housing were
included. Also the c roixration IA public health ollicets and nurses was
finally iibtaitted and th.te provided 4112 names of a number of potential ..

siihets . .. , . . ..

Before the pre.testing s done % parental pemrissioiwwere .r
.-

.

obtained A lettet (.- r 01, .f.ppendiexplaining the? project and
.

seeking permi.ssim to quay a child was sent out to seine .2(X) or more -
1

fainilies About two thirds replied and agreecf to let t twir-ohild p..1rti.
...

cijute Thus, approxinutely 12.5 children were pre-tested: After the
testing, a preliminary selection of subjects was-male based on age, sex
and test scirre.s.'llten the prtdure for determining the socioeconomic
stints of the families (the final selection trite rip was inttiated..SES was
iticli.zed (as it was fqr the PGs) on the'hasis of information obtained from
the parents during semi fortnal,scireatikx1 interviews and home visits.
(See letter #2 sequesting inteni& and Parent Interview Form ih
Aplindix A.) liuthese interviews rapport was established with the
families, and the interviewer also made mire the child had not hail any
previous preschool .experience and hail no speiial disability which
,would make him or her unsuitable for the projbct. After'the SFS index of
the familiesWas estimated, the final seiettion of control stibjects was

*mak*. and the families of those who had not been selected for further .

study were nolined (see letter #3, Appendix A). . . .

Schools Attended awl Schbol Changes
. .

All but one of the control subjects were enrolled in the public schools,
it a quarter-of the PGs- were enrolled In the separate (Roman Catholic)
schools. In some schools there viere both PGs and controls, big in ft*
others there were only PGs or only controls. Many of the Amines. were
highly mobile and their children changed schools frequently..The
folk)wing.urovides data on these variables for the last 'two Tears of11*

project. ,
In 197.-11 when ther were 36 PGs and 24 controls in the project,

these 60 children were in 28 different schools. In eight there were both
PGs and controls, but in 13 tinete were only PGs and in seven only
controls. Miring that year 30% sif the PGs and 4% of the controls
changed schools owe or more. In,1978 79 when there were 34 PGs and
28 controls in.the pnijed,"these'62 children were in 35 different. schools.

$
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1. . . .
Ii i ii,lit !title of these schiiol!: there. were ootii i .,s anyl (()6-iris:but in IS

Moe, cycle only l'(;s and in 1.1 only controls thiritig this Yew 2.4'i. of thei.. !Xis and_32% of the controls thanged schoqls once or more.
. * .

Geskerai Descriptioh of the Total Sample ..
,.

Ale subjects in each grout) are described individually by age. sex, sES
index. Pres( hi iol Inventory Percentile Score and Billet IQ (when
available) at entry into the project (011ie preschool or kikindergartensen
level) in Appendix B. A summary description of the groupS.studied at..the kinderganen le.wl is presented in Table 10..

's.... ,SF.S. In general the controls appeared to lx.if anything, somewhat
ii,ss disadvantaged thl9t1he lkis. Only 40% of them were from single
jurenf families as compared with 5(l% in Group A and 80% in Group B.
I limever. the mean SES index tiSlishen. 196")of ( =ronp C (152.8..V) 7.S)
which was based on the usual oc-cupatioi; Qf "th heads of the families

.. ( mother .111 sm igle. father in inLict). itoi when they were employed. was
. nu significantly higlir than the means of the other two grytips (30.5,

-.. S% Y it) and 30 1 .40 ST for A and B respectively). The educational level
...that the family heads claimed they Rid achieved was slightly higher in

.. i -Group II than aim thegother two groups 3vith Groups A and C being about
I equal. 'I1w jxrcentage in each group claiming attainment at each of

three*Yels was for A, B and C re.spcsctively, as follows. ...
4 : %

;Above ( ;nick; 10 12.5 16.6 .1-' 2

t;rad 9 10-

Grade 8 4.n. txIp

SO.0 667. 483

37.5. 334.5

Pthnicity. Most. but not all, of the children were white. There
were ti nit- native ( Indian) subjqcts in Group A (three girls. we b),
one black girl in Group A and one native (Indian) girl and one black
boy in Group C. -

Pre-test scores. 11w initial mean Presch(x)1 Inventory Percentile
scores of the groups suggested that Group A was more disadvantaged
than the other two gratips. Group A'stswre (20.9) was significantly
h Aver, than Group B';; (61.0) an4 Group C's (59.3) score (both p < .01).
I towever, their initial 'dean-1Q .kores 9A.2, 90.5 for A, B and C
respectively) AZIe not Vacantly diffewnt..

Foesex, Groups A and C were fairly balanced with slightly
more than half of the subjects in each being girls (S.2% in Group A
and 53.3% in Group C) but in Group 13 there were -prql)ortionaterz more

. boys than girls (only 41."% weregirls).
For age, the group were satisfactorily equated. Their mean age at

entry into kiodergarten was for A, B and C rrspectively 63.6, 631 and
numth,s. .

296
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Table to

Descriptkm of the Groups Studied
at the Kindergarten letwl by Sex.

SFS Index. Age at Entrance to Kindergarten,
and Preschool Inventory Perrentile Score
and Kinet IQ at Entrance Into the Project

a

GROI 4 GRovi, n GRO1 e
Variable (n= 24) (n. 12) = .101

ID

Sex
Males 11 (458%) 7 (58.3%) , (46.6%)
Females 13 (54.2%) 5 (41.7%) 16 (53.3%)

SS index
X 30!ci 30.1 32.8

39 57 75
Range 27.8-4.2 27.347.6 27.0 Si.7

Age at entering
Kmdergarten in months

X
SD
Range

63.6
3.0

60-69

633
3.8

58 69

(.12.3

3.1
58-69

PreschrnA inventory
Percentile score at
-entry into the project-1

X -t 20.9 610 : 59.3
51) 27.0 31.8 25.4
Range 0.97 1.95 11 91

Stanfind Binet lry at
-entry into the project-

x 87.42 93.22 90.5
SD 11.7 11.8 11.8
Range 68 112 71.106 60 108

NOMS
r lintrY into the project" was at approximately ages 3. 4 and 5 for
Groups A. B and C. respectitely.

rthe mean Binet 1Qs for Groups A and B are based on 16 of the 24)
and 11 (of the 12) subjects respectively. beCause the Binet was not
included in the test battery in the first year of the project.

Number of Post-Kindergarten Years Studied
All of the 66 subjects docribed above were followed up for one year
after entry into kindergarten, but successively fewer were studied at each
of the higher grade levels. This was ltecause the preschool subjects
entered kindergarten by cohort in five consecutive school years and new
control subjects were also selected in each of these years. Thus, for
example, only the first cohorts in Groups A and C had completed their

'297
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fourth year tri,sclmol by tW end of the project. There was also some
attrition in each of the groups over time. The number of subjects.
sttidied during their first to fifth year in.schkEl is shown by group and .
ass.essnient time; in Table 11.

Because bOth the size and constitution of the samples cif each
growl) studied tx;y6tut kindergarten changed by year in school, they will
be described in greater detail later. just prior to the pre4entation of the

' results at each of the higher,grade lev els.

Assessment InstrumentS .

An'attempt was made to assess: (a) intellectual ability, cognitive
L:ompetente and cognitive styles, (h) academic achievement and-(c)
personal -Axial adjustment in school.

intellectual and cognitive competence measures. The
Stanfordpinet Intelligence Seale was used at all levels. In addition, at
the kindergarten level, the Preschool Inventory; two Circus, tests (Form

,A). "Say and Tell" and -"Think It ThrougIV and the Kansas Reflection
Impulsivity Scale for 14esclux4ers (F pusP) were employed and, at the
trade I level, three Circus tests (Form BY, "Say and Tell," "Think It .

'Through" and "i low Much and How Many," and the KRISP were used.
Academic achievement. This was assessed in two ways (a)

through testing and (h) through leacher reports of progress and
promotion. The tests used were the Stanford Early School Achievement
Test, Level I (first year in school, i.e., kindergarten level), the Stanford
Early School Achievement Test, Level II (second year in school), the
Stanford Achievement Test Primary I Battery (fall) and Primary II Battery
(spring) (third year in schgol) and the Stanford Achievement Test,
Primary II Battery (burth year in school). The report form used by the
teachers was developed by the author. A copy of it is appended (see
Appendix C). It was called the School Adjustment Report and included .

'even:ended questions which permitted the teacher to comment freely
on the child's behavior and abilities.

Personal-social adjustment. This was measured in part by
teachers' responses to'questions ,on.the.School Adjustment Report
referred to above and by scores on a Behavior Rating Scale. A copy of
the Behavior Rating Scale (with an explanation of how it was scored) is
also included in the appendix (see Appendix D). It is a 50-item scale
which assesses the extent to which children are "like" children who
display behavior which has been found to be related to clas4room
achievement. Each child i* rated on each item as "not at all like," "very
little like," "somewhat like" or "very much like" on each item. The first
,20 items of the scale were taken from a Behavior Inventoly developed
for assessing the outcome of Head Start programs (Hess, Kramer,

28
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Table 11

The Number of Subjects Studied
in Their First to Fifth Year in School

by Gmup and Assessment Time.

t7/A7 Aftl'OND TifIRL1 AN illTli fltrif
I lanaergarten i (Grade 1 1 leave* .2 ay Mow) (Grade .1 Or beim.) (Grade 4 )

- -

(.R x7' fa spro.4 fall Vraqi Fall Sprats Fail Spring Fail Sprit*

A 24 24 24 24 22 14 4 4
11 12 12 12 2 2 2 I 1.:t U) 34)2i 2i i'' I' - S S o o

Tax i 1*. 06 sv s4 41 30 14 1 i 1 1

S

Slaughter. Tome y, Berry & I lull, 1966). Twenty-one i>f the next 30 items
were taken from the Deverqux Elementary School BehaVior Riving Scale
(Spivak & Swift. 1967). Nine additional it ms,nade up by the present
investigaor. were included to obtain ad itional information.

Procedure

There were two assessment periods each year, one in the Fall and the
other in the spring. At the kindergarten level all tests were given in both
the fall and the spring. However, at the Rost kindergarten levels only the
academic achievement tests (and the KRISP in Grade 1) were given at
both the fall and spring assessment times. At these higher levek the
Binet was given only in the Fall, and at the first grade level the Circus
tests were given only in the spring. The teacher's completed the Scimof
Adjustment Report and the Behavior Rating Scale once (luting the school
year (i.e., in the late spring).

At the kindergarten level the Preschool InVentory was given first
(in (kaer), no semer than six weeks after the children were enrolled
in school, and the Binet was administered approximately one week later.
The rest of the teas were given in November in no fixed order. How
ever. in the spring when tests given in the fall were redmilistered
(May-June) the children were tested in the same order as they had been
tested in the fall. At the higher grade levels the children were also tested
in he same order in the spring as in the fall.

ik
Until the 'final y r of the project there were four testers; one of

whom administered ( y the initial preschool inventories. the Other.
three did all the rest of e testing, but administered different tests at
each -assessment time to avoid expectancy effects. In the final year a pro.
fessiOnal psychologist, who had no knowledge about the children or the
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project, was hired to administer the Stanford Binet to 16 subjects. This
was done as a special reliability check on' the scores. The children tested
were those in the last cohort of each of the two PG groups (A and In

RESULTS: FIRST YEAR IN
SCH(50L (KINDERGARTEN)

Intellectual and Cognitive Competence
The mean scores of the three groups at the beginning and end of
kindergarten on four of the measures used to assess intelligence and
cognitive -competence (Preschool Inventory Percentile Scores, Binet IQs,
Circus -Say and Tell- functional language scores, and Circus "Think. It
Through.' total scores) are presented in Table 121

The data obtained with these tests were subjected to a series of ,
Group) x Time: fall, spring) Analyses of Variance (ANOVAs).

When significant effects were found post-hoc analyses were done using
Dunn :s Multiple Comparifions Test (Kirk, 1968).

Preschool inventory. There was a main Group effect, F( 2,61) =

11.9, p < .01. In the fall the scores of the two PG grvps (A & B) were
not significantly different but both of these groups scored higher than.
Group C (p < .01).

From fall to spring the two PG groups (A & maintained their
endofpreschool performance levels, but made no further significant
gains and Group C gained more than the two PG groups (Group x Time
interaction, P12,611 = 3.9, p < .05).

In the spring the differences between the PG groups and the
Control group were reduced, but Group A still. scored higher than
Group C (p < .05).

Binet 'IQ. There was a main Groutieffect, F(2,60 = 10.4,.p < ,01,
Irithe fall the scores of the two PG'groups (A & B) were not significantly
different, but both of these groups scored higher than Group C < .01).

From tall to spring all three groups made Significant gains,
F( 1,61) = 170, p < Ail- and there were no significant differences mcing
the groups iV the size of these gains.

*%.\.
still scored higher thanIn the spring, both Of the PG grc

Group C (p < .05).
"Say and Tell" functional language. -There was a main Group

effect, F( 2,61) = H5.4, p < .01. In the fall -the scores of the two PG groups
(A ST B) wernot significantly different but Group A (although not
Group 13) scored higher than Group C (p < .01).

From fall to spring all three groups made significant gains,
F( 1,61) = 28.6,p < .01.

e
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Table 12

Mean hnd (SD Scones on our MeasunGs
lntelleaufil dud Cognitive Ability of the Gmaps

. at the Kitufergatien Level by Assessment Time

fe.d1011° A
4. n = 24

Fall SprInR Fall

41.

VROUP it (GROUP 4:
n = 12 n =30

sgpring Fall Spring

1

X (SD) X (SD) . X (SD) X (SD) X (SD) X (SD)

*Preschool Inventory .
'Percentile Score 87.7 (17.6) 87.2 (172) 83.3 (20.6) 89.8 ( 9.6) 59.3 (25.4) '2 3 (46.6)

Rinet IQ 102.7 (102) 10,4N (11.3) 104.3*(. 9.0) 1408.4 ( 8.3) 90.5. (11.8) 95.6 (11.6)
Cirri s .
"Say and Tell" ./Form A
Functional language \5.6- ( 82) 57.7 ( 8.5) 50.3- (16.0) % .4 (10.6) 43.3 ( 6.9) 50.1 ( 11:6)

, 4

CIRAIS
"Think It Through"
Total Scores 21.7 ( 3.3) 23.7 ( 3.8) 19.8 ( 5.2) 24.7 ( 4.5) 17.4 ( .4 9) 19.8 ( 4.3)

Notes '
('.S. national means and (5/)s) kw the Circus test's at the kindergarten level.

"Say and Tell" functkmal language. 51.0 (13.7).
'Think It Through" total score, 22.2 (5.4).

3
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In-the spring, there were no significant differences among the
thteegnmps. I lowever, it should be noted, that the two PG groups were
NO performing at a level equal to, or above, the U.S. national mean,
Inn Gump C was performing bekiw that level.

"Think It Through" totaLacores. There was a Main Group.
effect. Pt 2,61) - 10.35, p < .01. In the fall the scores-of the two PG
groups (A & 13) were not gignificantly different but Group A (although
not Group 13) Nemec! higher than Group C (p < .01). dp

From Fall to spring all three groups gained (F 11,61] = 29.4, p < .01)
but the gains were greater in Group B (p < .01) and Group C (p < .05)
than in Group A. 0

In the miring both of,the PG groups scored higher than Group C
't Group A, p < .01; Group 13, p < .05). It should be noted also that the
two PG groups both scored at a level equal to or alxwe the U.S. .national.
mean, but Group C scored below that level.

t, Kansas Reflection-Impulsfrity kale for Preschookis
-(KRISP). The number of subjects in each group who were classified, by
their performance on this measure, as reflective, impulsive (or other-
wise) at each assessment time are shown in Table 13. The classifications
reflective, average or fast-accurate represent satisfactory performance.

In the fall 65% of Group A and 92% of Group B, but only 42% of
Group C performecfsatisfactorily (as defined above) on this test. .

In the spring 87' of Group A, 83% of Group B, but only 47% of
Group C performed satis

Al both assessment ti ws a larger proportion of the Control than
the PG subject; performed impulsively (were fast and inaccurate).

Summary: Intellectual and Cognitive Competence

First, comparisons of the tv PG groups A and B revealed the folloWing:

1. At the beginning of the year the scores of these two.groups were
not significantly different on any of the measures.

2. From fall to spring, both groups maintained their preschool gains
and on three measures (the Binet, "Say and Tell" functional,
language and "Think It Through") made further gains. Group B

/made greater gains than Group A on "Think It Through" and
sOmewhat gre-ater gains on "Say and Tell" functional language, but '
-not on the Binet.

3. At the end of the year the scores of the two PG groups were still
not si &nificantly different.
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Table i; 7
liert-4ge of Subjects in Each KRISP Category

by Group and Assessment lime
at the Kindergarten Level

GROUP A GliOUP B
Fall Spring Fall Spring

GROUP C
Fall Spring

Reflective p
(slowat.,cutate) 17.4 21.7 -83 33.3 3.3 3.3

Average 30 -I 30.4 66 7 25.0 267 26 7

Pa.st-Ac curite 17.4 348 16.7 25.0 10.0 167
Impulsive

(fastinak-curate) 30.4 4.3 8.3 8.3 56.7 36.6
Slow Inaccurate 4.3 8.7 0 83 3.3 16.7

. Second, comparisons of. eac of the two i)t341roups (A 4 B) with
the Control group (Group C) revealed the qTawing:

1. At tilt- beginning of the year Group A. (on all five measures) and
Group B,(on three measures: Preschool Inventory, Binet and
KRISP) performed significantly better than Group C.

2. From fall to spring Group C gained on the Preschiiol Inventory
more than either of the two PG groups and gained more than -

Group A (hut not Group B) on "Think It.Through." However,
there were no significant differences among the groups ip the size
of the gains made on the Hinet oc "Say and Tell"-functkflul
language.

itl)3. At the end of the year, be of the PG groups scored higher than
Group C on the Binet and 'Think It Through" and both per-
formed more satisfactorily on..the KRISP. Also, Group A (although
not Group B) scored significantly higher than Group C on the
Preschool Inventory. By this time, however, the differenceA among
the groups on "Say and Tell" functional language were not large
epough to be signifi

4. At both the beginning d end of the year, the two PG grouuk
performed on all measures at an average or above average IMI,
but the performance of Group C was loan average or below
average on all of the Measures.

Academic Achievement

The Stanford Early School
battery'of tests. It yields four s
Letters and Sounds, and Aural

ent Test, Level I. This is a
est scores (Environment. Mathematics..'
prehension) as well as a total score.
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'111c mean scores titthe three groups on these rheasures at each of the
times are presented in Tabl 14. s.

The data obtained with these measures were subjected toa series
01 it ( ;r. nip ) x 2Clime) AN( A'As followed by jost he analyses where
in't lit aged. .

Fm.mitiment. In the tall theme was no significant ditleremk.e
between,the scores of the two 1k groups (A and 11) but ixith of
these gnitips scored higher than (*primp C. F(2.60). I I 54. p < .01,
(A. p :.01; 11. p --. .05). Primp falleto spring, significant pins were made F
( 1.601 55.6. p , 01 by Group A (p < 05) and Group C (p < .011 but
not Group B. In the spring there was still no difference between Groups
A and 11. but (;rOup A (although not Group 11) scored significantly higher"),

. tItinK;roup C (p < .05). 1. ..
Mathem4ticx In the fall the scores of the two PG groups (A and

113 were not signal. ntl- different. Uut both of these groups scored
higher than Group .. F( 2,60) = 10.6, p < .01 (A, p < .01; 11, p < DS ),
From fall to spring all three grOups made significant gains, F(1,60) = ,
60.3,p ,-. 01. In the spring there was still no significant difference
brwev Grotips A and 13, but Group 13 (although not (3roupA) scored.
significantly higher than Group C (p < .01).. .

Letters and sounds: In the f.41 the differences arming the three
..-

groups were not large enough to be significant. From tall to spring all
three groups nude significant gains, 1:( 1,60) = 86.8, p < .01. In the
spring there were still no significant differences among the groups.

Aural comprehension. In the fall the scores of the two PG
gri nips (A and B) were not-significantly different, bur Group A (although
not Group 11) scored significantly higher than Group C, F(2,60) = 98.5,.
p < .01 (A -, C, p < .01). From fall to spring significant gains were truNle,
F( 1,601 = 29.5. p < .01 by Group A (p < .01) and Group C (p < .01)
but not Group B. In the spring there was still no significant difference
-between Grt ups A and 13, but Group A (and not Group BY again scored
significantly higher titan Group C (p < .01).

iota! score. in the fall the total scores of the two PG groups (A
and 13) were not significantly different and both of these groups scored
higher than Group C, F(2,60) = 12.3, p < .01 (A > C, p < .01; B > C,
p < .01). From fall to spring all three'emixs made significant gains, F

)) ..,.. 14.8, f < .01. In the spring there was 4111 no significant tiff
erence betweln Groups A and B, and both of these groups scored
higher than Grout) C (A, p < .01; B,.p < .05). I

Teacher judgments of academic achievement. The School
Adjustment Reports were interpreted and analyzed by the principal
investigator. ,To check the reliability of the interpretations, 20 of the
reports ( randomly selected from among the three groups) were scored -'
independently by a second ftwestigatoc. The agreement of the two itwes- s
tigators was IOW,.

4.
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Table 14

Mean and OD) Stanford EarlyScbool Achievement. Letri I Scott's.
by Group and Testing Time at the Kindergarten Level

Awe

Girovp.,4 6110111' !

I elf A0111 Fall *raw
In= 24) (n= 41) (n= 11) In= 11)

GROW C

h4 Spnng
(n io) (6= .30)

invut ataxia /C12 1 57) 342 ( 42) 288 1 51)
t

NalliC11121tk S % 162 1 4S) 182 ( 4%) 161 ( 42)
letters and Sumas 1 149 1 49) 19() ( S2) ISO 1 44)
Aural t nmprrhenattlp 1'9 1 401 206 ( 32) 165 (.54)
Total score '90 (159) 910 (141) 110 (158)

314

204

20'
188

91/

( 4 '),t,
( 36)
( 41)
1 51)
(149)

228 1 49)
112.( 35)
11 6 1 48)
133 1 46)
582 (124)

285

ISO

16S

.164

164

1 54)
( 45)
( 56)
( 47)
(,164)

Yore
Range of X I tit-. in %mane S (Armor perform:mix bated 4 111 1. % StAndarthnikNI Matta)

&winnow Innektatsrien (1J) End of 1446dosations (WA)
Emirosunent 26 29 .44Emirtilment

1193 '%.Atattrttaik's 1213 MathernatIng 23 1

letter% and 5uunt.t% 10 II Leiters and Sound % 1" 20
Aural t nipretiensstin IS I' Augd Ctimprehtintort 19 21 -.
luta! limn %) 63 73 Total %cow e %

t

i\_.
-.....,._,

A

' the percentages of subjects assigned to each judgment category in
the School Adjustment Report ar presented by grottp id Table 15.1No,
:men** was made to assess the tistical reliability of the apparent dif-
ferences alum* the groups which this subjective measure revealed. The
findings reported below should, th refire, be interpreted with caution.
The'results on academit competence were as follows:

1. Iteirdemic Lbmpetence (item 9). A larger percentage of the
subjects in Group A (39%) than Group B ((8%) or Group C (3%)
were judged to be above average in academic competenc4 and a
smatter percentage of the subjects in Group A (13%) than Group
B (27%) or Group C (41%) were judged to be below average.

2. Pr(paration for School (item 3). A larger percentage of the
subjects in Group A (35%) than Group B (9%) or Group C (10%)
were judged to have had above-average preparation for kinder-
soften work. Although this comparison suggested that Group B -

was no better prepared for school than Group C, a smaller per-
centage of the subjects in Group B (27%) than Group, C (53%)
were considered poorly prepared Only 13% of.the Group A
subjects were judged tube poorly prepared.

3. Academic Progress During the Year (item 4). A larger percentage
of the subjects in Group A (26%) than Grow B (0%) or Group C
(10%) were judged to have made above-average progress during

I
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Table lf

Nrcerttage of Subjects Assfitned to Fai-b Judgment Category
of the Aeljitstnt.ent Report by amp

at the Kindergarten Letrl

1, flow well has s this chill adjusteca your class? 1
4 Gamp A 17.4 above isrrage 78.3 average

Group 11 9 1 above aP 72.7 average
Gump C 26.7 above average S3.3 average

2. Are this child's attitudes toward schteok teachers and
Group A 21.7 above average 73.9 average
Group B 18.2 above average 81.8 average
C5thils 16/ above average 73 3 average

4 3 below average
18.2 below average
20.0 below average

scht)ol work positive?
4.3 below average
0. below average

10.3 below average
3. Was this chiki well academically for the work of your class?

Gniup'A' .34.8Prvede average 52.2 average. 13.0 below average
Group 9.1 above average 63.6 average 27.3 below average
Group t 10.0 above average . 36/ average 53.3 below average

a 4. I low well bas this child progressed academically during the current year?
Gump A 26.1 abovcitaverage 60.9 average
Group B 0 above average 72.7 average
Controls 10.3 abdve average 69.0 average

5. [)id this child need remedial help?
913 No
72 7 No , *-

73.3 *No

attend school regularly?
.0 Yes 13.0 No

909 Yes 9.1 No
86.7 Yes 13.3 No,

wooted4o the next grade'
.0 Yes . 0 No

100.0 Yes 0 No
100.0 Yes 0 No

Gimp A
Grt atp B
Group C

6. 100 this child
Group A
Group B
Gump C

7. Was this ch
Group A
Gimp B
Group C

8.7 Yes.*
27,3 Yes
25.7 Yes

8. What is your general appraisal of this
Gimp A 73.9 satisfactory
Group B 36.4 satisfactory
Group C 58.6 satisfactory

9 What is your general appraisal of this
Group A 39.1 above average

. Gump B 18.2 above average
Group C 3.4 above average

13.0 below average
27.3 below average
20.7 below.aveit,e

child's personal and social competence?
-17.4 some concern 8.7 poor
541 some concern 9.1 poor
37.9 some concern 3.4 poor

atild's academic competence?
47.8 average 13.0 below average
54.5 27.3 below average
55.2 41.4 below average

Notes:

Group A, Complete reports were attained on only 23 of the 24 subjects, but all 24 were
promoted.

Group 13: Complete reports were obtained on only 11 oldie 12 subjects, itt all 12 were
promoted.

Gump C (;templets reports were obtained on all 30 subjects.

3 0
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the year and a smaller pcrceiita*orthe subjers in Group A
(13%).ihan Group 11 (27%) or Group C (21%) were judged to
havellude below average progrest Note thae in thefit.com.
parisons. Group 13 appeared to be progressing no more
successfully than Group C.

-I. Special instruction (item 5I A smaller percentage of the subjects
in Group A (9%) than Gilnie) 11 (27%) or Group C (26%) were
given remedial help or special issiruction. This finding was
consistent with the (Ale reported immediatcly alxwe and
wggested that Grow 13 was judged to need as much special help
as Group C. I

5. Promotion (item 7). The decision to promote at this level di
differentiate the*roups. The repcxtsindicatixl that all subjects
would be pnanoted to a first grade class.

Su unary: Academic Achievement'
Stanford Early School Achievement. Comparisons of the two PG
*groups (A and B) revealed the fiAlowing:

S

1. At the beginning of the year tore were no significant differences
'between these groups by sub-tc. or total score.

2. From fall to spring significant gains were. Made by Group A on all
our sub tests anal th iettal score, and by.Gtoup 11 on two sub.
tests (Mathemitics afictletters and S(naitiq-`and the total score..

3. At the end of the year there were still no sfitnificatit differences
between the scores of these two groups by sub-test Sr total score.

(A)mparisons of each of the two PG groups '(A and B) with the
CA )ntrul group C) revealed the following:

1. At the beginning of the year both of the PG group ,s obtained
higher total scores than Group C. 11Nwever, the sub test score dif
ferences between them and Graup varied by sub test and PG
group. The differences were greatest on Environment and Mathe
matiis, with both Groups A attj 13.,scoring higher than Group C,
less on Aural Comprehension, with Group A (hut not Group B)
scoring higher than Group C, and least on letters and Sounds on
which differences among the three groups were not large enough
tolx significant.

2. From fall 40 spring Group C (like 'Group A) made significant gains
on all focir sub-tests and the total score, but Group I3 made sig.
nificant gains on °tilt two of the sub-tests and the total score. , .

3. At the end of the year both of the PG groups again obtalned
higher total scores than Group C, but the sub test score dif-

. ferences between them and Group C still varied by sub-test and
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rt.PG group. Group A (but not Group 11) *ired higher than Group
C. on Envirtinnkint and Aural (:omprehension but Group 11 (and
tux (;roup A) sowed higher than Gag) C cnl Mathematics and
there were (as in the tall) no significant difk-rences among the
three groups on leters and Sounds.

. 11w overall performance of the two PG groups, Whil judged
against I'S norms, was alxwe average,. or average, in both the fall
and the +ring, but th.performance of the Control group 'was
below average at both assessment times.

Teacher judgments. The teachers' judgment of the-children p
favi'wed Group A (whIch hild two years of preschool experience) over
Gro9p B (which had only one year in presch(xil) on all items dealing
with academic achievement. Furthermore, although they judged Group B
to be scinklhat more capable academicallythipGrotip C and mime
-what better prepared for school, they considered the progress made by
this gyoup during the year to be no better than that made by Gniup C.
These- findings were puzzling 1-.'.causeithey were inconsistent with the
results obtained witkihe Stanford achievement tests which suggeAed
that Group B's academic performance was, more'often than not, as satis-

4,41-tactory as that`of Group A and clearly superior to that of Group C.

Stumm Mr Evaitia UM 1I ionsTefin lmpatt kukkicArtret Level 29'

Personal-Social Adjustment

The School Adjustment Reports included questions about the :social and
personal adjustment of the children. The percentages of subjects in each-
group assigned toi each judgnient category in the personal and social
are ti were presented fn Table 15. The'findings were as follows:,

1. Personal Social Competence (item 8) A larger percentage of the
subjects in Group. A (.74%)' than in Group B (36%) or Group C
(59%) were considered to be "well adjusted" personally: and
socially. Note that Group- B w consitiered adjusted"
than Grout) C. The teachers presxd concern about, or reb(xted
"poor" adjustment for ( t, ( nip B, 41%of Group C and only

-26% of Clenip A. '
.2. Adjustmeato the Cla.uroom (item 1). Only 17% of the subjects in

Group A and only 9% of Group B ascompared with 27% of Group
C were said to have made "aboyeavvrage" adju.stments to the
classroom. ilowever, a smaller proportion of Group A (4 %) Than
droup 11( 18%) or Group C (20%) were'said to have made below
average adjustments.

3. Attitude Mulard School Teachers and School Work ( item 2 ). The
groups were not judged differently on this item and it is note-
worthy that none of the Group ilsubjects' attitudes were
considered below average. *..
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The Behavior Rating Scale. 'Ill mean scores of the groups outs
each dimsion assessed by this measure are presented in Table 16. The
findings were as 1011(45:

sun-es'in.1 onlv'one dintenskul, External Reliance, siwilicantly dif-
ferentiated both of the 1)G1groups (A and 13) froth Group C,
F(2,61 ) = 6.1, 'p .01. Th PGs.were rated as less dependent on .

external direction (lacked less to see what etlyrs were doing,
relied less on teacher for direction about how to do things,
needixl less direction to proeed'sucessfully, had less difficulty
deciding what to do when given chvices, were less swayed by the
(Onions of (Afters) tirim were the Group C subjects.

P. ()n the (Intension Inattentive Withdrawn, the difference between
(;ilitip A and Koh of the other .two grotimappnxtched signi
ticance. 11 2 .61 ) .4.5, p < .()4. (iroup'A was rated somewhat less
niattentiw and withdrawn than the other two groups. (Attended to
teacI)ee explanation longer, seemed to.pay attentienrioteacher,

looked elsewhz-ro less often, was less often "not with it," was
, lees difficult ty. reach, i.e., less preoccupied with owntoughts.)

- O the (*het' 'dimensions asses.sed, the trends generally fimired ,

. Group A over the other tWQ groups, but the differences among!
them were not large enough to be significant. .

Table 16
.

Mean and ( 81.5) Rebaryor Rating Scale Scams
at the End of kindergarten by &imp

r
C;ROVP A GROUP B

Omens-ion . (n= (n=

-
GROU P
( n = ..10)

f
1 Aggression' 12.6 ( 3.1) 11.9 ( 3.7) 13.0 ( 2.8)
2 Verbal Social litterakton 11 9 ( 3.1) 10.8 ( 3.9) 11.8 ( 57)

N 3 Timidity' ur ( 2.6) ILO ( 3.8) 11.6 ( 3.6)
4 Independence 12.3 ( )3) 10.9 ( 3.6) -. 10? ( 2.1) -V>

S Achievement. Migivatitxt 12.2 ( 2.8) 10.7 ( 3.0) 10.9 ( 3.0)
N () Impatience' 10.9 ( 03.4) 10.6 ( 3.2) 10.6 ( 2.%

External Reliance' 14,1 ( 2.b 13.0 ( 3.1) 11.2 ( 3
ir 8 Inattentive Withdrawn' 12.6 ( 2.3) 99 ( 4.4) 10.7 ( 3.2)

. 9 Creative initiative 10.3 ( 2.9) 8.8 ( 4.1) 8.9 ( 3.4)
10 "Need fax Closeness ,11.8 ( 3.0) 10.5 ( 2.8) '11.4 ( 3.3)

Total.(all dimensions)
AmbitionJ

121.2 (18.5)
37.1 ( 6.2)

108.1
32.6

(28.4)
( 9.4)

110.9
.33.2

(223)
( 8.2)

'For Aggression. Timiditc, Impatience. eternal itelianceinattentive-Withdrawn:
higher scores Indicate less of the behavior.

J-Ambition" is a Ximbilled score*w Timidity. Independence and Achievement
tivatkm *

11
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Summaly: Personal-Socia1 Adjustment
4

'11w teachers judgnwnts of the personal adjustment and social behavior
)(the groups were generillY consistent with their judgments of the

groups' academic ability and progress. By and large they tended to ftwor
Gaily A.( wet tbe other two grouts hut, in the personal-social area, also
tended to favor Group C over Group B. It appeared that only one year

preschi x 4 (as oppc tied to two years.) may have developed tendencies
in the Children, such as "internal" as opposed to "external" reliance
which. when unaccompanied by other kinds of desirable behavior, were
1111.it't eptabie to the teachers. The teachers' reactions to such tendencies
may have, to :Anne extent, generalized and affected their judgments of
the children'wcaklemic ability. If so, this might account for why thejr
assessments tir Group B's academtr ability and progress relative to that

dot either (;root)(;root) A or Group C, Nee inconsistent with Group B's actual
penormai k-e on the achievement tests.
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Appendix A

LEITERS tO PARENTS,
PARENT INTERVIEW

FORM

LEITER *1

I am %%Tait* to ask if you would give us permission toinclude
your child in a study of the effects of nursery school experience on the
performance of young children in kindergarten and the primary grades.

Children who go to nursery schools Warn thitls which often help
them do well at shoot at least in the first few years. However, children
who have not Nu! the (wortunity to' go to a preschool, often catch up
to the nursery school children quite quickly and in the long run appear
tit do just as well.

We are studying the progress in kindergarten of a group of chit
dren who have attended presclux>1 at the iiniverstty and we would like
to compare this with the performance of other children of the same sex
-and age who have not had any preschool experience. We understand
your child has not been to a day nursery or nursery school nd this is
why we woukl like to include himiher in the study.

If you permit us to include your child in this project we would
give !limiter a series of tests in thc fall ((Moller) and again in the
spring (May or June) to see how well he or she has progressed. The
tests are rather like games which the child enjoys playing. His/her per-
tOrmance on the tests would be kept mnfideptial and any report of the
work would provide group rather than individual results.

We will he grateful if you will permit us to study the progress of
your child and we will appreciate having your decision about this
indicated on the form attached. This form should be returned to the
school at your earliest convenience.

Sincerely,

- MAX" Iv.

End. p

Mary J. Wright, Ph. D., Professor arkki.
Director, University Laboratory
Preschool

312
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CONSENT FORM

In respinise to Dr. Wright's request tin- permission to have

participate in her study
Name oft hid

Please check in the box below and sign.

Permission is given 1)ate 'Mb

Permission is not given
Parent ow Alicia.

LETTER #2

Dear Parents:

.

I

This is, first of all, to thank you for giving-us permission to include
your child in our studies of the effects of pre kindergarten experience
on the performance of children in the kindergarten and primary gradek
We greatly appreiatedyour interest and cuoperation.

As you- know, was seen last fall by three different ladies.
Everything went well and seemed to enjoy the sessions. These
same ladies are looking forward to seeing again in May or early
June.

Since the study will continue next spring and perhaps next war,
we thought you might like to find out more about it and to meet at least
one of the petsons \I-110 will be working with your child. I lence, I have
asked Mrs. Ada Meeham, whom I know you will like, to get in touch
with ytm and arrange a stunt visit with ytni at twill(' or elsewhere if you
prefer, at a convenient time. She will be pleased to answer any
questions you may have. She will also b grateful if you will give her
some informittion about your child's health and develirment during

.__ early years.

Mrs. Meecham will phone you sometime in the near future. We
hope that you will he able to find the time to see her, for we very much
Itx)k to to getting to know you and your child better.

*Many thanks again.

MAX' 'lv.
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Sincerely,

Mary J. Wright, Ph.D., Professor and
Director, ITniversity latxratory
Preschool.
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UNWERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO LABORATORY PRFSCHOOL
r.

1 00110w-tip Study

Parent Interview Form

Name of Child: Date of Interview.
Name of Parent-

Adtirms- Telephone.
Person Interviewed-

(mother. father. both, other)

Assessment ofSoc,

Mr(iitai Status: Married__. Divorced Separated_:
Widow_. Single__

Sours et of Income: Employment_. VielfareL,,. Mother's Allowance_A

Home. Conditions'
.

Father's Occupation. .
Education:

er's Occupation:

Education.

Siblings (how many and age):

Other adults or children in the home.

Child Developmental and Health History
Pregnancy: Full term * Premature__
Ilealth (any serious injury or illness; if so, describe):

Sensory Equipment (vision, hearing):

Physical Deformities:

Special Behavioral or Management Problems.

Summary (use reverse side if necessary)
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LETTER *3

Dear Parent:

This is to thank you for g g us"permisMon to include your child
ii our studies of the effects of pre- la.garten experience on the
performance of children in the kindergahen and primary grades. We
greatly appreciatedour interest and c(xveratiOn.

This is also to let you know that we examined a larger number of
young children in the fall than we can continue to taudy'over a longer
time period and that we will not be testing your child again in the
spring.

Again, let me y how grateful we were for your positive approach
to our request.

F

MAIW iv.

'1

315

Very sincerely, .

Mary J. Wright, Ph.D.; Pro fe4sor and
Director, University Laboratory
Preschool
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Appendix B
DESCRIPTION OF INDIVIDUAL SUBJECTS IN EACH
,GROUP BY AGE, SEX, SES INDEX, PRFWOOLS
INVENTORY PERCENTILE SCORE AND BINET IQ

AT ENTRY INTO THE PROJECT
Ill' A (.74)11'- -

Nubleit Nutlet t
Vet NES AI Nt? CA Net

1 '30 F

2 - i 2 F
3 3 i I
4 40 M
6 3 1 F

3 6 F

281 3 1 8411
31 3 0 1 ")
34 6 3 (102)
30 I 3 ( 88)
30 9 r ( 104 )
32 1 56 ( IMO

10 40 M
44 4 0 M

102 4 8 M
104 4 ' F
u)S 4 9 N1

106 4 I F
ti it8 F 281 13(9') 10' 310 F
9 i 0 M 29 4 10 ( 102) 120 4 0 M

12 3 2 Nt 10' - 9I ,122 4.6 At
43 48 N1 348 '4 90 123 47 F
46 i - M 29 0 3' 86 124 4 I hi
4" 30 F 2't3 0 - 126 42 F
'0 ii NI 29 0 6 82 e .
-2 i 8 M 4 2 59 %
'3 3 3 m 3- I 8 -,
-71 3 2 1- 29 13 88 'I° ,'6 i 6 F 28 2 07 IOS
-6 3 i M 2'8 " IQ)

3.' M 29 i 10 83 N78 3 9 41 29 0 26 90
-9 3 3 F 2' 8 0 '68 3 2 F 2'8 63 112
81 3 i F 28 I I 68
82 40 1 2" 8 0 "9

4a,

.0'
41j.

.

PI
Subject

IQ * C.4 Set %IN /1 IQ

r S 88 (112)a 201 56 F 2'8 11 92
29 0 12 '8 202 S 9 F 2' 8 "6 93
27 8 60 9') 203 4 1 1 F 44 2 89 103
2' 8 '9 102 204 4 10 M 496 16 92
4' 6 94. 104 206 4 II M 2' 3 82 94
27 H 91
28.1 1

106 20'
"I 210

5 5
S-4

F
M

2'.8
3

ZS
18

7,
60

29 3 23 82 211 S 6 F 3 82 95
32 1 69 89 212 S o M 27 3 "6 90
27.8 'I 102 213 S4 F 61' 82 86
2 62 92 214 5 6 M 2'.8 66 95
24. 8I 98 210 6 3 1 2'8 <-14 72

24, 6 0 N 29 3 it8 94
. 21'

218
Si
62

II
F

2' 0
496

W2
72 I 9(()I:

219 6 2 F 29 2 '2 104
220 S 3 F r 8 69 103
221 53 1- 395 61 71
230 4 I I N1 28 1 91 103
241 4 1 1 F 2'.H 2' 91
232 S 6 F 2' 5 43 98
233 50 F 32.1 48 HI
244 S 6 F 31." 32 95
235 6 6 F 273 41 ,,%90
236 4 I I N1 49* 25 85

J. 238 S o NI 3' i 28 '2
239 6 2 INI 27 3 35, 14
242 4 II) F 39 6 89- 9.9
243 !4 IO 11 31 3 91 102
244 6 - N1 294 89 . .108

t A hnt..LI Iv. al Age m nttetth. Ise i \K-,if. 2 month .1. I
4'1 In Imet UT. I In l.t. nip Al te-t 414Asned .11 the beginntiiit 4 11 the t hthl w etti VX III pie% Ite.1.1

iltt %of t- in kti. t in l.t nip II) N;I .41IAInetl .4 the 44110.t hhl WA! in pr,' but
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Appendix C

SCHOOL ADJUSTMENT REPORT

Child's Name Teacher
School Date

PLEASE. COMMENT ON THE FOLLOWING,

1. How well has this child adjusted to your class? Please check in the
appropriate box and then comment.
below average average above average

2. Are this child's attitudes toward school, teachers and school work
positive? Please check in the appropriate box and then comment.
below average average above-average

3. Was the child well prepared academically for the work of your
class? Please check in the appropriate box and then comment
indicating strengths and weaknesses.
below average average above average

)ed4. Did this child special remedial treatment or special help of
any kind during this academic year?
Yes No If yes, please describe:

5. How well has child progressed academically during the current
year? Please check and comment on changes in performance over
the year.

below average average above average

6. Will the child be promoted to the next grade?
Yes No If no, please explain why:

7. iias this child attended school regularly?
Yes . No If no, please explain:
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8. .VVhit is your general appraisal of this child's personal and social/
competence?

9 What is your general appraisal of this child's academic competence?
4S.

10: Please provide any additional d riptions of this child's behavior
which are particularly striking or characteristic, or any other relevant
information.

44,

i.

I.

ti
3.07

4
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Appendix D

BEHAVIOR RATING SCALE

Child # School

Date

Instructions:

Please rate how this child behaves by circling one of the tour responses
to each question. Il

Very
Much Somewhat
Like Like

stm carefree,illy carefree rarely beet sniesc)....4.s-/ 1 2 -.tiightened or apprehen.sive.

2. Milks eagerly to adults abt nit .1 2- ,
his her own experiences and what
he she thinks.

3. c "en keeps 400f from others)-tk 1 2
lxxiitise he she is minterested,
stivicit sus ortrasliftil.

1. Tries to Nitre out`thiks fin- him- 1 2
self herself before asking adults or
other children for help. lo`

S. I las little respect kw the rights (If 1 2
other children; rtfu,ses to wait for
turn, takes toys other children are
playing with, etc.

ts. Seems drisinterested in the general 1 2
quality of his. her perfomunce.

7. When faced 4 th a difficult task, 1 2
either does it( attempt it or gives
up very quickly.

8. likes to talk or socialize with 1 2
teacher.

9. Is eager to inform other children of 1 2
the exprietytes heShe has Ad

10. Appeals, ty trust in own abilisles. 1 . 2.

3 19

little

)

'ry

Like

3

3

Not At
All

Like

4

. 4

3 4

3 4

3 4.

3 4

3 4

3 4

3 4
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I I. .Resyikindsto frustration orilisap
iiiitmein by I X.Y1 )10111g 3ggreVat.`

oi enraged

12 Is constut led. inhibited or timid;
needs to he urged befte engiging,
in at twines:

1 sks num questions tin rotor
!nation about things, perstnis, etc.
Finithasis heir shnildilhe on

titistioit prompted by genuine
tiriositv rather dun bids tOr

Atllitt

IA. Linttiiin.i tel 10Se is customarily
ing, over resp(inds to usual

c1assuxim pniblems frustrations
anti difficulties.

IS Is lethaigic or apathetic; has little
(snow or drive.

Is tie (1113tieltiOttle with class
MAW'S It w 'Wm w reasons.

l'''. Does not need attention or approv
11- nit :faults to sustain banisher in
w( irk or play.

118. I I: a tendency tai OW01101 lue
aCtiVitiC% Utter exerting a minimulA
of effort

104.-*(kies all( nu activities with a mini
1101111 of assistance from others.

20. Often will not engage in activities
Unless strongly encouraged. .

21. Starts working on something before
getting the directions straight.

22. Is responsive and friendly in rela.
'kinships with the teachers in class

Vt.r
Much
like

1

Sonwwiut
like

(

Very
11111*

Like

Nl it At

All

like

4

447,

I 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

2 3 4

---,
2 3 4

1 2 3 4

. 4

1 2 3

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

I 2 ... 3 4

411(vs. cool or distant).
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Very Very Not At
Much Somewhat little All

like r Uke Uke Uke

23. lAx4cs to see how others are doing 1 2 3

3

- 2 3

2 3

2 3

2 3

2 3t
2 3

e .

2 .3

I.II

2" , 3

2 . 3

2 3
'

. 2 . 3 '

something before he/she does it
(e.g., when teacher gives directions).

24. Quickly lases attention when 2
teacher explains something to
hint her.

25. Brings things to class that relate to 1

current topics (e.g., collections,
articles, etc.).

26. Appeors to trust and like his/her 1

tellher.

27. Sloppy in hie her-work (e.g., pro- 1

ducts markedare dirty. up or
wrinkled).

28 'Relies. to teacher for directions and 1

to he told how to do things or
proceed in class.

29. Seeks out the teacher before tr 1
after class to talk about school or 1
peisonal matters.

30. Makes you doubt whether he'she 1

is paying attention to what you are
doing or saying (e.g.. looks else
where, has blank starsk

31. Tells stories or describes this in 1

4. an interesting or cdtorful fashion
(e.g., has an active imagination).

32. 1,4 to lildschool. 1

33. Offers to do things for the leachet" 1

(e.g., erase the baud, open the
door, etc.).

34. Is unwilling to. so back over and 1

improve his/her work.

35. Cooperates with peers and works 1

4

4

4

4

4

4

.

4

4

4.

4

4
., well its group projects. * . .

. \ 4.. le
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36. Is unable to follow directions (e.g.,
needs precise directions before
he itthe.can proceed succes.sfully).

3-. is oblivious to what is going on in
clam (e.g., not "with it," seems to
he in own "private" closed world).

38. Initiates classroom discussion. -.....,

39 CrxTerates with the. teacher and
conforms to requirements (is easy
td manage).

40. Rushes through hisiher work and
therefore makes unnecessary
mistakes fik

.

4 l . - Likes to be dose to the teacher
(e.g., hug, touch, sit near,getc.).

.. 42. I las diffitily deciding what to do
when given a choice-between two
or more thinis. - .

43. Is able to apply wht he/she h'its
learned to a hew situation.

44. Is difficult too reach (e.g., seems
preoixupied with own thoughts,
may havcto call him/her by name
to bring him. her out of

-.. himself, herself).

45. Introduces into class discussions .
persottal experiences or things
he/she has heard which relate 40
what is going on in class.

. 46. Is attractive and likeable.-

47. Is swayed by the opinion of peers.

48. Is imaginative and offers novel idea&

49. If reflective and usually thinks
before he/she acts.

. . .
50. Appears to be well RIX! by Beers.

Very
Much
Like

1

,
---... I

Somewhat
Like

2

2

Very
little
Like

3

3

Not At
All

Like

4

4

1 2 . 3 4

1 2 k 3 4

1
% 2 3 4

.
1 --. 2 3 4*

1 2 3 4

4.. C.

1 . 2 3 4
r^,

1 2 l' 4
-

ININe?

.,

1 2 3 4

1 2 1 3 . 4

1 2 43 4 . 1

1 2 . 3 4

1 2 3 4
N..

1 2 .- 3 . 4
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BEHAVIOR RATING SCALE:
SCORING DIMENSIONS 111( ITEMS

Ihiliell.`414 Ne. Items

1 /*WASH AI

2. Vet-1)31.44sta k.ipati4411
=4.

3 Timidity

4

111t1e1XtkietIie

S. At lent M44tivati4m

(.4 Impatience

10.

21,

1'. 19

15. 18

r: 3.1; 40

Reliance

n 111.11(011*W Vt'Itittir.iwri

23,

24.

2t8,

30.

36. 42.

44

41

t :It auvt Initiative . 25. 31. 38. 45

10. Need tor Closeness to.,Thaciler 22, 29, 33, 41 ".

Aalitional Refits. 26. 32. 35. 39. 3. 46.18. 49, So.

1

N
o

3 2.

1*
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11
Summative Evaluation:

The Long-Term
ImpactResults at cl-ie ,

Post-Kindergarten
Levels .

SECOND-YEAR IN SCHOOL (GI1ADE 1)
, .'11w subjects on Munn either complete air trartial data woks obtained at

.

this level die e fall and spring respectively, as follows:
#

FAIL SPRING

c;rt njp A 24 (II MaloTh females) 24 ( 11 males. 13 females)
( ;rout II 12 males. 5 females) ( 4 males. 3 females)
Gri'mp C 23 ( 9 males. 14 females) 23 ( ') males, 1 females)

The project terminated in the middle of the academic year in
which the last cohort of ( ioup B subjects = 5) was in Grade 1. The
subjects in this cohort were, therefore, tested in the fatl but not in the
spring.

11w groups at this level, as dest'ribed al-xlve, were not significantly
different by.age or SES index. but they were poorly baNicred ibr sex.
ibt)'proportion of girls to boys was greater in Group C than in the other ,
two groups ( 1.6 as compared with 12 in Group A and .7 in Group B).

i13
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This probably gave Group C an advantage over the other two groups
because the failure rate"in the primary grades generally has be61 found
to be greater for boys than for girls.

Irregular attrition occurred at each assessment time particularly in
the PG groups (i.e., one or another of the subjects was temporarily
lost. absent from school and the whereabouts of his or her family
unknown). Such a child was sometimes lost during one whole
assessment period or only part of it. In the tabular presentations of
results, the means shown are based on the scores of all of the subjects.
in each group who took the test, even though the subjects and the
number of subjects varied somewhat from test to test and assessment ,

time to assessment time. When, however, the data were subjected to
statistical analysis and changes over time were assessed, only the data on
the subjects who were tested in both the fall and the spring were
included.

The data were subjected to a series of 3(Group) x 2(Time)
ANOVAs and, When positive effects were found, to post hoc ana
using Dunn's Multiple Comparisons Test (Kirk, 1968). The Fall data
obtained with the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Test and the Stanford Early
school Achievement tests, which included scores on all 12 subjects in
Group B rather than only 7 of them, were subjected also to one-way
ANOVAs to explore for group effects when the Group B sample was
larger.

Intellectual and Cognitive Competence
Stanford-Binet IQ (fall assessment). The two PG groups (A and B)
maintained their preschool IQ gains and Group /I maintained the
additional gain it made in kindergarten. Group C also maintained its
kindergarten gain. The mean Binet IQs of the three groups, at each
preschool or primary grade level tested up to Grade 1, are shown in
Table 17.

At the Grade 1 level, Group B stored 5 points higher than Group
A. Their mean score ere 109 and 104, respectively. This difference wis
not statistically significant, but it was consistent with the difference
found between these two groups at the end of kindergarten when their
mean scores were 108 and 104, respectively.

Both of the two PG groups (A and B) had higher mean scores
7 than Group C (Group A, p < .05; Group 13, p < .01) at the Grade I level.

Circus "Say and Tell" (spring assessment only). On the
functional language sub-test, there was a significant Group effect,
F(2,-18) -,- 4.24, p <.01. Group A (hut not GroupB) scored higher than
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Group C < .05). However, on the other sub -tests in this measure,
there were no statistically significant differences among the groups.

It' is noteworthy that when judged against U.S. means, the
functional language scores ()L AI three groups were above average. The
mean scores obtained on th test are presented in Table 18.

Circus "Think It Through" and "How Much and How Many"
(spring assessment only). The trends suggested somewhat better
overall performance for the two PG groups (A and B) than Group C on
these cognitive measures, but the differences found only approached
stwistical significance onPart II of "How Much and How Many" ."
(Mathematical Concepts and Conservation), F(2,49) = 3.16, p < .06. On' this measure Group B (-but not Group A) scored somewhat higher than
Group C. However, when judged against U.S. norms, the mean scores of
the two PG groups (A and B) were average or above average on four
sub-tests (in Group_ A) and all five sub-tests (in Group B), but the .scores
of Group C were average on only one of the sub-tests. The mean scores
drained on these tests are presented in Table 19.

KRISP. In the fall, 88% of the subjects in Group A, 71% in Group
B and 78% in Group C performed satisfactorily, on this test and in the
*wing, 100% of Group A, 10096 of Group B and 8p6p%4Group C
performed satisfactorily. At this level the KRISP a to be easy for
most of the subjects and thtse results may have, at least in part, reflected
ceiling effects.

1 Summary. At this level, the intellectual 'functioning of the two PG
groups (A and B) was, as measured by their Binet IQs, superior to that
of Group C. Their cognitive competence, as assessed by Circus "Think It
Through" and "How Much and How Many," appeared to be little
different from that of Group C when statistical measures of the
significance of the differences were applied. However, when judged

71I' against available normative data for children in the United States, their
performance was generally average or above average while that of Group
C was geneially below average. On the language test, Circus "Say and
Tell," althoug,i Group A scored higher than the other two groups on
funcitonal language, all three groups performed it an above-average
level when judged against American norms

trmic Achievement

oerd Early School achievement Test, Level H. The mean
scores of the groups on this battery of tests are presented in Table 20.

The one-way ANOVAS on the fall data, when the number of
subjects iff Group B was 12, yielded significant group effects for
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. Table 17

Mean and (SD) Binet IQs of the Groups at Each Assessment lbw
from Entry into the Pnrtject Until the Beginning of Grade 1 v.

F.
Preschool Preschool Kindergarten Grade I

age 3 4 yews 4ge 4 Soars we 5-63ears (We 6 J___
Fall SPring Fall Vrin8 *ring Fall .5

n x SD n x SD . n x SD n x SD it x SD it x SD n X SD 6

-$
(wimp A,

Gimp 0
Group C

16 87 (11.7) 16 97 (11.4) 24

.11

95

93

(13.8)

(11.8)

23

12

103

101

(10.1)

(11.5)
23

12

24

103

104

91

(10.2)

( 9.0)
(11.0)

23

12

24

104

108

95

11.3

8.3

11.3

24

12

23

104 11.7

109.14.2

96 1.7

R
g
A

5
N .g.

Table 18 T

Mean and (SD) Citrus "Say and Tell" Form B Scores .
rc

of Each Group at the End of Grade I

it

GROUP ,4 GROUP B GROUP C 11S
Sktion of Test (n = 22) (n = 6) Os =-. 23 ) National Means

Pan 1 Ilescriptkat
.

.

Pencil A responses 7.6 ( 0,7) 7.7 ( 0.5) 7.2 ( 0.7) 7.0 ( 1.4)
Dollar A responses 2.7 ( 0.8) 2.8 ( 1.0) 2.7 ( 0.7) 3.8 .. ( 1.8)

tPan II Functional Language
Total A responses 21.7 ( 4.8) 18.0 ( 3.1) 18.4 ( 3.4) 14.1 ( 3.7)

Part III Narration
Number, of words
Number of different words
Ratio of different words .

to total words'
Ratio of different situations

to total words
Number of external events

104.7 (54.9) 88.0 25.2) 86.6 (29.7) .56.6 (34.7)
63.9 (24.7) 40.3 ( 9.5) 40.1 (142)

.5 (0:1) ( .0) .5 ( .1) .5 ( .1)

.5 ( .1) .2 ( .0) .2 ( .1) .2 ( .1)
3.9 ( 4.4) 1.7 ( 1.5) 2.1 ( 1.8) 1.4 ( 3.1)
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Titbit 19

Mean and OM Circus 'Think It Through- mut liou Much and Hon Many"
thrm H Von% of the Groups at the( End ti Gnide 1

Ale limn*
(411)11'.4
n 23)

(ilA )1 1. it
(n- AI

(;R(Al 'PC
(n 4 )

1:S
Natrona/ Alvan.%

-"flunk H Thuntgh

(13%sitk-ation) 119 (121 II S (014) 1004 (39) II 1 (1OS)
Pamela% (.11tg

a)phing ntIrs) S8 (2-0 '2 (12 1 S'-1 (2(1) 502 (119)
Males (se lectuts shortesi

path to 10.411 Si (1 4) ()3 (08 1 s04 114) 549 (0031
11(m..%11h attIlfmld.fits-

Pan I (toututtlit. outnetkal
concepts. akin*.
stthtta-tittg) 2S i (52) . (18 ) 2313 (38) 2.5 (4 2 )Pat II Inuthentatual
rxept% and 1

gisrvatft ) 199 (g) 220 (2 i ) .1804 (3 ') 183 (2'

Mathematics. (kiwis and Sounds, and Aural Comprehension, but noo for
Ftwironmnt of 'Word Reading (and Sentence Reading was not tested in
Ilk' ) as (Mows.

3hitheniati.%, i 12.4+6) ,t.9. p .01. llit difference betwtn tl
two Pt get nips t A IS) was inn significant. but both scored high
than (aign) C (p .05 and p 01. respectively)

i (MTN ((Phi F(2.Col ()A p 01 The tillitrellt'e between
the mil lx gi nips (A It) was not signal-ant. but both stored,
lughet than Gioup C (both p OS).

:11(4 (ionprehtPist(01. F(.2.56) = I IA. p 1)1. The klitlerelice
Intten the two Pt; groups (A R 151 was not signititAnt. but both
scored higher than (;rut, C (kith p .01 )

lire ( ;Amp) x 'link.) AINKA'As owthe fall and spring data.
with the number of subjects in Group B only yielded the following
results: .

Ftwinminmt there was a significanugsau) effect. F(2.49)
p 01,1n the WI the differences aliTOng the groups were 1101 large
enough to be significant. There was, however, a significant Time
effect. P( 1.0) 5011, p .01. t;roup A and Group C (Ina not
(;nnip,13) made sighificant pins (Nth p 01).in the spring.
although the difference between the two 1k groups (A and 13) was
111n significant, t;roup A (but not Group B ) scored significantly
higher than Group C (p .11 11 As judged against U.S. means. in
both the fall and the spring, the ixdin-mane of the two P(.; groups
( A and 11) was average, but the performance of group C was below
average.

328
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Mean and (SD) Stanford Early School Acblevetnent,
Level A Scores of the Gtoups at the Beginning and End of Grade I

Test

VP44

Fall
(n= 24)

Spring
(n= 22)

Environment 22.3 ( 5.6) 27.1 ( 4.7)
Mathematics 27.8 (10.1) 40.7 (10.1)
Letters and Sounds 28.5 ( 7.3/ 36.3 ( 3.9)
Aural Comprehension 17.9 ( 2.9) 19.0 ( 33)
'Word Reading 25.7 111.7) 49.3 ( 7.6)
Sentence Reading 18.8 (12.3)
Total Score 191.1 (31.7)

GROUP B

(n= 12)

23.1 ( 4.9)
33.4 (10.8)
30.1 ( 6.1)
472 ( 4.0)
266 X 62)

*MR
1'1=7)

25.6 (2.9)
46.7 ( 8.2)
.38.3i 2.4)
1914 ( 2.0)
49.9 ( 6.3)
14.0 ( 8.1)

193.9 (18.5)

GROUP C

Fall
(n = 23)

SPrbig
(n= 23)

19.3 (3.5) 22.0 4 3.6)
20.7 (5.6) 36.7 ( 8.7)
21.8 (8.5) 33.7 ( 5.6)
13.4 (3.4) 17.0 ( 3.9)
20.9 (9.5) 42.5 (11.5)

13.1 (11.8)

164.9 (35.7)

Not*
V.S. norms:. Range of :icons

Environment
Mathematics
Letters & Sounds
Aural Comprehensicxi
Word Reading
Sentoce Reading
Totallkate

in Swine 5 indicadng
(I vilbstanil of Pude)

13-25
29-33
28-32
16-17
2343

average Perfonnance
(end of geode)

25-27
A3-46

, 37-3fl
19-20
49.53
18-21.

190.209

32,) 0
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Mathematics There was a significant Group effect, 1 (2,49) = 6.3,
p .01. In the fall the difference between the two 1k; groups 4A
and II) was not significant, but Group B (although not Group A)
scored higher than Group C (p s..05). There was a significant Time
effect, F( 1,49) = 156.4, p . .01. MI three groups made significant
Ions (p .01). In the spring there were no statistically significant
differences among the groups. Ilmvir, Isudge4.1 against I LS.
norms, in the fall the scores of the tvo PG groups (A and B) were
average and the score of Group C was below average, and in the
spring the !core of Group B was high average, but at this time
Group A as well as Group C scored below avyrage. ,
fetters and ,rinds There was a significant Group effect, F (2,49) =
7.5, p .. .01. In the fall, the difference between the two PG groups
(A and B) was not significantabut both of these groupsscored
higher than Group C (both p <.01). There was a significant Time
effect, F ( 1,49) = 93.3, p < .01 and a significant Group x Time
Interaction effect, F(2,49) = 3.14, p <.05. Groups ft and C, but not
Group B, made significant gains (both p <..01): In the spring, there
were no statistically significant differences among the groups.
I Ic nvever. as judged against RS. norms, in the fall the perkmake
of the two PG groups (A and B) was average, but Group C was
below average and, in the spring, the performance of Group B was
still average, Group A was slightly below average, but Group C was
well below average.

Aural Comprehension. There was a significant Group effect,
F(2,49) = 7.8, p < .01. In the,fall, the difference between the two
PG groups (A and B) was norsignificant, but Group A (although.
not Group B) scored higher than Group C (p < .01). There was a
significant Time effect, F(1,49) = 20.4, p <.01. Group C (but not A
or B) made a signifi t gain, p < .01. In the spring, there were no
statistically signific cremes among the groups. However, as
judged by U.S. norm. , n both the fall and the spring, the
performance of the two PG groupi (A and B) was average and that .7
of Group C was below average.

Sentence Reading This test was giren only in the spring,. A onway
ANOVA on the results revealed no signIkite nt differences among the
groups. However ,.as judged against i t.S. *dorms, the performance of
Group A was average, but that of both the B and C groups was
peknv average.

.'.-
Total score. A one-way ANOVA of the spring total scores, which
included Sentence Reading, yielded a main effect for Group, F

,
(2,49) = 4.45, p < .05. There was no statistically significint dif
femme? between the two PG groups (A and B), or between the B
and C groups, but Group A scored higher than Group C (p < .05).
Also, when judged against U.S. norms, the performance of the two
PG grows was average, but thai of Group C was below average.

("4
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Summary. The &Ideal .s between the two PG groups and
Group C fOund in the fall appe. ed to.have been substaniially reduced
by the end of the school year. I mrevr, when the spring pertOrmance
of the A and B gnnip.s was judged against available normative data, it
Was, on the whole, average while that of Group C was below average.

School Adjustment Reports..The percentages of subjects
assigned to each -judgment category in these reports, are shown by
group in Table 21. No reports were submitted on five subjects (three in
Group A and one in each of the 13 and C groups), but information about
promxiim to the next grade (pass/ fain. was otherwise obtained on three
of them (Two in Group A and one in Group 115. Also in the submitted
rep wts, scene que4ions were not answered. In 'lig table the number of
subjects on whom information was obtained is, therefore, slum-Aby item.

1. Academic (bmpe 0tence (item ). Of the PGs who werc- judged on
this item, almost half of those in Group A (47%) were considered
alum. averago, 42% average and 11% beltm average. In Gray 11,
all were considered average and none below averagb and, in
Gil nip C, although 14% were cimsidered above average and 59%
aveige, 27% were considered ow :Mirage.

2. Academic Preparation ( item 3 ewhat more of the Group A
(1110 t4ian the Group 13 (60% > Gr( 3 C WA%) S leas were
considered above average or av ra e in preparatiot for the work
of Grade 1. .

3. Remedial Instruction (item 5). Proportionately fewer of the Gnuip
A (2%) than the Group B (67%) or Group C t-16%) subjects
required remedial academic instruction.

-I. Promotion and Failure Rate ( iten 7). ). Twenty of the 23 subjects in
Group A (87%);six of the seven St ICCtS in Group B (86%) and
11 of the 22 subjects in Group C ( ) were promoted to the
next grade. The Failure rate was, therefore, 13%, 1i% and 23% in
Groups A, B and C respectively.

S. Failures and See' Of the nine children (all groups combined)
who were lux promoted, more were lx)ys (n =1) than girls
(n ,- 2).

6. Failures and Rtgukirity of Attendance at School. Pc)or attendance
at school appeared to be related to failures among the boys (in./
five of the seven cases), but not the girls. In the PG groups, all

.
three of the boys who failed (two in A, one in B) -had poor.
attendance records and in two cases the teachers stated that these
btlys had been in school less than half of the time. Both of these
children were said to have average or better ability and tube
capable of doing Grade 1 work (and this was confirmed by their
test scores), but they had not had time to develop the academic
skills needed forprogression to the next grade.

a
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Tidile 21

Percentage of Subjects Assigned
to Each judgment Cattwory of the School Adjustment Report

by Gnu p at the End of Their Second Year in School

I I& row well has this chikl adjusted to y. nu' clasp?
(;soup A 42.9 above average 47.6 average, 9 5 below a ( n = 21)
Gump /I 0 above average 100.0 average 0 below a. (n = 6)
Gump C 9 i above average 68.2 average 22.7 below average (n = 22)

2. Arc this child's attitudes toward school. teachers and school work positive?
Gump A 42.9 above average 38.1 average 19 twlow average
( ;it Kip B 0 above average 83.3 average 166 below average
Gump C 18 2 above average 818 average 0 below

3 Was this child well Orepared academically for the work of your class?
Group A 19.0 above average 52 4 average 28.6 below verage
(k-tittp B 0 above average 50.0 average 50.0 below average
Grt nip C 4 3 above average 691 average 364 below average

4 i low well has this child progressed academically during the current war?
Group A 33.3 above average 38.1 average 286 below average
Group 11 0 above average 33.3 average 666 below average
( at nip C 13.6 atone average 63.6 average 22.7 below average

S. Did this

6 Did this
Group
Group
Group

child need remedial help?
NO 76.2
N() 33.3
NO (14 S

(filch attend school regillarly?
A 85 7
H olTs 66.6

YES 909

Gump A
(:soup Ii
Group C:

YES 238
''ES 666
YES 45.5

NO 14 3
NO 333
NO 9.1

(n= 21)
(n 6)
(n = 22)

(n = 21)
(n = 6)
(n = 22)

(n= 21)
(n = 6)

22)

On = 21)
In 6)
On g 22)

In = 21)
(n = 6)
In = 22)

Was this child promoted to the next grade'
Group A YEN . NO 13.0 ..(n = 23)
Grt Rip B YES SS 7 NO 14.3 (n = 7)

tup YES 773 NO.22 22)
8. What is your general appraisal of this child's personal and social adiusiment?

Group A 760 satisfactory 20.0 some cmcern 6.0 poor -No
Group B 800 satisfactory 20.0 some Out 0 poor

'Group C 40.9 satisfactory 36.4 some cont . poor
9. %hat is VOW general appraisal of this child's academic is

Group A 4-7.4 above average 42 1 average
Group B 0 above average 100.0
Group C 136 above average 69.1 2el'erZtalc

ence?
10.5 below average
0 below average

27 3 belo a. average

On = 20).
(n..% 5)
(n . 22)

(n = 19)
(n 7- 5)
( n = 22)

sunintart The teat/hers again (as at the kindergarten level)
judged Grim') A more favorably thati Croup B in academic competence
even though, as measured by the academic achievement teals, Group B
was :WhieVing about as well4w4.44wp A. Also Group B was generally
judged no molt c famrably than Group C even though Group Ws overall
performance on the achieVement tests was generally average while that
of Group C was below average.
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Personal-Social Adjustment

School Adjustnient Reports. The information obtained from the
teachers' reports on social and personal adjustment was reported aking
with the information obtained on academic competence in Table 21.
The findings were as follows:

Nti
1. General Penional and Social Adjustment ( item N).' More of the PG

subjects in both the A and B groups (75% and 80%, respectively)
than in Group C (41%) were considered to be satisfactorily
adjusted. L/.

2. Adjustment to the (kiss (item inriWof the Group A (43%) than
the Group B (( %) or Grout) C (9%) subjects were said to have
adjusted to the class in an above average way.

3. Attitudes touvird School (item 2). More of the Group A (43%) than
the Group B (0%) or Group C (18%) subjects were said to have
pi)sitive attitudes toward- school which were above average.

SUMMaPy Here again the teachers' judgments Savored the Group
A subjects over those in the other two soups.

Behaviour Rating Scale. There &re no significant differences
among the groups on atifbf the dimensions assessed by this measure.
The mean scores obtained hy each group are presented'?h Table 22.

#1 THIRD YEAR IN SCHOOL
(GRADE 2 OR GRADE 1

REPEATED)
(4.

subjects on wilt nn either complete or partial data were obtained at
this level were, in the fall and spring respectively, as follows:

'FALL SPRING =

Gang) A 22 (1U boys, 12 girls) II' (S bilys, 6 gills)
Group 11 2 ( 2 boys, tl girls) 2 (2 boys, 0 girls)
Group C 1 G ( ( boys, 10 girls) 16 (6 boys, 10 girls)

The project terminated in the middle of the acadeMic year in
which the subjects in the third cohort of Group A were at this level.
Therefire only fall test data were obtained on them.

. The groups, as described above, were not significantly different by
age or SITS index, but they were poorly balanced for sex. There were
proportionately more girls and fewer boys in Group C than in the PG
groups (A and B). In Group B there were only two boys. Because of the
size of Group B. no statistical analyses of the differences between this

4'333
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/*----\Ir Table 22

Mean and (SD) Behavior Rating Scale Scores of the
Groups at the find of Their Stwnd Year heScbool

Dimension
GROUP A .
(nit 21) ,

GROUP8.- )

(n 6)
GROUP C
(n = 22)

I Aggirsssion' 12.4 ( 3.4) 11.2 ( 4.0) 12.9 ( 3.7)
2 Verbal So Intera.-tkin 12.9 ( 3.2) 10.3 ( 3 1) 12.2 ( 3.0)
3 Timidity' 12.6 ( 3.2) 12.6' ( 2.1) 12.5 ( 3.1)
4 Independence 11.7 ( 3 2) 11.2' ( 1.8) 11.3 ( 3.5)
S Achievemertt Motivation 11.2 ( 3.6) 102 ( 3.5) 12.4 ( 3.2)
6 Impatience' 11 9, ( 3.0) 9-3 ( 3-3) 11.3 (3.0)
7. External Reliance' 13.1' ( 3.4) 14.4s ( 1.5) 12.3 ( 4.0)
8 Inattentive Withdrawn' 117' ( 4.2) 12.3 (. 2.7) 12.9 ( 3.5)
9. Creative.lnitiative 10.4, ( 3.7) 9.2 ( 4.2) 8.8 ( 3.6)

10. Need kw Closeness 11.9, ( 3.4) 11.0 ( 3.0) 12.3 ( 2.9)
ob., Total (all dimensions)

Arnbitionz
119.9' (26.8)
3(5.6' ( 8.1)

114.7' (20.3)
35.0' ( 6.3)

118.7 (24.9)
35.7 ( 8.7)

Notes
'For Aggression, Timidity. flliwitienCe. External Reit:ince and Inattentive-Withdrawn.
higher scores Indicate less of the behavior.

1-Ambition- is a combined score on Timidity. Independence and Achievement .
Motivatkm

'Responses to some items were not given. Thus, the number of scores on which the
mean kw this dimension was based was 20 or (In two cases) 19 in Group A and 5 in
Group 11.

. and the other groups were made. The scores of Group B are, however,
reported in the tables.

As at the Grade 1 level, irregular attrition occurred at each
assessment time (i.e., one or other of the subjects was temptkirily lost).
I Jew(' the number of subjects on which the results are based varies
somewhat from test to test.

len
Intellectual Competence

Stanford-Binet IQ (fall assessment). The two PG groups. (A and B)
continued to maintain their preschool IQ gains. In Group A the mean
IQ of the 21 subjects tested was 1042 (SD 13.0). At the end of
preschool the mean IQ of this sample of Group A subjects was 101.8 :

(SD 12.2). In Group B the mean IQ of the two subjects was 103. At the
end of preschool it was 102. Thus, there was no evidence of decline in
theAQs of the PG grouts...
. In Group C the mean IQ of the 16 ,subjects tested was 94.2 (SD
8.7), just about the same as it was for this sample of Group C subjects at
the end of kindeigarten (93.8, SD 12.0).
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Academic Achievement

Stanford Achievement Test, Primary I Battery (full assessment).
The data on Gro p A and Group C (but not 8) were subjected to a
series of one was ANOVAs to explore for group effects and it was found
that the mean scores of Group A:were signifimtly higher than those of
Grow C on all but one (Word Meaning) of the tests. The mean scores
of the wimps are presented in Table 231he F ( 1,3S) values for the
measures which differentiated the A anciC. groups and their siwilicance
levels were as follows:

Paragraph Meaning 6.42 p
't itkW:ay 6 31 p..0?
Spelling 6.52 p< s
WordStudy Skills 6.70 p .05
Arithmetic s.12 k<

As judged against (LS norms the performance of Group A was
average or above average on three of the six tests (Vocabulary, Word.
Study Skills and Arithnittic), but the perkwmance of Grow C was below
averawesix measures. Group B performed at an average level on
two of the tests (Arithmetic and Spelling) but below .average on the
other measures.

Stanford Achievement Test, Primary II Battery (spring
assessment). The data on Grouti A and Group C (hut not 11) were
subjected to a series of one way ANOVAs to explore kw group effects,
and it vas kiund that the mean scores of Group A were significantly
higher than those of Groh') C on five of the eight tests. The nwan scores
of they groups are presented in Tabk 24. The F ( 1,23) values for the
measureswhich differentiard the A an,d C groups and their significance
levels were as Ali MS:

Word Meaning 12.36
Paragraph Meaning
science and Social Studies 6.43
Word Study skills* 7.30
janguage t 1.11

p <.01
p< .01

pp< .t()5)5
p < .0 I

As judged against I I.S. norms, the performance of Group A was
average on Word Study Skills and Spelling, but somewhat below average
on all of the other tests. The performance of Group C was, however,
well below average on all of the tests. The one Group B subject teSed
at this time performed at an average level on three of the tests 1'

(Paragraph Meaning, Spelling and Word Study Skills), but somewhat
below average t the others.

School justment Reports. A summary-ii the teachers'
judgments of e academic competeoce and progiess of the subjects
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Table 23

Mean and (II)) Man linti Achievement lest
Primary I Battery Grode scores of the Gmaps
at tbe ilainninli of Their Third Year in School

GROUP A GMT R GROI (:

'rev 1

sir 4 21)
X SI)

In= 2)
X Si)

(n= 16)
X Si)

Word Itatissig 19' ( 6(?) 165 ( ') 15.4. (7.0 )
11.1r.igraph Sleasting N. 18.9 k.8.9) 155 (2.1) 116 (839)

*VI X -.11.1shir- 213 ( -1 I) 220 (1 4) 1()4 (33 )
Spelling 187 ( 69) 18.5 ( 3.5) 1169 (9' ) 4

Word Study Skills . 24.5 (104) 19.0 r4.4) 169 (587)
mitunetic . 20f3 ( 51) 205 (6.41. 16.6 (6'6)

No
the rtngc of .tor rs tkillectkig average performance. based on U.S. nomts, is 2022' fir
each test .

-
Table 34

I\ Mean and
Pthnary tt

at the End

Test

( SD) Stanford Acbiment Test
Battery Gmde Sawn of the Groups

of Their lbitd Year in School

Galt IP A GROW B GROUP C

I

_
(n="10)
X SD

(n= )
X SD

15)
X SD

/Word Meaning
Paragraph Meaning
Science andSocial.Studies
Spelling .. .
Word sturbitSkills
language - 0 -
Arithmetic.. omputatkm
Arithmetic Concepts

27.9 ( 5.3) if
24.4 ( 5.8) '
25.1 ( 82)
28.8 ( 5.2)
33.9 (14.7)
26.4 ( 7.6)
23.0 (10.3).
20.8 ( 4.9)

21
. 29

2(
30
29
22
26-
19

18.07 ( 7.7)
14.3 (10.3)
18.67 ( 4.5)
2111V12.8)
20.7 / 9.9)
12.5 (11.6)
19.3 ( 6.1)
16.6 ( 5.6)

Mir.-
. 14ange of scores representing average rierformance. based on ll.s. norms

Word Meaning 2ti 30
Paragraph Meaning 2730 ..,

Science and Social Studies 27 31 iSpelfing 26 31
... Word Study Skills 27-33 ...

tanfl 27 30uage . \ft.Arithmetic Computatkin 2830
Arithmetic Concepts 27 1

4
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4
during their third year i school is presented in Table 25. It should be

. noted that reforms were obtained on only eight of the 11 Group A
subjects and on orlivriS of the 16 Group C subjects. Also, no answers
were given to some of the items in the rrxins obtained on the Group C
subjects. WtOrmation alma prom( Aim to the next grade (films/ fail data)
was. however. otherwise obtained on all ofih subjects in all of the
groups. 'the findings were a. folbws:

I. General Academic mfAt444twe (item 9). In Group A half of the
subjects on which reports were obtained rere considered above
average. The other halt were considered average. In Group both
subjects were considered average.Thus, none of the PGs was
considered below average. In cOorast, in Group C no tillbi(X.1 W45
csonsidered above average. 62% were considered average, but 38%

.wyrec(insiderea below.average. ti
2. .4eademic frtpuration ( item .3). In Group A 37.5% of the children

were considered above average, ()% average and 12.5% below .

average. In Gnitip B one subj4t was con.sidereti average and the
tither bclow average. In Group C no subject was judged to be
alnwe awrage, 53% were considered average and 47% below
average.

3, Special Remedial Instruction (item 51 In Group A only 25% of the
subjects were given special instruction as compared with 67% of
Group C. In Group B pit subject received special instruction but
the other dilnot.

4. VMMOth011Ttem 7). ke the two PG groups (A and 14) all of the
...subjects ( mow)) were promoted. as compared with only 0" in
Group C. III Grup C five children fitiled (31% of the group),
three who were in the second grade (two girls and one, boy) and

' two who were repeating first grAle (both boys).

Personal-Social Adjustment

,,School Adjustment Reports. The percentage of subjects in each
group who wee assigned to each of the judgment categories in the
personal social adjustment area were shown in Table 25. The findings-
were as follows:

1. Gencral Perslal and Social Compe(ence (item 8). There' were no
? "apparent differences between Groups A and C in this area as

judged by the teachers.
2. Adjustment t? Class (item, I ). A somewhat larger proportion of

kiroup A the Group C subjects were considered to have adjusted
to the classin an above-aveiage way and somewhat fewer to have
adjusted in a below-average way.
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Table 25

Piltentage of Subjects Assigned to Each Judgment Category
of the School Adjustment Report by Gmup at the End of Their Third Year

in ScbooA

1 11ow well has this child adjusted to your class?
Grimp A. 50 above average 37.5 aikrage
Gniup 8 0 above average 100 Overage
Group C 21 4 above average 57.1 allerage

2. Are this child!: attitudes toward school, tear
4 Group A 1.5.... above average 62.5

irxup It 0 above average 50(1
(on xip C 33 3 above average 46.7 a

and
8e

12.5 below average
O below average

214 below average

-school work positive?
12.5 below average
50.Q below average
20.0 below average

3. Was this child well prepare(' academically kir the work of your class?
Group A 37 5 above average 50 average 12.5 below average
(:ti nip ti 0 above average 50 average SO below average
Group ( 0 above average 53.3 average 46.7 below average

. iltnv well bus this child progressed academically during ire
Group A 25.0 above average 75.0 average
Group II 0 above average 50.0 average
Gn > u p C 6.7 above average 73.3 average

.5 1)td this child need remedial help?
7Group A 5.0 NO

Group II 50.0 NO
Group C 33.3 NO

250 YES
50.0 YES
66.7 YES

Did this child attend school regularly?
Gniup A IPA YFS. 12 5 NO
Gnxip li 100.0 YES 0 NO
(41 Rip C 100.0 YES 0 NO

7 Was this child promoted to the next gale?
Group A 1000 YES 0 NO
Gam') li 1000 YES 0 NO
Group C 688 YES 31.3 NO

H. %That is your general appraisal of this child's personal and social competence?
Group A 62.5 satisfactory 26.0 some concern 12.5 poor
(:rim) li 100 0 iefactt 0 some concern 0 poor
GroUp C 64.3 :satisbery 21.4 some cavern 14.3 poor

.9 What is your general appraisal of this child's academic competence?
Group A 50.0 above average 50.0 average 0 below average
Group 8 0 above average 100.0 average 0 below average
t iroup C 0 above average 61.5 average 38.5 below average

current year?
O below average

50.0 below average
20.0 below average

(n = 8)
( n = 2)
(n = 14)

(n = 8)
(n 2)

= 15)

(n= 8)
(n = 2)
(n = IS)

(n = 8)
(n = 2)
(n = 15)

(n = 8)
(n . 2)
(n = 15)

(n =
(n = 2)
(n = 15)

(n = 11)
(n = 2)
(n = 16)

(n t. 8)
(n = 2)
(n = 14)

(n = 8)
(n = 2)
(n = 13)

3. Attitude Totatni School (item 2). There appeared to be no marked
.differenc-ebetween Groups A and C in their attitudes toward
school, as judged by the teachers.

Behavior Rating Scale. There were no significant differences
between Groups A and C on any of the dimensions assessed by this
rating scale. The mean scores of the groups on each assessed
Ere presentrd in Table-26.
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Table 26 .
Mean and OD) Behavior Rating Scale .Votrs for Groups A, B and C .111.

at the End of Their Tbirl Year in School

GROVP A GM)11, B (Rol IP C
thtnemutm. (rt .s 8) (n.,. 2) (n= 15)

1 Am: essit in' 13.1 ( 2.2 ) 110 (5.6) 13.1 ( 3.31
2 Verbal St kid InteratIton 11.8 ( 3.77) 10.0 (0 ) 11.5 ( 3.8)
3 TinutIttl ` 1 1 . 1 ( 36 1 '12.0 (4.2) 1 1 7 ( 4.1)
-4 Independent e 1 I 4 ( 4 691 11.6 (3.5) 100 ( 3 2)
5 Achtetenietit Mt itival 12.4 ( 3.07) :t.0 (0 ) 10.9 ( 26)
6
'

Impatience, f11sternal Reliance,
12 1 (

13 1 (

Pr)
4.26)

1.().0

8.5
(1.4)
( .7)

12.6
11.9

( 29)
( 3 2)

H Inanetnive Withtfrawn, 114 ( 3.46) 103 ( .7) 11 2 ( 3,4)
9. Crilattve Initiative- 10.5 ( 4.17) -50 (1.4) 10.0 ( 4.4)

10. Needflo t :lose:tem 11 5 ( 3.1 ) 75 ( .7) 12.5 ( 32)
Tiltal 118 4 (30.0 ) 9%0 (8.5) 115 5 (22.9)Anituo: 4Q) ( 9.7 ) 305 ( '1 326 ( 7.9)

Aggtesmi Ht. IttlittitIV, 1:11pAttellt EXteMal Reliant e. Inattentive Withdrawn. higher
st one. intik ate /et.. t it the behavior

t'Ambnion- is a 4.1)mb:tied score on Timidity. Independent e and Ac hteventent NItitnant

FOURTH YEAR IN SCHOOL4/ (GRADE 3 OR BELOW)

Tire subie415 on whom either complete or partial data were obtained at
this level were as ((Ali Avs:

EAU. SPRING

(in Hip A ( 2 Males. 5 females) (2 Males. females).
(-gimp B 2 ( 2 males) (1 male)
Group ( s ( 1 male. females) 5 ( 1 titale. 4 females)

Intellectual Competence
Stanford -Binet IQs (fall assessment).. wes on this measure were
obtained on all subjects imdescribed above. mean scores ()Idle
groups were. for A. 13 and.0 respectively. 105.2, (Si) 122). 110.5 and
9d.2. (S1)6.2). . ,

The lk; groups (A and 13) were st' 1 maintaining their preschool
IQ gains. At the end of preschool the' mean scores were, for the seven
Group A subjects. 1066 (SI) 12.6) and, for the two Group B subjects,
101.5.

In the Control group the trend was toward somewhat less ,
satistakory pertOnnance than that displayed at the kindergarten level.
The mean scores of the five Group C subjects at the beginning and end
of kindergarten were 91.8 (SI) 9.4) and 95.0 (SI) 7:7) respectively.
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Academic Achievement

The sunford Achievement Test, Primary II Battery was administered in
both the fall and the spring. It was given to all of the subkkts in the A
and C groups as described above, but to only one of the Group B
subjects at only one assessment time (fall). The mean scores of Groups
A and C and the scores of the one subject tested in Group B are
presented in Table 27.

Because the samples were so small at this level, statistical analysis
of the data obtained on 'help was probably inappropriate. 04, very
law differences could be expected to be statistically significant. A series
of 2 (Group) x 2 (Time) ANOVAs were, howt4r, performed on the
scores of the A and C groups. It was found that although Group A
scored higher than Group C on all of the tests, the differences were
large enough to be statistically significant on only Word Meaning and
Paragraph Meaning. There were significant main effects for Time, but no
interaction effects, on all of the tests except Science and So dal Studies.
( i.e., both groups made significant gains from fall to spring and the sizes
of these gains were not significantly different). The fact that neither group
made significant gaini on the Science and Social Studies test suggests
that what was measured by this test may not have been emphasized at
this primary grade level in the London public schools.

As judged against ti S. norms (range of scores in Stanine 5
representing average performance, as shown jn Table 27) in the fall,
Group A scored above average on' Word Su* Skills and average on fotir
other tests (Word Meaning, Paragraph Meaning, Spelling and Language),
but somewhat below average on three measures (Science and Sipcial
Studies, Arithmetic Computation and Arithmetic Concepts). The one
subject in Group B scored Ave average on Arithmetictomputation,
average pn five other tests and below average on only two (Science and
Social Studies, and Arithmetic C.Oncepts). In contrast, Group C scored
below average on all eight tests, well below average on all of them
except Word Study Skills.

In the spring, Group A was still scoring above average on one test
(Word Study Skills), average on three tests (Paragraph Meaning,
language and, at this time, Atithmetk. Concepts), but somewhat below
average of 1 four tests (Word Meaning, Spelling, Science and Social
Studies, and Arithmetic Confutation). Group C scored average on one
test (Word Study Skills), but continued to score well:Mow average on
all of the other seven tests.

Teachers' judgments of academic competence. SAO
adjustment reports were obtained on only six of the seven stojects in
Group A and four of the five subjects in Group C. Information about
promotion (pass/fail data) was, however, otherwise obtained on all of
the subjects, Before considering the data derived from these reports, it
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Mean and (SD) Stanford Achievement Test Primary II Battery Grade Scores
of the Groups at the AWARing and DV of Their Fourth year In School

GROUP A

Fat
n = 7

1
na 7

GROUP B GROUP C

Fall
n

*Ong
n =0

Fall
n = 5

*ring
n = 5

Word Meaning
Paragraph Meaning
Science and Social Studies
Spelling
Word,Study Skills
Language
Arithmetic Computation
Arithmetic Concepts

/Vote:
US. norms: Range of saxes

'30.7 ( 33.0 ( 3.8) 30 17.8 (10.6) 24.4 ( 4.7 )
30.6 (5.8) 37.1 ( 5.5) 31 17.0 (10.9) 25.6 ( 7.4 )
26.6 ( 7.8) 30.0 ( 8.9) 26 192 ( 4.8) 24.4 (10.8 )
29.0 ( 6.7) 36.1 ( 5.6) 30 23.8 ( 5.2) 30.2 ( 8.04)
39.9 (20.2) 48.0 (183) 31 26.0 (12.6) 37.2 (13.5 )
303 (12.2) 38.7 ( 7.9) 32 1&2 (10.6) 31.2 (12.4 )
27.6
25.7.

( 4.6)
( 6.2)

34.7 ( 5.2)
35.0 (10.0)

35
27

22.4
20.2

( 7.1)
( 7.4)

299
23,2

( 9.1 )
( 6.6 )

in Stanine 5 indicating average performance.
(beEnnlng ofpar) (end ofNaar)

Won1 Meaning 29-33 37-40
mph Meaning . 3433 36-41
Science and Social Studies 29.33 36.40
Spelling 29-32 37.40
Word Study Skills 28-35 33-45
language 29-32 36.42
Arithmetic Computation 30.32 37.40
Arithmetic Concepts 29.33 34-41
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should be pointed out that all of the PGs were at grade level (Grade 3),
but two of the Control subjects were one year below grade level (i.e., in
Grade 2). The findings were as follows:

I. Genera/ Academic Competence (item 9). In Group A, three of the
six.subjects on whom reports were obtained were judged to be
above average and the other three average. In Group C, three of
the four subjects on whom reports were obtained were considered
average and the other (me below average.

2. Prtparation for the Work of the Class (item 3). In Group A, tkwee
were considered above average, two average and One below
average. In Group C, two were considered average and two below
average.
Special Remedial Help (item 5A In both Groups A and C half of
the subjects received remedial help.

4. sPnamotion ( item 7). All of the subjects (seven in Group A, two in
'Group B and five in Group C) were promoted..

Personal-Socia1 Adjustment

School À4justment Reports. The infornvion erived from these
reports abut the children's social and personal justment can be
summarized as follows:

1. Generl Personal and Social Competence (item 8). In Group A the
five of the six children was considered satisfactory
s expressed about only one subject. In Group C

n were judged satisfactory, concern was expressed
and the competence of the fourth child was considered

1

and co :ern
two chil
about on
to be po(

2. Adjustmen
Teachers at
average or a
subject in eit

to the Class (item 1) and Attitudes Toutml Scbool
School Work (item 11. These were considered above
rage for all subjects in both Groups A and C. No
er group was considered below average.

School Beha or Rating Scale. There were no sutistically
significant different between these two small groups (A and C) on any
of the dimension.s a.ssr,sed by this measure.

O's

O

FIFTH YEAR IN SCHOOL
(GRADE 4)

Only one subject was available for study at this level. This was a PG
Group B male subject who had attended the preschool for one year
during 61e first year of the project.
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A limited amount of data Was obtained on this subject. lie was
given the,tanfordBinet in the Fall, but then became unavailable for
further testing. Al the beginning of Grade 4 this child's IQ was slightly
above average, the same as it was at the end of preschool. I Iovvever,
because of absenteeism, he was performing academically at a low-
average level, especially in reading. During Grade 4 he was giyen
treatment and special remedial instruction in a residential schtvl, but
when he returned to the public school in the spring he was not
promoted to Grade 5:

ALL LEVEIS: PASS/FAIL
AND FINAL GRADE

LEVELS

Pam tail data were obtained on the subjects lx)th at the end of the
academic year in which the project was terminated and again at the end
of the next year. Therefore, on this variable, information 'in addition to
that already reported was obtained.

Pass/Fail (Promotion/Denied Promotion)

Pass fail rates were calculated on the basis of achievement at only the
pixst-kindergarten levels, because no subject in any group Failed kinder
ganen. The failure rate for each group was calculated as a percentage,
using the following fonnula:

the number of denied promotions

\subjeds x number of years studied

This procedure was used for two reasons: (a) because the number of
subjects studied at each level varied by group and (h) because it
permitted the inclusion of data on subjects studied for one or two years
and then last (attrition). The calculations for each group were as
follows:

Grpup A. Pass 'fail data, at the Grade 1 level and beyond, were
obtained on 7 subjects for 4 years (7 x 4 = 28); 4 for 3 years (4 x 3

12); I I for 2 year, (11 x 2 = 22); and 1 for 1 year (1 x 1 = 1) for
a total of 63 school years. There were 4 denied pr motions. The
failure rate for this group, when calculated in this way, was
therefore 6.3%.

Group II: Pass-fail data, at the Grade 1 level and beyond, were
obtained on I subject for 5 years (1 x 5 = 5); 6 for 2 years' (6 x 2 =
12): and 5 for 1 year x 1 = 5) for a total of 22 school years.
There were 2 denied promotions. The failure rate for this group
was, therefore, 9.1%.
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Group Pass tail data. at the Cfrad 1 I t'Ve beyOnd . Wet C
01 ned on 5 subjects for years (5 x 2(1). 10 lOr 3 years (

3o): S lOr 2 rears (5 x 2 10); MO on 8 for I rear (8 x 1 8)
. fin. 14 total of (.8 sc.-him)! %vats. "lbere.were 1# denidpromttons.

The White rate for this group was:therfor. 20.0%i

Note that the incienc of(grad 1311lIr in Group C was more than
three times that in Group A and More than twice that in Group B.

Grade Levels

In the fall of 1980. the grade levels of the subjects who (*Amid Mill be
located were as follows:

4-

c ;n

of at grade level in Grit
3 of t at grade It in 4..-144.ie 1 (RI year below grade level)
8 of I 1 at grade level in ,Orade 3 one year below grade level)

Itt of 22 (81.#0..) at grade level. (.418.2%) one year below grade
level

r;n)up H
0 of 1 at grade level ( 1 one year below grade level in Grade 51

of 5 at grade level in Grade 3 (1 one year below grade level)
5 of 5 at grade. level in Grade 2

9 of I I (81.8%) at grode level, 2 ( 18.2%) one year below grade
level

Group e
3 of 5 at grade level in Grade 5 (2 one year below grade level)
5 of 10 at }tale level in Grade 4 .(3 one year. 2 two years -below

Oracle leM)
2 of -t at grade level in Grade 3 (I one year. 1 two years below

grade level)
-# of 5 at grade level in Grade 2 (1 one year below grade level)

I,of 2 (s8.3%) at grade level. l(T (41.-"I;) below grade level with
3(1% of them two yeai-s below grade level

GIP

Note that (a )'the attrition was two of 24 in Group A. tine of 12 in
Group 1% and six of 3() in Group C; (1) all of tote subjects in Group A
were in their fourth. fifth or sixth year in school but 5% of the Group B
and 21% of the Group C subtexts were in only their third year in school;
(c) of the subjects who were below gilt& level._fione in the PG groups
(A and B) were below more than one grade, but in Group C, 30% were
two years below grade lev

'Aim children in Group C, but none of the children in Groups A
and B. were in opportunity classes.
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Failure by sex. In the two Ik groups (A and all but one of
those who tailed were boys. In Group C half of the failures were girls
and the other half boys.

The results reported in this chapter, which Were obtained at post
kindergarten levels, are sumniarizt..d and discussed in Chapter 12,
together with the results obtained at the kindertarten level (reptmedin
Chaplet. 10).
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12
Summary and
Conclusion

We now come full circle to address the question which, from the start,
concerned us must. Would the early education program that we offered
to our children have for them enduring beneficial effects? Our primary
objective had been to produce permanent rather than transitory
improvements in their competence. Consequently, we had focused more
on helping them develop attitudes and cognitive styles which would
facilitate mastery in problem-solving..situations of any kind rather than
on helping them acquirespecific kinds of knoiVledge and skills. Had
our strategies worked? To answer this general question we asked a
number of specific questions and we haVe organized the discussion of
our results, which follows, with refere 'e to these specific questions.

1. Did our preschool' (PGs) maintain the betel
lectual and cognitive gains made by them in ** preschool .
after they were enrolled in the primary grades?

The answer to this question is a resounding yes/The Binet IQs of
the two groups of preschciol graduates (PGs) did not decline during the
course of the study. Instead, they tended to increase over time with sig-
nifieant additionsl gains being made at the kindergarten level. Even the
sample of Group A subjects which was studied through four primary
grades maintained its end-of-preschool IQ level throughout this whole.
time period. Also, in the last project year when 16 of the PGs were
tested by a ganger, their IQ scores were not reduced.

Measures of cognitive competence, other than the Binet, were
used only up to the end of Grade 1. These were the Circus tests. As
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MeaStICed by these tests the cognitive ability of the two Pt; groups
continued to improve. at least in kindergarten. At entry into kindergarten
.their scores were still below average, but by the end of the year they
((.. average They then appeared to maintain these kindergarten gains

and again scored at an average level at the end of first grade.

2. Did the Control subjects without preschool experience
"catch-up" to the PGs is intellectual and cognitive com-
petence atter entry into school at the kindergarten or the
Usher grade levels?

The Control children (Group C) did not make IQ gains in kinder
gann which were as great as tht se nude by the PG gnmps (A and II)
during their preschool years. Group C did make a significant IQ gain in
kinderginen, but it was not any,greater than the additional gains made
by each of the tWo PG groups at this level. Thus, Group C did not catch
up to the PG groups on IQ during kindergarten or at any higher grako
level. "111e samples of Group C studied through one or two post kindci.
ginen years maintained their end of kindergarten IQ levels, but the
sample studied for three years lx..yond kindergarten showed, on last
testing, a decline unvard a level of hinctioning like that displayed on
entry into kindergarten.

The cognitive competenc Of (Troup C, as measured by the
Preschool Inventory and the Circus tests, did however improve sig
niticantly, relative to the two PG groups, during kindergarten and first
grade At both the beginning and end of kindergarten, the two PG
groups obtained higher scores than Group C, but at the end of the year
the differences between Group C and each of the two PG groups on
one measure ( functional language) were no longer significant. Also, by
the end of Grade I, none-of the differences among the three groups on
any of the Circus measures were large enough to be statistically reliable.
AlthOugh this latter finding suggests that Group C had "caught up" to
the PG groups, the differences between them on two measures (Circus
"Think It "through" and "flow Much and flow Many") were still large
enough to be meaningful. When evaluated against the available
normative data (i'S. national means), the scores of the PG groups were
average, but tluxse of Grinip C were generally below average. Ihmever,
it is noteworthy that on Circus "Say and Tell," the language measure,
Group C (as well as the A 4nd 13 groups) was pertOrming, on most
items, at an average level.

Tests like the StantOrdliinet and the Circus tests, especially the
former, are often referred to as aptitude tests or tests which can he used
to predict, for example, icademic achievement: Tht-results Obtained
here with these tests are in marked contrast to thitse *ported in Most
other studies of the compensatory effects of preschool pre grants
(13roillenbrenner, 197.4), although there are some exceptions (Karnes,
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1913; Weikart. Bond & M Neil, t978; lam & 1/arlington, t9821.lisually
there has been 3 gradual attenuation of preschool IQ gains and gains
nude on other types of aptitude tests during the primary grades and thy,
differences betwec:n the preschool graduates :incl their controls have
become negligible

With respect to the Control group. it is of interest to nr)te that
Veikart, et al. (.19781.obtained.reStiltS similar to those found in this
study. 'fire gain in the Binet IQ c their Control group from entry into
kindergarten to the end of the first walk was 3.8 poihts. I iowewr, by
the end of fmrth grade this school effect was no longer evident.

3. Was the academic itcbiefiement of the PGs superior. to that
of the "Controls" and did they "fail a year" less often?
The answer to this question is also jws!At all levels, the academic

ac'hieveme'nt lest scores of both Groups A and 13 were higher than those
of Group C. The size of the difference was not always statistically sig
nificant, especially between Groups B and C. but this was because the
sample of Group B subjects was so small. The reader may have noticed
that on same tests the difference between the mean scores of Groups A
and B was not significant, btu that Group A's score (and not Group B's
score) was significantly higher than Group C's score even when, as was
sometimes the case, Group B's mean score was slightly higher than
Group A's score.

It was difficult to assess the strengths and weaknesses of the
groups by academic area becamse no Canadian normative data were
available and the use that was made of normative data from the tinit.d
States for this purpose may have been misleading. What children achieve
in school is a function of what they are taught as well as their aptitcqe
fir learning, motivation and work habits. For example, at the Crack. 3
level none of the groups made significant gains on the Science and
Social Studies Test in the Stanfird Achievement Primary II Battery. sug
gespng that what was measured by this test may not have been
emphasized in the London schools in Grade 3. Insofai as the use of
American norms was apprdpriate, the pattern of performance was not
entirely consistent from level to level. I lowever, the preschool graduates
seemed to. by and large, do somewhat better on language and other,
reading related tests than on ones that assessed idler types of
academic ability.

As judged by teachers, the academic competence of (troop A (with
two years of preschool experience) Was dearly superior to that of Group
C ( the OMURA group1, but the teachers tended tv underestimate the
actual academic ability of Grob') B (with only one year in pre school .

and to judge this group to be not much more competent than Group C.
I 'mewl., lie pass: tail rate in Group B was just about as satisfactory as ft
was in Group A.
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Being pronuxed is a global criterion of satisfactory academic
achievement, but is probably the most meaningful one in this study. Ott
this criterion the two PG groups were clearly superior to the Control
group 1w failure rate in Group C was three times greater than in
Group A and more than two times greater than in Group B. One year
after the project ended, 82% of Group A and 82%, of Group 13, but only
58% of Gnmp C were at an appropriate grade level and 10% of Group C
were :V; many as Iwo years below grade level.

4. Did the PG's a4/ust better to school, have better attitudes
and study habits, display more appropriate classroom
behavior a seem better a4justed personally and socially
than the C

No firm answer to this question could be obtained from the avail
able data. 'this was probably due partly to the subjective nature of the
measures employed (teacher judgments), and partly to variability in. the
standards against which the children were judged across the many
different schools in which they were enrolled. The Behavior Rating
Scales did not differentiate the groups at any level above kindergarten.
11w' infix-illation provided by the teachers in response to the mitre open-
ended questions in the School Adjustment Rej)ort suggested that there
were imponant differences between the children in Groups A and C in
the ways in which they adjusted to school, but in the Behavior Rating!
Scale data diese differences were reflected (when reflected at all) only
in trends in the expected direction.

In spite of the questionable reliability of the findings with the
Behavior Rating Scale some of the trends in the data were consistent
( wet time. 11w repeated replication of trends is an alternative method of
assessing their reliability which-some claim is more appropriate in
educational research, with small samples, than tests of statistical
significance (Carver, 1978). There were two trends which may be
meaniptill. The first was the difference between the PGs and the
Com As on External Control, a difference which was significant at the
kindergarten level, replicated for both Groups A and B at the Grade 1
level and fOr the vmples of Group A studied at the higher levels. One
of the goals of the preschool was self reliance or selfdirection and these
findings suggest that this goal may have been achieved in the long- as
well as theshortamge. However the tendency to make independent
decisions, to rely less on teacherfliv direction and to he less swayed by
the opinions of others may have made these children less rather than
more attractive to teachers, as has been found by other investigators
(Feshbach, 1%9; Ilelton tit Oakland, 19").

The second c(nisistent trend was for the teachers to rate Group 13
as low or sometimes even lower than Group C and to rate Group 'A
higher than either of the other two groups. This trenc4 which favored
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the (;coup A subjects, was consistent with the data obtained from the
relit mses to the Schexil Adjustment Report. Thus,-it is probably fair to
conlude that the Group A subjects with two years of preschool ogle-
I-Ace made, on the average, better social and personal adjustments in
school than did those with only one year of preschool (Group B) or
thte without any preschool experience (Group C).

The finding that the Group B subjects with only one year of pre-
sal( xi' experience did not adjust to school any better than the CAmtrols
with no prsch(>1 experience should, howevei, be interpreted with .
caution. There were proportionately more boys in this group than in
either of the other two groups. Boys tend to conform less readily In the
classnm and the judgments of teachers on a variety of measures have
been found to be more adversely affected by how non compliant a child
is than by any other variable (Kohn & Rosman, 1972). However, it
should be recalled that Group ft finished preschool with a social
competence score which was lower than that of Group A; that Group A
made its greatest gains in its second preschool year and that these gains
appeared to be a function of its/greater atfnunt of preschool experience
rather than of its greater age. Perhaps the kIndergarten did not provide
tprtunities, comparable to those in the preschool, for improving
social skills. If so, this would explain these results. .

5. Were the children who bad two years of preschool tope-
Hence starting at age three more successful in school
than those who had only one year staling at age four?
Overall, the results suggest that the answer to this question is yes.

Although the academic achievements of Group B, as measured by the
tests and pass/fail rates, were just about as satisfactory as those of G
A, the children in Group 13 had more ability and appeared to be less
disadvantaged than the children in Group A. Half of the Group A
subjects had very low ability and it was truly remarkable that they devel-
oped and succeeded in school as well as they did. Furthermore, as
discussed above, the children in Group B had more difficulty adapting
hi- the social demands of the school than did the Group A children, and
this was seriiius, for it seemed to affect the leachers judgments of even
their acadenfic ability. However, the children who started preschool at
age four clearly derived comensatot effects fromeleir early education
and their year in preschool seemed to be reflected in the additional tvg-
nitive gains whit they made in kindergarten.

6. Did the low-income children Who began their early Mu-
catioN at age five years derive compensatory effects from
their kindergarten programs?
There was evidence which suggested that the kindergarten'

pn)duced onnpensatory-efftets on the low. income children who started

9
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their early education at the five crear old level. but it was modest as,
compared with the impact 9f the preschool. Although Group C made
st Hnewhat greater gains tan the PG groups during their kindergarten
Year, these were not en(Sugh to ck kse the gaps between them. The.
kindergarten aid not have the impact on intellectual ability (IQ) of the
preschool, suggesting that the tiveyear-old level may be too late to .
proQuce,,a maOr change in cognitive Iiinctioning. This in itself perhaps
accounts for consistent pattern of lower achievement for the Group
C than the Group A or Group 13 children. Group C continued to -

improve its achievements relative to those of the PG groups during its
second year in schcEl, especially in the Ian iage area. However, except
in language. (rout) C continued, to to achle at a below-average level at
all grade levels at which any of the subjc. s in this group were studied.

v

Finally. in conclusion, we recognize that the sizes of the samples
availabl fiw study in the fi)11(Av up were not large. However, certain
aspects of the project strengthen it and support the a.ssumpticin of
validity for the findings. The first and most important of these is that a -

14 substantial number (if the children were studied for as many as four
years atter they entered the primary grades and the main findings were
replicated at each grade level. Second. all but a very few of the subjects
were studied during at least their first two years in school. These two
Years are the critical years because, by the end of them, most
investigators have tinind that IQ and other gains made by children in
c( mipensatcsy presch(x)I pr(Nratus.have beenlast. .
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Those who undertake long-term studies are Men frustrld in mid"
stream because they acquire new knowledge which makes them doubt
the wisdom of their original assumptions, the adequacy of their methods
and sometimes even the significance of the questions they have
addressed. Did this happen to us?

in the past decade efforts have continued, although not on the
gtand scale of the late 1960s, to resolve at least some of the many issues
which plague both teaching and research in the early childhoocl
education field. New knowledge and new insights have been gained, but
there is still much controversy and the debates continue. Should we
think of early education in "compehsatory* tains?...12p children from
economically disadrantag homes have deficiencies of a cognitive or

_motivational so* which ari. out of their life conditions, or are they just
different? f lave preschool pa ms withicompensatory goals been
shown to be effective in the long- as well as theshort-telm, and, if so,

\what kind of progr1/2 is "beg" and how Mould it be implemented?
We can now say witfi confidence that preschool education of high

quality can achieve certairiacademic goals, but the list of other
unresolved questions has not been reduced, nor is it likely to be, midi
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niore of the problems faced by researchers in the field are solved. One
of these is the lack of adequate criterion measures for judging the .

outcome of programs on non intellectual and non academic variables.
Another is a lack of methodological sophistication in tht measurement
of specific program variables and in relating program outcomes to such
variables. Very different programs have produced very similar benefits
,ariche can only spec-Wale abciut what caused them. Let us consider,
however. what progress hasbeen made in resolving the issues which
were of greatest concern in our project.

Compensatory Education:
Can This Notion Be Justified?

The deficit hypothesis on which the nOtim of compensatory education
is said to be based was unacceptable to some in the early 1970s and it
continues to be unacceptable to some today. New voices are nuking the
old claims, iramely that it reflects middle-class bias which equates
differences with deficits and places the blame for academic failure on
the child rather than on the school or societal variables where it belongs
(Edwards. 1979; Stipek. Valentine & Zigler, 1979). There is also sonic
new evidence that challenges the deficit hypothesis. For example,
Ginsburg and Russell ( 1981) have reported results which suggest that at
least in the case of mathematics,4tchool failure cannot be explained by
deficits at school entry in basic mathematical skills. Yet others continue
'to find that the cognitiVe "readiness" of lower class children at school
entry is significantly lower than that c, fddleclass children (Hall &,4#
Kaye. 1980). Discrepant results such as t ese are usually the result of
variation across studies In the criterion measures used, but we can only
conclude that the question of whether lowerclass children mart school
with clt)gnitive handicaps, or develop them later, is II a controversial
issue.

The possibility that they do enter school with such ndicap(is
suggested by the many bazar& to detelopment which c our in
impoverished homes (Marjoribanks, 1979). These ham s have been
listed and vividly described (Robinson & Robinson, 1976; Keniston &
the Carnegie Council on Children. 1977). Some are health hazards, some
are physical hazards and others are psychological hazards. The latter
derive in large part from the impact of poverty and its concgmmitants
on the parents, which impairs their capacity to sense and meet the
ne41% of their children and deal with them in rational ways. For '
example, Steinberg, Catalano and Dooley (1981) have shown that an
economic change for the worse, resulting from the loss of a job, is the
antecedent of increased child abase. Hetherington, Cox and Cox (1978)
have documented the elects on mothers of the loss ofa spouse thtbugh
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divorce or separatm which is a frequent concommitant of poverty. They
have described how the personal problems the single-mother faces
influence her relationship with her children a9d low her diffithies are
compounded by meager financial resources. The disniptive effects on
the cognitive abilities of children, which have been found to follow the
withdrawal of one parent from the home may, however, be only
temporary, and this type of effect may he greater in middle-class that) in
lower class homes (Shinn, 1978; Ginsburg & Russell, 1981), perhaps
because single parenting is less acceptable in such homes. It seems
reasonable to assume, however, that children two parents have a
better chance of receiving developmentally pr..uctive cognitive
stimulation than do children with only one parent (Zajonc, 1976).

Both middle- and lourr-class banies miry widely in the resources
for cognitiir deirkpment Wild, they provide. A recognition of this has
led to newdattempts to identify specific variables in the home envi-
ronment which influence the development of cognitive abilities in chil
diets (Tavlork1979; Carew, 1980). Bradley and Caldwell (1980)
(level( ved a IIome Observation for Measurement of the Environment

IMF) Inventory and tinind substantial correlations between I IOME
scores and Binet IQ scores for both boys and girls. This work has, how-
ever, been criticized on the grounds that parental ability and environ-
mental variables were confounded (Willerman, 1979). Willettnan4:
review of the literature led her to conclude that the amount of variance
in IQ which can be accounted for by the environment is still unknoWn,
but that the idea that lower-class environments are barren of intellectual
opportunity is false. tower class children may not, bourver, be
-attunevl," as Willerman putg, to extracting informatisn from their
emironments:

No apology is therefore made for the use of the word "compen-
satory" in the title of this monograph. We chose it, regardless of the
controversy surrounding it, because it is inforriiative. It says exactly what
we tried to do. Our beg guess in the 1970s and wr best guess now is
that low-incoor chiktren do not, on the average, have opportunities for
cognitive development in early childhood which are equal to those of
most middle-,dass children and as a result function in the elementary
school at level4 way below their capacity. We did not, however, *Mk in
terms of deficits. We evected to find, and we found, overlap in the
ownitiir abilities of our tt110 socio-economic groups and wide individual
differences within each group. It will be recalled that the subjects were
selected without pretesting and all of them appgred to be, and were
considered to Ix by parents and social wirkers, 'tiormal" children. It
now appears, from our own,results, that prosperous families also vary
widely in the amount and kind of resources for growth thatthey provide
for their children, In our program, about half of the children from such

.
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families seemed to derive as muchtnefit from it as did the low-
income children. It can be argued, then, that all 'good" education is
Awmpensatort in that it supplements the home in providing
opportunities for development that the home is unable or unlikely to
provide.

/
The Critical Stage Hypothesis:
Would We Still Favor It?

Our assumption that children at the preschool level are at a critical stage
in their cognitive development and MUM receive adequate support for
their cognitive growth at this time if they are to realize their full
potential. is still both a theoretical (Oyama, 1979) and an empirical
question. Some' argue that humans have a capacity for Change acnzsic
the entire life span (Brim & Kagan, 1980), and high quality programs at
either the infinity or preschool level have been shown to have positive
long term effects ( lazar & Darlington, 1982). Others are of the opiniori
that higher lOs fiillowing preschool education are more likely to be the
result of changes in motivation than of any real change-in cognitive
functioning (Zigler & Butterfield, 1968; Zigler, Abelson & Seitz, 1973;
Zigler, Abelson, Trickett & Seitz, 1982). The improvements in per.
fix-mance which we observed in our preschtiol ma , have been due

A more to changes in motivation (increased trust it self as an effective
change agent, increased int est in finding out a nit the world,
increased trust in the adult . iciety) than to changes in cognitive

cl

structures. We were aware of the motivational hypothesis at the start of
our project and it was for this reason that we expended so much effort
in trying to find, or develop, methods of assessing what we called
cognitive and learning styles ( including mastery motivation) and social
competence. We were in agreement with Zigler (Zigler & nickel, 1978)
that IQ and academic achievement are inadequate as the sole measures
of program effectiveness.

In support of the motivational theory we did find that our low.
income children nude, during their first year in j reschool, their greatest
gains not only on the Binet, but on our measures cognitive and
learning styles and that this was true whether they were enrolled at the
age of three or four years. 'The gains in these areas then seemed to "pay
or in their second year in school for it was then that they made their
greatest gains on achievement tests and in social competence. Other bits
of evidence in our data fire also consistent with the view that low
inconte children do ptxtly on tests, in pert because they distrust both
themselves and others and that test score Wins made in the preschool
are at least impart due to changes in these attitudes. On the Preschool
Inventory, the stvgest compensatory effect obtained when the children
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were in their first prescho( l year was (in tlw 1 k in't Knt w' score. 11w
highly significant differences which were found on this score between
jhe high-income and each ofthe kiw-incorue gunip: at the initial test
time disappeared at the second It!tit time and did not reappear later. 11w
reduction wit the veiy high "I)on't know" scores of the low-income
groups from the beginning w the end of their first preschool year was
truly remarkable. On Circus "Say and Tell," the low income children had
most difficulty with Descri wion, a section in which they were required,
to respond to direct questi as which had a right answer. 11w teachers
also noted the low income c. ildren's difficulty in coping with direct
questions. This suggests sonic kind of "warinms" of adults of the sort
that tigler and WS colleagues (1982) have 'studied and our attempts to
!midi!), this were only partly successful.

lheretiwe.changes in motivation probably pkir an,exceedingly
important part in imprwing the competence of children us the preschod,
and pethaps later, but this does; not prove that cognitive' change, such as
an increase in knowledge and the acquisition of new strait zies for
tttiltzittg that knouialge in pmblews solving situations, do not also play
an important part

Why the New Optimism dbout Preschool Education?
The gloomy jlessimism of the early 1970s about the possibility of
obtaining compensatory effects when intervention IIVLS delved until

were, aged three and pia- jvars has been replaced by a new
wave of optimism. The turning poi* seems to have come when F. II.
Palmer (Note 1) reported new killow up data on the longterm effrcts of
a variety of intervention programs which were mounted in the 1960s. I to
presented fiis findings in 197% at the annual meetings of the American
Psychohigical Assciiation. the said that a ccins(irtitim of 12 investigators,
who had intervened with -low-income children at different age levels
(infancy to kinderOwn), in different ways (home based; preschool
he'd), ti or different purposes (to measure the effects of specific
.smitegiv or to measure the effeiis of a special type of curriculum) had
undertaken to r' locate their subjects and find out what progress they
had made in school. At the f6110w-up time the children ranged in age
from nine to 19 years:The preliwinaty results of this work were very
exciting to early childhood ac.W( Apes. 11w evidence looked convincing
that children who had been exposed to almost all of these various kinds
of early interventions werevore often in an appropriate grade fir theiF
age and were;, less (Men in sfalal education (lames than were their.
controls. 11w final results of this cooperative effon, in which an attempt
was made to pool all (if the data, were later published (Lazar &
Darlington, 1982). They confirmed fintpreliminaty findings that the
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children who attended the programs were significantly more able'to
meet the school's basic requirements than were their controls. It should
be emphasized. however. that all of the interventions were conducted
for research purposes by highly competent investigators, and all were
careftilly supenued .In short. they were uU pnwrams of high quality

Included in the (Amortium's data were the preliminary results of ,
three major longitudinal studies that are of particular interest here
because they were concerned with the effects of preschool experience

I on later academic achievement. These studies were in progress when
the I TWO Project was initiated, but have now lx-yen completed. They are:
Miller and 1)yer's comparative study of tour program models in
louisville. Kentucky; Vi(vikart's study of a preschool program tiperated..in
the Ypsilanti. Michigan.. school system (the Perry Preschool Project); an,d
Weikart's comparative study of three different laboratory based rfogram
midels (the Ypsilanti Preschool Curriculum Demonstration Project). The
much awaited results ?if Miller and Dyer's massive project were very
disappointing. but the findings of the Perry Preschool Project and the
(Itirrictilttin 1)emt xtstration Prt)ject were.vi'y encouraging, especially
those obtained in the latter project. All of the subjects in these studies
were from low income families and all of the programs had
c(nnpeitsatixy )bjectives. .

Miller and Oyer ( 1976) initiated their project in 1968. The tour
types of programs compared were traditional !lead Stan, Montessori,
)ARCF.F. (1)emonstration and Research Center fin- Early Childhood

Education. develop ixl at Peabody ('A)Ilege) and liereiterlingelmann's
Janguage program (Hereitr iic Engelman, 196(i). The subjects were
enrolled in preschool for only one year, but attended for six and one
half-hours. five days a week. They were then followed up in the
elementary school with some in follow-through classes and others in
regular classes At the preschool level. the largest IQ and achievement if
gains were made in the most fOcused academic programs (Bereiter
Engelman)) and DARCE10. but these were small, and at the elementary
school level. Mien there was a general decline in IQ in all groups, this .

was greater in the liereiter-Engelmann than in any a the other three
groups. In the ling tenn, no significant program effects were found for
academic achievement. There was. however, some modest evidence of
difleriltial effects of programs on non-cognitive variables such as
inventiveness. curiosity and verbal-social particiratiOn, with the less
structured programs producing more positive outon -s. The findings of .

this study were however. difficult to interpret because of met dogica/
probiems. For example. the control group appears to have bet we

advantaged than the experimental groups. 'the disappoir...ing re r s of
the study may. however, have been due to insufficient supervision of the
programs to insure that they were of high quality, or to the fact that the
children were in their programs for only one academic year. ,
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The Perry Preschool Project was initiated in 1962 (Weikast. bond &
McNeil. 1978) and the children who participate4 in it between 1962 and
1967 have now been followed up through age IS (Schweitihart &

080) All of the subjects except those in the first waye (entry
1962) were enrolled in the preschool at the age of three anerattended
for two years. They then went on to regular classes in the elementary
schim)ls.11ie Cognitively Oriented Curriculum which was later described
in detail (Weikatt. Rogers.- Adcock & McClelland, 1971) was developed
during the 1%() period. 11w program went through a series of changes
and at first was not based, s it was later, on Magellan theory. 11w
evolution of the program wa, described briefly in,the report of the
hollow up stiklv through grade four (Weikan, fiend & McNeil, 1978), but
in greater detail in the Poreword of ?mink Chiklren in Action
t 1ioliniann; Banet & Weikart, 1979). The results of the Perry Preschool
Project cannot, therefore, be looked upon as an evaluation of the
high .cope Cognitively Oriented Curriculum as it was described in 1971
or in 19-9 Nevertheless, the education offered was thoughtful?), planned
and careful!), executed and it achieved some important objectives. By
the end, i)f treatment, the preshiiol group had gained 15.3 Bind IQ
points. and scored 11 points higher than the control group which had
no preschix )1 experience After the groups entered elementary shOol
the differences between them on aptitude scores (in4tkling 1(?)
diminished and were no longstatistically significant by the end of
seeimittgrade tloWever, on academic achievement tests the preschool
group performed significantly better than the control group and the
differences Ixteen the groups actually increased over time. Also, the ,-

(k.erall schoolsucce.s.s of the preschool group was superior to that of the
control group. By the end of fourth grade, 83% of the preschool children
and only (2% of the controls were at the grade level appropriate for
their age and significantly fewer of the preschool than the control
children had been assigned to special education classes.

When the children were fbIlowed up through age IS it was again
found that at eighth grade the preschool group was meeting the
demands of sclioig better and achieving higher scores on achievement
tests than was the control group. A tentative explanation of these
findings. based on additional evidence obtained at this time, was that
those with preschool experience phicibd a higher value on schooling,
were more committed to doing we'll in school and received more
reinforcement for their of than did their controls. Also, because
incompetence in school is so often associated with deviant lx-havior, an
attempt was made to tletnnine whether the preschool had had an
effect on the' mcidetite of Jurenik, ddinquency. The findings suggested
that it had Self report mea. ti indicated that 52% of the control group,
but only 36% of the preschool gr alp had :displayed a sustained pattern
of delinquency (defined as five or more otfenses)..
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'11w Ypsilanti Prescho4)1 CurricultiV)emonstration Project
(reit-lied to as the CI) Pii)ject I was initiated in 1%7 (Weikart. ptstein,
schweinhart 84 Knit', 19781. Its central proxxseIs to compare the
of in A of three differevt preschool curricula tot program models) on
e onomicall disildvanwgil children. The duce curricula were
cognitive the Ifigh Scope Foundation's Cogizitively Oriented.
Curriculum (Wikart, et al.. 19'1): language- lieriter-Fuglmann's
languagell-aining Curriculum (liereiter Lngelniann. 1966); and l!nit
!lased a curt iculum based on the-traditional American nursery school
( Mc(:lelland. Martin. Mahe & RichardsinCT970). All three programs were
in in Ypsilanti under laboratory conditions and every aim
was made to control all noncurriculum-variables which might influence
the resubs. Also. strum, administrative support was given to each
im)gram so that its qua/it would he maintained at a high level. 'the
subjects attended their preschools fin- tuy, years, starting at the age of
three years They were then enrolled in regular classes in the elementary
sclux)1 and Awn. followed up through fOurth grade. All three pnwinis
ph wed to he elleitive in producing/arge 1Q gains at the preschool level
and. what is most important, these gains :awe maintained fin, JvarN
alter the (bikini: ente're'd elementary school All three programs were
also (IP( tire m in 'n school SUCCeSS. The children in the project
were only halt as likely to be retained in grade (to fail) or to be placrd.
in special education classes as were their controls.

Is Mere is "Best" Program Model?
'the (1) stildv-pnw itted supfx)rt fix- the new Optimism alx)ut what

J

comptsator preschocil education could accomplish, but it did nothing
to solve the problem of what curriculum model was the best. Although
tit lireitr Engelman') program had the greatest immediate impact on
Ie ). in the long term all- three programs proved to he equally effective.
Are we instilled in concluding. the refore. that any type of ptomain can
achieve at least intellectual and academic achievement goals if it is of
'high quality? Perhaps we are. but if so, uv must decide taw igh
quality- means and how to product' it. We can begin by asking vhat
made these three programs so successful when so many oth have
failed. One possible reason is that the children attend wesch(x)1
for two years. but Welkin and his colleagues believe that -as bkau.se
of the :my the pnwraptiriPere tperated They drew :mon( four
operating principles, which were applied in each of the grog is, which
they considered to be the "key" to their success. First, there was a
curriculum which gave ft x-u.s and purp)se`to the teaching pro errs.
Second. the staff was kept highly motwated and dedicated by
involvement in problem solving and decisitOping about how to
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C, ,implement the program. They receiyeu naming out were not -trained.-
They had the satistaction of experietk mg growth that was achieved
through their own (lions. .1hird, inerate was maintained ;,u a high level.
There was no boss tlio detennmed what would he done The
interactions between the St Ipt'll'ISt /1. and staff we're' circular
Communication among stall members was 01)&11 and each member
shared responsibility Fonnh, feedback was priAided regularly to help
the teachers evaluate work

'this interpretation was of great interest to our group at Western
t hitano because. in the operation of out program, every one of these
four })tint iples was applied. 'the desctiptions which have been primtled

hi At- we carved out the curtictihmi and worked ti Nether to
implement the program will have nude this clear. Hence. perhaps the
way out pit igram was ()permed was the key to our success. Althinigh
cannot accept this idea completely and and confident there is;more to it
than that, I must t t mites.. that, Director of the program from the very
start. my intuition told me that nothing would work unle*we tune
tiinied as a wain were in agreement alxitit out goals and committed to
them. tilt that we were /earning and developing as we met the
challenges, and had..sinue way of estimating the success of our ettons
I Xiing the ern/au/Am study seemed to me to Iv absolutely c.s.sntial to
the success of the piogram

If these are in tact the [iny key elements for success, then it is not
swim 'sing that so nutty programs haw tailed. To provide the kind of
leadership which is required is not easy, nor are leaders who are able to

Whit' II always readily available. But, it we accept that leaders-hip is
essential. then this has important implications for policy makers and
those who haw the responsibility for maintaining the quality of our day
nursertutt and early education classes, especially those serving children
who may hate spotial needs In Ontario, following the passage' of the
hist Wt. Nurseries Act in 19to, which set standards for the licensing of
nursery schoiils as well as day nurseries, the Day Nurseries Branch of
iovemmentjkwhich was established to administer the Act, provided

remnircepeMbri., to help operators meet the new requirements,
especially those which pertained to the educational component. These
resource }errs ins were well-ttained nurser school specialists and they
winked with the teachers, helped them 'clarify their gtials, select
equipment. design the nursery environment, and acquire new
*itowletige about chiki developtiteitt and child guidance principles.
They also encouraged them to meet With teachers in other nurseries
with whom they multi share their problems anti concerns and helped
them find additional resource persons in their communities. These
etions were highly effective in improving the quality of Ontario's itursety
programs. In littwe recent years, however, the perstninel who were ()me
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resource persons have become little more than inspectors who visit a
nursery. often only once a year. to make sure the requirement of the
law are being met. This is. in view of the importance of leadership. little
less than trag'ic and in need of review School boardi who now operate/
pre kindergarten classes with compensatory goals should also take note
of this need fin- leadership. They might try to turn their kindergarten
consultants into something more than sti ervisors or athisers. Perhaps
the consultants coult1 be encouraged to work with groups of pre
kindeiganen teachers. if it is impractical to work with them indivit 'lually.
In such groups the teachers and consultant could work ti Nether at
t Untying gmls. hammering erAt curricula. finding ways lo implement a
pri)grain under %-arying conditions and developing practijal ways of
obtaining kedlxtck about the success of their hllOrts.

Returning to the question "tii)icb program model is heel?" the
answer 4tms to be-that at this point no one knows. Much more
research and !mire sophisticated research will he required before a
better answer to this question is forthcoming. So fin- we have learned
something about the elements in a program which make it effective in
achieving cognitive and academic achievement goals. but we have yet to
determine the kind of prtogr.0 which is most elective in prixitkng
him acatietnic waic, and to some these are the most important for
prescht)ol education. Thus. tiohies will probably continue to determine
the choice of program model for some time to come. I however. if we
were going to start all over again with our project we would still use the
same kind of educational approach. This is because our results indicated
that the program was well balanced with respect to our goals and
induced personal and social growth (especially when we had the
children for two years) as well as cognitive development.

Our Curriculum:
Would We Change li Now?

flaying said we would use the same educational approach again, would
we modify our Assessment and Curriculum Guides? has anything new
been atkled to our knowledge of child development whir has
implications for what should be included in a preschxke dicultn?

Piaget described the cognitive abilities 91preschool.(pretv.
erational) children in negative rather than positive terms. lie wrote more
often about what they could not do ;ban of what they could do. For a
long time this led others as well to focus on their limitations rather thati
their strengths. Nit vw, however, a great deal of evidence has-piled up
against the notion that preschoolers are cognitively inept. Gelman
( 197'9) in a summary of this evidence pointed out that preschoolers are
less egtwentric and more able to take the perspective of anodwr than
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allyinie supposed. that they can count and can understand a great deal
al;out the nature of number. that there are many conditions under which.
they (an,classitY. that they are sensitive to temporal order and believe
that causes precede their effects and finally that they have impressive
memory abilities as reflected. for example, in their rapid acquisition of
language abilities. She speculated on why it has taken psychologists and
educators so long to recognize these abilities, suggesting that the
expectancies engendered by Piagetian theory were in part to blame, but
that in addition children had been tested on inappropriate tasks. She
dest ribed some of the difficulties in desighing tasks for young children
which do net interfere with the use of their real cognitive capacities.
Sine*()I.her suggestions about how to make a task suitable for
preschoolers, by reducing its complexity, avoiding ambiguous words or
pre training in the meaning of the words before testing, and embedding
the problem in a game like situation of the sort children like to play are
all relevant to the problems we attempted to solve in developing our
Assessment and`Curriculum Guides.

The work of Brainerd (1979) about which we had some
knowledge while we were developing the Guides continues to support
the view that children develop an understanding of the concept of,
ordination before they develop a cimeeptoof number and that the
concept of cardinaticm develops considerably later. If Brainerd is right,
then our Curriculum Guide for Number should be modified to reflect
this developmental sequence. The teacher should also be advised that
when introducing a child to number only the ordinal meaning should
he used and the first games played should involve only counting and
seriatim. Furthermore, before introducing children to activities which
involve determining the number of items in a set the teacher should
make sure that they have a well-established understanding of ordinality.

There is still, however, much controversy about the age at which
conservation concepts are acquired and the developmental sequence of
understandings which lead up to the mastery of various concepts.
Recently, an innovative way of tackling the sequence problem was
suggested by Siegler (1981). He used a rule-assessment approach based
on the assumption that cognitive deVelopment "can be characterized in
large pan as the acquisition of increasingly powerful Riles for solving
problems" ( p. 3). Siegler's subjects included fouryearolds and his
findings supported the view that children do progress through a series
of alternative understandings before mastering a concept. It is interesting
to speculate on the.implications of this work for teaching practice.
Perhaps we might think in terms of rule discovery.

Thus, there are some new ideas in the literature which could be
used to revise the Assessment and Curriculum Guides and some useful
information about how to plan problem-solving tasks which are
appropriate for preschoolers.
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The Implementation of the Model:
Was Our Program Up-to-Date?

WV t WI'S 0114,ratt. e't NtlIthCly t r 141%1;111W achieved new
insights into the -whats,- "how's" and -whys- of implementing such a
program %ditch would modify our thinking?

Progralys winch claimed to tie cognitively oriented got their start
in the 1900s, but since then have gone through a series of transfor
mations The way they tunt.-tion today bears little resemblance to the way
they functioned a doien years ago. the changes that lav occurred
reflect not- only the continuing struggle to Interpret the implications of
Magetiatt theory for educational practice t I974); Kuhn. 19'9),
but a degree of recepthity to the views of the ever increasing iminIvr of
IXSlns Who an...challenging that theory anti also knowledge acquired
through practical experience.

holy/wilt/urns lxfsed on l'iaget tan theory Were atind at acre)
craw ni and ode:mired to accompliMi this by laying the round3uou k
the emergence of concrete. Piagetian tasks ti wined an
important pan of the curriculum. Childs action on objects
viewed as an important part of learning anti drill was usually avoided.
but so nk. direct instrui:tion was given. Curricula were caretVly planned
and tightly sequenced and in sonic cases learning -kits- were
developed language was SArt'S.Sti, SuttltttlItS £0 tile p01111 of
-IximbartIment

ht the I0'0 this approach began to tie regarded as un Piagetian,
especially the goal to accelerate, the tendency to instruct and the
emphasis on language A phase then began, in which attempts were
nude to activate thought prix.esses by conflict inducement Programs
wer planned to stimulate ti1CtiVe curiosity and independent
exploration In tact there was a return to some 4 )f the mine traditit mat
nurser school practices 'the role of the teacher was mit, luiwever,
viewed in traditional terms. The teacher Wks not passive or lust
responsive. lbe teacher's task was to -distlquilibrate- the child by
drawing attention to discrepancies anti contrasts and to put him in her
intil ambiguous situati;)ns'whioth would induce problem solving thought.
For this purpose. thinking games of various sorts were invented. the
goal was to produce cognitive growth through cognikie challenge In
this phase the emphasis on language disappeared.

Currendr, there is ah4telleri. acceptance of the principle that
children construct their own knowledge and do so when actively
involved in exileriences of their own making. The teacher is therefore
viewed as a facilitator of the cognitive development. It is the way
in which the teacher interacts with the child that is important. "the
teacher must know when to act and how. to act in ways Ntti will
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induce thinking. "Ibus, the attempt to define the teacher's role and the
401' search lin- e't edal. teaching strategies continues. language is

conside're'd to he an important pall of the curriculum,but it is used
More to describe concepts than to induce them.

Tie kw( iltitk HI of the High So* 01411111\11v ()dented (.1.1tIletiltilli
provide,: an excellent illustratim of a program which went through
these 'Nee pluses and its history has been well &scribed ltIohnunn,
et al., 0-91 Currently the group in Ypsilanti thinks in terms of -key-

which they try to nuke sure every child has hypriividing
apptopriate resonrcs in the puihool 4,niionnient and teacher guided
activities, often ()tiered to small groups. The stress is on encouraging the
k hildien to take the initiative, nuke iltvisions, make' plans. carry them
out and evaluate their efforts. Both teacher and child are seen as playing
an 11111Rn-tam role in l'actlitming develoPinenp&

40-PnWrani was latinght'd when °tit& cogni ivel oriented
Pit were in their second phase of applkatioi At the time, Many
qiilv.edikators were reacting negatively 10 1110 programs that had
doeloped in the I9nos and to avoid misunderstanding we chose emit to
call our program a (ogrlitivdv oriented one. Early on we had decided
that we would'ofler no direct instruction and would preserve what we
considered to he the best_in the traditional Ontario preschi)01 program,

.s'ss had been developed in the 19-i0s at the l!niversity of oronto's
Institute for Child study. "the stress in that program was on encouraging
indixndence. decision -makin , and purposeful lxhavii
tteativity, exploration, 'mope . SZVIISitiVity and responsibilit -We
then tried to build more cognitive stimulation into this program..
l'iagetian the( iry did, however:influence our selection (.i number,
classificatum and spatial relations as M'reCial curriculum areas as well as.
our decisions alk )111 hOW langtiaA development would lx' fiistered. We
also used sonic of l'iaget 's ideas about the Alisequilibratlim" ;lue s:x. to
dollop strategies fin involving the Children in, and maintaining their
interest in, thought inducing problem Solving tasks. When developing
the Assessment and Curriculum (asides we did not, however, depend on
l'iaget We turned directly to the scietatific literature for empirieahlata.

It seems fair to say then that the program we developed was
wasimablv up to date as far as contemporatv thinighrabinn the
implementation 01 a cognitively oriented program is concerned. During
the whole project -we were constantly preoccupied with the question of
how the teachers should interact with the children 'to facilitate their
growth. We believed that i'%Irellts Who are successful in raising hue!,
lectualh competent children do more than respond totheir spontaneous
inte're'st~, that they constantly transmit infiinnation, albeit in informal
situations, and constantly endeavor to lead their children' into new
distiveries which are intellectually snintliating. Currently. there is much
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research interest in the dynamics and cognitive effects of different kinds
Of mother child interactions (Carew, 1980). Hopefully, this will
ultimately lead to a better understanding of the kind of teacher child
ititeratticuis which produce the most intellectually valuable kinds of
exixrience for children

Social Compeknce: Did We Gain
New Insigbts for Its motion?

results of our own research on the measurement of social
competence might have, had we .completed this work sooner,
influenced ntte of the strategies we Used for helping the children
improve their social competence. 11w finding, that social competence
was reflected primarily in the effectiveness of children's attempts to
influence yitrir peers suggests that teachers might do well to encourage
children to use a problem solving approach in interpersonal conflict
situations in this the teacher would help the child clarify goals, consider
cause and eflivt relationships and the options for action to achieve the
desiyki social goal, as well as encourage experimentation. Our results
indit at .d that cognitive competence is related to social competence,
suggesting that the latter can be improved by utilizing more effectively
the former In short, it appears we should help cpildren ttse their"
"heads" as well as their **beans" in solving interpersonal problems.

IMPLY CATIONS FOR SOCIAL POLICY

1. We can now Ly wittiznfidence that low-income children
chn dimive substantial n8 benefits from early education at
the preschool level. Even when it's delayed until children are three or
even four years old, preschool education can improve educational
achievement, reduce failure rates and the need for special education
and, perhaps, also modify attitudes, values and aspirations. tiowever,
only programs of high quality have accomplished such goals so it is of
paramount importance that if compensatory early *education programs
are offered they be operated well.

2. No particular prognim model has been Proven to be better
than any other. Policy makers can therefore afford to be flexible and
responsive to local preferences, but again it is emphasized that every
efkirt should be made to insure that whatever type of program is offered
it is of high quality To insure qualify, child to teacher ratias must be kept
low In successful programs they have averaged five to one and never
more than eight to one. in our pro le ratio was seven to one.
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Resource persons must also he made arviilahle uho can provide effeattv
. leadership. insure that there is a focus in the programs and that the

rile of the teachers and their desire to be effective with the childntn
iintained at a high level. !

3. Early education can help, but is not likely to solve all of the
problems of poverty. Earlier it was said that the critics of early
education for low income children claim that the blame for their
poi blems in schkx)1 should nk A he placed on the children themselves,
but on the societal institutions Which perpetuate the conditions which
give rise to these publems. Societal structures do detennine many of
the difficulties faced by children and families in poverty (Kenistbn & the
Carnegie Council on Children, 1977) as do governmental family policies.
In a study of _famil y/xi/ay in 14 countries, Canada was described as
having nkr explicit or comprehensive policy (Komennan & Kahn, 1978)
and Ilatbara Chisylm ( 1981), a well known. nadian child advocate,
has decried the hick of governmental support for the nurturing functions
of parents in Canada. Thus, there appear to lx some broad challenges in
this area which Canadlon policy makers-should make haste to address.
In our ft AhAv up study we discovered that many low income children do
poorly in school for reasons that have nothing to do with their ability or
desire to do well. Their families are often flighty mobile arid as a result
the children are frequently uprOoted and moved from one school to
another. They are also often absent from school, sometimes for very
long periods. Therefore early education is not the sole answer to the
problems children from impoverished homes face in their attempts to
;whim- in school, but it can be an ithportant part of the answer. It has
been demonstrated that it gives at least some of those children, many of
whom lim'e a *great deal of natural ability, the opportunities they need to
develop and pull themselves out of thowelfare cycle.

4. Two years in preschool starting at age three, appear to be
more effective than only one year for improving the social
abilities as well as the acadeinic acbievements of low-income
children. liowever, one yeas in a program of high .quality can gaa 1Q1114
way toward humming at least their Academic achievement.

5. Major efforts to modify the values and attitudes of parents
are not essential for the success of an early education program.
Although some have argued that the positive effects oil low income-
children of early education will persist only if there is a change in the

familF Bronfenbrenner, 1974). programs in which no efforts to
produce such Changes have beet) made have also been sticsys.sftil (Law

Itirlington, 1982).
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6. The cost benefits of early education for children at risk
because of poverty appear to be substantial Although they are
difficult ui assess. an economic' analysis of the benefits of the Viiisilanti
Piv Prescluxil hoject was attempted (Weber. Kiwi 8: WeiLta. t(r8).
In this the to inaOt benefits on which the calculations were based
wete t I 1 asst saving for school districts resulting from fewer students in
the experimental group who rquird-expensiv special education
yr( %rains and t 21 higher anticipated lifetime earnings fOr the
expel 'mental sublet-Is because of ttiii greater educational attainments.

onedysts indicated that the first of these two benefits uvis enough to
par for one pew,. of preschtxd, and that teiten the second was added to
the first. the soings urn' sufficient to pay for tux) years i)../ preSt /704 A
ommntaix by Roger tirawe. an eel idomist with the World Bank, is

included in the report of this work. Grawe said that in such evaluations
the costs of the alternative to preschool participation ( Le. staying at
home in the ease (t the controls) should also he estimated and that
these should lie set oti against the cost's of the preschool education to
MUM- at the ink [mental cost of the intetventitn. tiei pointed out that in
the evaluation of the Perry Preschool Project an ac'llustmnt on the cost
side of this kind would have greatly increased its estimated profitability.
Additional information aliciut the economic implications of this protect.
to 19'9 dollais, has been provided by Schweinhan and Wetkart (1980)

7. Finally, to sum up, research on preschool education now
tells us what our cots n sense has always told us, that
chtldretf, will benefit fro es especially wben they
arse young and that this can produsr for society savings in
dollars. The implications of this are (Avious. More (imunities for
chiklrn from 1;1111ilieti on welfare to participate in early education
pit Knits shc mkt be pun-kW Barriers which prevent them from
obtaining access is day nurseries, which cater primarily to the children
of working Parents. sh6uld Ix broken down. Among our multiproblem
families there are many children with much talent who could make a
substantial contribution to tic wiety. They represent -.linable pool of
human resources and, at this time when the hi rate has reached such
a low level, it seems imperative that every dr° be made to develop
the resources.
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